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GENEIO~ L SUMMA R Y

Motivation and Approach. of the St’udy
Over more .t2han 20 years in h’eland, public policy has emphasised the

importance ,of ensuring that, .where possil)le, dependent elderly people are
cared lot at home rather than in tong-stay institutions. The belief has been
that it is better, and probably cheaper, to help elderly people to live in the
COnlnltllllty i-~lther th~ln to provide Ibr them in Iong-sta), instiLLHJOnS. There
has, however, been almost no information providecl or analysis made of tile
costs of caring for elderly i)eople in differenl :settings. This provides Ihe
motivation for this study, which aims to estimate the costs of caring in long-
stay institutions I)), comparison with care in Line community. A
COml)rehensive approach is taken to the estimation of costs, including the
various implicit costs ,hat I~dl o,1 householcls where elderly persons are
being cared for. The dependency levels of the elderly people in these
various settings are estimated. In this way, it is possible Io estimale how
costs change as the level of dependency changes.

The Setting in Which Care Takes Place
Care of tile elderly occurs in three broad settings - in long-stay

institutions, in shorl-stay institutions, and in the community where the
main resourc,, is the capacit), and willingness of the family Io l)rovide care.
Within the Ibrmal community care services, there are five main elements:

domiciliary services, day (care centre or hospital) services, sheltered
acconHllo£l~llion, boarding Ottl and assessment services. Marked

differences in levels of provision of some community care services arc
observed across Heall.h Board areas. Informal care comprises care in the
home, backed ul) I)y heahh and personal social services provided I)y
statutory or voltmtary agencies. Howeve,, the main burden falls on the
family, and in tuI’n, the majority of carets are women.

Measuring Costs of Cm4ng and Dependentd,
The two key issues f,’om the poinl of view of nlethodolog3, are how to

estimate costs and how to estimate dependency levels. On the costs side, a
fundamental clistinction is th:~l I)etween financial or "otlt-of-poeket" costs,
and opportunity costs. When estimating financial costs, the question which
is being asked, in effect, is: if this activity is not pursued, how much

xvii
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expenditure, especially lot the central Exchequer, would be saved? By
contrast, when ol)portunity costs are estimated, the question being asked is
implicitly: if this activity is not engaged in, what opportunities are released,
or what i’ea] resotlrees are saved? These l’eal i’esotirees consist ill ])articular
of labour and capital that could be pot to other uses. The main difficulty
that arises when estimating the cost of care in the home is how to es0mate
Ihe cost~s of the lime that is contributed by e;.|l-el-s. This is wh’erc there can
be a marked divergence between financial costs and opportunity costs.
From the point of view of the Exchequel, infornml care in the home may
be seen as "free". Yet estimates of opportunity costs can yield quite
different resuhs if, for instance, they are based on estimates of earnings
forgone because opportunities for work in the markel are given up.

Most of the methods of estimating clependency levels are focused on
physical dependene); mainly takingaecount of mobility and the activities
of daily living. However, there has been recognition of the need to take
account also of the mental and emotional aspects, even if this is not done
in a formal way th rough the construction of scales.

Methodolog3 of the Study
Tile study is based oil three surveys of the dependency levels of elderly

persons and of tile nature and level of services provided in three different
settings. These settings are, first, 4 selected geriatric hospitals providing in-
paticnf, care. Second, a national random sample of some 250 householcls in
which there was at least one elderly person in need of care. Thircl, a clay

hospital, an institution which can be seen as a bridge beuveen the services
of long-stay geriatric hospitals anti care in tile eommtmit),. Unlike tile
community side of the study, which is based on a ranclom sample
permitting inferences to be ¢h’awn about tile population sample¢l, the
hospital side consists of a series of case studies. Here, tile intention is to
illustrate the range of situations that can be founcl wilhin tile geriatric
hospital sector. Tile hospitals provide a range of approaches to service
provision, in particular with regard to tile degree to which assessment and
rehabilitation are used in an active way with the aim of returning patients
to live in the community, where possible.

For the community survey, households where there ivas at least one
elderly person in need of care comprised tile sample. Wit!,lin these botmds,
tile study focuses on those cases whel’e the carers and the elderly persons
lived in the same household, and on tile caring activities undertaken for
the principal recipient of care.
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DependentO, Profile of Elderly Pe@le
±’ks a prelude to tile analysis of costs in the different settings, the profile

of dependency is examined. It would be expected that a relatively high
percentage of the people in the hospitals would be in the higher
dependency categories. While this is observed, a little over a fifth of them
are either fi’ee from disability or have only one disability, thai of not being
able to bathe without help. Moreovez, there is quite a large variation in the
distribution of dae elderly by category of dependency in the different
hospi!.als.

There are a nun~13er of elements which can explain the presence of low-
dependency people in hospital. First, it would be expected that geriatric
hospilals with illOl’e formal assessment and more rigorous procedtn’es for
aclmission would have a low proportion of less-dependent people. This
expectation is borne otH. Second, if a hospital has a rehabilitation
programme and an active policy on discharge, one would also expect it to
have a low proportion of less-dependenl people. Tiffs exl~ectatiop is also
borne out. Third, the qualatit), and quality of conmaunity support Io an
active discharge policy can make a difference. It was expected that mosl of
the elderl,v in the community sample would be in the low dependency
groups, and this is also Ibund.

Cam a~ul Service Usage i’n (nstitutions
The nature of service provision in lhe institutions and the levels of

service provided are now considered. The most important fot’m of service
provided, in terms of the amount of resoul’ces used and their implications
for costs, is nursing and attendant care. Other eJell]elnllS o[" I’eSOl_ll’Ce use ~ll’e
paramedical services involving i~hysiotherapists, occupational therapists,
chirol~odists and speech therapists, together with physician services. In
addition, medicines are consumed as are services such :is padaolog’y. It was
expected that people with higher levels of dependency would receive more
hours of care fi’om nurses and attendants, and this is indeed [ound. What
is sttrprising is tit:it there is quite a variation in the number of hoHrs of care
provided, on average, across the 4 hospitals, having taken account of
¢lclgendency category. This variation cannot be explained fully by
inlroducing health indicators additional to physical dependency, such as
mental heah.h and degree of co-operation. It is more likcl), thai some of
the varialion in the number of hours of ca~’e across hospitals can be
explained by differences between hospitals in how the process of caring is
seen and reported. For example; bed-ridden patients may be seen as
requiring constant supervision in some hospitals, but not in others.
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The expectations were that tlie usage of resources would increase with
tile level.of dependency. This is not found as a general pattern. This nlay

reflect the clecisions of providers to concentrate most i’esottl’CeS Oll those
peoplewho are likely to.benefit most fi’om treatment.

The Costs of In.~’titutional Care
Based on the foregoing cstimales of hours of service" use in the

hospitals, together with budget data fi’om the liospitals, the costs of care
can I)e estimated alld related to tile level~ of d~:pcndenc),. Tlie cost of care
per occupied bed increases as disal)ility increases. However, tl~e degree to
which coscs increase is not:uniform as one moves up.tim dependency scale.
The costs of care refli:ct~ to an important degree, Ihc ntlmber of nursing
and attendant hom-s. Patients in the assessmenl/rehabilitation unit of
Hospital 2 receive more care than those in long-stay beds, and, as a result,
the average cost per occupied bedin the assessment unit is significantly
higher than in the long-stay unit. If costs arc estimated on a per patter’it
rather than on a per bed basis, allowing [or the turnover of patients, this
has a marked effect on the cost estimates for the assessmenl/rehabilitation
unit of lqospital 2. Given the high turnover:of patients through that unit,
the costs per patient treated are a fraction of costs perbed.

It is evident that the two broad elements thatdetermine the level of
care given to people with different levels of dependency, and Ilence that
determine the costs of provision, are the needs of patients and the
availability of Iilcilities. Some of the cost differences between hospitals
reflect the fact that some of the hospitals have a greater level of facilities
than others.

Provi.~’ion of Ca’re in the Cmmmrnity
The community survey enables a picture to be buih up of the usage of

services by the dependent elderly who are being cared for at home. An
important factor turns out to be episodes of hospitalisation. Some 29 per
cent of Lhe sample have been hosl)italised at least once in the previous
year. For those who sl)ent time in hospital, Ihe average length of stay in
most cases was over 21 days. Even among those of low dependency, the
average length of stay (for those hospitalised at least once) is not notably
different from that for the sample as a whole. A low level of usage of
for�hal community care services was found, which was ahllosl entirely
confined to GPs, puhlic healda nurses and home helps. This low usage
reflects low levels of provision of services, a lack of information about
services on t.he part of Imuseholds, and a lack of accessihility of services to
ihose who could LISt: them.
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Taking up informal care in tile home, three-quarters of the princil)al
caregivers were female and the average age of those giving care was 52. On
average, they spenl 47 hours a week on providing care, a numl)er which
increases considerably as the level of del)endeney increases. For the elderly
people with lower levels of dependency, most of the caring involves
providing help with activities such as housekeeping, shopping, preparing
meals, washing and ironing clothes, and providing supervision. For Ihose
wilh greater degrees of del)endeney, some two Io four hours a day, on

.average, are spent providing help with i)hysical activities such as washing,
dressing and feeding. One question which relates to opportunity costs is

the extent to which the carets remain at work and the degree to which Ihey

have reduced working hours outside the home. One-lifih of the carets are
in paid employment, a further 15 per cent either gave up ])aid
employment or yeduced their working hours in order to care for the
elderly person.

Costs of Care in the Community
The estimates of costs of care in the community are based on the levels

t)f usage of services which ave estimated in the community survey. Unit
prices (costs) Ibr each type of activity are applied to the levels of service
delivery [br each of these activities. A key cost item is the amount of hours

of informal care given within the home. In estimating the costs of informal
care, the main emphasis is on the estimation based on opportunity costs.
The alternative way of putting a value on a caring houh I)7’ using the l)ricc
per hour of a public service which could substitute at the margin for at
least sonic C~[" I]le illfOl’lll~ll care hours is also used to generale COSl

estimates. The latter is in essence an al)proach I)ascd on public
expenditure. While the ahernative opportunilies for work of the carets arc
limiled, the large amount of hottrs devoled to earing means thai. the
opportunity costs of labour are a significant part of total costs. The average
costs increase as the level of dependency increases. However, the increase
is less than might havtz I)een expected.

These estimates of costs do not reflect the psychic costs of caring that
fall on individuals and families. Given the modest’use of formal comnlunity
care services which is evident fiom the survey, and the limited role played.
I)), informal social networks, mucla of the burden of conamunity care falls
on the principal caregiver. It is clear fi’om research Ihat sul)stantial psychic
costs are imposed on the caregivers, which can take the form of stresses
and strains that lead to marital and Iktmily conflicts. Groups upon whom
such burdens i)articularly tall are those caring for the highly dependent
elderly, carets who - because of low incomes or other reasons - lack the
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econonlic Or social resotlrces which would enable them to oblain sojgport

or relief and women subject to social pressures to give tip paid emplo),nlent
or else put their paid work second to Ihe task of caring. The restth~ of the
comnlunity survey show a very high level of psychological distress among
the carets. Moreover, such psychic costs have implications for economic
costs. High levels of stress are likely to mean that over time Ihe health of
the carers deteriorates and their utilisation of health services increases.

Service Usage and Costs in a Day Hospital

Day hospitals provide an ahernative to in-patient se’cvices; they
investigate, treat and rehabilitate people without tile necessity for an
overnight stay in hospital. The costs of day hospital services reflect a
COnlplex nlixttll’e of resoul’ce rises. This nlixttlre COmDl’ises service

provision within tile hospital, transport provision, formal commttniW care
services, informal care within tlae home and episodes of acute hospital
services. Tile approacla to cost estimation adopted assumes that the clay
hospital services are complementary with both community care services
(formal and informal) and acute hospital services.

Most of the day hospital patients are in the relatively low dependency
groups, compared with the pattern for hospital in-inpatienLs. This is to bc
expected. Aside fi’om nursing and attendant time, significant contributions
of time come from ph),sicians, playsiotherapists, and occupational

th(~’rapists. In broad terms, the higher the level of dependency, the greater
the amount of time that is given.

There is a markecl difference between the day hospital groitp and the
community sample in that the clay hospital group receives many more
hours of public heahh nursing anct home help services. This is likely to be
related, in part at least, to clifferenccs in the availability of services between
the two groups: The largesl single item in the cosl estimates is that of
nursing and attendant cave. The general pattern is thai per capita costs rise
with dependency level, although there is not much difference in costs
between the two highest dependency levels. Turning to the components of
total costs, tile cosls of the clay hospital itself are the largest single
component. However, tile estimated opportunit), costs of informal care in
the home are not far behind, at about [’our-fifths of the costs of day
hospital services.

Concl~tz’ion.~"
Tile estimates of costs, for each of tile settings, are heavily influenced

by certain key services. In the hospitals and in the day hospital, the most
important single element which affects costs is the provision of nursing
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alld altendallt JlOUl’S, 111 11o111e cal’e, the tWO Jargest eJelllents 111 COSts al’e

the opportunity costs of tile hours given by inl\wmal carets in Ihe home,
and tile personal consumption oF elderly people. There is a relatively low
level of usage of die community care services which :ire provided through
the Heahh Boards, and hence these services do not comprise a significant
part o1" costs For the community sample. The use of acute hospital care for
episodes ttH’ns out IO be tllOre important as a cost for the comnlttnity

sample than these formal comlnlmit)’ care services¯ Acute hospital cal’e is
also an important cost item Ibr those who use the day hospital.

Turning to the relationship between costs and the level of dependency,
in the institutions it is found that the per capita costs of care increase as
the level of dependency increases. Ti3is increase in cost is not the same
over the entire range of dependency levels. One reason which ~:ould

explain tile finding that, I)etween some dependency levels, costs do not
increase as much as might have I)een expected, is the way in which
FesouI’ces al’e put into assessment, al least ill SOllle hospilals. Assessment,

and efforts at rehabilitation, are often targeted on lower-dependency
patients. The assessment and rehal)ilitation services are lal)our-intensive
and im,olve highly skilled staff. They can tfius add consideral)ly to costs.

For the community sample, total costs increase sleadily as the level of
clependency increases. However, the increase in average cost across tile
range or dependency is less than mighl have been expected. A nunlber of
Iitctors can exl)lain this. First, even for those with relatively low dependency
levels, a considerable number of caring hours is given by carers in the
home. There seems to be.a mininlum critical mass of hours which is
involved in care in the home. St:cond, in tile case of I)oth high and low
dependency levels, there is a consideral)le usage of hosl)ital services.

Turning now to the cosls of home care relative to institutional care for
those with low dependency levels, in 3 of the 4 hospitals the costs per
capita are of tile same broad order of magnitude as for tile community
sample. There are a number of likely explanations Ibr this pattern and in
particular For the key finding that there are relatively high resource costs of
caring in tile community at low del)endency levels. First, there is tile
feature, already noted, that even lot" elderly people with low dependency
levels, there seelllS to be a subslantial number oF hOtlrS oF care which are
required and given. Second, even for the Iow-<lependcncy group, there is a
considerable usage of hospital services for episodes of care. Third, tile
costs of personal consunlption and the costs of housing are assumed
constant acl*OSS dependency levels.

Looking at tile cost differences across tile hOSl)itals, some of the results
retlcct differences in the philosophy and style of care while others reflect a
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more generous availal)ility of facilities in some hospitals than in others. Not
all of tile differences in costs between Ihe hospitals can I)e explained by

differences ill levels of disability. 111 turn, this reflects in part the fact that
budgets to the hospilals are not allocated on tile basis of need, and that
little is known about tile degree of disability of elderly people in tile
hospitals or about the nature of care given within them.

Tile cost estimatcs reflect the actual, not tile optimalr consunlption of
services. Hence, the calculated costs can be lower than if the optimal
amount of service provision was observed. Resource inadequacies are
especially evident for paramedical services, both in the community and in
some institutions.

The fact that the resource costs of community care are higher than is
generally thought, and ill some cases higher than for the ahernatives, does
not mean that more elderly people should be looked after in institutions.
In general, older people prefer living in their own homes and these wishes
should be respected and facilitated whenever possible. Whal tile results
here highlight is the weakness of any argument that tries to promote
community care simply on the basis that it costs less than the ahcrnatives.
A transfer of the burden of care fi’om tile Exchequer Io families would I)e
unacceptable, given tile paucity of community care services throughot~t the
country and the lack of recognition which informal carets have

¯ traditionally received from tile statutory sector.
One policy issue that arises is how tile allocation of pul)lic resources to

the hospitals could be more reflective of need. Currently, the allocation is a
rather ad hoc process, based in part on historical patterns of provision and

incremental allocations over time. Dependency scales, such as those used
here, can provide a starting i)oint for I.lle refinement of. nlethocls of
resource allocation through which pHblic funding of long-term care would
reflect needs ill a more systematic way.

The analysis here has shown tile important role that assessment and

rehabilitation plays - I)oth in ensuring that hospital services concentrate
on the higher-dependency patients, and in returning patients to the
co~lamunity where that is possible. A number of policy measures could
strengthen the role of assessment ahd rehal)ilitation. These include
increasing tile SUl)ply of consuhant geriatricians, and making pul)lie
subsidies to long-stay care bills conditional on the elderly recipients having
been assessed as in need of such care. However, assessment will be Irtlly
effeclive only if adequate resources are available in the community to make
possible a genuine choice belween hospital and community, lde~dly,
whatever subsidy is paid towards the care of older people in long-stay
institutions should also be available to finance a package of community
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care services For Ihese people. Within this context, assessment would take
phtce on a col]tinuotls basis. One other implication arises fronl the key role
played by nurses in carrying the main burden of care in hospitals: the
allocation of additional resources towards training and professional
development for long-term care nurses could help significantly to improve
the quality of care.

There are some other policy.implicatlons. One way in which the
diversity of older people could be addressed would be through the
development or individually-tailored packages of care For vulnerable older
people and their caters. For this to hal)pen, there would need to be a
inember oF tile community care team with specific responsibility for the
care of vulnerable older people. This approach could concentrate
I’eSOUFCeS 011 [hOSe WhO othel’~.vise wottld be in institutional care.

In the provision of formal community care services, pul)fic heahh
nurses phW a crucial role, with a third of the sample saying that more PHN
support would helI) them. Currently, there is an absence’of social workers
involved in tile care of II~e elderly, yet social workers potentially have an
ilnpovtant role to play and an increase in service provision by them could
help families in a numl)er of ways. Pul)lic health nurses and social workers
are the leading candidates for the role of liaising between the elderly and
the cater on the one hand, and medical and professional services on the
other hand.

There ai’e a number of ways in which a greater degree of support could
be given to informal care in the home. First, the support most fi’equently
sottght by the caters themseh,es is dircc.t payment for services. The
Festrictions which govern the Carel’S’ Allowance eottld be relaxed. Second,
outreach programmes could give infol’m:ation aboul the SUl)ports thatare
available, and about health, social work and v~,ellare services. Linked to
this, there could be improved liaison between the different providers of
care. Third, the most fi’equently cited stress of caring is the I’~tet that the
carer mttSt constantly remain in the home. Thus, carets could I)enefit fi-om
the provision of a variety of respite options such as short-term relief care
and night-sitting.



Chapter I

INT"I’~OI) UC770N

Introduction
This chapter sets out the background to, and rationale for, this study.

There follows an outline of the structure of this report.

Ca:re of the Ehledy i~7 Different Settings
Since the late 1960s in Ireland, public policy has placed a glowing

emphasis on die desirability of ensuring Ll)at dependent elderly people are

cared for at home, where possible, ralhel" th:.lz’l in long-stay institutions.
(’l~.Jae evolution 9t" policy towards the elderly is outlined briefly in Chapter
2.) In particular, policy was informed by the belief that it was herren; and

¯ probably cheapel; to assist elderly people to live in the community rather
than to provide for them in long-stay institutions. In this way the elderly
would remain in contact with family and friencls, would have access to
community resources, and would receive care either in small-scale local

residential units or in their homes fi’om fanlily and neiglll)ours backed up
by community-based services and by those of voluntary organisations.
Community care was seen as not nlerely a less costly form-ol: care, but also

of better quality. It was assumed that living in the community invoh,ed
closet" conlacl with kin and fu’iends, and increased independence.

Questions A.~4sing and Fomts of this Study
The belief, that comnaunity care is better and cheaper than

instilutional care, implicitly raises a number of questions:
- What is meant by saying thai care in the commtmity is "cheaper",

and in parlicular does this simply mean that there are savings in
public expenditure if elderly people are cared for in the
c 0 m m u l) i ty?

- Does a shift from institutional to community care mean that there
is a shift in burden fi’om public agencies to unpaid care given
within the home, and does uhis shift imply economic and social
eosls borne by households?

- Do the comparative costs of institutional and conmntnity care diffen"
according to the nature of formal communityservices, mostly
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provicled through Health l?,oards, and tile provision of day hospital
services?

The lack of knowledge al)out the costs of caring for elclerly people in

different settings (at home compared with in a long-stay ho~;pital or
nursi.ng home) was pointecl up b), the Working Party on Services for the
Elderly (1988, pp. 182-183). The Working Part), led to the initiation of this

study, with the encottragement of the Del)artment of Health. This study
aims to compare the costs of hospital care and the costs of providing care
in the community for a grouI) of elderly people who are broadly equivalent
in terms olrlhelr dependency.

Concept~tal Issues
In addressing the aims of this stt.ldy, a number of conceptual issues

have to be faced.
First, a comprehensive estimate of costs has to take accotmt of various

implicit costs which are borne b,v those households where elderly persons
are cared for. In turn, tiffs requires an estimate of the sacrifices, both
material and other; that these households bear.

Second, the provision of care to elderly people often involves a
complex package of many different services. Within institutions, diffcrent
types of service are provided; in cases where elderly people are cared for at
home, familial care can be I)acked uI) by the provision of statutory services
and I)y day hospital services; when building ttI) estimates of (:osts, there is
need to estimate the differenl levels o1’ service offered hi, each oF the
l)roviders. Within institutions, it can be difficult to allocate all the hours of
service to individual patients, since in some cases there are hours of care
Which are jointly supplied to a number of different people.

Third, the dependency levels of the elderly in institutions and in the
community need to be estimated. This is because (a) there is need to
estimate to what extent the dependency levels of the elderly being cared
for at: home are similar to those who are in instittttions, (b) one key
question is the degree to which costs change as the level of dependency.
changes, l-lowevcr,, there is no sacrosanct wax of estimating dependency
levels. Moreover, it can I)e difficult to combine physical measures of
del)endenc), (which involve, for example, mobility) with other heahh
indicators such as state of mental health.

Fourtla, costs and the provision of services deal in essence with the
supply of services - in other words, with the inl)uts of different services.
These inpttts are nol s),non),mous with the otltl)uts - thai is, the qttantity
and quality of service as received by the elderly people. In turn, this raises
’the question of cost effective’hess: the eXlelll to which it is more cost
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ell’tellS,L: (raking’ iilto acc/)mit’thi~ oi~ti)ul oF services) I0 c~u’e for an elde?ly
person al I]0111e I.harl’iil a IOll~:slay illSliltJliOJJ!

Thisstucl~ addresses i]a effect these conceptual issuL:s; wi~.h the
exceplion, oP Ihe Iburl h on e wl]ich con cerns"thC: outj)ut of services and-i~
quality. Tim extent’to which COSl differences could rellect (ifipart, at least)
dlffcrences in quality of cm;e is recognis6d-in the studi, and is dis’cussed’
within the limils set by tile study design. Tl’iat study desigfi’is no~,
addressed.

A number of hospitals with long-slay patients" were selecled. Resotirce
constraints on tile study resti’icted I.his numbc( to four. The selection ~;,as
designed’ to ensure some variation on a nun]b{Sr of key aspeCgt~ of’ these
institutions. First, there was a variety o1" locations, rangiilg from a large
urban hospital with a day hospital on the site, to institutions in much’niore
sparsely poptflated locations. Second, there are dilTerences across tile
hospitals in the degree to which formal assessment of elderly people is
used prior to admission as long-term palients. These [’our hospitals are to
be regarded as case siLl(lies. They do BlOt COll/pl’ise. a i’epl’esenlative Sanlple

of all long-stay hospitals.
Within each of these hospitals, Ihe capacities of a selected number of

elderly patients were examined, and the levels of the various services given
to these patients recorded. 111 trim, these data are tlsed IO conlpal-e the
costs of hospital inpatient care with those of community cltre for a roughly
equivalent group o1: elderl), people. The implications of costing all the
elements of comnmnit), care - including the forgone opportunities of
those who engage in care in the home - are brouglfl out. SO also is the
extent to which ColnnlLlnity caFe depends Oll the [’ol’maJ services StlCh as
are available Under conlnattnity care programmes of Health 13oards.

In addition IO Ihe two contrasted regimes of cat-e, the study examines
service usage and costs in a particular day hospital - where services arc
provided Im’on1 ;Ill institution but to a group of elderly people who remain
in Ihe community. "File exlcnt of the complementarity between this
provision and "community care", its hitherto envisaged, is explored.

Sh’ttclure. of lhe I:~¢.,pm’t
The report begins with an outline of ihe denlographlc anti economic

background Io the care of the elderly, and an otttline of the current

provision of services for the elderly (Chaplet 9). Chapters .’4 and 4 are
concerned with the study design: with the possible meihods of estimating
costs of care and dependency levels, and the methods adopted for
collecting data in hospitals and in the community. As a pt-elude to the
analysis of service provision, Chapter 5 examines the dependency profile
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of tbose I)eing cared for across hosl)itals z)nd in the community. Chapter 6
ahal),ses the Iorms of service provision within tile bosl)itals; based upon
tbis anal),sis, tile costs of these services are estimated in Cbapter 7.
Similarly, in the case of care in the communit),, quantification of tile levels
of care that are given (Cbapter 8) is the basis for the estimation of costs
(Chapter 9). Chal)ter 10 is concerned with service usage and costs in a (lay
bospital. A concluding cbapter clraws together the tbreads of tile
discussion and reviews the iml)lications of the resuhs.



Chapter 2

CAI~NG FOR THE ELDEI~I~Y" hV IRISI#INI)

IntroductioTt
This chapter outlines the demographic and economic background to

care of the elderly in Ireland. In addition, it outlines the current patterns
of care for tile eldi~rly. There is a grou(~ of elements which strongly
inlluence the demand and the need for services for the elderly. First, there
is the elderly population, its composition b,v age, the number living in
private households, and the composition of Ihosc households. Second,
there is the number.of people in the labour force, which ill part can
delel’n/ine Ihe numbel" of those who arc ill a position to devote a

considerable amount of time to relatives. The ilvst part of this chapter is
concerned with these two elements, in turn.

Care of tile clderl), occurs in three broad forms - in long-stay
instilutions, in shorl-sta), institutions, and in tile community where the
primary resonrce is II~e capacity of the family to provide care. Thosc who
care within the home can make intermittenl use ofinstitulional sizvvices -
sometimes for episodes of acule care. The chapter concludes with an
outline of the current provision of care [br the elderly. It begins with the
provision of services in institutions, goes on to consider tile services
(mainly d~,ongl~ pllblic bodies) given in comnlHnil.v taFt, and then
outlines tile nature of care in tile home. The level of usage of services is
described in Hlese differenl cases.

Dem%~’aphic Bacl~vund
In 1986 Ihcre were 384,400 persons aged 65 years and over ill the

Republic of Ireland. This represented 10.9 per cent of the entire
pOl)ulation. Irift),-six per cent of tile elderly ili’e WOllien -- rellecting tile
longer life expectanc)’ of women compared with that of men. There were
143,900 persons aged 75 )’cars and over, representing 4.1 per cent of the
en tire population. Of these more elderly persons, 61 per cent are women.

It is projected Ihat in 2006 there will be 394,900 persons aged 65 years
and over in the country, rel),’esenting I 1.6 per cem of H3e IOl:.l[ po[3ulalion,
of which 58 pet" cent will be women (Central Statistics Office, 1988). In tile
period up to 2006 the elderly poptdation is ilsell" expecled to age. h is

5
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projected that thqse aged 75 years or over will increase,bv 13.6 :per cent to
"1 (53,400. In COml:~arison, the i)Ol)ulation as a whole is projected to decline bv

3.5 per cent ~yh.ile those aged 65 years and over are projected to increase bv
2.7 ’per CCnl.

h¢!plicatio~.~" of Numbers of the "Most Elderly"
T’he distinction between th.e elderl), as a whole a.nd those aged 75-80 or

over is important. While there can be marked differences between
individuals, there is a dMde il3 genera.I between the "most elderly" and the
"young elderlv" i0 terms of overall demand tbr services and Ihe types of
services qlemanded. These differences ilel.ate to heah:h, mol)il.itv and ability
to care for oneself.

For instance, ,3 survcv il? England in 1976 found, in terms oF mobility
that at the time of the jnlerviews at least 90 per cent of those under 75
years of age ]lad no difficulty in getting out and al)out without anv
a.ssistanc¢, but Ihal this ability then declined steadily with increasing age.
Among those aged 80 or over, less than two-thirds were able I.o get out
witlloltl an), assistance; over 15 per cent were either pcrmangntlv I)edfasl or
house-bound (AI)rams, 1981). For Ihe United States, it has I)cen estimated
that the elderly aged 75 or over are 20 times niore likely io require
assistance with activities of daily living (such as ball)ing, ch~essing, eating,
moving about) than at-e persons aged under 65 (Dot),, Liu and Wiener,
i985).

Those i’n Pdvate Households and Numbers Livi~Tg A lone
Of all elderly persons, 91.5 per cent are in private Ilouseholds (351,500

out of a total of 384/100 in 1986). Of I.hose persons in private households,
82,300 or 23 per ccni. livegl alone. Those who live alone are identified as a
group since thev can be in need of particular support services. In addition,
as shown by the only but dated survev (Power, 1980), Iheir housing
conditions have been relatively bad. Some alleviation of these poor
housing ~:on~:lil.ions is likely to have occttrred since the early 1980s as a
result of the repair ~-|lld rene;val aclivities o1" the Task Force on housing Ibr
the elderl),, which has Ol)erategl through the Health Boards.

Demo~aphic and Labour Force Influences on Famil), Care
Changes in family formation and in labour force particil)ation can have

an impact on the willingness and ability oF families to engage in care, in a
number of different ways. A number of different elements could be
eXl)ecled to have recluc.ed I.he preparedness and capaciiv oF I’amilies to care
[br elderly people.
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First, the decline in average famil), size ill h’eland - fi’om 4.0 children
born per woman in 1981 to 2.3 in 1987- might at first sight seem to
connote a decrease in the number of children who are available for a

future pool of potential carets.
Second, there has been a rise in the labour force participation among

married women. Tile labour Ibrce participation rate for married women
(that is, the proportion of married women in the labour force) increased
from 7.5 per (:ent in 1971 lo 19.5 per cent in 1984 and to 23.3 per cent in
1989 (soui’ce for 1989 data: Central Statistics Office, 1990). This rise has a
number of implications. Women have clone most of the informal care in
tile home. If inol’e wonlel’i are involved ill "market" work, this means that
fewer women are available during the day to care for elclerly relatives.
Moreover, a rise in labour force participation means that ol)portunities for
"market" work at a certain wage are being substituted for "hOllle duties". In
tt~rn, this means Ihat tile "opportunity cost" (that is the sacrificed
opporttmily) of engaging in home care is likely Io have increasecL "l’hal
should lead - other things being eclual - to a diminution in the amottnt of
ilal’ormal care within I.hc hOllle.

Third, twb:lnlsation and increased mobility mean Ihat people tend to
live further apart, fi’om their elderly relatives than was previousl), tile case.
This can have an impact on tile ability of families to engage in informal
care. There is some eviclence that mobility has increased from Census of

I~opulation data. In 1971, 5.1 per cem of persons aged one ),ear and over
had changed their address in ffie previous year. By 1981, 6.1 per cent of
persons aged one year ancl over had changed Iheir address.

Four01, increases in the earnings of women relative to those of inch
can increase the opporttmity cost of care in the home. In fact, following
equal pay and enlployment equality legislation of Ihe micl-1970s, tile
relative earnings of *.~.;onlel] relative to those of men increased Ibr a few
Years but have been more or less static since the early 1980s. Moreoveh

opl)ortunities in the market r,~main limited, with women comprising 62
per cent of the low paid - those earning under £130 a week by comparison
with average male industrial earnings (adult rates) of £230 in 1987
(Blackwell anti Nolan, 1990).

, However, thei’e are other elements which could compensate fox- these

adverse influences on the anlotlnl of informal care that is given.

(a) More children now survive than was formerly the case, ancl this
increase in Iongevily means Ihal more children are likely to survive
to an age when caring is possible.
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(b) Many of tile carers have come fronl the ranks of single women and
their labour force parlicipation rates are declining. The labour
force participation rates ol’single women fell fl’om 60.2 per cent in
1971 to 56.1 per cent in 1984 and’lo 50.5 per cent in 1989.

(c) Some of the increase in the number of married women who work
has reflected increased part-time working. The number of women
who are engaged in regular part-time working in~zreased from
27,000 in 1977 to 39,000 in 1984 and to 50,100 in 1988; of the
latter, 36,000 are married (Source: Special tahulations by Cenu’al
Statistics Office fi’om LaboUr Force Survey). For some of these
women, work outside the home may nol greatly impede their
willingness and ability to engage in caring.

(d) The greater amount of independent financial resources which is
available to women as a .restlh of the rise ii1 lahour force
particil)ation may ease the caring burden. For instance, it may
enable them to purchase help for elderly relatives, to adapt a
dwelling in order m facilitate the "staying pttt" option in the case of
elderly relatives, or to purchase labour-saving devices.

Evohttion of Policies 7bwards the Eldcn’ly
Over a period of 20 years of more, policies towards the elderly in

Ireland Were heavily influenced by the Care of the Aged report (Department
of Health, 1968). The Interdepartmental Committee that prepared that
report’had the belief "that it is better, and probably much cheaper, to help
the aged to live in the community than to provide tbr them in hospitals or
other institutions" (p. 13). That report presented objectives for services for
the elderly which at the time were quite radical, given the institution-
centred character of prevailing policies which had their origins in the Poor
Law of the nineteenth century. These objectives were:

(a) to enable the aged who can do so to continue to live in their own
J~omes;

(b) to enable the aged who cannot live in their own homes to live in
other similar accommodation;

(c) to provide substitutes for normal homes for those who cannot be
dealt with as ;.it (a) or(b);

(d) to provide hospital services for those who cannot be deah with as at
(a), (b) or (c).
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In order I.O bring about the achievement of these objectives, the
Committee recon]menctcd the close integration of housing, financi~d help,
health and welfare services. This approach was more or less adopted in the
),ears following the publication of the report. Improvenlents in income
maintenance, housing, health service and organisation have been outlined
b), the Working Part), on Services for the Elderly (1988) in its report The
Fealw Ahead. In the sphere of commtnait), heahh services, an]ong the
improvements have bed)l:

an expansion of the public health nursing service in the 1970s and
the extension of domiciliary visiting by nurses to all part of the
country,

the developn]enl of home help, meals and da),care services for
elderly people b)’ voluntary bodies and health boards,

- increases in financial support given by heahh boat’ds to voluntary
bodies that provide services for the elderly.

Among Lhe main development in instil.tn.ional and hospital care of the
elderly have been:

- the algpointment of physicians in geriatric medicine in a nunlber of
general hospitals,

- tile developn]ent of geriatric assessment and rehabilitation units,

- the gradual reduction of the nunlber of elderly patients in former
count}, homes, now known ,qs geriatric hospitals,

- the provision of some "40 wellhre homes lot elderl), people who do
not need Cal’e ill a hosj)ital btlL cannot cope at holne,

- the al)pointment of "long-stay admissions"committees in some
aleas, IhaL help I.o ensure that elderly people are assessed.

- the development of an active approach to the care and
rehabilitation of elderly people in some hospitals, with.a view to

restoring them to independence.

A further step in the shift away from long-stay institutional care came
with I-lealth - The Wider DimeTzsions, a consultative statement on heahla policy
i:~ttl)lished by Ihe Department of Health (1986). Tiffs statement pointed to
the large supply of long-stay beds for the elderly inferring that these made
it all too eas), for elderly people to bc admitted to institutions when they
found it difficuh to manage at home. The statement said that "for the
future, Primary Health Care will be regarded as tile central component of
the healtla care s),slem sttpl)ortcd b)’ well organiscd and efficient secondary
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and continuing care sectors" (p. 29). In [~uture, prin~ary care will
"incorporate a comprehensive, integrated, muh.i-discil)linary provision of
care for individuals, families and conmmnities. It is not confined to medical

care and curing but also encompasses prevention, health promotion,
rehabilitation and a range of personal social services" (p. 30).

Despite changes in philosophy and improven)ents in services,
deficiencies remain, as noted by tile Working Party. Among these are the
following:

- there has been a relative lack of progress in developing some
aspects of community health, including the provision of
physiotherapy and chiropody, social work services for the elderly
and the boarding out of elderly persons,

- many elderly people still have to seek admission to inslitutions,
reflecting their inabilily to live at home due to insufficient support

being available,

- the appointment of physicians in geriatric medicine and the
developmenl of assessmem and rehabilitation mails has bccn slow,

- insufficient support is available for the thousands of people who
care ;,It home for their e]dcr]y relatives, many of whom have severe
disabilities.

Within institutional provision, the number of beds in long-stay geriatric
traits have tended to decline over time. At the same time, admission
conlnlittees were appointed ill sollle areas, to provide a nlore rigorotls

evahmfion than previously of elderly people before their admission to
institutional care. In addition, the number of institutional nursing staff has
increased. A small but significant number of consuhant geriatricians have
been appointed in a few hospitals. Taken together with the advent of
ad111ission colnnliltees, this means that there has been an increase ill the
amount of assessmem of elderly people prior to their admission to
institutions.

Care in Institutions
The following types of institution provide care in long-stay geriatric units.

I. Health Board Ge~qah’ic HoaJ)ilaL~ or Homes provide predominantly geriatric
care. Included here are long-stay geriau’ic units within hospitals. These
institutions employ nurses, attendants, medical officers and paramedics.
The total number of beds at December 1988 was 7,005 with 6,488 patients
(Table 2.1). There has been a decrease in the number of beds from the
7,541 total of 1980. The number of patienu was 6,500. Of the elderly, 70 per
cent are 75 },ears and oldel; 59 per cent are female (Table 2.2) and 60 per
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cent are chronically sick (Table 2.3). Seventeen per cent of those in Heahh

Board geriatric hospilals have been aclmitted for social rather than medical

reasons, that is due to an inability to continue living indel)endently in the

commtmity.

Tal)lc 2. I : Long-stay Get,attic Unit and Disltqct Hospita( Beds in 1988

Number
CategoD’ of Unit of BeA.*

I-[eahh Board geriatric hospitals or homes 7,005
Health Boaz’d well.we homes 1,589
VOhllHalT hospiuds ~llld holncs 3,509
Olher i)ri~ttc nlll’sing holnes 5,552
District hospitals I.,t65

Total 19,120

Source.s: Rcviscd estimates of O’Shca, et al., (1991) in which infol’mationl fi’om tile Dcl)artmenl
ot" Health, Long-stay (;etiatl#c Statisti~ 1988, is SUlJI)lcmcntcd (a) by the use of a more
complele listing o1" nursling homes based on a search of Heahh Boards by Ihe
Dcparlment ot"Hcahh. Colsducled in Novel~bel’. 1989, in Ihc conlext of new
legislation and (6) I)), an estilnatc ot" the I~ulnbcr of beds in DisuicL Hospilals which
are, in clt~:ct, long-slay geriatric beds.

Table 2.2: Age DiMtqbution and Distffbution by Sex of Patimlts in Long, stay Geriatric Units at

elldiDecetnb~" ] 98’8

Iqealth Board Health Voluntaly Other
CxttegoD" of Unit GeT~ahqc Boat# Nttt~ing Plivate Total

Ho.q~itals/ Welfare Homes Nul3"ing
Age Homes Homes

P~q" c~.tll

Under 40 yl2;ll’S 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4
40-64 years 7.6 5.8 3.5 2.7 5.5
65-7,1 years 21 .,t 18.3 16.3 12.3 18.0
75 ycars and over 70.,t 75.7 79.15 84.4 75.9
Not Slated - 0.5 0.6 0.2

Total (per cctll ) 100.0 99.9 100. I ¯ 100.1 100.0
(ntllll6el’) 6,555 1,368 2,965 2.960 13,848

Male ,I 1.0 ’t0.6 25. l 23.9 33.9
Felnale 59.0 59.4 74.9 76. I 66. I

,~urccs: D,~l)artlncllt of Heahh, Long-stay (;mqatffc Statistic.~, 1988.
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Table 2.3: Medical/Social Status of Patients Residellt in LongoSlfly Geffatffc Units at end-Deceml~,’~"
19, 8

Health Board Health IZolunlary Other

Categmy of Unit Ge+~atffc Board Nursing 15irate

Ilospitals/ Welfare Ilomes Nursing

Patients Homes Home+~

Total

P~," ce++t

Social 17.3 63.9 34.2 57. I 34.0

Acute illness ’t.5 1.2 5.9 3.5 ,t.2

Chronic sick 59.9 21.7 45.2 28.5 ,t6.3

Terminal 3.4 0.2 4.8 2.2 3.1

Mental handicap 3.2 2.0 0.8 1.5 2.2

Ch/’onic psychiatric 7.2 9.6 5.5 4.1 6.4

Other 4.4 1.3 1.2 1.2 2.7

Not stated 0. I - 2.5 1.8 1.0

Total (Percent)            100.0         99.9         100.1         99.0 99.9

(Number) 6.555 1,368 2,965 2,960 13,848

Source: Department of Health, long Stay Ge+qat,qc Statistic.s, 1988.

2. Health Board Welfare Homes can be distinguished fi’om other institutions
for the elderly by the fact that the main criterion for qualification for
placement in them is that patients must be ambulant - capable of looking
after themseh,es. The elderly in these cases require a level of support that
cannot be given at home, but they are not in need of extended nursing
care. Reflecting this, there is a relatively low rate of staffing. Usually there
are 40 beds in a welfare home, with a staff complement of some 5 or 6
persons. It is not a requirement that any qualified nurses shottld be part of
the staff.. At.tendanu% nurses and part-time medical officers are employed.
At end-December 1988 there were 1,589 beds in welfare homes.

3. P~vate Nursing Homes are (a) voluntary or charitable nursing homes, (b)
other private nursing homes, that is commercial homes. The staff consist of
nurses, nursing aides and cleaners/housekeepers.

As outlined in O’Shea, el al., (1991), there is a real problenl in
establishing how many nursing homes (in either of these-categories) there
are at any given time. In this report we cite the 1988 data of O’Shea, el. aL,
1991, Table 3.9 sittce these coral+rise revised estimates of the number of
private long-stay beds (excluding acute care arid psychiatric) in the
country for that year. While 1989 data are awdlable in Department of
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Health (1991), there seem to be l)rol)lcms of discontinuity with earlier
series and of boundary definitions in the 1989 Cilia.

In 1988 there were 9,061 beds in tile private nursing home sector, of
which 3,509 were in vohmtary homes and 5,552 were in other private
nursing homes.

4. Distffct Hospitals also contain what are in effect geriauic I)eds, in addition
to tile long-stay geriatric unit beds included in Department of Health ’
statistics. These should be counted. On the asstunption Ihat an), I)ed
occupied tot more than 30 days is a long-stay geriatric I)ed, it is esthllated
that there were I,,165 of these l)eds in 30 disu’ict hospitals in 1988 (O’Shea,
etal., 1991, Table 3.10).

In total, at December 1988 there were 19,120 long-stay beds. O1" these,

37 per cent were in heahh board geriatric hospitals/homes. These data do
not include ihosc in tile acute sector - there are elderly people in acute
hospital beds, not for medical reasons but because either suitable
accommodation is not available or adequate support in tile conmmnit), is
not provided. Nor do these clara include elderly persons in psychiatric
institutions for more than one year: around 3,600 in numl)er.

About a third of those in long-stay geriatric beds have been admitted
for social reasons.

Care in the Community
It has I)een estimated by tile National Council Ior the Elderly that

around 66,000 or 20 per cem of elderly persons in the community require
some level of care. Of these around 50,000 are looked after by members of
the same household. Wc now go on to describe informal care in tile wider
community and tile main services which are available to back up and
conlplement that care ill the honm.

Beyond the family there is the wider community which can give care.
Following Tinker (1984), three distinct groups can be identified: voluntary
organisations, volunteers, and friends and ncighbours.

The functions of voluntary bodies can be manifold, such as:

providing services which tile State does not provide, or filling gaps
in existing State services; an example of this would be meals-on-
wheels services;

giving a choice to elderly people in cases where tile State dominates
tile provision of services:cases such as private nursing homes, old
people’s homes and hostels would arise here;
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- giving advice to elderly people on matters such as social security.

Volunteers can provide many different types of help, ranging fi-om
practical support and advice to the provision of specialist services.

Support Services
For those families or persons who care Ior elderly people, there are a

number of ways in which, in principle, support can be provided, such as:

making it easier for families to move closet" together;

making it easier for households to enlarge or to adapt dwellings,
thus making the "staying put"option easier;

giving professional support to families.

In turn, the latter professional services can consist of the following:

domiciliary and day-care services, which could range from
conventional services such as borne help,district nursing or
incontinence services to care attendant and intensive domiciliary
care schemes.The latter can have as their objective the shortening
of hospital stays and keeping dependent people out of hospital or
long-stay residential care;

short-stay residential care, used to give short periods of service to

dependent people and to give breaks and holiday relief to their
carers;

- cash benefits;

- sitting services which provide relief to carers by the taking over of
care in the home.

Communily Ca~’e Progratnmes
Following NESC (1987), community care services can be diyided into

five groups: domiciliary services, day services, accommodation, boarding
out, assessment services. These are now outlined, in turn.

(i) Domidlimy Services

Public Health Nursing: The largest proportion of the resources of the
community care programmes of health boards goes on the public heahh
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nursing services. Tile role of public heahh nursing combines preventive
heahh and domiciliary nursing.

The most recent information on the workload of [3ublie heahh nurses
(PHNs) - for 1986 - shows that the nursing of the elderly sick and geriatric
surveillance occupied a significant proportion of Ihe time spent b)’ nurses
(Burke, 1986, Table 3.1). Nearly half of all the visits made were to elderly
people, and on average 50 per cent of the time of PI-INs was devoted to
elderly people.

There is no clear empirical evidence on the adequacy of the public
heahh nursing services, l-lowever, the Si:. Vincent de Paul Society survey of
the Old and Alone in h’eland (Powel, 1980) indicates that only 19 per cent of
the elderly who live alone were being visited regularly, i.e., at least once a
montla, by nurses.
Home Help Service: Home help services provide asslsiance with the tasks of
everyday living. Health boards, although not legally bound to provide the
service, employ about half the home helps providing care. The other half
are provided 13), voluntary organisations with some funding fi’om health
boards. In some cases, elderly persons receiving the service are asked to
pay a small charge. Provision of home help services depends on the
a~filability of resources to fund either a fitll-time or part-time service. In
recenl years Ihese have been affected 13), culbaeks in public expenditure.
Between 1980 and 1984, estimated expenditures on home hell) services
declined 13), 30 per cent.

The home help service was proviciing help to over 10,000 households
in 1981 (NESC, 1987, 13. 91 ). Currently there are some 12,000 beneficiaries
of home help services, of whom 9,500 are elderly, and some 100 home help
organisers. Information on the service is both dated and inadequate, with
no data on waiting lists, number of visits per week, or length of visit. The
percentage of the population aged 65 and over in receipt of home help
service in 1981 was 2.8 per cent. There is a good deal of regional variability.
The range of service provision Io the elderly varied fi’om 4.2 per cent of
the population aged 65 and over in the North West to 1.5 per cent in the
North East regions (NESC, 1987, 13. 91). Whelan and Vaughan (1982)
reported that just over I per cent of urban elderly living alone and just
over 5 per cent of rural elderly living alone, were getting a home help
service.

Paramedical Care: Paranlcdical care provided to elderly persons in the
community includes physiotherapy, chiropody, speech therapy and
occupational therapy. There are differences anaong the health hoards in
the provision of paramedical community services.
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(ii) Day Services
The main day services are day care centres and day hospitals. The key

difference between day centres and day hospitals is tlmt no medical care oK"
investigation is carried out in the former. The degree of provision of day
centres differs markedly across Health Boarcls, and in sonle kleahh Board
at’eas [here are rio day Cel]tres at al].

Day hospitals give ongoing evahtation and other services to the elderly.
This can be regarded as a back-up to other community services. The day
hospitals provide investigation, treatment and rehabilitation of elderly
patients without an overnight stay in hospital. Consuhant geriatricians,
nurses and paramedics form the core staff. In 1988 there were 6 such
hospitals in the Republic, 4 of these being located in Dublin.

(iii) Accommodation
Sheltered Housing: In Ireland in recent years an increasing amount of
purpose-built housing has been provided for elderly persons, both by local
authorities and vohmtary organisations. Shehered housing may be seen as
operating on a continuttm. At one encl there are little or no special facilities.
At the other end is what might be termed very sheltered and extra care
housing where there is provision of meals or staff such as domiciliary carers.
In sheltered housing, services can include resident care persons, communal
rooms, alarm systems and meclical care. In a certain proportion of the
voluntary housing, there is assisted independent living, where elclerly people
are assisted but essentially maintain independent lives.

By 1989, there were 3,504 shehered housing units being provided, of
which 2,515 were by local authorities and 666 by voluntary organisations
(O’Connor, Ruddle and O’Gallaghel, 1989). A fin’ther 332 units were out
for tender. These data cover cases where the occupancy is mainly restricted
to elderly persons and where there is a resident warden anti/or an alarm
system connected to each clwelling. Of the 117 schemes, 61 per cent

provided a warden service. The majority (64 per cent) of schemes were
one-bedroomed fiats with conlmttnal lounge/dining room anti laundry.

(iv) Boarding Out
A relatively recent service is boarding out. This is the placement of

elderly people with persons willing to care for them when they can no
longer live at home. This entails placement of an old person, usually with a
non-relative, in a private household. The carer receives some reward for
his/her care of the person placed. In 1988, carets received approximately
£20 a week [Yore the Health Board towards the cost of placement, while the
elderly persons pay around the same amount to the carers, that is, half of
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the eklerly person’s pension is paid to tile caret’. Currently the capacity is
some 120 places in these schemes.

( v ) Assessment Smvices
Geriatric assessment units are units of general hospitals which engage in

investigation, assessment and short-term treatment anti rehabilitation of
elderly people who are evidently not in need of acute t.reatment. 111 cases
where it is nol possible Io achieve rehabililation, the elderly persons would be
assigned to the most appropriate ~ype of accommodation for those who need
Iong-lerm care. In 1984, there were only some 400 assessment beds in Heah.h
Board accommodation out of a total of some 11,000 beds, in long-stay,
welfare and asscssment units (National Council for the Aged, 1985, p. 118).

Public Expenditure
An itemisation of a good proportion of the public expenditure on

instilutional care of the elderly is possible. In 1990, non-capital
expenditure on services in Health Board Iong-sta), hospitals was £67.7m., to
which should be added a proportion of the £28.8 expenditure on services
in district hospitals (Department of Heahh, 1991, Table J I). A deduction
should be made for retentions fi’om pensions, which could be some £17m.
In addition, there was £8.7m expenditure on welfare homes for the aged.
These data exclude exlgenditure on acute care for the elderly and
subvention towards private nursing homes. The data also exclude
expenditure under the community care programmes of the Heah.h Boards.

The home help services and day care centres are public and non-profit
organisations. The meal dislribution is usually run vohlntarily. The
community services of nut’sing, paramedical and home help care are
provided within the framework of the commtmity care programmes of
Heahh Boards. Finances to operate these services are ultimately provided
by the central government. The latter also provides part of the finances
required to operate day centres as well as financial assistance to voluntary
organisations invoh,ed in meal dis.’ibution.

The P~vvision of l’nformal Care

It is often assumed that care in the community is provided by a network
of family n]embers, fi’iends and neighbours. Most elderly can be seen as
having access to a viable informal supporl sysient, wilh family members
being the main providers (and receivers) of support (Matthews and
Rosneh 1988; Noether and Wallace, 1985).

However, i’esearch on social networks and social support Ifighlights the
limitations of info]’mal support by fl’iends and imighbours. In particulah it
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shows that such support is available on an occasional basis, and that
informal caring networks cannot he relied on to provide ongoing care of
the kind required b), a policy of conamunity care (Btdmer, 1986; Stoller
and Earl, 1983; Willmott, 1986).

Informal care, that is care in the home by an individual, involves the
performance of a wide range of activities, many of them lahotu’-intensive,
as well as an emotional relationship of some complexit)’. What are usoall),
referred to as caring activities involve at least three components:

(i) physical lahotu, usually on a daily hasis, such as feeding, washing,
lifting, dressing and helping with mobility, as well as less playsicall),
intense labour such as shopping, cooking and doing laundry; this
has heen referred to as "tending" (Parker, 1981 ) ;

(ii) material supl)ort such as handling of finance, lending of
equipment, and practical assistance around the house;

(iii) emotional support such as affection, reassurance, enquiries ahout
health, advice and concern.

Caring can involve handling medication, incontinence, confusion and/
or clemelltia. Research on COll’llntlnlt}’ careshows consistently that eater’s

spend at least 30 hours a week on these aclivities, even with the less
dependent elderly, and highlights the amount of physical labour that is often
involved, and equally often overlooked (Ba),le); 1973; l~ulmer, 1986; Graham,
1983; O’Connor and Ruddle 1988; Parkel, 1981). In cases where caters live in
the same hottsehold as the cared-for person, the hours per week were in the
28-49 range in half of the cases (O’Connor and Ruddle 1988).

Informal care usually, if not always, involves an emotional involvement
also, si~ce it is most often spouse or offsl)ring who is providing care. There
are a number of implications following from this. First, the "mere"
provision of hours of caring by relatives cannot he reduced to practical task
performance - it involves affection, sensitivity, commitment, and a
willingness to be depended upon. Graham (1983), and Finch and Groves
(1983) use the very apt term "labour of love" to describe caring. The very
presence of these qualities of affection and sensilivity, as Graham points

out, differentiates "caring" fi’om substitute services, and therefore makes
carers and dependants unwilling to use substitute care.

Second, caring activities are diMcuh to separate fi-om other relational
activities such as companionship and nurturance. Third, caring takes place
within the context of a complex relationship which may involve not just
love and affection, but also interdependence, guilt, mutual obligation,
domination-sttbordination, and ambivalence.
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The fact that infornlal care may I)e considered a labour of love suggests
that cal’el’s derive emotional satisfaction from their earing activities, and
that they therefore benefit fi’Onl caring. Research shows that most caters
express a preference to keep the dependent person in the honm, and to
perlbrnl caring activities tlmmselves, i)recisely I)eeause oF Iheir bonds with
him or her. Nevertheless, carers, especially of highly dependent
indMduals, experience caring as a trenmndous I)urden, with consideral)le
personal costs.

The extent of the caring activities required obviously increases as level
o1" dependency increases. At tilt: most del)endent level, the elderly person
will require help with mol)ilily, getting in and our of bed, eating, washing,
dressing, and using the toilet; and will also need to be shopped for, cooked
for and oOaerwise assisted with tile tasks of living (l.ingsom, 1985;

O’Connor and Ruddle, 1988; O’Mahoney, 1985; Parkel, 1985; Opit, 1977;
Stephens and Christianson, 1986; Wenger, 1990); These studies show
consistently that in the majority of cases, these services are provided almost
entirely by a principal caregiver who is usually living in the same household
as the recipient, and who is most likely to be a female relative.

Many carers are also elderly tllemselves, a point highlighted
particularly by Wenger (1990). O’Connor a al. (1988) Ibund that 25 per
cent of carets in their national sample were over 65, and other studies have
Ibund that the l)roportion olelderly carets is similar to the proportion of
elderly in tile poptdation (WengeJ; 1990). She notes that elderly carets are
more likely to I)e involved in terminal care of a spouse. They nlay therefore
experience more physical strain from caring, are more likely to have a high
level of commitment to caring, to be negative al)out hospitalisation, and to
have more positive attitudes to caring (Motenko, 1989). Elderly carets are
even less likely than younger carets to receive helI) with caring (Green,
1988), and are more often involved in personal care.

Carers living in the same home as the cared For person are also nlore
likely to I)e in the lower socio-economic groul)s..O’Connor and Ruddle
(1988) fomld fin" example that the highest percentage (36 per cent) of carcrs
were fi’om semi-skilled manual I)ackgrounds, whereas the lowest percentage
were fi’om higher i)rofcssional and managcrial backgrounds (2. I per cent). A
similar pattern is found in I?,ritain, where Evandrou (1990) reports that the
largest i)ercentage of carets within hottseholds are in the lower qttintile

grotlps based on income. I%~,~lndl’oll rel)Ol’kS Lhal 8-9 ])el" cent ot" cal’ers who are
not in paid employnmnt and who are caring Ibr an indMdual within their
own home are in or on the margins of poverly, where poverty is delined as an
illcome of 140 per cent of tile Sul)l)lementary Benefit (now replaced by
Income Support) level. Glendinning (1990) notes that where the caret and
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tile recipient of care are receiving Sul)plenlentary Benefit, tile [qnancial
burden of caring can he intolerahle. She also linds that caring often has tile
effect of rendering the caregiver financially dependent on the care recipient,
and therefore financially vulnerable following termination of care.

The lnfo~wta114ell)i~g Nt’.truo~h
Other members of tile social networks of the caregiver and the recipient

of care are involved in caring, but to a much more limited degree.
O’Connor and Ruddle found that wlaile 52 per cent of carets received
practical iaelp from others with caring, this help is most likely to be given
with shopping (32 per cent) and supervising (29 i er cent), l,ess than 1 per

cent of other helpers provide help with physical activities sttch as washing or
dressing. This is in agreement with other studies which found tllat fi-iends
and neighbottrs were more likely to provicle help b)’ doing errands and
being available in times of crisis (Stoller and Earl, 1983; Evandrou, 1990;
Wenge], 1990). Carets also receive support I]’om relatives and fi’iends in the
form of advice and reassurance, transport and emergency relief- O’Connor
and Ruddle found that 80 per cent of carets felt able to call on a relative,
neighbour or friend for help witl~ such problems as needing a lift, practical
assistance, or advice. However, this figure fell to 40 per cent for more long-
term help such as provision of a place to stay For an extended period. Again
this is in agreement witla other studies, many of which are reviewed by
Stoller and Earl, who conclude:

Altllough fi’iends and neighbotH’s may provide intermittent, sttpplemen-
tary assistance, tile informal Ilelping network is al:)parently unable to
cope with impaired and clisahled individuals on a long-term continuing
basis (Stoller a]ld Earl, 1983, p. 64).
The limited involvement of the broader social network, or of "tile

community", is also Idghlighted by findings on the provision of care by
those living outside the home of the cared-for perso]l. O’Connor and
Ruddle found that a nluch higher proportion of those giving care to
someone living outside the home are non-relatives (40 per cent), they are
younger than those giving care in the home (presumal)ly in part because
they would not include spouses), and the type of care given is different.
Specifically, care given from outside the home is more likely to be
instrumental care - keeping company, shopping, coll~zcting pensions, and
transport are tile most frequently mentioned (by 86 per cent! 57 per cent,
57 per cent and 50 per cent, respectively). Nunlhers who i)rovicle within-
household assistance, such as cooking or making fires, were considerably
lower (24 per cent), while less than 10 per cent providcd help with physical
activities such as dressing and hathing.
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7"he I’rovision of Care IO, Statutory and Vohtnta~y Services
How important arc back-uI) services to care in the home? Research

consistently finds thai tile elderly person’s use of statutory and voltmtary
services is almost completely confined to GPs and PHNs. In the O’Connor

and Ruddle study these involved almost exclusively GP (80 per cent) and
PHN (47 per cent) services. Other sludies have also found fairly exlensive use
of medical sere’ices and rather small scale use of other services such as home

help among the dcpcndcnt elderly in general (Mindel et al., 1986; Scott and
Roberto, 1985). More exlensive use of home helps and meals-on-wheels are

reported in more dependent samples (Wagel, 1972; Wright, et aL, 1981 ).
O’Connor and Ruddle, found that carets indicate a need for more

advice (64 per cent), short-term relief care (60-66 per cent), more medical
care for themselves (26 per cent), with other needs which were difficuh to
ascertain from the stud),. A study by Oliver (1982) listed the following
requests by cal’el’S: 24 hOtll" access to comnltHlity nursing Sel’vices; care
attendant schemes; respite eat’c; ([ay-cel’ltl’C care; extension of invalid care
allowance.

These findings regarding the use of services and the desire for services
ftwther substantiate the conclusion above that as currently implemented,
care in the community is provided ahnost exclusively by the principal
caregivel’.

Summary and Conclu.s’io~t.~
The proportion of elderly people in the population is increasing over

time. I)ifl~zrent groups within the elderly poptdation have different levels

of needs for care, the greatest needs being I,ound among Ihose aged 75
and ovel; The proportion of elderly people living alone is also tending to
increase and this too may have implications for care services, whether
[,ormally or informally l)rovidcd.

Given the importance of inl,ormal care in the home, the inlluences on
family care were reviewed. The illaill influences are: family size, the labour
Force participation rates of women, and the opportumities offered to
women by market work. Thisis within the context of Ihe current division
of labour within the home, where caring has been seen mainly as the
responsibility of women rather than men.

The current provision of formal care services to the elderly in
institutions or in the community is outlined. Institutional provision has
[,oui- main COml)OllelltS: l-leahh Board geriatric hospitals or homes, l-le;lhh
Board welfare homes, private nursing homes, district hospitals.

Within the formal eonamunity care services, five elements can be
identified: domiciliary sel-vices, day services, accommodation, boarding Otlt
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and assessment services. There are marked differences in service provision
across Hcahh Bo~trds; for instance, in Ihc case of day ccntrcs (which

together with day hospitals comprise day services) there are no services at
all in some Heahh Board areas. Within the domiciliary services, the largest
part of Heahh Board services comprise public health nursing. Another key
part of Ihese services comprises home helI) provision with some 12,000
beneficiaries of these services at pl’esent.

Informal care can be conceived of as involving the community as a
whole. More narrowl)’, it can be seen as care in the home, backed tq) by

voluntar),, health anti personal social services. The famil), is in fact the
main provider of care in the community, and depends for SUl)port on
voluntary, health anti personal social services. The majority of cat’ei-s are
women. Caring involves at least three components: physical labour,
material support; and emotional support.

In cases where informal SUl)port is available, people tend to make less
use of formal services such as health care. By contrast, where there is little
informal support, people are more likely to make use of formal services
and to become insl.iltH.ionaliscd. This leaves ol)en the question of the
cause-effect relationshiI) that is at work here. Is it the case that where there
is a good level of formal services, people are enabled to reduce their
comn+itments to informal care? Or does a lack of informal SUl)port lead to
the developme~at of formal services?

h’ish research has shown that, in cases where carets live in the same
household as the cared-for person, the hours per week were in the 28~19
range in half of the c~tses. A quarter of carers arc themselves aged over 65.
Many of the carers are likely to be in the lower socio-economic groups.
One implication of this is that the financial burden of caring can I)e
considerable for these people.

Looking beyond the immediate caregiver, those in the wider
community give hel1) but (a) only to a limited degree, and (b) where helI)
is given li’om outside the home, it tends to bc limited to insu’umental care
such as shol)l)ing and transport.

Turning to the usage of statutory and voluntary services, this is almost
entirel), confined to the use oI’GP and PHN services.

There is no doubt that the principal caregiver bears most of the
burdens and costs of caregiving, especially where there is no support fi’om
others. This issue is taken tip in Chaplet 9.



Chapter 3

MF.ASURING COSTS OF CAI~ING AND DEI)IENI)I~NCY

Introduction

This chapter outlines time main issues that arise when estimating time
costs of caring for the elderly. Particular attention is paid to the problenls
that arise and how they nmight bc resolved. The main elements of costs are
considered in turn.

As mentioned in Chapter I, one of time aims of this study is to relate
costs to time dependency levels of the elderly in diffcrent forms of care. Time
second half of this chapter is concerned with the measurement of
del)cndenc),. Various types of measures thal are used to meastlre ph),sical
dependency are reviewed. The extent to which such physical dependency
relates to non-physical aspects of dependency is then explored. The

reasons for the choice of the dependency measure used in this study are
then set out.

Costs in Different R~.’gimes
Much of tile research clone on costs in time case of the elderly has been

concerned with relative cosls in the community and in institutions.
Different regimes of care can be identified such as hospitals, nursing

homes and differeni forms of domlciliary care. A key question to which tile
research has been direcled is the exlen~ Io which adjustments at tile
margin - involving more, or less, institutional care - would yield changes in
COSts.

Taking as an example, a comparison between institutional care and
community domiciliary care, one can indicate some of lime main isstles o1"
principle. A key element here is the marginal cost of care: that is the extra
cosI of care per unit of depencleney. Figure 3.1 assumes, cetefis pafibus, that
the cosls associated with caring for an elderly person increase as time level
of dependency increases. Without going into detail at this stage, tile cost
per clependency cal.egory will depend, among olher I.llings, on tile anlotllmt
and nature of resources that go into the clelivery of services.

It is a plausible assumption, a p~iotq, that more resources are required
to care for elderly people as the clel)enclency level increases and hence that
COSEC; would increase in the manner depicted in Figure 3. I. A p*~o~i, il is not

23
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clear whether, for any given dependency level, the costs of institutional
care would be higher than in the case of domiciliary care. In part, the
relative costs will depend on (a) whether there is a "minimum critical
mass" of resources th:at have io be put into care, even of lightly- dependent
people; (13) the implicit cost per unit that is ,assigned to the informal care
given 13), members of the household. It is conceivable that the relativities in

Figure 3.1 could be different; for instance, that at low levels of dependency,
the costs of institutional care could be below those of domiciliary care.
This figure assumes that marginal costs are cheaper for domiciliary care at
low level of dependency but that above DI the institutional costs become

cheaper.

Figure 3. I: Likely Cost Pattm’ns for Domiciliary and Institutional Care

Marginal
Costs (£)

CD: for domiciliary care

CD

CI: for institutional .care

/

I
I

D! Dependency
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F~vm Theory to Estimation
Ill practice, a precise estimation of costs such as in Figure 3.1 is not

possible, for tile following reasons. First, all eslimates are subject to a
margin of error. Second, it is only possible to deal with broad classes of
dependency, as outlined below in this chapter, for which costs can in

I)rinciple be estimated. This means that a certain anlount of "averaging"
occurs. Third, particular difficulties arise when estimating the costs of
informal care in tile home, again as outlined below in this chapter.

Two different concepts of cost can arise - i)ublic expenditure and
Ol)])orl.unity or resource costs. These are now cliscussed, ill ttll’n.

Public ILrpenditu’re
Pul)lie expenditure coral)rises tile cash outlays that are involved in a

programn+e. These may fall on central or local government or on a
government agency. Costs that fall on firms or individuals "or agencies
outside the public sector are not picked up.

Opportunity Cost
Opportunity or resource costs are based on tile fact that ira resource is

to be deployed in a particular use, some other use is forgone. Opportunity
cost is tile value in the alternative use that is sacrificed. In other words, it is
tile I)enefit that would be got from tile next best use to which tile resource
could be put. Tile distinctions I)etween the opportunity cost and public
expenditure approaches are now illustrated by taking tile principal cases
where differences can al’ise between tile two al)proaches.

(i) Social sectn’ity payments and transfer payments are usually
included in public expenditure approaches to measuring costs.
However, not all cash pa),ments impl), resource costs. Transfer
payments do not directly involve cost to tile community since they
do not involve productive resource usage. They merely represent
transfer of income or wealth fi’om one section of tile community

to another- there is no change in productive capacity as a resuh
of receiving a transfer ])a)’menl. (Admiltedly, there can I)e
resource costs arising indirectly, through the taxes which are
levied to finance transfer payments.)

(ii) In some instances, a health board or local aulhority will not have
to i)ay interest on certain items of capital expenditure. But this
does not Illean that the resource (ill this case an item of capital
equipment) is free. Usually, there is an alternative use for it.
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(iii) Personal consumption of people can be an opportunity cost.
People living in the community use up resources in personal
consumption of items such as food, heating, lighting, clothing,
etc. If the same people were being cared for in an institution such
items would be inclucled under direct costs of care by the

institution. Hence, in comparing institutional and community
care, personal consumption costs must be included trader both
forms of care. A public expenditure approach to costing would
not include personal consumption in commtmit), care because
such costs would not fall on the Exchequer.

(iv) Much of the care in the community is done by unpaid labour

within the borne. This does not involve public expenditure. There
are a nunll~er of climensions to the opl~ortunity costs involved
here: employment opportunities forgone, oplgortunities for
leisure given up, emotional stress and psychic costs in general.

Choosing Between Public Expenditure and Opportunity Cost Approaches
The main differences between the public expenditure and opportunity

cost approaches are shown in Figure 3.2. In practice, the main differences
between accounting or financial costs and opportunity costs are likely to
arise in relation to informal care in the home.

Figure 3.2: Distinction between Classifications under Public ILx~rndilure and Op/mrtunity Cost
Apptr~rlches to Estimating Cost.~ of C?tm

PUBLIC I~XlqZaVI)ITUICF. C05~1"S

Commu tlily Core
Social security payments

Public subsidies, e.g.,
towards housing rents
Se:vice costs

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY COS’I’S

Community Care

Housing costs

P’~l’SOllal COllSIIFtlption

C~Irc ~el~,’ices COSts

Informal care costs

hl.*lilulional Core

Social security payments
hlterest Oll capital COSts

Running costs (less patient contribution)

Institutional Crtre

Capital costs

Personal constmlption
Car~2 sel~ices costs

Gezler:l] Sefvic~2s costs

(e.g.. heating, lighting, hmndiT, etc.)
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The argument for using resource costs is that they provide a beu.er
guide to decision making about whether to put more (or less) resources in
one activity rather than ill anoLhcr. Resources are scarce and choice should
take account of the real costs to the economy of changing the allocation of
I’esources. If resources are provided for care 111 Ihc colnlntlnil.y 11-o111 a

mtmber of sources (the family, personal social services, health and other
services) they have a value, no matter what budget is affected. This is not to
say lhat budgetary matters are irrelevant. They can nlatter, for instance
fi-om the point of view of organising particular types of service deliver)~
They can also have implications for tile distribution of income: for
instance, budgetary rules call mean I.hat either central taxpayers or local
¯ taxpayers or consttmers can end up paying for a service. The basic point
remains, however: decisions about the allocation of resources to different
modes of service delivery should be based on tile resource or opportunity
costs. In this stttdy, tile emphasis is on opportunity costs. At the same time,
pul)lic expenditure esl.imales are given.

Valuation of hTputs
Conventionally, JnptlLg are valued at market prices. In order to give an

answer [o most of,the questions that arise al)oLit colnparative costs, that is
adequate. However, it. should be noted that there is an issue of whal type of
value should be given to inputs. The market value of inputs is based on tile
judgement that individual preferences should count in the context of the
existing distribution of income.                    " "

Ideally, account should be taken of what individuals would be’ willing to
pay to receive benefits or avoid costs. Ideally, the consunler surplus (the
difference between the marginal benefit or tile illaXillltlln amount that the
consumer woulcl be prepared to pay, and the price act.tlally paid) should be
estimated) A further qualification about the use of market prices is that

This rel~:rs to the area Io Ilal: left of an individual’s (Marshallian) demand curve (which
shows quantity demanded against price) and between tile rele~,mt price horizontals.
]-Jowevt$r. considerable COlltrovel’sy SIHTOIlllds the measlll’ement of COllSumel" Stn’l)lus.

Simply taking the area under the demand ctn’vc takes no account of changes in income
and tile effects this has on utility. A COml~ensated (I-licksian) demand curve can
ovelcolne Ibis pl’obleln by measuring tile area trader Ihe delll:llid Ctll~*’e with illconle

held colistant. In this way utilily ~u’ies with price but illcome is adjuslefl to keep the
consulner o11 the same indiffereltce clu’ve. Whelher nluch is Iosl through using
uncnmpensaled (Marshallian) demand curves to measu!e consumer surplus is the

sttbjt:ct of debate, wilh argumenLs I~:w and againsl resting on the significance of Ihe

error involved (Willig, 1976). Partly because of empirical difficulties and patti}’ because
of tile vice,,, that errors [Ire nol VCl3’ large, nlany analysts rise silllple IIlICOlllpenS~llCd

illeaSUl-eS or SulIphls ill COSl-benelil work.
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market imperfections may resnh in prices not reflecting the true value of
conlmodities. Wager (1972) regarded fuel prices as overstating the true
opportunity cost value because of the imposition of high taxes. Since fi~el
was an important part of home nursing costs in care of the elderly, he
deducted the fuel tax from his estimate of home care costs so as not to
inflate home care costs artificially relative to institutional care.

On balance, market prices should he a reasonable guide to relative
scarcity unless there are marked distortions (e.g., reflecting monopoly
power) in the market for an item that covers a significant proportion of
total costs.

Average and Marginal Costa"
Economic evaluation concentrates on the marginal costs of an activity

(the change in costs associated with a change in the level of activity) rather
than the average costs of the activity (cost per unit of output averaged over
all units). This is because the key question is: if the activity is reduced
(increased), how do resource costs change at the margin? Choices in
health care are not usually cottched in terms of whether or not any
reSOtlrces at all should be devoted to programmes. Rather, the choices
arise in terms of whether, given the current mix of health care provision,
one should devote more or Jess i’eso[iFces to a particular progralllme.

There can be marked differences between average cost and marginal
cost, especially if resource use varies as a service expands or contracts. The
costs of providing a service nsuall), increase with increased dependency of
the elderly. The prohlem of estimation becomes one of apportioning
incremental caring costs to the different categories of dependency.

Tlae variables most likely to contribute to marginal differences in cost
among dependenc),grottps’is the nursing time spent helping the elderly
with various activities and amount of caring hours of people within the
home. There are m~[jor problenas here in trying to estimate the marginal
costs. A nurse may simtthaneously help and supervise more than one
resident. Furthermore, there may be differences in caring practices within
and hetween institutions. Some institutions may provide intensive, "hands
on", care. By contrast, the philosophy of others may be to allow the elderly
to complete, independently, as many tasks as possible. Wright (1987a) was
satisfied to allow the principal caring/nursing person to set out the hours
of care given to the elderly in various dependency catego~:ies.

Some hospital resources (such as laundry heating and lighting), are
jointly consumed by man v hospital departments. The approach favoured
by economists to apportioning joint costs is to employ marginal analysis,
though there is no unamhiguottsly right way to apportion costs. The
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degree to which one would need to worry about ensuring fine distinctions
in allocating shared cost depends, of course, on their importance to the
overall resuhs. Sensitivity analysis can always be applied. Hull el. al. (1982)
suggest an ilaLernledlate approach in which the cost per clay is ptirged of
any items relating to heahla care costs, leaving just the "hotel" component
of hospital expendlmre. The lauer are then allocated on the basis that all
patients across all programmcs incur average costs. The attributal)le heahh
care costs are then added for the particular programn~e under review to
give total COSts 017 the programme.

Capital Costs
Capital costs arise in relation to land, bu.ildings and equipnlent, and

housing for those in the comlnunily. The al)propriate notion of cost is tim
replacement value of the capital item. It is possible, for a given length of
economic life and rate of interest, to annuitise the capital cost, expressing
it in equivalent terms as an annual flow, which could then be added to
oLher ilt2ms of atalatla] cxpcndiltlre.

The other item of expenditure that comes under this heading is the
annual depreciation. Here, tile difficuhy is that the concept of economic
depreciation is at variance with accountancy conventions. Economic
depreciation is the opportunity cost. of keeping tile capital item for
another year and not realising its value in the second-hat!d market:
essentially the difference I)ctwccn the second-hand values at the I)cginning
of one year and the beginning of the next.

l’m’titutional Costs
Having set out the main isstles of principle, the main approaches used

in the estimation of costs of services for the. elderly in institutions are now
outlined.

The instittttional costs inchided in cost studies include in-patient care
in hospitals, rehal)ilitation units, services provided by GPs, laundry servi~zes
and transport. In the case of Wager (1972), capital and opportunity costs
were estimated at average opportunity costs and a personal ("pocket-
money") allowance was added. In the case of Plank (1977), the average
operating costs of local attthority services, tact of charges, were added to
the personal incomes (for instance, "pockel-mone)," or pensions) of
residents. In the Avon (1980) study, gross and net costs were calculated for
services sttch as residential care, meals on wheels, day care and day
hospitals.
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Opportunity Costs of Care in the Home
A number of difficuhies arise in estimating the costs incurred by those

who engage in informal care within the home. At the outset, some of these
problems are otitlined.

First, the caret can derive benefits fi-om caring, the nature of which has
been considered in some detail b), Clifford (1990). There may be a
quantity of informal caFe I)elow which tile marginal I)enefit of caring
exceeds mal’ginal cost foF the cal’et’. Howevel-, once tile Cal’et exceeds Q*
caring hours (in Figure 3.3), marginal cost exceeds marginal I)enefit and
the caring role becomes a burden. At the limit, above point QI the caring

role induces negative benefit or illness for the caret. The slope and
position of these curves will, of course, depend on the particular
circumstances of the cater and caree. Moreovez, it is possible to coml)licate
the vahlation of informal care further b)’ weighting each activity upon
which time is expended. This weighting could reflect individual
perceptions about the relative pleasantness of each caring activit):

Figure 3.3: Subjective Benefits and Costs for the Caret

Marginal
9ene£it (NB)
and Marginal
Cost (MC)

Q* Q1 Time spent
car ~.ng
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Second, it can be difficult to assess the evidence fi’om surveys taken at a
parlicular time. Carets may push their current care well beyond the point
where the marginal benefit from an hour of care is equal to tim marginal
cosl - that is, to the point where the marginal benelit is far less than the
marginal cost. Underlying this may be a complex trade-off, an inter-
temporal one: "the trade-off between current disutility with the work and
future utility arising fl’om tile contentnlent and pride carets might feel
knowing that, despite tile personal hardships and problems faced, they
carried out their role to the vet’), limits of their abilities" (Wright, 1987a,
19. 9).

Third, while there may be psychic costs associated with caring at home
similar costs may arise for some carers when relatives are admitted to long-
term care. This ma), not just be guih. ai’ising fl’om giving up tile caring
function but may be associated with a loss in utility fi’om not having tile
relative close at hand anymore. Some carets may, therefore, be willing to
continue to look after their relatives at home because, even though this is
stressful, it yields greater net benefit than seeing a relative admitted to
hospital.

Individuals obtain both direct utility and indirect utility when caring
for others. Direct utility incorpot,’ates the effects on the carers and relates
to the satisfaction and pride associated with tile work, or alternatively, the
problems and tile pain endured. For inslance, sortie caters can find
activities such as cooking, shol)l)ing, housework and personal care routines

a pleasant use of leisure time. Others would fi]:td these tasks unpleasant
and irksome.

Indirect utility is the set of benefits enjoyecl by the elderly recipient
(caree). These benefits are in terms of personal and domestic comfort. If
the indirect utility of tile caree augments the positive direo, utility of tile
carer (or at the very least counteracts any negative direct utility), net
positive utility is gained fl’om caring. It is argued by Flawrylshyn (1977)
that when valuing household work and olher non-market activities, only
indirect utility should be subject to money valuation. Thus, the benefits to

the caree woulcl be counted bul tile pleasure or pain of the cater not
considered. If one accepts such an approach, informal care of the elderly
can be valued using the opportunity cost of a carer paicl to carry out the
job of looking after an elderly person.

While this approach has some merit, it ignores the fact that the
relevant opportunity cost for carers may not be market work forgone
(Wright, 1989). Non-market work and leisure time may also be forgone by
c;Jrers. The specific issues of estimation are now outlined succesively trader

employment, leisure time, psychic costs, and "out-of-pocket" expencliture.
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Fo,gone Employment Opportunities
Opportunity costs can arise in a number of different ways:
- tile giving uI) a job;
- reductions in hours of work;
- tile acceptance of a lower paying job, compatible with the hours

spent in tile home;
- cessation of active search [’or work, hence formally dropping out of

the labour force.
The lost employment opportunities should ideally be estimated by

taking tile expected wage in the alternative employment nmltiplied by tile
probabili~, that tile person finds a job. If someone recently gave up market
work, a ready-made valuation of opportunity cost exists. It is more difficult
tO estinlate the opportunity cost in cases where someone gave up market
work a long time ago, or never worked. The employment ol)portunities for
people like this may be relatively poo~, especially in the case of the older
people or people with little or no qualifications.

It is equally difficuh to pick tip the long-run consequences of cm’ing.

There is some evidence that caring is undertaken as a temporary
commitment, and then carets find that they have entered into a long-term
commitment (Wright, 1983). Over a period of years, there can be a
cumulative impact h’om the years spent out of paid work: such as loss of
promotion, of training opportunities, loss of pension rights and other
fi’inge benefits.

Opportunities for l~isure Time SacTificed
In tile economic studies that have developed tile estimation of money

values of leisure time, "leisure" is any time not spent oil market work. The
most elaborate evaluations have been llnf[ertaken to estimate the vahle O[:

time savings from transport invcstnlent, CoinnltlteFs arc asked to trade off
time savings arising fi’om specific forms of transport investment against the
high cost of such investment. For instance, .by-passes, bridges and link
roads are expensive but the}, do reduce tile time spent travelling, thereby
making more time available for work and leisure. In the case of carets,
many of whom are women, there is tile complication that some of the
"leisure" time would be spent on household tasks- conventionally not
given a market value in estimates of national output. The non-work time of
these people can be broken down into: caring, housework, and residual
"leisure" time.

The pattern in tile appl~fisals of transport invesunent has been to value
an hour of non-work at some 25-40 per cent of the value i)ut on work time.
That is the approach used in this study.
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P.~3,chic aT~d Related Cost~
The literature on the en/otional, psychic or psychological costs of

caring distinguishes two types:
(a) ntore or less regular "background" anxieties;
(b) specific incidents which spark olTepisodes of anxiet)’ and stress.
In this category may be cotLnted the impacLs on health. The physical

tasks involved - not only the daily activities of caring but the increased
housework which is induced (such as in laundr),) and the interruptions to
sleep - can have adverse effects on health. The difficult), lies in isolating
these.health impacts - made even more difficuh by the Fact that many
caters are aged over 50.

Loss o1" emplo),ment can itself have ps),chological impacts. The work o1"

Jahoda (1982) has shown the potential importance of employment in the
psycho-social domain - for instance, thl-otlgla emplo)’ment, people get
Ol)portunities to nleet others socially anti the), get a C]l;.lllCe tO Stl’tlcture
their time.

A further problem arises when one tries to take account of the non-
economic or "ps),claic" costs of caring. Caters ma)’ have low expectations
~lnd extraordinaril), high degrees of tolerance Ihresllolcls. This can be, in
part, becztttse many of them are relatively elclerly and their expeclations
were formed a long time ago.

Additional Expen.dit’ltre Due to Ca’t~ng
Caring can involve the caret or the household in additional "out-of-

pocket" exl)encliture on goods and services. For instance, incontinence can

require additional or special expenditure. The cxl.ra expenditure can take
a number of different forms. Regular expenditure on food (e.g., for
special diets), clothing, fuel, transport, washing or heating can be involved.
In addition, there can be irrcgttlar expenditure - on consumer durables,
aids to mobilit), and special equil)ment or alterations to the house. In
certain cases, services cotdd be bottght in to help the cater. One diffictdty
in estimating the additional expcndittH’e is how to separate out the
additional expenditure which is attributable to caring, especially in
households which contain a number of people.

Cost.~ that FaU on Carets i~ the Home
Having outlined the princil~les that al)pl),, the main approaclaes used in

estimates of coinn’ltlllJty COSTS al’e now suiilmarised.

Some of the estimates of the costs that fall on carets have used the cost

to the State of providing this care. Henwood and Wicks (1984) take the
number of cases multiplied b)’ the average gross cosTS of home help services.
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Nissel and Bonnerjea (1982) estimated the costs of caring for the
handicapped elderly I)ased on a non-random survey taken in 1980. In most
cases, the household contained husl)and and wife and an elderly
handicapped relative; in a small nttmbcr of cases, the dependent relative did
not live in the same house but in a nearl)), sel)arate dwelling. The), present
one set of calculations of costs based on the cost of replacing informal care
b), some other means. This is based on tile market rate for home and
domestic helpers at tile time of tile sorve),. While this was done, the), say:

... an estimate of the cost of care derived from applying an hourly rate

to the work done, or the Ome sl)ent, by the famil), on caring for a
handicapl)ed elderl), relative is, of course, a nonsense in relation to
reality. Most families are doing what no one else would come’into their
house to do and as such it is priceless .... Moreover, ... most care is
intermittent and spread ovel" the day rather than concentrated in one

particular period. Very often the only real substitute fi)r family care for
a relative who is severely handicapped is a housekeel)er (pp. 50-51 ).
The ahernative estimal’es of costs given b), Nissel and Bonnet]ca are

based on the opl)ortunities which tile cater has to forgo. One of these
opportunities is the possibility of doing paid work. The opl)ortunit), cost is
calculated as the sum of (a) the earnings forgone of wives not in
employment, taking the average weekly earnings in the jobs previously

held, for those who would like to return to work, (b) the earnings forgone
of wives in emplo),ment but working less than l\dl-timc. Adding together
these two components of opl)ortunity costs gives a much higher estimate of
these indirect financial costs than the al)plication of the home and
domestic help tale: more than double tile costs arising from tile latter
method. Nissel and Bonne[jea recognisc that estimates of earnings loss arc
likely to orlderestimate the possible loss. This is because had the carers
i’emained in their jobs, it is likely that, with age and experience, their real
earnings and entitlements to pensions would have increased.

A different al)l)roach is made I)), Baldwin (1987) in estimating the
financial consequences of caring for disabled children. The issues of

principle that arise here arc similar to those arising in cases where elderly
people are being cared tbr. The actual earnings and expenditure patterns
of families with and without disabled children were compared - simulating
Family Exl)enditure Survey (FES) da*ta for a sample of families with
disabled children and identifying a control group fi’om that Survey for tile
same period. The results showed that women with disabled children had
lower earnings than their counterparts in the FES control group. Baldwin
also takes account of tile extra costs that fall on households due to

disablement. Comparing the families with disabled children wida their FES
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counterparts, ffmlilies with disabled children had a higher everyday
expenditure, having allowed for the impacts of income differences on
consunlption. In addition, families with disabled children incurred

expenditure on larger more intermittent items such as home adaptations
and sl)ecially purchased consumc;r durables. Finally, many families also
identified substantial costs associated with hospitalisation including
transport, higher housekeeping costs and loss of their own earnings.

Wright (1987a), working with survey dala collected in 1976-1978,
estimated how different cost. I)ases can affect calculalions of the cost of
care in the community. The three different I)ases were:

(a) Working and leisure time lost; the former is valued at the carer’s
rel)orted ~r’age rate anti Ihe latter at 36I) per hour, as set out in tile
I.eitch (1978) transl)oN committee report of 1977, travel costs are

also estimated, using a National Health Service car allowance rate
and/or approl)riate I)us fares.

(b) The cost of al)propriate statutory services to the value of all the
helI) given in cases where hell)er and helped live in sel)arate
households, and lot help given with personal care routines where
helper and helped are in the same household. This is on the
i)remise that household duties would continue if the person being
helped is transferrecl IO another form of care. The hours of care
were valued at a wage rate for nursing auxiliaries.

(c) An estimate of the type, quantity and cost of a level of service that
would greatly reduce the strain on the cater. I11 some cases, the
Cal’eF was able to state what was i’eqo.ired. 111 many cases, il was
assumed that I_9 hours of home help could give a lot of relief of
stress. The services used were home help (rate per hour), nursing
auxiliaries (rate per hour plus per visit), and day care (rate per
clay).

The highest cost between these alternatives in most cases was found
when the wage of a nursing auxiliary was apl)lied to the hours of care given
by the principal helper. In addition, even where the level of service was
notionally granted on a scale that was generous compared with the actual
provision, the costs of care rarely exceeded the costs of residential care and
even more rarely exceeded the costs of hospital cal"e.

There are few examples of cases where a valuc has been put on the

Iorgone leisure time of caret’s. And there are virtually no cases where a
value has I)een put on the ps),chic cost of caring.

An Irish study (O’Shea and Corcoran, 1989) appliccl an Ol)l)ortunity
cost valuation to the time spenl caring, in tile case of a small surve), of
elderly people living in the community but on the margin of hospital care.
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In this study the tinle spent caring b), informal carers was valued differently
according to whether carers gave up paid work, unpaid work, oz" leisure
time. l-lours of paid work was valued at the average industrial wage; unpaid
work was valued at the hourly home help rate, and leisure time was valued,
following the literature o13 transport appraisal, at 25 per cent of work time.
The estimated informal care cost of looking after elderly persons it’J their
study was £103. When this estimate is disaggregated to reveal constituent
differences in’opportunity costs, £16 can be allocated to paid work
forgone, £61 to unpaid work forgone, and £26 to leisure time forgone. The
findings are that, when informal care is valued, the cost or community care
is not significantly different fi’om that of institutional care. The small size
of the survey (64 domiciliary elderly) and the narrowness of the
geographical site mean that the results cannot be generalised withont
qualification.

MaTerial Analysis
Mooney (1981) applied a ntarginal analysis in Aberdeen, by a~sking

health visitors which of their clients they would recommend lot" residential
homes if more places were available, and which they would recommend for
hospital if more beds were available. The focus was on the "marginal"
clients, that is those who were seen as being on the verge of institutional
care. For those in i’esidetltial homes, the matrons were asked al)otlt

marginal care at both ends of the dependency range. The characteristics of
those on the margin were examined, in terms of the nature of dependency.
Data on fi’equency of visiting were used to estimate the costs of support
services for those on the residential home margin, those on the hospital
margin, and non-tnarginal cases. To these service costs were added living
cosls (such as food and light) and housing costs. The cost that was being
incurred for those in the community and on the residential home margin
was £1,800, while the residential home cost of someone on the community
nmrgin was £2,500.

Cost O~ferences 13etween Community and Institutional Care and Their.hnplictttions
One approach used has taken the cost differential estimated between

formal community care and institutional care and asked what this
difference would "buy" in terms of services. Wright et aL (1981) indicate
that d~e cost of residential care is higher than that of domiciliary care for
people living alone by £30 per week (1977 prices). Much of the subsequent
analysis in this case is centred on calculating the community care services
that this money differential could buy in order to keep elderly persons of
agreed dependency at home. Similarly, Wager (1972) estimates the amount
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by which the resource costs of institnlional care exceed those of
(Iomiciliar), care under various circumstances. The differential SEtS an
ul~per limit to the amount of rEsourcEs that can be ascribed to additional
domiciliar)’ care in an effort to mainlain a standard equivalem lo thai
provided by residential care.

\let), much within Ihis framework, the Kent Community Care
ExpEriment has taken an integrated approach Io SErvicE pl-ovision for
community care elderly (e.g., Challis and Davies, 1986; Challis and Davies,
1988). Within an agrEEd budget, social workers are empowered to demand
and allocale diverse resources on behalf of the elderl), person with the
objective of keeping elderly people out of institutional care.

Some research work suggests that Ihe relative attractiveness of
communit)’ care is confined to particular categories of elderly. Gibbins et
al. (1982) suggest that augmented home care is cheaper for selecled.
chronic elderly invalids. Patients are suitable lbr home care only if they can
be left unsupervised at night or if a relative is available to provide
supervision.

Actual Compared with Optimal Pmvi-~’ion of Community Care
The valuation of formal community care has also posed problems. The

cost is usually Estimated on the basis of the actual provision of formal
services with back up care carried OUt within the homE. There may,
however, be differences bEtwEEn actual and optimal provision. The cost of
eommunit), care may be low because iI~e care provided is inadequate and
not because such care is more cost-effective. ThE choicE, therelbre, is to
Estimate the costs and outcomes of existing services, ignoring standards of
care; or to analyse resource allocation at the highest standard of provision.
OnE of the main difficuhies with the latter option is how one defines
opti m all ty.

Some support can be found in the literature for following the optimal
approach Io service measurenlent and valuation. Sinclair (1986) indicates
that about one-third of applicanLs for places in local authority residential
care could be maintained at home with a guaranteed delivery of intensive
domiciliary carE. Hakansson (1986) has estimated thai, for tsvo study areas
in Sweden, a numl)er of people could be discharged to domiciliary care if
appropriate services were avail~ible. Similarly, the Avon Study. (1980)
consiclers the implications for placement of failing to provide even an
adequate level of community care. Service improvements are set out which
might be expected to Enable approximatel), one-third of all current Iong-
sta)’ admissions to homes for the Elderly to be delayed or prevented in the
region nnder investigation.
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Issues Linked to Cost Estimates
There are a nund)er of issttes which are linked to the estimation of

costs, and should be I)orne in mind even if they lie outside the scope of

man), of the cost studies.
First, a major issue is the identification of factors crucial to the placement

of elderly persons. Mooney (1978) finds that living alone and not being able
to walk outdoors are im])ortant influences on the decision to transfer elderly
fi’om community care to institutional care. O’Shea and Corcoran (1989)
tentatively suggest that the following variables inlluenced the placement of
elderly persons: sex of elderly persons (given that women live longer than
men, on average, and that ageing and hosl)italisation are correlated), living
alone (on the basis that, other things equal, the al)ility of an elderly person to
live in the conlmunil), is enhanced if he or she lives with others), ])ublic
health nurse care, general practitioner care, home helI) care, immobility
outside the home, inability to bathe all over, and living conditions.

Supl)ort for the importance of living alone as an influence on
placement comes from I)arton (1~86). Wager (1972) considers incapacity

as only one of the problems which affects an application for a residential
home place. Other factors such as accommodation i)roblems, difficulties
with household relationships and loneliness were also iml)ortant, giving
rise Io almost half of all applications.

Second, one weakness of much research in care of the elderly is that
Hae levels of satisfaction of elderly people are seldom taken into account.
Consumer satisfaction, if included at all, is measured by proxy. Either
carets or health professionals are asked al)out caring alternatives. Rarely, if
ever, is the elderly l)erson consuhed. Some evidence is available, related to
the quality of life of the elderly in institutions (Kellaher, 1986) (hal
residents are more satisfied with those care arrangements whic]l ;|]low
daem a measure of conn’ol over their life; and Ihal they appear to be
happier when they have I)een able to exercise a degree of control over the
decision to enter care.

Third, and related to the former point, there is the problem that elderly
people may change Iheir auitudes to institutional care as a resuh of
"institutionalisation’. If one surveys a group of elderly people in institutions,
who have entered at different times, tl~e potential influence of this element
needs to be borne in mind. This influence can only be estimated b),
following a group of elderly i)atients over time (in a Iongitudilaal or cohort
stud)’) and little or no work has I)een done in this area.

Fourth, one of the most intractable problems is the absence of an
acceptable measure of benefil. MeastJres of outconle tlsed in the past have

focusec| on mortality or rales of tlarotlghput. This approach is restrictively
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narrow, ignoring quality aspects of care, and fails to recognise that for
many groups of elderly people, extension to life is 11ol an approl)riate
objective. Challis (1981) has sought to overcome these problelns by
defining outcome measurement as follows: nurture, compensations for
disability, independence, morale, social integration, family relationships
and community development. While these measures are useful and

thought-provoking, it is difficult to translate them into a nlultidimensional
index of Ol.llCOllle.

A concentration on costs could be most limiting if the relative benefits
of different tbrms of care wet’e markedly clifferent from tile relative costs
(Wright, 1987b, p. 4). That is, if people can be cared for at home relatively
cheaply until they reach a high level of dependency, they may be cared for
at home I.ml.il their level of dependency is so high that they find it difficuh
to at!just to a different type of care.

Oeptmdency
Dependency is concerned with the ability of people to look after

Ihcmselves in a basic, physical sense and to move around. The concept
does not encompass every aspect of the heahh levels of people. However, it
can be expected to have a close relationship with the state of health in its
widest sense (physical, mental and social). Moreover, as discussed below, it
is possible to combine physical dependency with some measure of people’s
II’~Ctl tal state.

Different 73,pe~" of Dependmm"9, Measure
Dependc:lcy is usually estimated across mobility and the activities of

daily living, that is those activities that are fi’equently required and engaged
in. The different abilities of the individual to perform the various
functions inquired into are combined by constructing a scale. Tile main
approaches Io scaling clepenclency that have been used are now oudined.

Dependency measurement has often been carried out primarily with
planning of service or placemeni, in mind and its use in this fashion has
usually been associated with what is methodologically a fairly limited and
crude approach. In such studies, dependency is measured in some rank

order across a range of distinct elements which are then treated
independently throughout the exercise in question. Moreover, no attempt
is usually made to quantify tile magnitude of the interval between the
items in the disability classifications construclcd. Mobility and acl.ivities of
daily living are usually confined to a limited set of characteristics.

Turning to these basic dependency scales, it is possible to order
mobility in a way that would command a good deal of support.. For
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instance, mobility outside the house could be at one end of a range -with

bedfast being at another end, conveying a relatively low degree of mobility.
Along this continutnn it is plausible thai a regular loss of mobility can be

observed, increasing in severity over time. However, it is more difficult to
arrive ai an order that is intuitively appealing in tile case of activities of
daily living. For instance, washing, bathing, feeding, housework would all
comprise activities of daily living but it could be difficnh to order them. A

common approach adopted in the face of this difficuhy has been to
sidestep the question of ordering and to base the assessment of
dependency On counting. This involves saying that someone is mo~’e
disabled (that is, more than previously, or more than somebody else) if he
or she is unable to carry out a larger number of activities.

The Avon Study (1980) exemplifies many of the characteristics just
described. Its analysis of disability was confined to [five characteristics.
Individuals were assessed on the following abilities:

to move around inside without help
to get into and out of bed withc/nt help

-- to dress without nl~ljor assistance
- to make a cup of tea
- to shop or manage small errands.

These categories were chosen primarily because it proved possible, given
the nunll)er of abilities, to forecast which abilities these were with a good

degree of accuracy. For example, if a person had three abilities, these were
likely to be naovement inside house, getting in/out of bed and al)ility to
dress. This was relevant to the decision by a social worker on whether an
alternative to residential care was al)propriale for the elderly person. The
number of abilities was also related to costs. Persons with less abilities
required more services or more expensive services than more able elderly
persons. An important point emerges here. Even though the scale used in
the study was confined to five characteristics, it was none the less sufficient
to answer the questions I)eing posed by the researchers.

Mooney (1978) acknowledges the importance of this point in his
planning balance of care study. He did not attempt to identify fine or
scaleable degrees of dilt’erences in dependency among elderly clients in
conmlnnit),, residential and hospital care. Instead he used criteria which

the nursing staff themselves used daily to characterise risk or dependency.
Patients were classified as I)eing on/not on the margin of care between tile
following regimes:

" - domiciliary and residential home;
- domiciliary and hospital;
- residential home and hospital.
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JudgemelatS on marginal cases were made b)’ matrons and health
visitors and district nurses based on the following characteristics of the
eldeHy:

- age;
- living alone;
- acute illness in last month;
- incontinence;
- instabilit), (fi’equent falls);
- night confusion;
- locomotive difficulties;
- mental impairment;

- self neglect;
- tendenc),to isolation;
- unable to be alone without i)ersonal cfire;
- tool)lilt), (incorporating the ability to get out of bed, move around

tile house, climb stairs, and move out of doors).
Where decisions about possible illOVetllelllS across regimes of care were

simiHaled within this slud),, four factors turned OUt to I)e particularly
important. These were living alone, presence of stairs within the dwelling,

age and mobilit),.
Other studies have, however, stood back from Ihe more immediale

concerns of placement or planning in order to explore tile question of
dependency ordering through the repeated empirical testing and
refinement of measures. This appro:-lch is exemplilied I)}, the development

of the index of ability in the activities of dail), living and b), tile Guttman
scale of disability. These are now discussed in turn.

h~dex of A ctivities of Daily Livi.ng
Tim index of the acLivities of daily living was developed by Katz et aL

(1963). They found that in several illnesses, people tefided to lose
fimctions in a given order and to regain them in tim reverse order on
recover), from illness. Patients were assessed on tile basis of six attributes:
I)athing, dressing, transferring, toileting, continence and feeding. The},
were graded ordinally on the basis of the ability to cart), out these activities.
Eight categories of ability were outlined as follows:

(a) Independent in feeding, continence, transferring, going to the
toilet, dressing and I)athing;

(b) Independent in all I)ut one of these functions;
(c) Independent in all bu! bathing and one additional ftmetion;
(d) Independent in all but bathing, dressing and one additional

function;
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(e) Independent in all but I)athing, dressing, going to the toilet, and
one additional flmction;

(f) Independent in all but bathing, dressing, going to the toilet,
transferring and one additional function;

(g) Dependent in all six functions
Other: Dependent in at least two functions, but not classifiable as (c), (d),
(e) or (0.

Further work was done on this scale (Kitplan et al., 1976) where it was
called the Index of Well-being. They found that there was a good
correlation between the scores on this index and self-assessed health status.

There were also the expected negative correlations between this index and
age, number ofchronlc medical conditions, number of reported symptoms
or problems .:lnd number of ph),sician contacts.

G~tttma~. Scale

One intuitive hypothesis is that clisabilit), progresses in regular,
curnulative patterns (Williams et al., ]976). This paltern is observed in
man), kinds of growth and decay, with new handicaps I)eing added to the
old in a degenerative illness. Such a cumulative pattern is the feature of
the Guttman scale (see Guttman 1950a,b,c,). People are assigned to
positions between the lowest and highest points of the scale, depending on
their cumulative loss of function.

The basic principle of the Guttman method is that a set of abilities can
be put in a hierarchy of severity. Gutunan scaling asserLs that X + I number
of disabilities are alwa),s worse than X nun~ber of disabilities as long as two
assunaptions hold:

(i) each disabilil), is regarded as a disaclvantage;
(ii) the items of activity are representative of the disabilit),.

When people are assigned to a cumulative scale such as the Guttman one,
implicit comparisons between different disabilities can be avoided. Instead,
when a more severe disabilit), occurs, it will be in addition to lighter ones.
Hence, the order of disadvantage can be observed merely b)’ counting the
number of disabilities.

The abilities to pursue activities of daily living, like bathing, walking,

dressing, etc., should be in a predictable order if an elderly person is to
conform to the scale. For examl)le, consider the following abbreviated set
of activities which are set out in increasing order of difficult),:

(a) ablc to bathe
(b) able to walk
(c) able to dress.

If these items form part of a Guttman scale, one would expect that those
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individuals able to perform (c), that is, able to dress, would also lye able to
perfornl (b) and (a). h would be expected that those individuals able to
I)erform (b) but not able to perfornl (c) sbould be able to perfornl (a).
Tbose individuals not able to perform (a) should not be able to perform
either (b) or (c). For ihis particular example, there are eight different
response patterns as shown in Table 3.1

The scale responses shown on the left-hand side of Table 3.1 are
consistent witb the hypothesis that the data form a cumulative
tmidimelasional scale. The error responses, shown on the right-hand side
of Table 3.1, chara~:terise a non-scale type. The latter, ahhougb not
conforming to the Guttman scale, may have particular characteristics
.which allow them to be scaled independently. Alternatively - as outlined
below - there are procedut+es which allow non-scale types to be assigned to
the scale pattern which is most similar to their own.

Work on the application of such a scale to the elderly has been done by
Wright (1974; 1978). 1-1e developed an assessment schedule comprising
three dimensions: mobility, capacity for self-care and mental sial+e, each
graded along four categories labelled high, medilnn, slight and low. Wright
found tbat mobility and self-care were correlaled significantly enough t.o
justify merger and Io develop a revised ordering for measuring
dependence. This new ordering closely resembled that used by I~ltz �.’t aL
(1963). In later work, Wright e..t. aL (1981) developed this approach further
by more closely aligning the scale to fit the rationale developed by
C, uttnaan and by COllCelltl’ating exchlsively on an elderly population.

T;ible 3. I : Potential Response for a Three Item Scal~r

Scale. Itesponse En’or #1espon.+’e
Aclivit)’

I 2 3 ’t I 2 3 4

Able to b:ltllc No Yes "l’e.~ Yes No No No Vcs

Walking No No Yes Yes Vcs . Yes No No

Dressing No No No Yes No Yes Ves Yes

.~llrce: Wrighl el al. ( 1981 ).
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Gutunan scaling had been used b)’ Williams et al. (1976) in their study
of disability of handical~ped persons in Lambeth and seemed to work well

when applied separately for men and women (Tab.le 3.2). Both sides of
Table 3.2 indicate that there is an order about disability, similar in
principle to that outlined for Table 3.1.

Table 3.2: Guttman Scales from the Lambeth StowO,

MEN WOMEN

Grade Item of Disability Added at Grade Item of Disability Added at

Each Grade at Each Grade

(Number of ltemls of Disability) (Number of Items of Disability)

J, CallllOt LISC bus or tl’~lill

tt naccowipanied

2. Does not tts~ tr~msporl

tlzlaccompanicd

3. Does not ~dk out of doors

unaccompanied

4. Cannot dress withoul help

5. Can not w:tsh without help

6. Cannot tllldress without help

7. C4mnot sit and stand withoul help

8. Cannol use WC or commode

without help

9. Cannot get out of bed
without help

10. Cannot eat without personal help

I. Cannot do all own ~qtshing

clothes, cleaning, shopping

2. Does not use t~msport
unaccompanied

3. Does not walk out of doors

IIIl~lCCOln p~lllied

4. Cannot do all own cooking

5, CannOlwash withoul help

6. Cannot dress without help

7. Cannot undress without help

8. Cannot use WC or commode

without help

9. Cannot sit and Sl:tnd witholll

help

10. Cannot eat~¢ithout personal help.

Source: Wright (1978)
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Wright developed a Guttnlan Scaling technique I)ased on the Laml)eth
experience but apl)lical)le across different forms of care for both men and
women in the community, residential care and hospitals. This is shown in
Table 3.3. l-lcre i)oint zero does not necessarily mean total independence
as some disal)ility, e.g., capacity to do light housework, laundry, etc:, is
exch~ded from the scale shown in the table. This was done so that the scale
could bc used in an institutional as well as in a communit), setting.

Two measures are used to test the suitability of a Guttman scale. How
many error responses can be ol)tained before rejecting the hypothesis that
a set of it(:ms form a Guttman scale? The coefllcient of reproducibility is a
measure of the nun~ber of error responses in the scale. In other words, it
gives the proportion of all items of disability that at-(: correctly predicted
fi’om a knowledge of the number of each respondent’s disabilities. The
coefficient of scaleahility rclat(:s the number of errors which are possible,

by taking into account the marginal totals. Levels of significance of 0.9 and
0.6 respectively are conventionally accepted ahhough they are not hased
on an underlying statistical theory.

When tested empirically the Wright scale produced co(:flqcients which
exc(:eded these levels for both men and women and across community,
residential car(: and hosl)ital settings.

Table B.B: Gutlman Scale.from the York SuiTsO,

Grade (Num~r of
Item.~ of Disability) Item of Disability yldded at Each Grade

I.

2.

".3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Cannot b;llhc without help

Cannot w;dk outdoors ’,~’ilhout help

Cannot dress without help

Cannot gt~t ottl of bed without help

Calmot sit or stand ~fithottt help

Callltot ~’~lsh Wit|lout |~(:lp

Cannot li:cd without help

Soura: Wright el aL ( 1981 ).
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Cardinal Scales

Yet another al)proach to dependency scaling is represented by the
(levelopment of cardinal or point scales. Here, different categories of
incapacity within disal)ilily groups are given points. For instance, several
studies have allocated points for the ability to perform daily Ik,ing t,~sks,
and for elements such as mental state and ph),sical mobility. In principle,
this holds out the promise that scores can be added across a nunll)er of
different disabilities. An average score across the different types of
disability can be ol)tained. The hypothesis is that, if the score increases, the
level of disability increases.

Early work on the development of cardinal scales to measure health
states was done by Fanshal and Bush (1970). In their model, the severity of
1 I states of heahh, ranging from the theoretical state of perfect health to
death, can be scaled. Combinations of physical activity, mobility and social
activity were chosen to define the state of health together with a range of
s),mptoms and prol)lem complexes. This model was developed further ill
Kaplan et aL (1976) who reported positively oll tile scale under what they

now called an Index of Well-being.
In another variant of the cardinal or point scaling approach, Torrance

et al. (1982) produced a classifieaticfia system of health states. There, four
attributes were delineated: l)hysical function and mobility (6 levels), self-
care and role activity (5 levels), emotional well-being and social activity (4
levels), and heahh problems (8 levels). Each of the levels was ordinally
determined.

A cardinal scale which focuses specifically on the heahh and
independence of elderly people is the modified Crichton Royal scale
(Table 3.4). As used by Wilkin and Jolley (1979), this has ten dimensions
(mobility, orientation, comnattnication, eO-Ol)eration, restlessness, dressing,
feeding, continence, memory and bathing). Compared with a more
general index of health states Ihrough assessments of elderly, people in
long-stay aceonlmodation 3 months, 6 months and 15 months after entry
to a research study, the Criehton Royal scale proved more sensitive in
detecting changes over time (Donaldson, et al., 1988).

In building up a cardinal scale, Gibl)ins, et al. (1982) used a modified
version of tile form used by local social workers in assessing suitability of
old people for admission to residential homes. The criteria used under this
procedure were as follows: mobilily, dressing, feeding, use of lavatory,
bathing, continence, medication, communication, orientation, co-
operation and temperament. For tile purpose of assessment, the criteria
were "cluslered" to give three groups - physical score, mental score and
medication score.
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Table 3.,1: Modified Ctichton Royal Bdmviom’al Raling Scale

47

DIMIENSION

A MOBILITY

I~, ORIENTATION

C COMMUNICATION

I) CO-OPERATION

E I~.EST LI".SS N ESS

F DRESSING

G FEEDING

Fully ambulant including slairs
Usually independent

Walks with SUl)clvision
Walks with aids or under careful supervision

Bedfast or chail-f;~st

Complete

Orientated in ward. identifies persons correctly

Misidcntities persons but can lind way aboul

Cannot lind way to bed/toilcl without assistance

Corn plelcly lost

Alw;lys clear, retains hllbl’mati~n 0
Can indicate needs, understands simple verbal directions.

can deal with simple information. 1
Ullderslands simple inl’onnati.n, CalmOl ill¢licme needs. 2
Cannot undersland inlbnnation, retains some c×pressive ability 3
No effective contact 4

Actively co-opcr;uivc ". 0
Passively c(~)perativc I

Requires [l+eqllel+d CIICoUrag~lllcllt Of p<~l’Sll~l~ioll 2

Rt.jecus assistance, shows independent but ill-directed aclivily 3
Complclely resislive or withdrawn ,1

Nol)c 0
hlleri]litteil[ l
Persistent by clay 2
Diuo, with li’equeni noclu!’nal restlessness 3
CoIIslant ’t

Co r i’12C [

hnpert’~ct but adequate
Adequale with Illillillllllll supervision

Inladequale Innless COnlinually StUl~Cu’vised

Unal)le to dress or retain clothing

Correct, unaiclcd at al)prol).’ialc limes

Adequate, with inininmnl supervision

In:ldcqu:ue Ililless continually supelwised
COIISI;lllt

0

I

.2

3

Continued
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Table 3.4: Modified Crichton Royal IJehavimtral Rating Sea& (Continued)

DIMISVSION

H CONTINENCE

I MEMORY

j BATHING

Full control

Occasional accidenks at night unless toileled

Continent by day only if regulaHy toilcted

Urin;uT incontinence in spite of regular toileting

Regular or frequent double incontinence

Complete

Occ;ksionall}’ forgedkll
Short-term loss

Shorl and long-term loss

Washes and bathes without assistance

Minimal supep,’ision without bathing

Close supervision with bathing

Inadequate unless continually supel’~sed
Requires ~lshing and bathing

Source: Wilkin andJolley (1979).

In general, point scales can provide useft]l information and have the
advantage that they may be more easily understood than ordinal scales.
They can also be more sensitive than the ordinal scales in distinguishing
between various degrees of ability (Wright, 1974)¯

However, there are a number of problems attaching to the cardinal
scales¯ First, the), are literally not cardinal - in the sense that if one person
has rwice as many points as another, this is not meant to imply that this
person is twice ,as disabled as the other.

Second, different combinations of disability (for instance, physical and
mental abilities) between two people could resuh in the same score. But in
such a case the fundmnental level of disability, however defined, between
these two people, is likely to be different. In turn, the implications in terms
of service delivery that is needed, and the costs of providing these services,
could be qtfite different in the two cases¯

Dealing with Multidimensional Disability
,’Ms indicated above, unidimensional scales have the disadvantage that

they do not pick ttp all aspects of incapacity. Fillenbaum (1985) has
outlined a range of functions for the elderly that should be included if the
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dependency of tbe elderl), is to be estimaled in a coml)rehensive manner.
These functions include: activities of daily living, mental beahh, physical
healtb, social factors, economic factors, family relationships, and housing
conditions.

The question arises whether it is possible to coml)ine estimates of
l)llysical incapacity with measures on other dimensions. In order to do this,
there wottld first have to be agreement on a scaling of emotional/
behavioural problems. Assuming that there was such agreement, could
such an index I)e combined witb a scaling of I)hysical dependency? In a
case ~.vhel’e one pel’SOll ~Aras COl_llated as ll]Ol’e disabled than another Oll both
physical and non-physical aspects, tbere would be no ambiguity. Howeveh
])roblenls WOtlld arise in cases Stlch as those where one person was lllOre

disal)led than another on physical aspects and less disabled on tbe non-
physical aspects. Moreover, without knowing how people would assess such
changes as a loss of their I)ebavioural facilities at the same time as a gain of
i)hysical capacity, one cannot determine whether overall health has
improved or disimproved as a result of changes.

On balance, there can be no.p!’esumption that a muhidimensional
scale will I)e superior to a unidimensional one. The construction of scales
involves a degree of siml)lification. The appropriateness of a physical scale
such as Guttman will depend on the extent to which it can represent the
various facets of dependency, physical and other.

The Choice of Scale
The use of the Gultman scale is appropriate if the implicit assumption

is that disability is cumulative. This scale is particularly useful in economic
evaluation where the costs of caring for the elderly, with similar degrees of
incapacity, are being compared across different regimes. Other things
being equal (and with the qualifications made below trader Dependency
and Need), if two people are on the same point on a scale, tbey should
have the same need for care. This feal:ure is i’llore likely to be observed in a
Guttman scale than in the case of cardinal scales. This is because, as
mentioned above, witb tbe latter scales, different combinations of disal)ility
cottld resuh in the same score.

Thus, using the Guttman scale, one is best placed to test (i) whether as
the level of £1isal)ility increases, there is a tendency for people ’to be
observed in institutions rather than in the communit),, (ii) wbetber tbe
level of resource use in institutions and in the commtmity increases with
the level of disability. For this reztson, the approach Io depenclency
measurement using a Guttman scale as develol)ed b), Wright wasjudge£1 to
be the most appropriate one for the present stud),. In order that tile other
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non-physical factors coulcl also be kept in view, selective use was also made
of some of the Criehton Royal scale components (for fnrther details, see
Chapter 4).

DependentO, and Need
h11plicitly, the notion of dependency, as used in studies of the care of

the elderly, is linked to that of need. That is, the implicit assumption is that
the higher the estinlated level of dependency, the greater the need for care
to be provided. However, it is clear from the above that, while dependency
is a valuable construct for studies on care of the elderly, its limitations
should be recognised. Even in cases where the concept embraces both
physical and nlental abilities, il. does 11Ol. provide an tmfailing indicator of
need. For that, account would have to lye taken also of elenlents such as

the social conditions in which people live and the availability of infornlal
care within the home and through rlel;works of family and fi’iends.

Summary and Conchtsions
There will inevitably be imprecision in cost estinlates - to some extent,

this can be tolerated, as long as the estimates are sufficient to enable broad
conclusions to be drawn on the orders of magnitude of costs in different
forms of care. It can be necessary to engage in a degree of averaging,
especially where costs for different levels of dependency are estinlated. It
would be unrealistic to expect thai cost cliffereoces coulcl be discerned
across fine categories of dependency.

There are two different concepts of cost - opportunity cost anti
financial or "out--of pocket" cost. Underlying the former is tile question: if
this activity is not engaged in, Ilow much resources would lye saved?
Underlying the second is the question: if this activity is not pursued, how
nluch expenditure (typically, that which falls on the Exchequer) would lye
saved? The fol’mer question is tile key one from the point of view of the
allocation of resources, lqence, it is the one on which this study places

emphasis. At the same time, public expenditure estinlates are also given.
In estimating costs of care, a key element is the anlount of nursing

hours (in institutions) and tile number of hours given by carets within tile
home. Within institutions, particular difficulties can arise in allocating
nursing bouts to specific residents, and in allowing for differences in styles
of service across institutions.

Tim nlain difficulty that arises in the estimation of costs of care in the
home is how to estinlate the costs of tinle contributed by carets. In cases
where the costs of iofornla] care in the home have been estimated, two
nlain methods have lyeen used. One alyproach has estinlated the
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opportunit), costs of care - essentially b)’ estimating the earnings forgone
because opportunities lot work in the market has been given up. The
other :tl)l)roach has cslimated what replacement services would cost (in
public expenditure lernls).

Turning to the estimation of dcpendenc), levels, most of the work has
concentrated on estimates of ph),sical dependency, mainly taking account
of mol)ilit), and the activities of daily living. There has been recognition of
the need to take account also of mental and emotional aspects. This need
not necessarily be done in a formal wa)- such as tlu’ough the addition o1"
points across a ntllnbel" of scales.

In principle, the estimation of del)endenc), could I)e refined by adding
more items to the list which underlies the estimation of capacit),. The
extent to which this is worthwhile depends on the questions being asked.
In the conlext of this stud),, the question becomes: would the relationship
between costs and del)cndenc), be put on such "a firmer footing thai it
wottld .iustif), the more detailed scale? ltl practice, there is a limit to the
extent to which the nunaber of items in a scale can be increased. Be),ond a
certain point, there will not be a suflicient number of people fl’om a surve),
in each categor),.



Chapter 4

METHODOLOGY OF 7"/-1£" STUD Y

Introduction

This chapter describes the main features of the survey data collected
for this stndy. Ahhough the opportunity was availed of to collect some
other types of information, the survey data mainly reflected the focus of
the study on the estimation of how costs vary as the level of dependency
changes. Three distinct sets of surveys of the dependency of the elderly
and of the nature and level of services given to those experiencing

dependency were undertaken in three diffcrent care settings. These
settings comprised, first, four selected geriatric hospitals providing in-
patient care; second, a national random sample of about 250 households
in which there was at least one elderly person in need of care; and, third, a
clay hospital, an institution that can be regarded as a bridge between long-
stay geriatric hospital care and care in the community.

The chapter begins by describing how the four hospitals were selected,
the procedures emplo)’cd to sample these in-patient populations and the
questionnaire-based method of data collection used. Then an account is
given of the communit), sttrvey, providing details of the sample and of the
questionnaires. This is followed by a descril)tion of the organisation of the
day hospital study.

Methodological choices made in the course of the project’s
development reflect an attempt to reconcile the objectives of the study
with the particular constraints which affect both research into dependency
and the reliable estimation of costs of care. Dependency does not exist in
isolation but becomes defined within the context of relationships between
people. It is desirable; therefore, that the perspectives of both the
providers and the recipients of care should be taken into account.
However, the incapacity of a significant section of the recipient population
to take part in interviews is a major limitation on the use of social survey
methods - and, indeed, of other research techniques - in this area. In
seeking to measure costs, it is analytically desirable that the estimates
shottld be based on a substantial number of individual cases. This
requirement, however, limits the options practically available for the
collection of the requisite data. Through an examination of these

52
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constl’aining Factors, the final ])art of the chapter SelS I]le mel.hodolo~],
eml)lo),ed in I.]lis stud), wilhin its appropriate wider context.

The Hospitals
Unlike the community side of the Sttldy, which is I)ased Ol] a random

Saml)le permitting inferences to he drawn al)oul the ])optdal.ion from
which the saml)le is taken, the hospital side consists o[" a series of case
studies. From Ihese dala it is not possil)le Io generalise via statistical tests Io
the "national pol)ulation" of geriatric hospitals: the function of the dam is
rather to illustrate the range of different situations which is to I)e found

within tile geriatric hospital sectol: This case study approach is well suited
to a situation where tile units being studies are large, complex institutions
rather than households or individuals and, Ibr this reason, it is fi’equently

employed in research concerning organisational culture and I)ehaviour.
In this i)articular instance the poles at either end of tile range are those

of the traditional long-stay geriatric hospitals, previously styled County
Homes, and of a small number of innovative inslilulions which are
explicitly geared towards the rehabilitation of eldeHy patients and their
return to living in the community. In between lie institutions where, to a
greater or lesser extent, and with varying levels of resource endowments, a
rehabilitation ethos has taken root within what remains in many ways a
traditionalist setting. This range is tel)resented within the case stuclies as
Ibllows. Hospital I represents an intermediate situation between tradition
and innovation: Hospital 2 is an exemplar of innovation, while Hospitals 3
and 4 are tcaditionalist institutions upon which innovative influences have

only recently hegun to make an impact. The fotlr hospitals are spread
across tile eotmtry and each lies within a difft:rent Health Board region.
The ])articular choices were made I)), the researchers following
consuhation with the expert Research Advisory Committee which was set
uI) to assist tile project’s deve]opnlent (see Acknowledgements).

The sample of patients drawn fi’om the IbHr hospitals was divided into
1370 calegories: those patients who were clefinecl as I)eing on I.he houndary
separating commttnity from ifLstiltttional care and the l’est of lilt: patient
i)Ol)ulation. In Hosl)ilal I, ;it tile pilot stage of the project, the .larginal
group ’,v,zls defined as the last 40 adnlissions prior to tile comnlencenicnt of
our study. Four of these cases turned out to be younger people for whom
no allei’native SOtll’Ce Of necessai’)’ cal’e was available and tile}, have been
excluded fi’om tile analysis. Some of the elderly people in the pilot sample
were, [’or similar I’easoI]S, acute medical father than geriatric £~.ll’e cilses. In
tile light o1" this experience a stricter definition of the marginal group was
employed when the studies of Hospitals 2, 3 and 4 were underlaken. Here
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the "commkmit), care margin" consisted of patients
- aged 65 years or over;
- admitted to tile hospital within tile two months prior to tile

beginning of our data collection;
- being considered for long-term geriatric care and not Lreated as

acute medical cases.

In Hospitals 3 and 4 all tile cases meeting these criteria were inclttded
in tile sample. However, because of tile much greater Ihroughput of
patients in Hospital 2, tile size was reduced to a 2 in 3 sample.

Those patients who were not meml)ers of tile marginal groul) were
systematically saml)led using a I in’3 saml)ling fraction across all 4
hospitals. The composition of the overall saml)le which resulted from
following these i)rocedures is set out in Table 4.1.

Table 4. I : The ,~tmple of those Ilectriuing Institutional ()nw Broken Down by Ho.~pital attd Close;le.ss

to the 13oundat)’ Between 7"ype~ of Care

On C~mmuniO’ Not Oll (~ommunily Total Nitml;cr

Hm~Oital CxJI~ Margin Care ttqal~ll of Case.$

I 36 69 105

2 40 37 77

3 9 53 62

4 17 54 71

"roml 102 213 315

32.4% " 67.6% 100%

Que~tionnah’e Administration in HospitaL~"
Throtlghout tile series of hospital case studies I~VO questionnaires were

used for eacll case in tile sample, one administered (where this was
possible) to tile patient and the other to a ward sister or senior staff nurse
resl)onsible for providing that person’s care. No patient interview was
attempted where a firm nursing staff opinion of incapacity was staled. In
other cases, i)atient interviews began with a slightly adapted version of tile
standard 10 point Abbreviated Mental Test (AMT). In this test, each
correct allS~,ver scores I point, hll.el’viewers were instructed to proceed with
tile rest of the interview where tile respondent totalled 7 or higheh to use
their own judgement to decide whether there was a reasonable chance of
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successfully administering the rest of tile questionnaire if tile total score
was 4, 5 or 6, and to terminate tile interview if the total seoEe was 3 or less.
How tile sample broke down as these procedures were applied is set out in
Table 4.2.

Table 4.2: Outcot#w,s of Patient Intenvit~v

P.cf C~’lll

[met’view successlidly completed 42. I

Failed mental status test 14.8

Staft=(lefincd incapable " ,I 1.8

Other 1.3

Toud 100.0

The remainder of the patient questionnaire deah with the following:
- Patient’s dependency characteristics
- Patient’s morale
- Circumstances of patient’s hospitalisation
- Patient’s situation prior to hospitalisation
- Visits received b)’ patient
- Interviewee’s fitture expectations
- Patient’s family, educational and work background
- Patient’s health service entitlement
-- Patient’s income

- Patient’s previous housing and household amenities.
"File sul)jecLs covered b)’ tile questionnaire administered to meml)ers of

the nursing staff were:
- Patient’s dependency characteristics. As well as Gitttnlan scale of

physical dependency items, parts of the modified Crichton Royal
I?,ehavioural Rating scale which deal with communication, co-
oi)el-alioi1 and restlessness were tlsed 1o take" into acconnt non-

physical aspects of del)endency.
-- I)atient’s hotlrs of nursing/attendant care requirements. Sistel’s or

senior stalT n Ul-SeS were asked to estimate, the anlotlnt of ntlrsing or

attendant staff" time spent helping this padent per week. Estimates
were sought for total ]lotlrs of care and also for the honl’s of care

given under a number of sl)ecific acdvity headings.
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- Patient’s medical, paramedical and other service usage. This
covered visits fi-om doctor, ph)’siotbcrapist, occupational therapist,
speech therapist, chiropodist, priest or other religious and otber
agencies. Pathology tests received and medicines prescril)ed were
also recorded.

- Visits received by i)atient.
- Background to patient’s hospitalisation.
- Assessment of patient’s i)otential to live a satisfactory life in the

community.

The Community Survey: The Sctmple
The eoJ~munity sample for this study was obtained from the same

source as that used in a previous study ofcarers - the EC Consumer Survey,
based on a random representative national sample and conducted monthly
by the ESRI and Tcagasc (see O’Connol, et aL, 1988a, Chapter 1). During
tbe nlontbs from February to May 1988,’ the EC survey inchtded an
additional question about whether tile household contained one or more
elderly person(s) (over the age of 65) in need of care. A total of 450
households in wbicb there was at least one elderly person in need of care
was identified fi’om this survey, and constituted the sample for this study.
These 450 bouseholds were surveyed using trained ESRI interviewers, and
a total of 248 completed caret questionnaires were obtained from this
sample, which is a response rate of 55 pet" cent. Tbe reasons for non-
response varied. Only 4.7 per cent refnsed to participate. Other" reasons for
non-response were that the elderly person was no longer dependent (10.8
per cent), had died (9.1 per cent), bad moved (2.3 per cent), or had been
institutionalised (4 per cent).

Of the 248 hot~seholds strrveyed, 207 (84 per cent) were households ira
which both the carer and one or more elderly persons lived together. Of
the total surve),ed, 39 (16 per cent) were bouseholds in which one or more
elderly persons were cared tor b)’ carers who lived in a separate household.
Data from this study and fi-om previous work (O’Connor et al., 1988a;
1988b) show that the caring activities of carers for elderly persons in
separate bouseholds are quite different in scope and quantity fi’om tile
activities ofcarers caring for elderly persons in the same bottseholds.
Those cared for by carers outside the household tend to be

disproportionately less dependent- 71 per cent of the present sample of
those cared for by carets in separate households were full), independent or
only needed help with bathing. Moreover, they receive fewer hours of help
- 40 per cent of those cared for outside the home b), carers received less
than 10 hours of help per week, with an average of 19 hours, and help is
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almost exclusively with instrumental activities of daily living. The two
groups must tberefore be treated separatel),, and tiffs report focuses on the
activities of carers caring for elderly persons living in tbe same bousehold
as their carets.

Of the 207 bouseholds in wbich the elderly person(s) and tile principal
cater lived in the same bousehold, 30 (14.4 per cent) were households in
wbicb carets took care of two elderl), persons, wbile one household (0.5

per cent) involved care being provided to a l.hircl elderly person. In all but
six cases where there was a second e[dcrl), person, the second elderly
person was fully independent on the Guttman scale of dependenc)’, four
cases needed help with batbing only, one case needed belp with walking
and dressing, and one case needed help with walking, dressing and getting
out of bed. Tbus, the second elderly person was usuall), (80 per cent of
cases) fully independent, and was ttsuall), (83 per cenl of cases) tbe spouse
of the more dependent elderly person. The second and. tbird elderly
persons were therefore not included in the present Sltldy.

This report therefore focuses on tbe 207 households in which caret
and elderly persons lived togetbeL and on the caring activities undertaken

for tbe principal recipient of care.

Q,te.~tionnaire Administration in the Comvvttnity
±ks in the hospitals, two questionnaires were administered - one (where

this was possible) to the elderly person receiving care and one to tbe
principal caret. Again, the questionnaire Ibr tile recipient of care began
witb an assessment of capacity to participate in an interview using AMT
scores and the same cutoff criteria. Just over a quarter of principal
recipients of care in tbe community could not be successfidly interviewed:
for those to wbom the remainder of the questionnaire was administered,
the sLIbjecLs COVel’ed were:

- Dependency characteristics (including activities of daily living such
,as cooking and shopping as well as tile basic physical abilities).

- Main sources of help with incapacities.
- Extent and depth of social network.
- Morale, well-being and rating o[’own bealth.
- Leisure and social activities.
- Family, educational and work background.
- Health Service eligibility.
-- Income SOL]rCCS.

The questionnaire administered to the elderly people’s carers covered
t.he following:
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Socio-demographics and household composition: information
obtained for each houselaold meml)er comprised age, sex, marital
status, and enlployment status. The educational level and occupation
or former occupation of tile care-giver were also obtained.
Elderly person’s del)endency characteristics: as well as tile Gttttman
scale of physical dependency items, parts of tile modified Crichton

Royal scale which deal with communication, co-operation and
restlessness were used to take into account non-physical aspects of
dependency. An instrumental activities of daily living scale built up
around items such as shopping and cooking was also deployed.
Provision of informal care: this was measured by asking the caret, ill
relation to each of the physical and instrumental activities of daily
living, tile number of hours of help provided by biul or her ill a
week; tile number of other individuals who provide help; tile hours
of help per week provided by other helpers. The caret" was then
asked to indicate tile nunll)er of hours spent supervising or
keeping an eye on the elderly person. This total was presented to
the cater who was asked to judge if this seemed to be the right
figure. Ninety pet" cent of carers indicated that this figure was
correct. Those who did not think tile number of hours were correct
were asked to adjust the number of hours. These adjustments
involved 4 hours or less for 84 per cent of cases. Tile adjusted
n timber of hours was taken as tile total numbel" of hours of care.

Elderly person’s service usage: this was ascertained by asking the
caret for details of the number of visits and distance travelled
monthly in relation to tile following: GP, PHN, honle help, meals
on wheels, community welfare officer and/or social worker,
chiropodist, occupational therapist, priest/religious, pharmacist,
out-patient clinic, hospital clay care centre, and day care centre
unattached to ally hospital. Tile mtmber of hospitalisations and tile
lengths of hospital slays in tile previous year were also obtained.
Opportttnit), costs borne by carers: in order to estimate tile
opporttmity costs related to employment, respondents were asked to
indicate if tile), had given up or reduced paid work in order to care
for tile elderly person, and Ihe details of tile work forgone were
obtained where relevant. Carets were also asked about changes ill
their work status that tile), would mztke if tile), were no longer caring
for tile elderly person. Ill order to estimate the Opl)ortunity costs in
relation to unpaid work in tile home, voluntary WOl’k, and leisure
activities, respondents were asked to indicate how many hours of
caring activity they would otherwise use on these activities.
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Opportunity costs in relalioa Io housing were obtained by asking
respondents how the accommodation occul)icd by tile elderly person
would be used if the elderly person were no longer living there.
Caret attitudes and experience of strain: carets were asked if they
would prefer if caring activities were performed by an outside cal’er
paid for b,v the health board or by an outside caret paid for by
themseh, cs. Caret strain was measured by the caret strain index
(Robinson, 1983), and by the General Heahh Questionnaire (GFIQ)
(Goldberg, 1972), both of which are widely used instruments.
Finally, carets’ i)erccivecl support needs were measured b), providing
carers with a list of possible sttpports, which incluclecl payment,
information/aclvice, medical services, ancl respite care options.

The Day 14ospital
The clay hospital study was carried out over a two-week period in late

February and early Marcia. Again, two questionnaires were used: one for
nursing staff and one for the elderly or his/her principal caregiver. The
decision whether to interview the elderly person or the caregiver was made
on the basis of the elderly person’s AMT score. [f this was less daan 8, the
caregiver was interviewed: if it ~’as 8 or higheh inlbrmation was obtained
direcdy from the elderly person.

The elderly person or caret questionnaire covered:
Elderly person’s family situation and household composition.
Elderly person’s housing’and household amenities.

Elderly person’s dependency characteristics covering instrumental
abilities, basic physical abilities and non-physical aspects.
Elclerly person’s service usage. This information covered visits from
anti to GI), PI-IN, home help, meals on wheels, community welfare
officer/social worker, chiropodist, occupational therapist, health
cent.re/day care centre, hospital out-patient clinic, day hospital,
priest/religious, olher agencies and olher visits.
Elderly person’s hospitalisation or receipt of other residential care
within the past year.

The nursing staff questionnaire dealt with:
- Patient’s dependency characteeisfics. Here again Guttman scale of

ph,vsical dependency items were stq)plemented by others drawn
from the Crichton Royal I?,ehavioural Rating scale.

- Day hospital attendance and care requirements in terms of nursing
and of input from doctors, iJhysiotherapist, occupational therapist,
speech therapisl, social worker, dietician or other professionals.

- Patient’s receipt of investigative procedures.
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- Patient’s consull~iption of pharlllacetll.ical meclicines.
- Patiellt’s mode of transport and travel time.
- Source of patient reference and patient diagnosis.

Constraints Affecting the Study
The cost estimates presented in later chapters of this report are very

largely derived from information supplied by nursing staff and/or
informal carers. There were, however, reasons why it was felt that the
elderly people should also be interviewed whenever possible.

In seeking to measure dependency, we are studying a construct of social
relationships and not simply an individual attribute (Wilkin, 1987). For
example, it may be the case that the nature of institutional care is such that
it routinely produces or exacerbates dependency in an individual patient
rather than responding to a state of physical and/or mental ahility which
already exists. The slowness of an elderly person in performing some activity
may, for example, be seen as getting in the way of the efficient rttnning of a
ward or unit, and staff may insist on taking over the perforntance of that
task. Pressured into passivity, the elderly person’s ability to function
independently gradually erodes within such an environment and his or her
level of dependency will correspondingly increase.

Our study could only investigate dependency at a point in time rather
than over a period of tinte. Processes such as institutionalisation were
therefore outside its scope. But given that those providing care and those
receiving care can have significantly different perceptions of what the
actual extent of and need for care is (O’Connol, et aL, 1988a, pp. 41-51),

we considered it important to investigate whether agreement or
disagreement in dependency assessment prevailed between providers and
recipients. A high degree of disagreement between the two sets of ratings
would have called the validity of our measures into question but such

disagreement did not emerge.
In the pilot phase of the study in Hospital I, the 7-point scale

developed by Wright was tested for its fit with both nurse and patient
ratings. As noted in Table 3.3, this scale is constituted by the following
order of items:

- Able to bathe
- Able to walk indoors
- Able to dress
-" Able to get out of bed
- Able to sit or stand
- Able to wash
- Able to feed
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For such a scale, a coefficient of reproclucil)ility greater than .7 and a
cocfficienl of scaleability greater than .6 are conventionally regarded as
acceptal)le. Actual performance of the 7-item scale was as follows:

Coefficmu of
Rel.~Tvducibility

Co(fide.t of
Scaleability

Nurse Rating 0.95 0.85
Patient Rating 0.93 0.75

In addition, a high correlation was observed between nursing and patient
responses to questions on the del)endency characteristics of individttal
patients, lnspeclion of how individual items had performed at this pilot

stage I)rompted modifications which increased Ihe numl)er of items
included in tile scale fi’om 7 to 9. When subseqttentl), applied to tile
sample of elderly receiving care in the community, this 9-poinl scale
performed in a satisfactory way, producing a coefficient of reproducibility

greater than .9. When tile ratings of home carers were compared wil.h
those of the elderly people receiving their care, a good level of agreement
was also found to prevail. Such convergence between the two sets of rating
led to the conclusion that a reliable scale could be built uI) b),
concentrating on just one set of responses.

Given the satisfactory indicators of reliability and valMityjust noted,
the procedure of deriving cost estimales fi’om intbrmation supplied by the
i)roviders rather than the recil)ients of care has the advantage of being
much more comprehensive in its coverage. With a population of elderly
people receiving care, tile incapacit), of a significant section of thai
population to participate creates a problem for the use of social survey
methods. Results may be I)iased to a significant extent due to an over-
representation of the more alert and less fi’ail (Rockwood, et al., 1989).
The dimensions of this i)roblem may be illustrated b)’ a brief surve)’ of
recent h’ish and British stlldies. In an h’ish study, carried out in the early
1970s, three county homes were chosen for study and a I-in-4 random
sample drawn from their total i)opulation:

The selection of old people for interview was based on tile
nttrses’ opinions of their capal)ilities ... In cases where those
selected had died, become ill or left tile home the selection
of sul)stitutes was again based on tile nurses’ estimation of
tile capabilities of a random sample of the remaining old
people. (Macl)eviu., et aL, 1975, p. 16)
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Of the 152 projected interviews, 99 were completed. Thus (staff" defined),
incapables accounted for a third of this saml~le.

In a study of English local attthorit), residential laomes - broadly
equivalent to the h’ish Welfare Homes described in Chapter 2 - a
systematic sample of 1,000 residents was drawn fi’om 100 different honleS

(Wileocks, et al., 1982). l-[ere, 70 per cent of the original sample were
successfull), interviewed and 30 per cent consisted of substitules, the
criteria Ibr whose selection are not spelled otil il’l the i’eport. In just over
half the cases, or 15 pet- cent of the original sample, it is stated,
"substitution can be attributed to residents’ mental infirmily".

Another English stud)’ (Wright, et al., 1981) enlisted heahh and social
service professionals’ help to assemble in three case study areas a sample of
elderly people straddling the boundaries belween different kinds of care
and service provision across the continuum from community to hospital.
The research design provided for proxy interviews with a principal or
professional carer where the elderly thenlsclves could nol be interviewed.
A series of questions cttlled from mental status tests used in clinical
practice were emplo),ed to screen for capacit), to respond. Success in
ol)taining interviews with sample members ranged from over 80 per cent
in the conlnlunit), to less than 25 per cent in hospital. For more than two-
thirds of the residential home residenl~ and almost three-quarters of tlae
hospital i~atients, proxy interviews had to be resorted to.

l?~y contrast, a feasibility study carried out b), researchers from the
Polytechnic of North London researchers (Peace, et aL, n.d.) deliberately set
aside i)rofessional definitions of incapacit),, specifically in order to test the

success with which survey methods could be applied to a randonl sample of
the institutionalised elderly. Attempting to interview all cases in a sample of
160 drawn fl’om 16 resiclential homes, interviewers from a national opinion
polling organisation achieved a response rate close to 90 per cent. Feedback
from the interviewers who carried out this surve), suggested that questions
needed Io I)c clear and concise, wiLh interviewers speaking clearly and
slowly, and being prepared to give examples or provide more explanation of
their questions where necessar),. This sludy cautions against simply assuming
thai elderly people will not be capable of conducting a questionnaire-based

interview but, because it resu’icts itself to survc), research naethodolog), and
offers no indication of the dependency and mental status characteristics of
its elderly subjects, iLs findings are diffictllt to inlcrprct.

What is clear, however, is that reliance, to a gl-eater or lesser extent, on

proxv inlerviews is inevitably a feature of surve),s of dependent elderly
populations, with care staff or informal caters acting ms proxy itfformants
where these are required. The procedul’es followed in the present stud)’
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ZltlCml)ted tO keep care providers and care recipients as distinct groups,
comparing the ratings I)etween the two gt’oups - in so [’at- as it was possible
to obtain them - for agreement or disagreement on the ke), issue of level
of dependent),.

Estimati~g A mounts of Care
In this stud)’, cos[ estimates are based on tile amount of caring time

given in a normal week to specific individuals as reported by those with
immediate responsibility for providing or co-ordinating the deliver)’ of that
care - principal informal caregivers in tile community and sisters or senior
sl;.ll’f nurses in hospilals. Asking people to estimate how nltlch demand is
placed on their lime, or that of their colleagues and subordinates, by tile
care needs of a particular person or persons is admiltedly a relatively
uncontrolled way of eliciting data. Greater control might have been

achieved by collecting information on time use through tile keeping of
time diaries or time bodgels. Costs of family care for the handicapped
elderly have been estimated on the basis of data collected in this way b)’
Nissel and Bonnt:ljea (1982).

I-Iowevel, Nissel and Bonneljea’s study was undertaken primaril)’ for
the purpose of testing a methodologT. The demands it was judged likel), to
nlake OIl Cal’el’S’ time led sonle heahh professionals to declille assistance to
tile researchers as tile)’ sought to draw their sample. The sample with
which the stud)’ was underlaken was very small (22 households). In
COllSeqOellCe, as tile atlthOl’S point out:

Ntlnlbers in I]le sanlple wel’e too snlall to carr)’ OIIt all},

sophisticated analysis, and even the rather simple statistical
material presented in tile paper is not statisticall)’ significant
(Nissel and I?,onne~jea, 1982, p. 4).

Hospitals, inoi-cover, have a nltlCh illore COlll])lex sociotemporal order
than households (Zerub~lvcl, 1979). In tile former, caring is a matter of
relationships between collectivities and occurs on the discontinuous basis

of shift working. In the lalteh caring most typicall)’ occurs on a one-to-one
basis whose continuit)’ is unbroken. Trying to use time budgets in a
hospital setting with a sufficiently large sample for our other ptlrposes
would have demanded resources for dala collection, processing and
analysis which we did not possess. We judged lhat il would also have
represented all tmacceptable additional burden on tile hospital staff whose
co-operation was crucial to tile collection of an)’ dala. ,~L~ our fieldwork was
taking place shortly after heahh bttdget cutbacks which had resulted in
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hospital closures and the widespread laying off of part-time and temporary
staff, this was a partictdarly sensitive issue.

Both questionnaire and budget or diary approaches to the issue of
tracking time allocation within tile care of the elderly have their
advantages and disadvantages. The choice is between tighter me~tu’ement
with ~ Slllt|J]e~" s~lmp[e, Joosel" nleasurelllent with a Ill’gel" nunlbel" of c~ses,

or avoiding quantification altogether. In the context within which the
present study was carried out, tile second of these options appeared, on
balance, to be the best choice.
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DI£PI:,)VL)EAICY PROI;71J’2 OF Old.) I’~EOPI.J~ IN HOSPITALS AND

IN THE COMM UNITY

hm.oduction
As a prelude to tile analysis of the levels of care given to old people at

home and in hospitals, it is necessary to look at their dependency profile in
both sectors. Variations in dependency between the two regimes of care are
considered, as well its any differences which may arise among hospitals.

A pdo~, one would expect that a relatively high proportion of old people
in hospital would be in the highest dependency categories. Nevertheless low-
dependency elderly could be in hospital in the following cases: where there
is a large supply of beds, little rehabilitation, inadequate community cltre,
and if admission procedures accept low-dependency people. The extent to
which these elements can explain the presence of low-dependency people .in
hospitals is considered.

In Chapter 3, the selection or a measure of dependency was outlined.
One of the issues raised was the extent to which physical dependency
should be supplemented by other aspecls or health status such as mental
clarity. This point is pursued in 0ais chapter, wilh information on health
indicalors other than physical dependency being examined.

Profile of Dependency i*~ the Hospital SaTnp&
The distribution of elderly persons in the hospitals by scale category is

shown in Table 5. I. One would expect, a priori, in a survey of hospital care,
that a high proporlion of elderly persons would be contained in the most
severe categories of dependency. It is, therefore, reassuring to observe that
55 per cent of the elderly population surveyed can be assigned to the top
two categories of dependency (calegories 8 and 9). Howeveh only 20 per
cent of the elderly have clisabilities that can be assigned between scale
point 2 and scale point 7 inclusive. Most interestingly, 22 per cent of old
people arc either li-ee from disability (as defined by the scale), or have only
one disability, that of not being able Io bathe wilhoul help.

If the original g-item scale is usecl, an insufficient number of elderly
persons are represented at some points of the scale, particularly between
scale point 2 and scale i)oint 7 inclusive. To overcome this problem, the

65
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Table 5. I : Distfflmtion of De~endency in tile Hospital Sample~: Guttman Scale Points

Gullman Scale

Key I Vord NU mI,,eT Percell lage

0. Indel:)cndent 2(I 6.7

1. Bathe 48 15. l

2. Walk outdoors 8 2.7

3. Walk indoors 13 4.4

4. Dress 9 3.0

5. Bed 6 2.0

6. Sit or Sland 6 2.0

7. Use Toilet 18 6.0

8. Wash ,18 I 6. I

9. Feed 117 39.3

1O. Non-scale’-’ 8 2.7

All 298* I00.0

* Seventeen ¢,’Lses have been dropped fronl tile analysis eilher because they were less than
65 years of age or I>ec:t~lse they were acute rather than long stay.

scale is collapsed to one coral)rising 5 items. Only by doing this is it
possible to compare, in a statistically meaningfltl way, the caring provision
for elderly persons in each hospital by dependency category. Table 5.2
shows the new distribution of elderly persons by category of dependency
when scale items are aggregated.

Collapsing scale points in this manner is likely to cause some problems.
The cost of the simplification is that the scale is now less sensitive; there are
fewer points representing a wider range of behaviour. Too much variation
in dependency may now occur within categories, thereby reducing the
benefits of classification in the first place. The decision to aggregate scale
points depends on the objective of the study in question. If the aim is to
use the classification to make marginal decisions about placement then it

The nunlber of elderly persons who arc non-scale types has been signilicalatly reduced

(fronl 62) by the I~roceclure of assignil~g old people without a perfect scale pattern to the
rank ass~cialed with the perfect scale pattern most similar to their own. ~signmenl is made

on the basis of error minimisation. In more complex cases old people are assigned to the

relc~mt scale point which already contaiIis tilt: highest proportion of subjects (Henry, 1952).
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would not be advisable to aggregate tile scale to the extent shown in Table

5.2 -- a more refined me:.lsuremenl would be reqtlired for this task. For tim

purposes of this study, Ilowevm, a relatively broad and robust classification

is reqtfired to facilitate the estimation of resource use and cost by category

of dependency and between conlmunily and instilutional care. For
evaluative work of this kind a line degree of disabilig, measurement is not

needed - broad based measures will suft]ce, though there is a delicate

balance between the two.

Table 5.2: Adjusted Guttman Scale Dependency: Ntimber and Percentage of Hospital Samples Elderly

tO’ Categol7 of DependenO,

Category of Number of Pm’centage

DeScendent, Elderly t!f EIderly

A 65 21.8

I~, 21 7.0

C 39 13.1

D ,t8 16.1

1’2 117 39.3

Non-scale 8 2.7

298 100

Note.s: Category A covers elderly persons who are eilher zero disal3ilily on the original
[~lltLinan scale or ill scale point I.

Calegory B covers elderly personls who are oil scale poinls 2 and 3 of the Guttman scale.

CategmT C covers eldedy persons who are on scale points ,I, 5, 6 or 7 of the Guttman scale.

Category D covers elderly persons on scale poilll 8 of the Gttttman scale.

C:ltegol~’ E covcu’s ddt:rly pcl’SOllS who life oil scale point 9 of the Gtlttlllall scale.

Va*~ations Am’oss Hos[~itala"
There is, as Table 5.3 shows, some variation across hospitals in the

distribution of old people by dependency level. For instance, Hospital 4
has a much lower proportion of old people in the highest dependency
category (29 per cent) than is the case with the other hospitals. At the
other end o[" the scale, Hospital 2 stands out with only 7 per cent of old
people in the lowest dependency category - markedly lower than the
corresponding proportion in the o0aer hospitals.
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Table 5.3: Disllqlmtion of Categmy of Dependency lO, Hospital

C~t.,’¢o9, of
DependentO’ I 2 3 4 All

PeT" c,~l|l

A 23.0 6.6 21.4 37.9 21.8
B 9.0 6.6 3.6 7.6 7.0
C 9.0 18.,I I,t.3 12.1 13.1
D 17.0 19.7 14.3 12.1 16.1
E 41.0 44.7 4 I. I 28.8 39.3
NS 1.0 3.9 5.4 1.5 2.7

100 100 I00 100          100~

N: 100 76 56 66 298
(%) (33.6) (25.5) (18.8) (21.1)

Pearson Chi-sqd. = 27.87; D. ofF. = 15; Sig. p < 5%

Flea.,;ons for Presence of Low-dependency People

A number of reasons cotdd explain the presence of low-dependency
people in hospital:

(i) the supply of available beds,
(ii) admission procedures,
(iii) extent to which there is a rehabilitation programme,
(iv) provision ofeommunitysupport.

These possible explanations are now taken up, in turn.

Supply of Be,zs
It is possible that the availability of long-stay beds in the area

surrounding the hospital influences tbe number of elderly people in these
beds. One would expect that tbe more long-stay beds are available, the
greater the nunlber of elderly people in institutions, with more low-
dependency people than otherwise being in hospital. This hypotbesis is
explored with the help of Table 5.4. This table shows the nunaber of beds
pet" thousand persons aged 65 and over in the regions containing the.
respective hospitals.

One might expect that those hospitals, with a high proportion of their .
patients in low categories of dependency, would be located in regions
having a relatively high bed to population ratio. This is not the case. For
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examl)le, Hospital 4 contains a relatively high prol)ortion of Iow-
d¢l)cndcnt elderly persons. However, the overall bed to population ratio of
the region containing this hospital is below that of the regions containing
Hospital 2 and 1-1ospilal 3. Each of these hospitals contains relatively fewer
low-dependent persons than Hospital 4. Furthermore, I-Iospital I is
situated within the ,’egion having the lowest bed to population ratio but its
proportion of low-dependent old people is much higher than Hospital 2

and.sliglltly higher than Hospital 3.

Table 5..t: AU Long-stay Bedz (Public. PHvate and Vohtnta~)’) in Reltnmnt Regions Conlai~ling
Chosen I-IospitaL~

Beds po’ I000

Hospital Pel~o~" Aged 65+

in ICelm;anl ICe, on

1 37.5

2 54.2

3 58.3

4 47.0

All Regions ,19.7

Source: O’Shea. et al., 1991. The Role. and Fitture Development of Nursing Homes in Ireland,
Natioil:ll Council for the Elderly, Table 3. I I.

Two nol.~2s Or caution should be enter�el regarding the inlcrprctation of
these ratios. First, it is not clear whether whole regions arc actually the
catchment areas served by thcsc hospitals. Over most of the country such
catchment areas are more likely to correspond in i)ractice with the suly
regional Community Care Areas and/or the counties which, prior to
reorganisation in the early 1970s, acted as health service providers.
Second, whether at regional or other more Iocaliscd level, the overall
supply of long-stay beds amalgamates a whole variety of different provider
organisations. Simpl)’ relating the characteristics of patients within one
such organisation to an ~tt’ea’s overall I)ed supply misses ouL the way
interaction bc2tw~cn institutions Call intltlcncc patterns of placemenl.
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Admission.~ Procedure

One would expect that geriatric hospitals with more formal entry
procedures, particularly if directed by a consultant geriatrician, would have
less low-dependent elderly in long-stay care than would otherwise be the
case. The situation in of Hospital 2 seems to bear out this hypothesis. Only
13 per cent of old people in this hospital are in the two least dependent
categories.

Procedure lot admission to Hospital 2 is controlled by nvo consultant
geriatricians who make use of assessment and rehabilitation beds (78 beds)
before deciding on final admission into long-stay care. There is little
difference between the proportion of long-stay and assessment/
rehabilitation patients in the lowest category of dependency in Hospital 2
(Table 5.5). There is, however, a higher proportion of very dependent
persons (Category E) in long-stay care. The presence of a day hospital on
the site of this hospital also gives the consultants greater flexibility with
respect to admission in the sense that an alternative to in-patient care is
available for some persons.

Table 5.5: Distlqbution of Categrny of Dependency in I4ospital 2

C?*tegoly of Assessmeltt/

Dq~endency A U ICehabilitalion Long-stay

A 6.6 7.7 6.1

B 6.6 I 1.5 4.1

C 18.4 26.9 14.3

D 19.7 21.3 18.4

E 44.7 30.8 51.0

NS 3.9 0.0 6.0

100.0 100.0 100.0

(n = 76) (n = 26) (n = 50)
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Admission to. Hospital I is governed b)’ an assessment pJ’ocedurc3

administered b)’ an admissions committee which operates through a weekly
case conference at which the three programmes - acute hospital, special
hospital and communit), care - are represented. Medical referrals and
pul)lic health nurses’ reports are obtained on standard forms and this
information is then scored to assess the degree of urgency attached to each
case. Prior to the setting Lip of this procedure, there were very long waiting
lists to get into Hospital I. Resulting fi-om an absence of assessment, once
an old person entered the hospital, little was done about getting them back
out again into the communit),.’t Most of the referrals now come from the
consultant ph),sician/geriatrician who works in the general hospital in the
same town. This consultant handles the bulk of geriatric illness that comes
into the acute hospital hut would also see old people in t-lospital 1 on a
consultation basis, i.e., when required to h)’ the medical olrlqcer in that
hospital. There is, therefore, a degree of interaction between the local
acute hospital and the Iong-sta), institution mediated through this
consultant’s multilhceted responsibilities in the area.

Hospital 4 also has an admissions committee which, ahhough not led h),
a consultant geriatrician, does seem to have wcll<tefined criteria for entry.
Information about potenlial patients comes mainly fi’om GP referral and
from the social history report supplied b)’ a puhlic health nurse. The

committee scores information fi’om these two SOlll’CeS under the following
headings: social conditions (75 points maximum); medical condition (50
points maximum); nursing needs (50 points illaXin111nl); and length of time
¯ on waiting list (25 points maximunl). It is difficuh Io reconcile the apparent
rigour of the admissions proccdure with the high proportion of patients (38
per cent) who are deemed to be in the lowest category of dependency. The
most likel), explanation for this is the high weighting given to the social
conditions of the elderly person in the admissions procedure.

There is no formal pro-entry assessment of elderly persons in Hospital 3.
Admissions are subject to some prior appraisal hut arrangements to carry
out formal assessments are not in place. The appraisal that is done is based
primarily on background reports prepared b), public heahh nurses. General
practitioners are also asked to supply a covering letter lot each person heing
considered for admission, httt standardised inlbrmation is not collected and
there is no attempt to colnhine available data into a points scoring system.

~i "[’ht~ ilSSt~SSIll(~lll ~)’SlClll Wll.’; Sf:l lip ~ll)Otll teu ),t~:ll’S :igo,
,t h is vcl~.,’ dillicuh to csi:lblish the ii’lic illllucnce of d;itc of ildlnission oia the curi’¢i~t

disl/’ibutloli of dcl)endeliC)’ in instiuitiolis. TI~is is I)ec~ltlSI2 ageing Ilia)’ l’t:stlh in hlcrcased

d~pendency over lilne. In ;iddilion, inslitutionalisatioli ii1~1)’ :ilso C:ltlSI2 iilci’easl:¢l

dcl)Clldt:lIC)’ of people over lilntL
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Admission procedure does appear less rigorous ill Hospital 3 than ill
the other hospitals. Yct this is not reflected in any marked manner in the
distribution of people b), dependency class. For instance, the distribution
of dependency in this hospital is not markedly different fi’om that in
Hospital I. In addition, Hospital 3 has relatively fewer patients in the
lowest category of dependency and relatively more in the highest categor),
of dependency than in Hospital 4.

Rehabilitation and Discharge Policy
Admissions procechlve is only one of the [itctors wbich may determine

the distribution of dependency within an institution. The extent to which a

hospital has a rehabilitation programme and an active discharge policy will
also affect the number and type of elderly persons within an institution.
Similarly, the motivation, determination, and overall philosophy of the
professional staff of the hospital with regard to the discbarge of elderly
persons is crucial in determining rate of throughpttt. In particular, the
lead given by the physician is especially important in influencing the
attitude of carers towards returning the elderly persons to the conamtmity.
This section considers the attitude to discharge in each of the hospitals
and the consequent differences in tbroughput among the hospitals.

The most active discharge policy is found in Hospital 2, with empbasis
on initial assessment, intensive level of service, rehabilitation and then,
where possible, discharge. In cases where discharge is not possible, patients
are transferred into long-stay care.

The view taken by the consultant geriatricians in Hospital 2 is that
unless comprehensive assessment and rehabilitation are awtilable,
programmes of care of the elderly will be ineffective. They hold that many
patients will end up as long-stay patients I)ccause they do not receive the
intensive rebabilitative care necessary to get them back into the

community. The availability of a day bospital and out-patients’ department
on the hospital’s grotmds means that institutional support is available for
old people who are returned to the conamunity. Admission to long-stay
facilities occurs, therefore, only for those for whom it is absolutely

essential. One result of dais apl)roach is a very high rate of tlwoughput for
patients in the rehabilitation beds (23.4). Turnover (the number of
discharges as a ratio of tbe numl)er of beds) in the long-stay section at 1.39
is also above the national average for all long-stay beds (I.06) (see Table
5.6).

The rate of throughl)ut for all patients in l-lospilal I is also high
relative to the national average (1.57 compared with 1.06). This hospilal
contains a small number of short-stay beds (24 beds) which are used to
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assess whether occupants need [ong-lel’nl ntlrsing care or whether

ah.ernative forms of care are more suitable. Unforttmately, information is
not available on the rate of turnover of these beds. Instead we had to make

do with aggregate hospital statistics. The short-stay beds are also used to
accommodate people referred fi’om acute care who have been ill and need

further physiotheralgy, nursing care and rehabilitation time. Old people
are also admitted to short-stay beds in order to provide relief for relatives
who are caring Ior that person at home. Of all those admitted to short-stay

beds the consuhant geriatrician estimates that 60 per cent are discharged
to either home, to boarding out, or to welfare home accommodation: the
remainder need long-term nursing care and are transferred to a long-stay
bed.

Table 5.6: Rate of Throughput per Year b’y I’lospilal

Hosp. I Hosp. 2 Ixmg- Hosp. 3 I’1o~1~. 4 National

A3"SP.S,~I~I~I~I Slgly

Number of Beds 316 78 137 202 204 16.577

Number of Discharges 495 1.823 190 190 181 17,487

Discharges per Bed 1.57 23.4 1.39 0.94 0.89 1.06

,~mrces: Long.Stay Geriatric Statistic.q (1988), Deparuncnt of Heahh.

Hospital Activity Statistics, Hospital 2.

Until the initiation of the short-stay beds, tim ethos of Hospital 1 was
primarily that of long-term care. In the beginning, hospital staff were
somewhat resistant to the new policy, not deliberately or obstructively,
according to the consuhant associated with the hospital, but mainly
because the concept of discharging geriatric patients was new and
challenging. After all, ttl:, to this time, the procedure, according to the
consuhant, was to look after, protect and cosset people - even in cases
where manifestly there was no diffieuh.y about discharging.

hi Hospital 3, the rate of throt~ghput is 0.94, slightly below the national
average. A number of "floating" short-slay beds have recently been
introduced into this hospital. These beds are used to encourage Ilexibility
and movement towards a higher level of discharge for less dependent
patients. The end resuh, should be an increase in turnover in the hospital.
The problem, as the hospital matron sees it, is to educate people into
accepting that the hospital is not a place where old people stay forever
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once they enler. The main obstacle to discharging patients, according to
the matron, arises not fi’om within the hospital but fi’om the families of the
old people who are often reluctant to accept the discharged patient.
Relatives are, bowever, now becoming more willing to take out elderly
persons on a trial basis given the availability of the floating short-sta), beds,
shottld any problems arise.

There is little formal post-entry assessment or rehabilitation in Hospital
4. Neither is there a distinction made between short-stay and long-stay
beds. The hospital administrator has been pushing the idea of ongoing
~ssessment but, so far, without success. Tile hospital matron feels, however,
that the work of the admissions committee and especially the availability of
a day centre attached to the hospital means that - even without ongoing
assessment - the), are already doing what is being done in other non-
consuhant geriatric hospitals in tile rest of the countr),. Nevertheless, tile
high proportion of old people in the lowest category of dependency in the
hospital would lead one to conclude that some scope may exist to increase
the rate of throughput fi’om the present relatively low level of 0.89.

CommTtnity &tpport
Both the willingness and the ability of hospitals to discharge patients

into the community will depend on the quantity and quality of community
care that is available. In like manner, the preparedness of relatives to

accept old people discharged into their care - on which hospitals rely if
they are to pursue an active discharge policy- will depend in part on the
adequacy of these same community facilities. While the issue of comn~unity
care is explored later on in this study, tile immediate links with
dependency status of old people in hospital are taken up now.

Assessment is only useful in so far as adequate resources are available to
allow meaningful action in tile light Of the judgement of providers. Social
factors such as spatial isolation may, however, "prevent" an elderly person
remaining in tbeir own home even though assessment of physical
dependency may have deemed this the most appropriate placement.
Similarly, inadequate community care facilities may leave providers with no
choice but bospitalisation, irrespective of the outcome of assessment. In
that regard there is evidence of marked differences across tile country in
the levels of community care provision, with services being at a low level in
sparsely poptdated rural areas (O’Mahony, 1986).

Remoteness, isolation, bad housing, and patchy comnaunity care
services combine to complicate placement decision-making in and around
Hospital ]. So does unbalanced demography exacerbated hy high levels of

emigration. For some old people there is only one choice - in-patient care.
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To llve at laome may be to return to a sparsely populated area without a
social network or an adequate comnaunity care service. In these
circumstances an old person cannot be left to their own de\ices, isolated
physically and emotionally fi’om any social contact.

StalT in each of the hospitals surveyed were aware of the crucial
relationship between discharge policy and the adequacy of community
care provision. In Hospital 2, for example, a liaison l-lttrse provides the
informational link between institutional and community care. She
discusses the needs of the patients with hospital and community staff
belbre any decision on discharge is made. The patients’ ongoing nursing
care needs (e.g., Ibr dressings, incontinence wear, infections), lifestyle,
tool)ill]); diet, availability of family supl)ort, needs for I]ome help and for
meals on wheels are the principal concerns of the liaison nurse when
imminent discharge is under discussion.

A liaison public health nurse has also I)een operating for the past two
years dealing with discharges fi’om Hospital 3. The role of the liaison nurse
is to bridge the information gap I)etween commttnity care and tile
institution, if on a less fornlal basis Ihan it] Hospital 2. One of the benefits

of this al)proacla is, according to the nurse, the encouragement of a
change of attitude’among informal carers it] tile community. This has led

to an increased willingness to accept discharged elderly persons, thereby
freeing beds within the institution.

In holh Hospitals I and 4 it is left to the SUl)erintendent public health
nurse to bridge the gap hetween what the pul)lic health nclrscs fcel is
feasible with regard to discharge and what the hosl)ital would like to
achieve wilh that policy. Flowever, it is the policy of the geriatrician
associated with Hospital I to meet the relatives of the elderly person (or
whoever the main community carers may be) before discharge. In that way,
if there is a resistance to home care which is considered insurmountable,
an ahcrnativc placement can he investigatec[.

The transition between inslitution and community is made easier if day
hospital facilities are availal)le wilhin, or close to, the long-stay institulion.
The issues of clay hospital facilities are discussed more fully later in the
report. There is general agreement among heahh care professionals in
Hospital 2 that Ihe provision of clay hospital facilities on site makes an
import]hi contribution towards enstlring a successful admissions and
discharge policy. Similarl); Hie i)resence of] day care centre on the site of
Hospital 4 is perceived by staff in thai hospital as providing an iml)Orlanl
link hetween community and institution. Conversely, the liaison public
health nurse involved in the placement of elderly persons in Hospilal 3
highlights the al)senec of a proper geriatric assessment unit with facilities
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to treat out-patients as the major deficiency associated with care of tbe
elderly in that bospital.

Profile of Dependency in the Community Sample
Table 5.7 shows the distribution of scores on the Guttman scale of

dependency in tile community sample. As expected a priori, the
distribution of scores on tile Guttman scale, and therefore the number of
cases in each category of dependency is quite different from that of the
hospital sample. A much higher proportion is in the low-dependency
groups. For tile purposes of comparability, bowever, the individuals in the
sample are eategorised into the same categories as those in the hospital
sample.

Fifteen per cent of the sample are considered independent physically,
in that they can perform all activities listed witbout help. A further 30.0 per
cent can do all except bath without help, making a total of 45.5 per cent
who may be considered independent physically, and who are assigned to
category A.

Table 5.7: DistTqtmtion of Dq~endency of Community Sample EMelly PeT~ons Living in Same

I-Imt.~ehoM as Cat~’rs: Guttman ,Scale, PoinL~ and Category of Dependency

Guttman Scale Category of

Key t Vo,’d N % Depe~dency N %

0. Independent 30 15.2 A 90 45.5

I. Bathe 60 30.3

2. Walk outdoors 28 14.1 B 39 19.7

3. Walk indoors I I 5.6

4. Dress 6 3.0

5. Bed 7 3.5 C 26 13.0

6. Sit or Sland 6 3.0
7. Use toilet 7 3.5

8. Wash 18 9. I D 18 9. I

9. Feed I I 5.6 E I I 5.6

10. Non-scale " 14 7.1 Non-scale 14 7.1

Total 198 198
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Category B contains those who need help with bathing and with
mobility in the sense of being unable to walk outdoors withottt help (14.1
per cent), as well as those who au’e unable to walk indoors witlaout help (5.6
per cent), making a total of 19.7 per cem who are assigned to category B.

Category C (13 per cent) contains a fairly wide range of dependency,
from those who are unal~le to bath, walk, or dress without help to those
who are tmable to bath, walk, dress, get in and out of bed, sit or stand, and
use toilet without help.

Category D (9 per cent) contains all cases who cannot perform the
activities of category C without help, and who additionally cannot wash

without help.
Category E, which contains only 1 I eases (5.6 per cent), includes those

who cannot perform any of the physical activities of daily living without
help. Statistics on this category must be treated with caution, given its small
size. It is retained as a separate category primarily for comparability with
the hospital sample.

Non-scale types (7 pet" cent), did not have a clear-cut pattern of
dependene); but of the 14 who could not be scaled, tile majority (61 per
cent) were unable to perform at least 3 activities without help, anad a
further 27 per cent were unable to perform between 4 and 6 activities
without help. If scaled using a Likert fol’mat, this wotdd place the non-scale
types in the third category of dependency (category C), requiring help
with many of the physical activities of daily living. In relation to the
Guttman Scale of dependency this category has in practice been excluded
from statistical analyses. Although this procedure departs from that
lbllowed in the hospital analyses, the departure is too slight to distort tile
eonlpal’isons between tile different care regimes.

The distribtttion of dependency in the eommtmily sample can be
compared with that in tim hospital sample (Table 5.2). In tile hospital
sample 55 per cent of the patients were classed in the top two categories of
clel)enclency, compared with 15 pen" cent of tile connmtltlity sample being
classed in these two categories. At the other end of the scale, 22 pet" cent of
the hospital sample are classed as physically independent (category A) - a
higher percentage than would have been expected a pdo~i. By contrast 45
per cent of the community sample are classed as physically inclepenclent.

It can also be notecl that the distribution of dependency across the
different hospitals shows that in some hospitals a consiclerable percentage
(up to 37.9 per cent in Hospital 4) of the elderly were in the physically
inclepenclent category A. While this variation in the distribution in.
hospitals has already been discussed, from the viewpoint of commtmity
care, it suggests that even individuals in low dependency categories are in
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need of a care regime, and that the capacity for individuals to I)e cared for
in the comnaunit), is related to the presence or absence of an adequate
comnll.mity care progranlme.

The distribution of dependency in the community can also be
compared with the distribution in the stud), of O’Connor et al. (1988)
although an), comparisons are tentative, since a different method of
assessment was used b)’ the latter. Forty-six per cent of the present

community sample are categorised as physically independent (except for
an inability to bathe), and 20 per cent arc dependent only with regard to
mobility. This may be compared with the sample of O’Connor el al., where
a total of 61 pet" cent were categorised into no dependency, low
dependency, and medium dependent), categories. In the present sample,
13 per cent may he regarded as highly dependant (category C), needing
help with many physical activities of daily living. If this is comhined with
the non-scale types, as suggested above, this gives a figure of 20 per cent,
which is comparable with the 22 per cent of the sample of O’Connor el aL,
who were categorised as having a high level of dependency. Finally, 15 per
cent of the present sample may be regarded as very highl), dependent
(categories D and E), needing help with all activities except feeding.
Again, this can be compared with the 17 per cent in the sample of
O’Connor et al., who were regarded as having a very high level of
dependenc)~

If there is a discrepancy between the distril)ution of dependency in the
present sample and that of O’Connor el al., the present sample seems to
have higher percentages who arc relatively independent. Thus 15 per cent
of the present sample are considered to be fully independenl: (scoring zero
on the Guttman sc~.de of physical dependency), compared with 7.5 per cent
of the sample of O’Connor et al.

Additional fi’lec~ures of DepeszdeszO,
As outlined in Chapter 3, physical dependency is but one aspect of the

overall health status of people. Also that chapter has discussed the

difficuhies of combining measures of the different elements of health
status. Nevertheless, information has been collecled on additional health
indicators, and instrttmental activities of daily living and it is used now to
augment the data used above.

Appendix A.5 (Tales A5.1 to A5.14) contains the details of the anal),sis
of this information. The additional indicators covet" incontinence, mental
health, communication, co-operation and restlessness. The information
contained in the Appendix allows us to examine whether differences
emerge ’in the distribution of people by non-ph),sical elements of
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dependency similar to the differences in the physical dimension. In Pact
the distribution of addiliona[ ill-heahh across hospitals is not dissimilar
from that observed using the Outtman scale. This suggests that the

Guttman c,’itegorisation of dependency is a reasonable measure of
disability in old people.

There is a significant positive relationship between severity on the
Gutunan Scale and the proportion of old people having ¢lifl]ctilties with
the aclditional indicators; COnlinence, mental heahh, communication, co-
operation and restlessness. Tiffs relationship holds for old people living at
home and in institutions, but is stronger in the latter. The proportion of
old people living at home needing help with instrumental activities of daily
living such as using the telephone, taking medicine, handling money and
using public transport also increases across categories of dependency. For

more complex instrumental tasks as shopping, preparing meals,
housekeeping and washing, mosl old people needed help, irrespective of
category of dependency.

Con cl’u sion
A pdo~;, in a survey of institutional care one would expecl to finda high

proportion of old people in the most severe categories of dependency.
This has been confirmed above, though there is quite a large variation in
the distribution of old people by category of dependency across the
institutions. Similarly, ex ante expectations with regard to the dependency
profile of old people in the community are confirmed, with most old
people belonging to low del)endency groups. There is also evidence of a
su’ong relationship (I)oth in institutions and in the community) between
Guttman category of dependency and incapacity on additional indicators
such as continence, mental health, con’*mtlnicalion, co-operation and

restlessness. AI the very least, this is a reassuring sign of the rol)uslness of
thc Guttmall measurement.

The reasons tot tile varialion in dependency among institutions have
also been explored in this chaplet. A number of possible explanations for
this have been considered. One element which is important in explaining
the distribution of patients by dependency level, is the admission
procedures of the hospitals. The low proportion of low-dependency
patients in Hospital 2 is evidently related to the rigorous procedures for
admission, together with the use of assessment and rehabilitation beds
before final decisions are made about final admission into long-stay care.
In l-[ospim[s I and 4, while there is an admission committee, there is also a
relatively high proportion of patients in the lowest caiegory of dependency.
The most likely explanation for the striking pauern of dependency among
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patients ill I)oth hosl)itals is tile high weighting given to tile social
conditions of elderl), persons in the admissions procedure.

Tile degree to which there is an active approach to tile rehabilitation
and discharge of patients in the hosl)itals can also affect Ihe disn’ibution of
dependency. For instance, Hospital 2 uses all active approach both to
rehabilitation and to discharge which is supported by a day hospital on the
same site. Not surprisingly, there is a huge difference between throughput
in tile assessment and rehabilitation heds in Hospital 2 and ill long-stay
beds in the same hospital. Hospital I also has a higher rate of throughput
than tile national average. Throughput does, therefore, seem to be linked
to the degree to which hospitals use "floating" short-stay beds.

Another element that can influence dependency levels and tile rate of
turnover ill institutions is tile nature and level of comn~unity care
provision. The organisation of community care can also have all important
influence on placement decision-making. One instance cited is the case
where a liaison public health nurse works to bridge the information gap
between community care and tile institution. This task is, of cottrse, made
e,-~sier if da)’ hospital facilities are availal)le within, or close to, the Iong-sta),
institution and if community services are adequate for the task entrusted
to them.
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APPENDIX A.5

ADDI770NAL MF~SUI~I;SS OF DEIJF~NIgF~NCY hV INS77Tlf170NS

AND IN THE COMMUNITY

This Appenclix sumnlarises tile nature of health status, in tile
community and across the hospitals, on dimensions other than physical
dependency. The additional indicators cover incontinence, mental heahh,
communication, co-operation, restlessness while a range of instrumental
activities of daily living arc also examined for old people living at home. In
the first instance, Ihe nattH’e of disability on each of the additional
indicators is considered For old people in institutions.5

[nconli~zence

Table A5.1 shows Hospital 4 has more patients who are always

continent than any of tile other hospitals. The differences across hospilals

are statistically significant with a p value of less than .01. These resuhs tend

to confirm tile distribution of physical dependency among hospitals.

Hospital 2 (especially) and Hospital 3 contain relatively more patients who

are (Ioul)ly incontinent and relatively less patients who arm always

continent.

Table AS. I : Incontinence of Eldeffy Persons by 14ospiml

Ahlmys Occasionally Incontinent I)oubly
Continent Inconlinmlt U~qne Only Incontinent ?ill

Ptn" cent

Hospiud 1 34.3 16.2 34.3 15.2 34.4

I4ospiml 2 23.6 25.0 12.5 38.9 25.0

Hospilal 3 23. I 4,1.2 1.9 30.8 18. I

Hospiud ,I 44.6 43, I 1.5 10.8 22.6

All .31.9 29.5 15.6 22.9 100
N = 288

Pearsml Chi-sqd. -- 73.99; D. of F. = 9; Sig. p < 1%.

5 Full il’~fornl;|tiOll was not a~filablc for ~t0 paticnt~ 1"Ol- [hc dimensions of iiIconlinCl~tCe

and m~ntal hcahh: (available N = 288). Iiil~:~l’i~alioll on communicatiorl, co-operation and
I’estlcss~lcss ~s nol collcclcd in the initial pilot phase of the suxwcy in Hospital I: (a~’ailablc
N = 23,1).
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Me~tal Status

A similar picture emerges with regard to mental status (Table A5.2).
Differences across hospitals are statistically significant with a p value of less
than .01. Hospital I has relatively more patients who are mentally alert and
less patients who are severely confused. The relatively poor mental status of
patients in l-lospita[ 3 more than likely reflects the fact that this hospital
has, in recent years, had to acconllnodate patients [ral"lsfcrred from a

nearby psychiatric hospital.

Tal)le A5.2: Mental Statu,~ of l-lderly PeT.’sons IO, Hospital

MentaUy A4iM More Serious
S~Jere

Alert Confitsion Confusion Confusion All ’

P~q" cettlt

Hospital I 51.0 17.3 16.3 15.3 34.0

Hospital 2 31.5 20.5 20.5 27.,t 25.3

H ospilal 3 23. I 17.3 21.2 38.5 18. I

Hospital 4 35.4 30.8 10.8 23.1 22.6

All 37.5 21.2 17.0 2,1.3 100

N = 288

Pearson Chi-sqd. = 22.78; D. ofF. = 9; Sig p < I%.

Communication
On the dimension of communication, differences in the distribution of

dependency among hospitals are less clear-cut tlaough, once again,
Hospital 3 contains significantly more patients (43 per cent) in the two
least conlmunicative categories (Table A5.3). Differences between
hospitals are statistically significant with a p value of less than .05.

Co-optn’ation
l’he distribution of dependency I)y co-operation by hospital is shown in

Table A5.4. Differences across hospitals are not statistically significant. All
hospitals have relatively few patients in the two highest categories of
dependency for this indicator.
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Table A5.3: Communication of Eldmly Pm~ons /,3, Hospital

Under,lands
Cxmnol

Understands Simple Undetxland

Simple InfolwuUion, Simple

Always Inforl~udion, Connot Infot~nation, No

Cler~r/l~elailts Om hulicale Cndic~lle Some Expressiv~ I:.ffec6v~

lnfotTnalion Needs Needs Ability
Contaa

All

Pm- cenl

Hospital I 39.5 37.2 7.0 7.0 9.3 18.4

Ilospiml 2 28.3 37.0 15.1 13.7 II.0 31.2

H ospi/al 3 18.9 22.6 15.1 20.8 22.6 22.6

Hospital 4 33.8 30.8 10.8 4.6 20.0 27.8

All 28.2 32.1 12.4 11.5 15.8 100
N = 234

Pearson Chi-sqd. -- 21.,15; D. ofF. = 12; Sig p ,: 5%.

Table A5.4: Co-operatimt of EIdm’ly Pro-sons IO, Hospital

:tcti~,ely
Co.operative

I¢t~ects

Assistance,
Shmos

lndq)endmlt Completely

Require.~ Ira) ill- Resistive

Passively Frequent db~rcled m"
Ct~operalhJe F~ncmtragement activity Ilqlhdmwn All

Per cent

Hospital I 39.5 16.3 32.6 2.3 9.3 18.,I

Hospital 2 26.0 38.4 21.9 6.8 6.8 31.2

Hospital 3 22.0 37.7 24.5 5.7 9.’t 22.6

Hospital 4 ’t0.0 29.2 18.5 0.0 12.3 27.8

All 31.6 31.6 23.5 3.8 9.4 100
N = 23’1

Pearson Chi-sqd. -- 17.88; D. of F. = 12; Not significant
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l~esllgss’#zess

Restlessness ill elderly persons by hospital is shown ill Table A5.5.

Hospital 4 contains a relatively high proportion of patiems who are imt
restless and also a relatively high percentage of old people who are
constantly restless. Almost one quarter of old people in Hospital 3 are
persistently restless by day or worse. Once again this may rellect the
relatively high proportion of psychiatric patients in the hospital.

Table A5.5: /qestlessness of Elderly Ptqao,ls by Hospital

Pet~;islent
tO’ day with
fi’equent

Pevxisle#ll night
No~e Inlermilten! IO, do), #~sll~rs*less~gttsla#tl All

Per cent

Hospital 1 66.7 22.2 0.0 8.9 2.2 18.3
Hospital 2 27.6 53.9 6.6 9.2 2.6 30.9
I lospital 3 45.8 32.2 10.2 8.5 3.4 24.0
Hospital 4 60.6 27.3 0.0 3.0 9.1 26.8

All 48.0 35.8 4.5 7.3 4.5 100.0
N = 23’t

Pearson Chi-sqd. = 39.64; D. ofF. -~ 12; Sig.p < 1%

Poor Health Stal*ts in Institutions
A clearer profile of dependency within and across among hospitals

emerges if o11e concentl-ates Oll patients who are most seriously disabled on
each additional indicatol: Poor health status on each additional indicator
is defined to include only descriptions of incapacity which are most
ciisabling for the patient. The definition used of poor health status is given
in the notes to Table A5.6.

When aggregated across all hospitals, the proportion of elderly persons
sel’iotisly incapacitated on each of the additional health indicators, with the

exception of restlessness, is very similar (Table A5.6). In the case of
incontinence and unto-operativeness, 37 ])el" cent of all patients are
severely disabled. The proportion of patients seriously disabled with
respect to mental status and communication is 42 per cent and 39 per
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cent, respectively. Only 16 per cent of" all patients are consldered to have a
serious prol)lem Wil.h t’cstlessness.

The proportion of I)atients with poor health status in Hospital 4 is
always below the survey average for each additional indicatoz: In contrast,
Hospitals 2 and 3 generally contain relatively more l)atients with poor
health status on each additional healtla indicator. The major exeel)tion is
incontinence in the case of Hospital 3, while the number of patients who
are uncon~municative and unco-ol)erative in Hospital 2 is close to the
survey average. Hospital I contains relative high numbers of old people
who are incontinent and unco-operative I)ut relatively less who are
mentally clisturl)ed, uncommunicative or restless. The distril)utlon of
additional ill heahh across hosl)itals, described al)ove, is not, therefore,
dissimilar from the one observed using the Guttman scale used to assign
dependency.

Table A5.6: l£hlerly |Vith Poor Health Status on Additional Iqealth Indicatm~ by Hospital

Mental

Status

InconlineTlcea I)efide~b Uncommutticalivec Unco~eT~tlived I~.il~sn~se

I’er cent

I-Iosl)it,’/I I 49.4 (I) 32.0 (4) 22.2 (,I) ,14.,I (I) I1.1 (,t)
gHospital 2 ,19.3 (2) ,t8.7 (2) 38.2 (2) .6.8 (3) 18.,t (2)

I-h,s 3"tal 3 29.3 (3) 36.9 (I) 52.5 (I) 37.3 (2) 22.0 (I)

.6.4 (3) SI.8 (,t) 12.1 (3)Hosl)ital 4 12.1 (,t) 3’1.8 (3) ~4"

3-3All 37.3 42.0 38.9 . t.. 16.4

Poor Health Status:

;I. Jncot’tlillctll of/ll-int: Ollly 01" dollbly incolitincnt.

b, Often sonll2what COll[’llscd or Slzvtzl’cly COllf’tlscd.

Call ilndl:l’Stillld siml)lc infol-illalion bill. CalHlOt illdicate iteeds of callnot tllldcisiaDd

illfOl’lll~lliOI1 bill i(21ains some cxl)l-essive abilily, or has no effective cOlllact with others.

d. ’Requires frequent pcl’sltasion, or shows indcpciMcnt but ill-directed activily, or

completely i’csistant and withdrawn.

c. Pcrsistcmly restless I)y day, or pcl’sistclltly icstlcss I)y day with frcquellt ifight-tilue
I’eSLI(2ssIICSS, 01" collfilall[ I’esLlessIICSS.

Hole: In pnrclllhe.scs al’tcr c;ich prlll)orlioll is given the rank. I = Highest: ,I = Iowcsl.
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l?.elatio~’hip between Dependtmcy on Guttman Scale and lll-h.ealth on Additional

Indicators: Hospital Samples Ehlerly
We now explore the extent to which those who have a high degree of

disability on the Guttman scale have seriotts disabilities on the additional
health indicators. "12d)le A5.7 shows that there is a st’trig positive, mostly
linear, relationshiI) between increasing dependency on the Guttman scale
and the proportion of patients experiencing prol)lems on the additional
health indicators.

Most of the worry with regard to the unidimensional nature of the
Gmtman measurement of dependency is that many ilnportant non-l)hysical
attributes of incapacity are not prol)erly assessed. It is clear fi-om the above,
however, that there is a relationship between severity on the Gutmlan Scale
and the proportion of elderly persons having difficuhies with continence,
mental clarity, comnmnication, co-operation and restlessness. This finding
bears out the view of Kyle, et aL (1987) who argue that many forms of

dependency are adequately reflected, albeit indirectly, in the Guttman
scale. Incapacity on additional indicators gives rise to prol)lems in carrying
out activities of daily living included in the Guttman scale.

Poor Health Status by Categvry of Dependtmco, in Hospitals
Now the proportion of cases where patients are classified as having

"poor health status" on the additional heahh indicators is shown by
hospital, tbr each category of dependency.

Table A5.7: Category of l)ependemO, IO, Poor Health Status* Oll Additional Health hldicatot~:

Hospital Sample Flderly

Mental

.Status

Incontinence Deficie*zcy Uncommunicative Unc~-olun~aive Re.~tle.~snms

Per ten t

CategotT A 3.0 12.1 7.5 15.1 7.5
CatcgonT B 9.5 23.8 I 1.8 23.5 5.9

CategonT C 10.5 20.5 19.4 27.8 5.6

Categol), I) ’16.0 ’16.0 35.1 27.0 16.2

CategouT 1"2 69.2 66.4 73.1 59. I 26.9

Non-Scale 0.0 62.5 12.5 50.0 25.0

All 37.3 ,12.0 38.9 37.3 16.4

* Poor heahh status: delined as in Table A5.6.
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Table A5.8: EMerly I>e~ons in Categoly of DependentO,/I With Poor Health Status* oll Additional

Health Indicatol~ IO, Hospital

Mental

Status lack of lack of
Inconlinmwe Defiden9’ C~ammunication Ct~o/~ration RgM~ynezs Nllmber

P~ �pill

I Iospital I 8.6 ,I.3 I).0+ 30.0+ 0.0+ 23

Hospiud 2 0.0 20.0 20.0 0.0 20.0 5

Hospital 3 0.0 ,t 1.7 25.0 33.3 25.0 12

Hospital 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 25

All 3.1 10.8 7.7++ 13.5++ 7.7++ 65

* Poor hca]th status: defined as in Table A5.6.

+ Patients in the Pilot Stu’vey in I-Iospital I were not asked questions on communicatiotL

co-ol~eralion or i"estlessH,zss (N :- 10).
++ N = 52

Table A5.9: EMerly Pel~ons in Categrny of Dependency B I.Iqlh Poor Health Status* on Additional

Itealth Indicators, I9, Hospilal

M~zlal

Stares Lach ~ t.~lck of
Inconlinenre Defidency

Communiration
Co~m~lion I~lle.~s~less Number

Per cent

Hospital I I I.I 37.5 0.0+ 20.(1+ 0.0+ 9+

I-lospilal 2 25.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 5

I-[ospital 3 0.0 50.0 25.0 50.0 0.0 2

Hospital ’t 0.0 20.0 20.0 ’t0.0 2.0 5

All I 0.1 25.0 I 1.8++ 23.5++ 5.9++ 21

* Poor hcahh Stalus : dclincd as in Table A5.6.

+ Patients in the Pilot Slu~,,cy in Hospilal 1 were not asked questions on commlmicatio,t,
co-opcr:llion or restlessness. (N = 5)

++ N=I7
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Table AS.10: Elderly I’el~ons in Categrny of Depemlency C With Poor Health Status*on Addititmal

Health Indicators by Hospital

3’lental

Starers

Incontinence    I)eficitnl9’ Uncommunicative Unco.olx~rative Re.stlessne.~s Number

IJe’t" OTlt I

Hospital I 33.3 11.1 0.0+ 16.7+ 0.0+ 9

H ospiud 2 7.1 28.6 21.4 28.6 7. I 14

I’lospiml 3 0.0 25.0 37.5 50.0 12.5 8

Hospiud 4 0.0 12.5 12.5 12.5 0.0 8

All 10.5++ 20.5 19.4++ 27.8++ 5.6++ 39

* Poor health status: delincd as in Table A5.6.
+ Patients in the Pilot Survey in Hospiud I were not asked questions on communication,

co-opel,-ation or restlessness (N = 6)
++ N = 36

Table A5. I I: I:’hlerly Pe~ons in C~rttego~y of I)el;endenc3 D I’lqth Poor Health Slaflt,~* on Additional

Indicators by Hospital

Per Cgllt

Hospiud I 70.6 35.3 40.0+ 60.0+ 40.0+ 17

Hospital 2 60.0 53.3 20.0 33.,I 20.0 15

Hospital 3 12.5 50.0 37.5 12.5 12.5 8

Hospit:d ,I 0.0 50.0 50.0 12.5 0.0 8

All 45.8 45.8 33.3++ 27.8++ 16.7++ 48

* Poor heahh status: defined as in Table A5.6.

+ Patients in the Pilot Suzwey in Hospiud 1 were not asked questions on communlca6on,
co-operation or resllessness (N = 5)

++ N = 36
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I : hie A~. I -: I’~lderly Persons i. Categoty of Dependency E With Poor Health Stalus* on Additional
Hecdth Indicato~z~" I~, I’lospit¢ll

Mental

Status

hlcontinence Deficiency Uncommunicative Unto-operative ReMle~sne.is Number

I~r cen I

Hospital 1 7:5.7 ’18.8 ’17.1+ 6’t.7+ 17.7+ ,I 1

Hospit;d 2 76.4 64.7 6’1.8 50.0 20.5 "44

Hospital 3 69.6 86.4’ 91.3 ’17.8 34.7 23

He,spiral ’1 42.1 84.2 89.5 8’1.2 36.9 19

All 69.2 66.4 73. I ++ 59. I ++ 2t5.9++ I 17

* Poor heMlh stntus: dclined as in Table A5.6.

+ I~illiclll~ itl 111~ Pilol Siil%~c2y ill Hospil;tl I WCl’lZ IIOI ;Isked Qltcstions (Ill COlllllllllliCiIliOll,
Co-opel~llion or restlessness (N = 17)

++ N = 93

Additional Measures of Disability in the Community
The additional indicators of dependency for the community elderly

sample are profiled in Tables A5.13 and A5.14. Table A5.13 shows the poor
health status on the additional health indicators (as defined in Table A5.6
above) for the sample overall (bottom line) and for each dependency
category. Thus, over’all, 9.1 per cent are incotltinent of t~i’ine only, or
doubly incontinent, 19.7 per cent are often somewhat confused or severely
confused, 6.1 per Cenl can utldersland only simple informal.loci, or Callnol
commtmicate, 26.3 per cent require frequent ellCOtll’agemellt or are
completely resistant or withdrawn, and 18.7 per cent are persistently
restless by day, or by clay and by night. Levels of dependency on the first
three of these indicators increase across categories of physical dependency.
In particulal, there are smaller percentages showing these symptoms in
categories A and B, compared with categories C, D and E.

The Instrumental Activities of Daily laving scale measures dependency
in activities such as shopping, cooking and housekeel3ing (Table A5.14),
areas which are obviously essential for living in the community. In the first
four areas of dependency, namely using Ihe telephone, taking medicine,
handling money, and using public tl’allspOlt, it can 13e seen that overall
between one-quarter and one-third of the sample are dependent, i.e.,
needing help to carry out these activities. It should be noted that many

indicated that using the telephone and using public transport were not
al3plicablc. It can also be SC~l] that the percentage needing help increases
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across categories of dependency. In the remaining four areas listed, namely
shopping, preparing meals, housekeeping, and washing and ironing
clothes, it can be seen that around 80 per cent of old people in almost all
categories of dependency are in need of help with these activities. There is
therefore very little variation across categories with uniformly high
percentages needing help with all of the activities.

Table AS. 13: Catego~), of Dependetlc), by Ptun" I’letllth Stat~t.~ on Additional 14adth htdicators:

Community Sample Ehtm’ly

I)epe~tde~lq Mental Status Lack of I.~ch of
C, ategoo, Incontinmtce I)eficien9’ Commul~ication C,o-OperatiolJ    Re,$tle.~sness

Pgt- Ct’lll

A 4.4 14.4 2.2 18.9 16.7

B 5.1 7.7 5.1 28.2 12.8

C 19.2 26.9 7.7 26.9 15.4

D 22.2 22.2 I I. I 33.3 33.3
E 18.2 63.6 27.3 45.5 36.4

Non-scale 7. I 35.7 7. I 42.9 21.4

All 9.1 19.7 6.1 26.3 18.7

Table A5. I’1. : Percetttage of Cornmunit), .~tmple EIdel¢), Persotts in Each C~ltego~), of Del~tdenc7 who

Cannot Peffot~n the htstntlnental Activities of Dail), Living without Help

Need help with:
l)epertdtnc)’
CategoO’ Using Washing

Using the Taking Itandlittg punic Preparing    IIm~¢-     and
7~ltphotle Medicine Monty Transport Sht~Oping MaILI keeping Ironing

C, lothe~

P,~" Cgtll

A 7.4 23.6 20.5 17.21 80.7 77.5 80.9 83.9
B 31.4 50.0 33.3 42.9 89.2 66~7 87.2 82.1
C 31.3 50.0 38.5 38.31 96.2 84.6 92.3 88.5

D 25.0 81.3 73.3 0.0 83.3 77.8 88.9 94.,t
E 40.0 75.0 44.4 0.0 81.8 100.0 100.0 100.0

Nol)-scale 21.01 68.2 58.31 38.5 92.9 85.7 92.9 92.9

All 20.2 42.6 33.3 23.2 85.6 78. I 86.3    86.6



Chapter 6

C.AICE At\q) SERVICE USAGE IN HOSPFI’ALS

Introduction

Within hospitals, the most important and expensive form of service
provided is nursing and attendant care. Paramedical services incorporating
I)h)’siotherapist, occupational therapist, chiropodist and speech theral)ist
are other elements of FeSOLII-CC LlSe as, of COLlrSe, is tile COlltribtltion O1" tile
ph),sician. In addition, old people itl long-stay care also consume
medicines, while patholog),, X-ray and diagnostic services ma), sometimes
I)e required. Elderly persons may also receive visits fi’om voluntar), agencies
and religious as well as from fanfil), and fi’iends. \’~qaatevcr tile source of tile
resource use, a significant opportunit), cost (ill tile sefise of tile real
resources which are not available for other uses) exists for each of the
above aclivities, l’his chapter aims to estimate and explain the hours oF
care provided by all health care personnel, voluntary agencies, relatives
and fi’iends, and religious to old people ill long-stay care.

The a prior/expectation is that as disabilit), in old people increases so
also do hours of care provided by health care personnel. This is based on
the th’eoretical model outlined in Chapter 3 which shows tile ex ante
marginal cost of care increasing as dependency gets worse. The possibility
exists, however, that care hours may decrease ~!s disability worsens. This will
occur if caFers concentrate most Of their efforts on low-dependent old
people in the hope o[r slowing down or preventing their entry into more
severe categories of dependency. The likelihood of this hal)pening may be
stronger for some services nlore than otl!ers. For instance, sonic elelllents

of paramedical care, particularly ph)’siotherap), and occupational therap),
may be preventive and, therefore, concenlrated on less del)cndcnt old
people. In addition, scarcity of resources may force providers to consider
the relative benefits arising fi’om diffcrent forms of intervention. This may
result in old people in tile most disabled categories losing out because the),
are "too far gone" to gain much I)enefit from treatment.

Information on hours of care l)rovided to old people in hospital was
collected in a very aggregate wa), fi’om ward sisters or senior staff nurses.
This does not affccl the reporting of individual specific care activities sttch as

91
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bathing, washing, mobilit), assistance and the like. Asking nurses to estimate
total care hours (inchiding supervision) is, however, a much more
problematic exercise, since the latter may be provided to more than one
person at a time. Similar attributabilit), problems arise with respect to
parameclical care which, in some instances, is not provided on an indiviclual
specific basis. Voluntar), and religious ~4siting may also be jointly consttmecl
by old people. These caveats shoulcl be borne in mind when tr),ing to make
sense of the allocation and distribution of time within long-stay institutions.

~\~u.rsing and A tte~zdant Care
Hours of care provicled by nurses and attendants increases as disability

worsens - that is as one moves fi’om Category A to Category E (Table 6.1).
This confirms the a p~io~i h),pothesis that primary nursing care is positively
correlatect with increasing dependency. ~qaen all specified caring tasks are
aggregated, Category A patients receive the lowest weekly average hours of
care ancl Category E patients the highest. There is a large jump in specified
direct hours of care provided by nurses/attenclants (fi’om 14 to 25 hours)

as dependency increases from Category D to Category E on the Guttman
scale. It is unlikel), that this gap can be filll),explained b), the fact that
patients in Category E have one extra clisability (an inability to feed
without help). More than likely, the significant increase in hours of care
also reflects the relativel), high proportion of elderly persons in that
category who are severely disabled on the aclditional heahh indicators not
incluclecl in the Guttman scale. We have ah’ead), seen that the proportion
of elclerl), persons with poor health status on the additional health
indicators increases as depenclelac)’ worsens along the Guttmall scale
(Table A5.7). It should not, therefore, be surprising that hours of care for
patients in the most dependent category are relatively high.

There are, however, significant clifferences among hospitals in the
amount of specified care providecl to patients (Table 6.1). Patients in
Hospital 2 receive the highest amount of hours and those in Hospital 4
receive the least. Part of the reason for the observed variation in care hours
among hospitals is the difference in depenclenc), across hospitals. Hospital
2, for example, contains much more dependent patients than Hospital 4
(Table 5.3). However, it is clear from Table 6.1 that when category of
depenclency is held constant, clifferences in hours of care persist among
hospitals. Hospital 2 provides more care hours than any other hospital for
each category of ¢lependency, ancl Hospital 4 the least care. The analysis of
variance results presented in Table 6.1 confirm the significance of hospital
ancl category of dependenc), as important influences on aggregate care
hour provision.
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Table 6. I: blouse" of Ag~,regate Specified Nul~’ing/Att~ndant Care Per Week IO, Categoly of DependenO,
tO, Hospital

Categoly of

DependenO,

Hospital

I 2 3 4 All

A 3.27 8.78 5.99 2.53 3.92

8 7.73 13.88 7.58 4.13 8.05

C 6.53 16.88 14.49 4.58 I I.,t8

D 8.31 25.56 12.54 6.71 13.86

E 17.56 38.48 31.07 9.57 25.00

Non-scale 6.2,1 20.35 9.16 17.00 13.98

All 10.76 27.66 18.08 5.65 15.,t I

AnalysisofVtl~anc~ Hospital: F= 13.13 (3,220); p < 0.001.

Cate,g,o~y ofDependeno,: Ir = 9.,18 (,I,220), p < 0.001.
Interaction: F -- 0.87 (12,220), p < 0.001.

Not~.. Total horn’s arc aggregated across specilicd activities.

The hypothesis that neither hospital nor category of dependency aff’cct
hours of care is also tested for each activity (bathing, washing, etc.). The
results shown in Table 6.2 confirm that hospital is significant at the 1 per
cent significance level for each of the specified activities. In other words
the hypothesis that hospital has no effect on hours of caring by activity can
be rejected. Category of dependency is also significant at the 1 per cent
level for washing, toileting and feeding and at the 5 per cent level for
bathing and dressing.

Information was also provided by sisters and senior staff" nurses on the
total hours of care provided to elderly persons (Table 6.3). The latter
incorporates estimates of time spent supervising and keeping an eye on
elderly patienls. Such time is not accounted for by the activily estimates
specified by task and anyway is unlikely to be patient specific; nurses can
usually keep aft eye on more than one person at a time. The most striking

aspect of the distribution of total care hours provided to patients, in

comparison with the earlier estimates of caring hours aggregated by

specified activities, is the huge increaseq if+ care hours evident in Hospital 2

and Hospital 3. Average hours of nursing/attendant care increases by 90

hours per week in Hospital 3 and by 55 hours in Hospital 2. Such large

increases are not, howevm, evident in either Hospit,+il 1 or Hospital 3. Total

reporled care hours per palient per week are only 7 hol_ll+S above Ihe
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Table 6.2: Analysis of Variance R~dts for Specified Activitie.~: Nursing and Attendant Care

Category of
Activity Hospital Dep~tlentO, Interaction

E 1". E

Bathing 22.26* 2.62** 3.59*

Washing I 1.15" 6.63* 1.27

Toileting 4.50* 5.77* 0,60

Dressing ! 4.10* 3.35** I. I 0

Feeding 6.22* 21.01" 1.59"

Mobility Assistance 8.84* 2.19 0.93

General Administration 22.81" 2.09 2.69*

Adminisu,~tlon of Medication I 1.90" 1.06 0.69

Other 5.61" 0.03 0.62

All 13.13* 9.48* 0.57

Degrees of Freedom (3,220) (3,200) (12,220)

* p<0.01.
** p < 0.05

Table 6.3: I-Im~rs of Total (Aggregnte Specified plus Supervision) Nursing/Attemdant Care per Week by
Categories of Dqmndency arul by Hospital

Hospital
Categoq of
Dependency I 2 3 4 A//

A 4.95 I 10.80 108.83 8.00 29.90
B 6.74 56.60 105.00 12.40 21.54

C 7.70 42.29 122.50 12.00 46.54

D 9.16 103.64 112.67 [ 7.00 64.37

E 17.63 89.71 117.82 17.68 68.11

Non-scale 6.25 99.33 62.67 18.00 62.78

All I 1.53 83[04 108.17 12.85 55.13

Analysis of Varianrt: Hospital: F = 74.63; (3,220); p < 0.001.
Category ofDq~e~uleTlc)~ F = 2.73 (4,220), p < 0.05.
Interaction: F = 1.94 (12,220) ; p < 0.05.
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aggregate of specified caring estimates in Hospital 4, and only 1 hour
above in Hospital 1. The huge variation across hospitals in total care hours
by category of dependenc), is confirmed by tile analysis of variance resuhs
in Table 6.3: here the factor hospital is significant at the 1 per cent level.

It is worth noliflg thai the aggregate specified caring estimates shown
in Table 6.1 do not exhaust all available caring hours (estimated by
muhipl),ing nurse and attendant caring staff b)’ 40 hours per week) in any
of the hospitals, though Ihey do account for a significant proportion in
each. Similarl)- the estin"tates for total hours in Hospitals 1 and 4 do not
use tip all available’ hours. I-Ioweveh total hotn’s in Hospitals 2 and 3 exceed
available hours by a significant margin. The latter can be explained by the
quasi-puhlic good nature of supervision in long-stay geriatric hospitals, in
the sense that it is possible for caring staff to keeI) an eye on more than
one person at a time.

There are differences in the hours of care given between assessment
and long-stay patients in Hospital 2. Patients in long-stay care receive more
aggregate specified and total hours of care than patients in assessment/
rehabilitation beds. This holds for all categories except B and C for
aggregate specified hours (Table 6.4).

Table 6.,t: Nu,~ing and Altmldant Care Iloul~" per Week in Hospital 2: Agglegate Spedfied and Total

by Catego9, of DepeTutmlcy in Asse.ssment and Long-stay Units

Category of Aggnegate Specified Total Hours

Dq~endeney
I-Ioul~ of Care

of Care

Assessment Long-stay Assessment Long-stay

A 2.92 12.69 25.00 168.00

B 17122 8.88 35.67 88.00

C 20.70 13.05 36.71 ,t7.86

D 23.93 26.64 74.00 125.88

E 23.99 43.97 4 I. 13 107.32

Non-sc:tle 0.00 17.87 0.00 99.33

All 20.69 31.58 45.65 104.23
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Explaining Nursing and Attendant Care #y Additional Health Indicators
It has been shown above that there are some marked differences across

the hospitals in specified care houi’s, for particular categories of
dependency. One possible explanation for this is that there may be
differences across the hospitals with respect to the proportion of patients
who are incapacitated on the additional health indicators (discussed in
Chapter 5). It turns out that this is not an adequate explanation. The
relationship I)etween category of dependency and "poor health status" on
the additional indicators has been explored in Appendix A.5. For example,
take the case of dependency category A (Table A5.8). Hospital 3 contains
relatively more patients than Hospital 2 who are incapacilated on each of
the additional health indicators. Yet the hours of care (specified and total)
in this case are higher in Hospital 2 than in Hospital 3, though only
marginally so in the case of total reported hours.

It is not known what is the net impact on caring hours of different
mixtures of "other" laealth indicators. A hospital may have relatively more
patients with poor heahh status on some indicators and few patients with
poor status on other indicators. For instance in the case of category of
dependenc), D, Hospital 2 contains relatively more.patients with mental
clarity problems than is.the case in Hospital I (Table A5.1]). However,
Hospital 2 has relatively less patients who are i!acapacitated on the
remaining health indicators. Whether measured b)’ specified or by total
hours reported, patients in this category of dependency receive more care
in Hospital 2 than they do in Hospital I (Table 6.3). A relationship
between this variation and different mixes of heakh problems is, however,
difficult to discern.

Full-time Nursing/Attendant Care
Most of the variation in total hours of care among hospitals can be

explained by the presence or absence of patients requiring full-time care in
these hospitals. Neither Hospital I nor Hospital 4 contain any patients who
are receiving full time (that is, round-tfie-clock) 168 hours of care per
week. In conu,’ast, 39 per cent of patients in Hospital 3 and 28 pet" cent of
patients in Hospital 2 receive full-time care (Table 6.5). In both of these
hospitals relatively more patients in category A receive round the clock
care than in. any other category.

The reasons why full-time care is appropriate ma), differ fi’om one
person to another. These differences might not relate to the relative

degree of physical disability as picked up in our measures of dependency.
The provision of full-time care for patients in lower categories of
dependenc), may reflect intensive care for acute illness unrelated, initially
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at least, to ph),sical dependenc),. For this explanation to be valid, tile
assignment of dependency by tile nurse would have to reflect the abilities
of the elderly persons otltside their- current - i~resumabl)’ temporar), -
illness. Unfortunatel),, we do not know if this was the approach followed b),
the ward sisters and senior staff nurses from whom the caring estimates
ware received.

Table 6.5: Pro/xn~ion of Patimlts Receiving Full-time Cto-e t9, ’Categoly of Depmldency and Hospital

Categ~’ of
DqJendencO,

Hospital

1 2 3 4

Per cent

A 0 60 ’12 0

B 0 20 0 0

c 0 0 38 0
D 0 27 50 ¯ 0
E 0 35 39 0

Noii-scale 0 33 33 0

All 0 28 39 0

Number 100 76 56 66

One other possibility is that round-the-clock care is a necessar),
i’esi)onse to lille pOOl" and disturbed mental state of some patients. Table

A5.2 shows that a significant proportion of patients in Hospitals 2 and 3
have poor metlt~al health (i.e., ave more seriously confused or severely
confused). In addition, both of these hospitals have a relatively high
i)rOl)Orl.ion of patients who ai’e restless. \,~,q~ile this goes some wa), towards
explaining the distribution of full-lime care it does nou explain why
I-Iospitals I and 4 contain no patients who require rottnd-the-cloek care.
While these two hospitals contain rclati~,ely fewer mentally distraught and

restless patients, there is still a significant minority of patients i~1 these
categories.

One camlot, however, take for granted that the rcporl.ing of rottnd-the-
clock care will ahva),s be a reflection of genuille difference in need among
institutions, hlstilutional differences in the philosophy of caring for elderly
persons may account for some of the observed variation in total care hours
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among institutions. It may be the case, for example, that supervision or
keeping an eye oil the elderly person is deemed a direct form of care
(reported) in some hospitals but is perceived to lye an indirect form of care
(unreported) in other hospitals. Moreover, in some institutions, patients
may be encouraged to become as self-sufficient as possible. Ironically,
encouraging an elderly patient to do tasks for themselves can sometimes
actually increase rather than reduce workload for nurses and attendants.
Therefore, some of tile variation in care hour provision in this study may

be caused by differences in how the caring process is perceived and
reported by staff in tile hospitals.

Nurse/A tlendant Patient Ratios

Differences in nursing/attendant resource nse among hospitals may
reflect not just differences in degrees of "objective" need, but also different
levels of resource provision within hospitals. The availability of staff will to
some extent at least, determine the amount of care received by patients in
tile institution. In that context it is useful to compare nurse-patient ratios
and attendant-patient ratios among the four institutions. Tile nurse-patient

ratio is three times higher in Hospital 2 than in other hospitals (Table 6.6).
This is not surprising given that Hospital 2 is a large urban teaching
hospital. There is no difference in this ratio across the other hospitals.
There is relatively less difference among hospitals in attendant-patient
ratios. Flospital 1 has, however, a markedly lower ratio than tile other
hospitals.

Table 6.6: Nu~e/Patienl Ratio and (~ttendant/l’atient Ratio Iq Hospital

Nut,e/Patient Attendant/Patient
Hospital ICalio

Rtttio

Hospital I 0.19 0.21

Hospital 2 0.55 0.30

Hospital 3 0.18 0.30

Hospital 4 0.18 0.26
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Nursing/attendant ])atient ratios may, of cottrse, differ within hospitals.
Unfortunately, information is not availal)le oil sial’ring ratios by ward within
Ihe hospitals under observation. However, irrespective of time allocation of
nurses within institutions which, in an), case, is picked up b), time survey

estimates on caring hours, the availability of more staff should bias
upwards time amount Of cal’e hours available to patients. Part of time reason
for higher hours of care in Hospital 2 must, therefore, relate to more
favourable staff-patlent ralios. Howevel; this argument only goes some of
the. wa), towards explaining the relative variation in hours of care among
hospitals. There is, for examl)le, a close relationship between Hospital 3
and Hospital 4 in respect of nurse and attendant-patient ratios. Yet the
aggregate specified care hours provided to patients diffcrs markedly
between these two hospitals (Table 6. I ).

Medical Ca’re

Patients in Hospital 2 receive, on average, more weekl), hours of
medical care than those in the other hospitals (Table 6.7). It is not

surprising to find relatively high levels of I)h)’sician care in this hospital.
There are two consuhant geriatricians, two registrars, two senior house
officers and four interns working with old people in the hospital. By
conu’ast, none of the other hospitals has a resident physician whose work is
solely concerned with looking after the needs of hospital patients. Instead,
the usual practice is to emplo), a part-time medical officer to look after

those patients reqltiring medical attention. This system works rather beuer
in some hospitals than in others, but at the ver), least it means that medical
care is available to patients who arc in need.

Table 6.7: Average Weekly Hours of Medical, Paramedical and Miscellaneous Care by Hospital

Hospital

I 2 3 4 AU

I’h),sician                 0.33
Physiolhel’al)isi 0.25
Occupational therapist 0.04
Sl)eech theizll)isl 0.00
Chiropodist 0.09
VohtntalT agencies 0.05
Chaplaila 0.43
Family and friends 1.37

0.88 0.31 0.43 0.50
1.90 0.52 0.00 0.66
1.51 0.26 0.12 0.47
0.17 0.01 0.00 0.05
0.34 0,35 0.04 0.19
0.11 0.08 0,01 0.07
0.77 0.42 0.57 0.57
5.51 2.81 0.85 2.69
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The relatively low average per capita weekly hours of care provided by
the medieal offieer in Hospital 3 is clifficuh to interpret, given the high
levels of dependency in the hospital. The fact that nursing hours of care

are exceptionally high in this hospital might lead one to expect that
physician care should also be high, unless, of course, nursing care is being
substituted for medical care. The attitude of tile medical officer to medical
interventions is, of course, crucial in determining the extent and length of
visiting. If the medical officer prefers a more "hands off" approach to
medical care this would tmdoubtedly bias downwards the number of visits
to patients in tile hospital.

Patients in assessment/rehabilitation beds of Hospital 2 receive more
hours of care per week than old people in long-stay beds (Table 6.8). Tl~e
more intensive care provided to the former obviously reflects their need
for a greater amount of physician time to ensure that they are kept out of
long-stay beds for as long as possible.

Table 6.8: Average Weekly Hmo3 of Medical, I~r.’amedical rind Miscellaneous Care in Assessment

and Imng-slay Units of Hospital 2

,Service Assessment Long-stay F-Value

Physician 1.00 0.78 2.24**

I’hysiothcrapist 3.80 0.80 2.68**

Occupational thetzqJist 3.14 0.4,1 3.21"

Speech thclzq)ist 0.40 0.04 3’t. 18*

Chiropodist .0.20 0.’t2 2.36**

Chaplain 0.22 1.06 33.12"

Vohllltai’y agencies 0.08 0. I 0 1.89***

Family and fi’iends 8.03 3.66 I. 19

Miles travelled 55.88 35.,10 8.,12"

* Significant at level of I per cent.

** Significant at level ot"5 pet" cent.

*** 8ignificalu at level of 10 per cent.

There is not a huge variation in the level medieal service across
different classes of dependency, although old people in the lowest category
receive the least ~l.naotlnt of hours (Table 6.9). However, by constrast, ill
Hospital 4 (significantly) and Hospital 2 (less so) most medical resources
are concentrated on patients of dependency A, that is on those who are
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least dcpcndenl (Appendix Tal)le A6.1). Part of the explanation for this

ii1[ly be the nature of the relationship between medical inputs and heahh
oulconles. It may be that a grealer level of nmclical services are required in
order to slow down tile rate of decline of elderly i)ersons, thereby
preventing furlher loss of abililies. This is borne out somewhat, as
mentioned above, by tim relative clifferences in physician resource use
between assessment/rehal)ilitation and long-stay patients reported for
Hospital 2.

Table 6.9: Average Weekly Hom:v of Medical, Paramedical and MisceUal~eous Care It), Ctlteg, r~), of

DependenO’

Sentice
Categrn), of Oel:endency

A B C D E All

Ph,vsician                  0.4,1 0.47 0.55 0.52 - 0.51 0.50

Physiotherapisl 0.38 0.73 1.44 0.9,t 0.42 0.66

Occupalional therapist 0.40 0.49 1.17 0.58 0.22 0.47

Speech therapist 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.0,1 0.08 0.05

Chiropodist 0.13 0.25 0.13 0.18 0.2,1 0.19

Vohuuary agencies 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.13 0.07 0.07
Chapkfizl 0.39 0.32 0.60 0.51 0.7,t 0.57

Fmnily and fl’iends 1.98 1.61 2.02 3.68 3.05 2.69

l>hysiotherapy
As mentioned in tile introduction to Ibis chapler one of the diffictflties

with estimaling tile usage of l)hysiotl{erapy services is that, sometimes, care

by a i)hysiotherapist may be given in group rather 0ran indMdual sessions.
The information generated within the hospitals does not allow us to

distinguish belween individual and grouI) therapy. This qualifies the
following estimates.

Significant differences arise among hosl)itals in the amount of
physiotherapy time pe:r patient. Old people in Hospital 2 receive
significantly more hours of playsiotheral)y per week than those in [In)’ Of
the other hospitals (’l’abte 6.7). This is not surprising, since this hospital is

tile only one that employs full-time i)lD,siotheral)iSkS. Within I-lospital 2, Lilt:
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difference between assessment/rehabilitation and long-stay patients is
striking. One would expect, a priori, that pbysiotherapists would spend
more time with assessment/rehabilitation patients than with long-stay
patients. This is indeed tile case (Table 6.8). Old people in rehabilitation
beds receive nearly five times more care from tile physiotherapist than
those in long-stay beds. The comnlitnaent in the hospital to ensuring that
elderly patients only enter long-stay beds as a last resort is again reflected
in the intensive use of pbysiotherapy to prevent, or at least slow down, the
onset of further disability.

No other bospital, at tile time the study was carried out, employed a
full-time pbysiotherapist. In Hospital 1 a physiotherapist based in the local
general hospital attends on a sessional basis. Similarly, in Hospital 3 a
pbysiotbet=apist attends on a sessional basis. Patients in Hospital 4 receive

no physiotherapy services either fi’om full-time staff or on a sessional basis.
This may partly reflect the relatively low level of dependency in tile
bospital. More likely, bowever, it reflects the hospital’s recent unhappy
experience with physiotberapy care. It appears that wben the
physiotherapy post becanle vacant in the hospital, the post was bartered
for, among other things, additional ward orderlies.

The latter is a good example of the specific nature of resource
allocation within long-stay institutions. This, in turn, makes it very difficuh
to make general statements based solely on case study material. Health
board and hospital managers across tbe country are likely to bave different
criteria for decision-making, depending on their objectives and the set of
constraints which face them at any particular time.

Occupational Tlun’apy
Old people in Hospital 2 receive significantly more hours of care fi’om

tile occupational tberapist than those in tile other bospitals (Table 6.7). In
some hospitals (1 and 4) only patients in dependency category A receive
occupational therapy (Table A6.3). Tbere is a full-time occupational
therapist post in Hospital I, but the bolder was on leave of absence during
tile period of this study and had not been replaced. Sinlilarly there was also
a full-time occupational therapist post in Hospital 4 but this post was
bartered for alternative staff. There is, bowever, a diversionary therapist in
this hospital who, ahhough not having professional training, provides a
type of occupational therapy and is highly regarded in the hospital.
Neither is there an occupational therapist in Hospital 3, but there is craft
activity run by a trained craft instructor. Patients in all categories of
dependency in that hospital, with tile exception of Category D, are
involvecl in mainly therapeutic craft industry.
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It is clear (as in Ihe case of ph),siother~-q)y) that Ihe provision of
occupational therapy depends on lime availability of personnel. Patients in
Hospital 2 have access to three full-time occupational therapists which
must explain, to a large degree, why old people in the hospital receive
more care than patients in an)’ other hosl)ital.

A priori, one would also expect that an intensive rehal)ilitation
programme would make most use of occupational therapy services. This is
borne Omtl. b)’ the evidence from Hospital 2; patients in assessment/
rehabilitation beds receive nearly seven times more care than those in
long-stay beds.

The usage of occul)al.ional therapy services rises up to Category C and

then declines, with sharp fall for those in Category E (Table 6.9). The
decline in usage above Category C may retqect providers’ negative views
about the al)ilit.), of old people with dependency above this level I)enefiling
significantly from intervention. Providers always have to make choices al)out
the relative I)enefits of treatment within the constraints of available
resources. The allocation of occupational therapy time may be a good
examl)le of provider prefcrences for more resources to be allocated to old
people "not too far gone" to benefit from treatment. Finally, it slmottld be
borne in mind that some elements of occupational therapy are jointly
consumed services and are, therelbre, not individual specific. Consequentl),,
the estimates shown in Tables 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 are only meant to serve as an
indicator of relative COlmStlnmptiolm aired al-e not alto accul’ate i’epresentation ol:

actual usage.

Speech Therapy
Old people in Hospital 2 receive most care fl’om speecl~ therapists

(Table 6.7). Patients in Hospital I and Hospital 4 do not receive any
services at all. In Hospital 3, services are minimal. In Hospital 2, patients in
assessment/rehabilitation beds receive ten times more care thanlong-sta),
patients (Tal)le 6.8).

Chi’ropody
Chiropody care (some minor elements of which are not individual

specific) does not w~ry much by category of dependency. This is
particularly the case in Hosl)itals 3 and 4. Hospital I exhibits most
differences across categories, especially between high user Category C and
low user Category D. Overall resource use is, however, lowest in this
hospital. The use of chiropody services is highest in Hospital 3, followed
closely by Hospital 2.
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Voluntary Agtm.cie~
The per capita level of visiting fi-om voluntary agencies is higher in

Hospital 2 than in any other hospital (Table 6.7). A priori, one would

expect a higher visiting rate in urban hospitals. This is because voluntary
agencies are found more fi’equently in those areas. These expectations are
borne out; old people in Hospital 2 receive more hours of visits fi’om

voluntary agen(:ies than patients in the other hospitals.

Chaplain
There is a higher per capita rate of religious visiting in Hospital 2 than

in any other hospital (Table 6.7). Religious visiting is primarily a function
of supply. This is especially the ease for patients who are not at risk from a
lifc-tlal’eatening illness or disability. Religious tend to visit the hospital and
therefore all patients within it, rather than make i)atient specific visits,
unless on request. Consequently, tlae reported per capita consumption is

likely to be grossly exaggerated. Neither should one be surprised to find
that hours of visits does not differ significantly among categories of
dependency across institutions (Appendix 3"able A6.7).

Relatives and Fric~ids
There is significant variation among bospitals in the hours of visiLs by

family and fi’iends (Table 6.7). The relatively high estimates for Hospital 2
may reflect the urban setting of that hospital and the more developed
transport network within its catchment area, though this is entirely
speculative. There is a tendency for hours of visits to increase with the level
of dependency but the variation across dependency classes is not
significant (Tal)le 6.9). The relatively higher rate of visiting at lower levels
of dependency in some hospitals may be some function of the consequent
al)ili/), of patients in those categories to communicate effectively with their
visitors.

Conclusion
There is a positive linear relationship I)etween nursing and attendant

hours of care and dependency. This I)ears out the a p~Jo~i hypothesis that
old people with higher levels of disal)ility need and recek,e more hours of
care. More surprisingly, there is a significant variation in the amount of
aggregated specified and total care hours provided to patienls among the
four hospitals, even when category of dependency is taken into account.

This variation cannot be explained fully by recourse to the "additional"
health indicators (other than physical dependency), h may be, of course,
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that patients in Hospital 2 and Hospital 3 are more ill than l)atients in
Hospital I and Hospital 4. Howeve!-, for this explanation to hold, such
diffcrences would have to be s),stematic across all categories and, even
more unlikel),, would have to I)e unrelated to the heahh indicators used in
the study.

It is perhaps more likely that some of the variation in hours of care,
especially total care estimates, can be exl)lained by differences across

institutions in how the caring process is perceived and reported. For
instance, supervision may not constitute direct care in Hospital I or
Hospital 4 and hence may be under-reportecl. Moreover, the categorlsation

of patients as requiring round-tim-clock care nlay also be influenced b),
clifferent perceptions of need among the staff in cliff trent institutions. Bed-
ridden patients ma)’ be perceived as high resource users, in the sense of
recluiring constant supervision, in some hospitals, but not in others.
Without nlore detailed qualilative analysis, which is outside scope the of
this study, little else can be saicl on this issue.

More favoural)le nursing and attendant patient ratios may parlly
explain wh), patients in Hospital 2 receive more care relative to those in
other hosl)itals. This argumenl is, however, not sustainahle if used to
explain why hours of care are so high in Hospital 3. The latter has nursing
and attendant-ratios similar to Hospital 4 I)ul provides much more
reported cal’e hollrs to patients.

,’ks in the case of nursing and attendant hours, the estimates of medi~:al

and paramedical care, and visiting from family, fi’iends, vohmtary agencies
and religious are more reliable as indicators of relative magnitudes than of
absolute consumption. In the case of every service except chiropody, the
level of service is markedly higher in Hospital 2 than in any other hospital.
Differences between Hospital 2 and the resl are particularl), marked in

respect of medical care, physiotherap), and occupational theral~),. Hospital
4 is least well off in terms of service provision, especially lacking
paramedical services. Occupational therapy and speech therapy are not
provided in Hospital I while speech therapy is not availal)le in Hospital 3.
The fact that Hospital 2 is a teaching hospital means that it is relatively
better off in terms of meclical and paramedical personnel.

The pattern of usage by dependency level is less clear-cut. %qaile a priori
expectations were that usage would increase with dependency this is not
the general pattern. For instance, in the case of ph),siotherapy, average
hours increase fi-om low levels of dependenc), up to calegor), C and then
decline as dependency increases. This may reflect the decisions of
providers to concentrate most resotlrces on those old people likely to
I)elle~l most from u’eaLment.
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In principle, tile provision of paramedical services can reflect a
number of different elements. In particular, the availability of services and
the needs of patients are two key underlying elements. Of these two, tile
availability of staff rather than tile need for services is evidently the major
influence. It is highly unlikely, given what is known about time distribution
of dependency across time four hospitals, that variation in "need" is
responsible for the wide variation in service provision that exists across the
hospitals. Particular examples of this are physiotherapy and occupational
thel-apy

It could be argued that variation in hours of care (nursing, medical
and paramedical) among hospitals for similar levels of dependency may, at
the margin, represent differences in efficiency rather than differences in
need among hospitals. Such an interpretation, based solely on the care
estimates provided in this study, should be avoided. The major problem
relates to the al)sence of measures of health outcomes. Without such
measurement, it is not possible to say whether more care hours or less care
hours or the substitution of one form of care for another, improves the
health status of time elderly person. Throughput is often used as a measure
of intermediate outcome but it tells us little about the health status of the
old i)erson at discharge or the prohability of re-admission at some future
date. The l’neasurement of outcome is not part of the ambit of the study
but its al)sence makes it more difficuh to interpret whether more or less
hours of care is good or bad for patients. Too much care could, tot"
example, lead to institutional dependency while too little care could mean
rapid deteriot’ation of the elderly person, therel)y reducing the advantage
of being in hospital in the first place. Without detailed knowledge of time
relationship between health OLltCOnles and the amottnts and types of
different forms of care, and given.tile possibility that other factors
influence variation in hours of care, any discussion on efficiency is merely
speculative and should I)e avoided.
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Table A6. I : Average Weekly Hout~ of Care IO, Physicians

Categoly of

Delumdency

Hospital

Number
I 2 3 4 All

A 0.20 0.9,1 0.30 0.56 0.4,1 58

B 0.37 0.76 0.29 0.38 0.47 19

C 0.31 0.91 0.33 0.25 0.55 3,1

D 0.44 0.75 0.37 0.38 0.52 4,t

E 0.35 0.93 0.30 0.35 0.51 106

All                   0.33        0.88 0.31 0.,13 0,50 261
N 73 70 53 65 261

Anal.ysis of vadance: I-[ospiml
F 8.355

p > (I.05

(2,260)OofF

Dependency Interaction
0.042 0.255

p < 0.05 p > 0.05

(4.260) (I 2,260)

Table A6.2: Average Weekly I-Iou~ of C?.~ by I’hysiotherapist.v

Hospital
Categoly of Nit mber

Dependency I 2 3 4 All

A 0.33 3.50 0.00 0.01) 0.38 65

B 0.03 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.73 2 I

C 0.06 3.61 0.63 0.00 1 .@t 39

D 0.16 2.50 0.62 0.00 0.9’t 48

F 0.34 0.53 0.76 0.00 0.42 I 17

All               0.25 1.90 0.52 0.00 0.66 290
N 99 73 53 65 290

Analysis of vaHa~ce: Interaction
F 2.665

p < 0.05
D off (12,289)

Hospital l)el)endency
I,IA5 2.042

p < 0.05 p > 0.05
(3.289) (4,289)
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Table A6.3: Avtn’age Weekly Hours of Ca~e by Occ*tpational Thovtpists

Hospital
Categoo, of Number

Dependency I 2 3 4 All

A 0.18 1.66 0.46 0.32 0.40 64

B 0.00 2.00 0.17 0.00 0.’19 2 I

C 0.00 2.73 0.9’t 0.00 1.17 39

I) 0.00 1.87 0 00 0.00 0.58 48

E 0.00 0.76 0.01 0.00 0.22 I 17

All                   0.0"1 1.51 0.26 0.12 0.’17 289

N 98 73 53 65 289

Analys~ ofvarianc~ I-Iospital Dependency I n tez-action

F 14.63 2.55 0.94

p < 0.05 p < 0.05 p > 0.05

D off (3,288) (4,288) (12,288)

Table A6.4: Average Weehly Him~ of Cale by Speech Therapists

I-Iospital
Category of Number

Dependency I 2 3 4 All

A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 52

8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17

C 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.09 35

D 0.00 0. I 0 0.00 0.00 0.04 36

E 0.00 0.21 0.01 0.00 0.08 93

All                   0.00 0.17 0.01 0.00 0.05 233

N 4‘3 73 53 65 233

Analysis ofvarianc~ Hospital Dependency Intel=tction
F 2.47 0.24 0.18

p > 0.05 p > I).05 p > 0.05
O ofF (3.232) (4,232) (12,232)
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Table A6.5: Average Weekly Hot.~ of Care by Chiropodists

Hospital
CategoO’ of Number
Delmttden cy I 2 3 4 All

A 0.05 0.30 0.37 0.04 0.13 64

B 0.25 0.40 0.38 0.0’t 0.25 20

C 0.03, 0.18 0.26 0.0’t 0.13 37

D 0.02 0.30 0.41 0.04 0.18 46

E 0.12 0.’12 0.35 0.04 0.24 I 16

All                   0.09 (I.3,t 0.35 O.0’l 0.19 283
N 94 72 52 65 283

Analysis ofvm~anc~ Hospital Dependency Interaction )
F 20.68 1.82 0.,18

p < 0.05 p < 0.05 p > 0.05
D ofF (3,263) (4,263) (12,263)

Table A6.6: Average Weekly Hour~ of Visit.~ l9, t/oluntmy Agencies

Hospital
Category of Nu ml.~"
DqmldeneO’ I 2 3 4 All

A 0.02 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.06 52

B 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17
C 0.0,t 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.03 36
D 0.10 0.10 0.31 0.00 0.13 35
E 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.03 0.07 9’t

All                     0.05 0. I I 0.08 0.01 0.07 23’1

N ,13 73 53 65 23,1

Analysis ofvm~anct~ ]-[ospital Dependency Interaction
F I .’18 0.58 1.40

p > 0.05 p > 0.05 p > 0.05
D ofF (3.233) (4,233) (12.233)
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Table A6.7: Averag~ Weekly Hmtrs of Visits by Clutplain

Hospital

C,,’ltegory of Number

Dq~erndency I 2 3 4 All

A 0.12 0.14 0.19 0.64 0.39 52

B 0.08 0.40 0.41 0.45 0.32 17

C 0.18 1.00 0.26 0.52 0.60 35

D O. 15 0.49 0.55 0.69 0.51 35

E 0.87 0.93 0.55 0.50 0.74 93

All                     0.43 0.77 0.42 0.57 0.57 232

N 42 73 52 65 232

Analysis ofval~anc~ Hospital Dependency Interaction

F 0.79 0.72 0.38

p > 0.05 p > 0.05 p > 0.05

D ofF (3,231 ) (4,231 ) ( 12,231 )

"Fable A6.8: Average Weekly Hours of Visithzg by ICelntive~ and Fliends

C.ategmy of
Dependency

I-Iosl~ital

I .2 3 4 All

A 0.63 8.02 3.6,t 1.02 1.98 48

B 0.69 4.23 0.17 0.29 1.61 18

C 0.41 3.96 2.46 0.43 2.02 35

D 1.27 7.53 2.85 1.17 3.68 41

E 2.15 5.16 2.68 0.85 3.05 99

All                   1.37 5.51 2.81 0.85 2.69 241

N 78 69 39 55 24 I

Analysis of va~anc~: Hospital Dependency Interaction
F 10.05 0.66 0.33

p < 0.05 p > 0.05 p > 0.05

O ofF (3,235) (4,235) (12,235)
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Table A6.9: Average Mile_~ Travelled Per Week IO, Family and Friends Visiting OM People in

htstiHtlion.~

Category of N, mber
Delunld~rncy I 2            3 4 All

A 25.41 173.08 32.69 17.45 29.37 42

B 60.,10 18.’t 7 3.69 I ’1.88 37.35 14

C 18.31 39.17 18.28 13.96 23.70 30

D ’1’t.50 19.3’1 26.03 50.22 33.86 32

E 82.17 43.68 36.78 39.9~ 61.’t9 89

All 55.75 41.69 30.95 26.27 ’10.,t7 207

N 69 48 35 55 207

Analysis ofvalqanc~ Hospital Dependency Interaction

F 2.64 2.25 1.75

p > 0.05 p > 0.05 p > 0.05

D ofF (3.206) (4,206) (12,206)

T:lble A6.10: Av~ag~ Weekly Hours of Medical, Paramedical and Miscelltlnemts C~’o~ by Categoly of
I)tpendmlcy in Asse~smmlt Unit of Hospital 2

Ctltegory of Dqlendemcy

A B C D E

General pJzlctitioner 0.78 0.91

I’h),siothe~, pist 3.75 4.17

Occtlp;Itioll;ll therapist 2.50 2.50

Speech Thctz~pist 0.00 0.00

Chiropidist 0.25 0.33

Chaplain 0.13 0.06

VohlnmlT agent)’ 0.00 0.00

Famil)’ and fi’iends 5.19 6.65

Milcs travelled 41.52 20.76

1.32 I.t 1 0.7,t 1.00

,I.09 5.75 1.9,t 3.80

3.68 ,I.17 2.31 3.14

0.47 0.25 0.81 0.,10

0.13 0.33 0.10 0.20

0.4,t 0.22 0.1 I 0.22

0.15 0.16 0.00 0.08

,k09 14.03 8.20 8.03

46.00 28.16 99.,10 55.88
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Table A6. I I : Avn’age I Veekly Hours of Medica~ I’aramedical and ML~celL,,~emts C~t~ by Ottegory of

Dq~endency in Long-stay Unit of Hospital 2

Categmy of DqJenden~y
,Y,~ ~i ce All

A B C D E

Genei’al practitioner 1.05 0.53

Physiothelztpist 3.30 1.25

Occupational thel-apist 1.10 1.25

Speech Therapist 0.00 0.00

Chiropodist 0.33 0.50

Clmplain 0.16 0.91

VoluntmT agentT 0.91 0.00

Family and friends 10.84 0.59

Miles t l~Lvelled 30,1.60 16.16

0.’19 0.51 1.03 0.78

3.13 0.33 0.07 0.80

1.79 0.33 0.00 0.44

0.00 0.00 0.03 0.04

0.24 0.25 0.53 0.,t2

1.57 0.67 1.09 1.06

0.00 0.05 0.03 0.10

3.80 2.60 3.97 3.66

35.08 12.00 31.08 35.40



Chapter 7

7"HE COSTS OF HOSPITAL CA RE

Inlroduclion

This chapter uses the analysis of caring hours and service use (Chapter
6), together with budget data obtained from the institutions,6 Io examine
the cost of care in the hospitals. The cost of care is estimated using the
opporluni~}, cost methodology outlined in Chapter 4. Estimates of the

formal and informal cost of care, cal)ital and i)ersonal consuml)tion are,
therefore, included in the analysis.

The cost estimates are drawn from fotlt" individual hospital case studies.
For that reason the}, are not strictly comparable nor are they rel)resentative
of the cost of care in all institutions throughout the country. All we know
:d)out the latter is that if we divide the total expertditure on long-stay
geriatric institutions in ~1988 (£61,330,000) by the number of beds in the

sector (7,005) the average cost per bed works out at £168 per week. The only
other estimate of long-stay costs in h’eland comes fi’om a stud}’ by O’Shea
and Corcoran (1990). They estimate the average weekly cost of care in one
long-stay institution at £228; the latter includes the personal consumption

costs of re,dents ,as well as capital costs but is not disaggregated by category
of clel)encl~nc).

There has I)cen relatively few costing exercises of the t),l)C attenlpted in
this study done in other countries. However, before we begin, it is worth
mentioning two that have, not to compare absolute values (because the),
will var), according to the type of care) I)ut to examine whether resottrce
use and costs have been found to increase with level of disal)ility. In that
regard the study I)y Wright, et al. (1981) is closest in methodology and
objective to the exercise carried out in this study. For a slightly different

6. The budget data i’t:ceived fiom each hospital was accepted :it face value. Hospital

and health board authorilies were not given :m)’ special instructioHs. They were simpl)’
asked IO provide a set of accotmt.s for the institution under ex;mlination. QHite dearly,
however, there arc differences :tcross some item heads (espcci:dl}’ I)elWcCll I.Iosl)ital 2 ;rod
the rcsl) which raise interesting q.csli~ms about the al)l)rol)rialioH of costs wlthill the
inslitutions. For instance "allied" in Hospital 2 is likely to itlclude Ihe pa)’ budget Ibr

;IttclldzllltS; the latter is inchzcled tinder the ilem ht:;id "czllcring :lnd housekeeping" ill
I-hJspitals 1.3 and ,I. Notwitllsianding their importance, I}lesc issues were not pursued any
I’tlt-th~:r since they were out.side the scope of the stludy.

113
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Guttman categorisation of dependency (see Table 3.3) they found that
resol_lrce rise and cost in residential care (a small ntlnlbcr o[" institutions
were selected) increased with level of disability, though the degree of
variation was relatively small. The difference in average weekly nursing and
attendant hours of care between old people in tbe lowest and the highest
calegory of dependency was 10.5 hottrs; tile difference in tile relati<,e cost

of care between these two categories w~ts £ 13 per week ( 1981 prices).
Phillips (1981) also reported a positive correlation I)etween the ordinal

Katz scale of deprivation and the direct cost of care for marginal and intt’a-
marginal nursing home patients in Australia. The cost of care for intra-
marginal patients in the highest category of dependency was just over
three times that of old people in the lowest category. This study was,
however, far fi’om comprehensive ancl the author cautions against inferring
any general conclusions about time relative cost of care in difl’crent settings,
given the truncated nature of tile analysis.

The positive relationship I)ctween resource use and disal)ility identified
in tile two studies mentioned above have been confirmed by other types of
analysis. For instance, a study by Avon County Council (1981) found that
old people with more abilities have lower institutional costs of care tban
people with less abilities. Once again, however, one should I)e careful not
to infer general conclusions from this work. Only five abilities were

considered, the numbers were re!atively small and average ol)erating costs
were taken from annual accounts. Finally, work by Darton and Knapp
(1984) on cost functions for residential care in the United Kingdom
suggests that three individual components of dependency are consistendy
and significantly related to cost: mobility, ability to use the toilet and
confusion. There is no indication, however, of the relative impact of each
of these dimensions of disability on resource use.

Nature. of Cost Data
Budget data are availal)le for each hospital. Hospitals 1, 3 and 4 each

publish an annual absu~ct of accounts which provides an itemised account
of spending (Table 7. I). Tile budget information supplied by these hosl)itals
is broadly similar in organisation and format, although slight differences in
l)rcsentation do prevent direct comparative analysis. In general, however,
expenditure in each is dlsaggregated into pay and non-pay items.

Information on the costs of care of time elderly in Hospital 2 was more
difficult to obtain. The principal reason for this was the absence of a
separate budget for time care of old people in that hospital. Care of the
elderly is only one part of the total heahh care activity in this large, mainly
acute care, hospital. The hospital budget system is not yet. so finely tuned as
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tO allow routine apl)Orl.ionment of shared costs by origin of resource rise.

Hence, the hosl)ital had to provide a specially prepared set of costings for

care of the elderly Ibr this study (Table 7.2).

Table 7. I : Agg~rgate Costs l9, 7)’pe for I-Iospital I, tlospital 3 and Hospital 4, 1988

Hospital I Hospital 3 Ho.q)ital 4

£

Administ.’ative 27,382 7,678 15,266
Medical 7.896 9,’186 12.29’1
Nursing 809,496 532,789 "t90.735
Catering ;uld
housekeeping 640.341 61 ,I,296 ,181,819
Pm’:mledical 30. t 73 ’1,536 1,023
Maintenance I 16.609 ,13.196 9,,I I I
Other staff 9.626 3.206 9,,123
I’RSI (employers)* 121.500 83,019

No.-/’ay
Drugs/medicines 87,240 37.9,17 48,800
Mcdic;d and surgical
appliances 13,542 513 22,000
Medical equipment 2.277 24,067 2,200
Provisions 131.564 76,581 98,800
Heal, power, light 92.263 43.730 88,000
Cleaning/washing 51.339 26,787 I 1,000
Ft*rnfiturc etc. 2.051 ’t,960 I,I,800
Bedding/clothing 6.906 760 15,500
Grounds 3,15 380 900
Transport and travel 2,216 1.370 2,000
Office eqliipillcnt/
expenses 10.205 4,430 I 0,000
Other 20,697 15,810 9,900

Gross total 2,183,668 1,452.522 I ,,126,890

* In I-Iosl)ilnl 3 employer PRSI is incorpo~lted in gross paycost.s.

Notes: I. l],ecauseofdifl~zrencesinconlputationacrossheahhbo~u’dssupcrannuaiionhas
i~ot been included for an)’ of the hospitals.

2. Similarly loan charges have been excluded fi’om the mml;,’sis due IO prol)lems of
au ril)tlt;d)ility.

3. An explanation for the ol)~l-¢ed differences across item heads (especially llon-
pzty) ~unong inStilutions ~=t.s not sought since the}’ did IlOl :d’li:cl Ihe calcHl:ttioxl
of COSt by ¢ategor), of depelldency.
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T;d)le 7.2: Aggregate Costs by Type fea- Hospital 2, 1988

Asse.~.wnent/ Day

Itmn/head Total    Hehabilitation Long-stay Hospital

£

Adminisu:ttive 259,200 172,800 28,800 57,600

Medical 184,500 123.000 20,500 41,000

Nursing 1.577,000 635,000 882,000 60,000

Allied* 931,000 278,000 631,000 22,000

Catering :rod house-keeping 48,000 30,000 18,000 -

Paramedical 171,000 136.800 17, I O0 17,000
Other 19,000 I,I,000 5,000 -

PRSI 197,000 90,000 102,000 5,000

Sub-total 3,386.700 1.479,600 1.704,400 202,700

Non-Pay

Medicines 124,000 86,800 24,800 12,40(t
Blood 37.000 29,600 3,700 3,700

Medical/surgical 506,000 259,000 237,000 I 0,000

Medical equipment 10,000 8,000 1,000 1,000

Iqeat, power, light 170,000 56,1 O0 96,900 17,000

Cleaning/~-ashing I t0,000 36,300 62,700 I 1.000
Furniture I 0,000 3,300 5,700 1,000

Beddi ng/c Ioth i ng 42.000 13,900 23,900 4,200
Grounds 2,000 700 I, 100 200

Transport/travel 2,000 700 I, 100 200

I nsut~mce/legal/audit 48.000 15.800 27,400 4,800

Office equipment and expenses 46,000 15.200 26,200 4,600
Security 20,000 6,600 I 1,400 2.000
Other 16,000 5,300 91100 I AEI0

Sub-total 1,143,000 537,300 532,000 73,700

ScrrtKo,~

Cenual pathologT labot,-atoly 116,000 96,000 10,000 I0,000
Diagnostic imaging 39,000 30,000 5,000 4,000

Catering 300,000 100,000 170.000 30,000
La u nd ~, 163,000 60,000 103,000 -

Sub-total 618,000 286,000 288,000 ,I,1,000

Tolal costs 5.147,700 2.302,900 2,52,1/100 320,,100

* Includes a pay figure for attendants.
Not,v This table has been compiled especially tbr this staid7 1)), the finance unit o1" Hospital 2

and i,s not directly cotupa~d)le to I.he I~ublished :lc¢ottnLs ¢lal;i I~)r Hospitals 1, 3 :tnd 4.
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Payroll costs in Hospital 2 are direct lal)our costs with the exception of
administration where an estimate was macle of tl~e slaffing required to
manage a hosl)ital of equivalent size. Gratuity and i)ension estimates,

ahhough provided by the hospital, have I)een exchlded from Ihe final
tables, since they were not included for any of the other hospiuds in tile
study. In the case of medicine, medical and surgical items, the allocation of
costs is mainly I)ased on bed numbers. Power, cleaning, I)edding, insurance
and security costs are also assigned on the basis of bed numbers. Calering,
launch:y and maintenance services are allocatecl in the same way. Services
of tile central pathology laboratory anti the diagnostic imaging
del)artment are apportioned on the basis ol’saml)le resuh.s.

Having allocatecl costs to the geriatric del)artmenl, a second slage .is
recluirccl. Costs must be al)l)ortioned to long-stay beds, to assessmenl-
rehal)ilital.ion units ancl to the day hosl)ital. Once again, bed numl)ers are
used to assign most costs. However, attila] staff n[llllbel’S are ttsed fOl"

nursing and allied services. In addition, gcriau’ician estimates are used for
medical and i)aramedical.services and for adnlinistration.

Inherently, the allocation of costs on tile basis of a bed-days Ibrmula is
relatively crude and will lead to some iml)recision in the resulting cost
estimates. This problem does not exist with respect to Flosl)itals I, 3 and 4,
each oF which is concerned solely with geriatric services. Even thougla
Hospital l does have some assessment/rehabilitation beds, it does not
provide a separate budget for actMty related to these beds.

Nursing and A ttendant/A Uied Ca re
The major cost element associated with care of the .elderly in

institutions is the cost of pay For nurses and aliendanLs/allied. "File extent

to which nursing and attendant pay costs vary by category of dependency
is, of course, directly related to the direct provision of specified (in terms
of services proviclcd) care hours by category. ]f more hours are provided to
old people in pzlrlicular categories, the cost of care rises accordingly.
Nursing and attendant/allied pay budgets within each hosl)ital are,
Iherefore, allocated to categories of del)endency in accordance with the
proporlion of specified hours of care consumed by old people in e;ich
category. For instance, if a particulz~r calcgory of dcpcnclency accom~us for
20 i)er cent of OVClzlll aggregate specified nursing/atlendant/allied hours
of weekly care then this category is allocated 20 per cent of die weekly pay
budget for these workers. The per capita cost of care is csiimated by
dividing this allocation by tile total ntHnber of palients in the calegory.
Due to tile aggregate nalure of the information on tile source of caring in
hospitals, no distinction can be made" between nursing and attendant/
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allied hours of care. Hence, tile pay budget for each is aggregated to give a
total caring budget from which allocations are made to the various
dependency categories.

Nursing pay budgets are provided separately for all hospitals.
Accounting systems in Hospitals I, 3 and 4 are not so finely tuned to allow
precise estimates of attendant costs to be made. Consequently the budget

estimates for attendant care are derived fi’om the housekeeping and
catering expenditure shown in tile annual accounts published by each
hospital. It may be that part of this expenditure does not vary by category
of dependency. However, given tile complexity of disaggregation and in
tile absence of I)etter information, the housekeeplng/catering
expenditure is added to the nursin~ budget and assigned by category on
the basis of tile estimated care hours made by the relevant ward sister.

Hospital 2 does provide disaggrcgated pay estimates for nursing and allied
care for patients in assessment/rehabilitation, long-stay services, and tile
day hospital. Allocation of this I)udget by category of del)endcncy in each
type of care is again I)~sccl oil tile proportional use of aggregate specified
caring hours I)y category.

The highest nursing and attendant/allied pay costs per capita arc in
tile assessment section of Hospital 2 (Table 7.3). However, there is little
difference in costs per capita between long-stay and assessment units in tile
hospital. Neither is there a marked difference in costs per capita between
Hospitals 1, 3 and 4.

Table 7.3: Weekly Cost of Nursing am1 Attendant/Allied Ca~ by Category of Del:endenco, and by

Hospital

Catego~, of
Dependency

Hospital

I 2 3** 4

Assess- Lonlg-
ment stay

£

A 30 32 89 ~7 43
B 70 187 66 ,16 69
C 59 225 89 91 80
D 77 260 178 78 117
E 160 261 296 193 166

All* 98 225 212 116 97"

* Includes Non-Scale.

** hlchtdes employers’ social instll~ince contl-iblltions.
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For each category of clcpendenc), there are major differences in per
capita costs across hospitals. The possible reasons for such variation have
already been discussed in Chapter 6 and will not be repeated here. It will
be recalled, thougla, that while it was possible to rationalise part of the
variation 13y differences (a) on the additional heahh inclicatgrs, and (13) in
nurse-patient ratios between Flospital 2 and tile others, some ambiguity
still exists as to the explanation for the remaining differences.

Moreover, it is very difficult to forecast the implications for costs of
differences in the mix of patietqts b), dependency. Changes in zllix could
affect not only the n umbers of staff, they coulcl also have a bearing on type
of staff as well as perhaps a change in tile use of capital and tile nature of
technologT within the hospital.

The cost of nursing/attendant care increases as the degree of
depenclency in patients increases in the assessment/rehabilitation section
of Hospital 2 and in Hospital 4 (Table 7.3). In the lowest category of
dependenc), in Hospital I the nursing/attendant per capita weekl), cost is
£30; for patients in the highest category of clependency it is £160. Patients
in clepenclency C in this hospital have, however, a lower cost of
nursing/attenclant care than patients in category B. A similar cliscontinuity
is evident in l-tospital B (between categories C and D) and in the Iong-sta),
seelion of 1-1ospital 2 (between A and B). In all other cases in these

hospitals, Ihe cost of nursing and attenclanl/alliecl care increases as
clcpe]ldenc), gets worse. Moreover, Ihe ratio between the cost of care in the
highest category of dependency and the lowest category is very similar

between I-Iospilals I and 3. The ratio in each hospital is just over 5:1. The
ratio for Hospital 4 is less than this at approximately 4:1. Tile ratio of the
highest to the lowest per capita cost in the assessment section of Hospital 2
is 8:1.13,), contrast, for tile Iong-sta), unit, tile ratio is only a little ovcr 3:1.

Medical Cale
The medical care budget in each hospital is allocated to category of

dependency on the basis of usage of physician services. Total physician
time for each depencleoc), group is estimated 13), ward sisters. Budgets are
allocated pro rata with this time allocation. In tile case of Hospital 2, the
budget is first of all allocated to assessment, long-stay and day hospital
activities in accordance with actual staff numlgers in each unit.

Table 7.4 shows the variation in the costs of medical care: Availabilit;,, of
medical staff is, of course, reflected in the deployment of hours. "File
relativel), higher cost of medical care in Flospital 2, in turn, reflects a more
generous provision than elsewhere. Full-time medical personnel are not
emplo),ed in Hospital 1, l-lospital 3 or I-lospital 4. A part-time medical officer
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looks after the health care needs of old people in these hospitals. It is
i)erhaps not surprising, therefore, that the cost of medical care for patients
in the assessment/rehabilitation sector of Hospital 2 is so much higher than
in the other hospitals. The cost of medical care in the long-stay section of
Hospital 2 is also more expensive than in the other hospitals, but less
ch~, matically so.

Variation in the cost of care per occupied bed across hospitals, even
among the three hospitals having only part-time medical personnel, is not
matched by wide variation among categories of dependency within
hospitals. In particular Ihere is relatively little variation in medical
expenditure across categories of dependency in Hospitals 3 and 4. In
Hospital 2 (Iong-sta)’) the cost in the highest spending category (A) is 1.9
times greater than in the lowest categor), (B). The difference between high
cost and low cost categories is much the same (1.8 times) for patients in
assessment/rehabilitation beds. In Hospital 1 the cost of care for old
people in the highest cost category (D) is just over twice that of the lowest
cost categories (A and C).

There is not a clear linear relationship between cost and dependency
in an), of the hospitals. In contrast to nursing, the cost of medical care
varies erratically as dependenc)’ level increases. In no hospital do patients
of dependency E have the highest per capila cost. Both in Hospital 4 and
in the long-stay section of Hospital 2, the highest costs are associated with
old people in the lowest category of del)endency.

Table 7.4: Weekly Cost of Medical Care t9, Cate+~oly of De¢u~ldency and by Hos]~ital

Cmego~y of
D~nde’acy

Hospital

I 2 3 4

Ass~s- Long-

merit stay

£

A 0.3 23.6 ’t.3 0.9 1.6

B 0.6 27.6 2.3 0.9 I.I

C 0.3 39.9 2.0 I.O 0.7

D 0.7 33.5 2.0 1.2 1.1

E 0.6 22.3 3.6 0.9 1.0

All* 0.5 30.3 2.9 1.0 1.2

* Inchides non-scale.
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P~’tramedical Services
The allocation of the I)aramedical budget among categories of

del)enclenc), in each hosl)ital is based pro rala on the usage o1: i)aramedical
services by each categor),. In the case of Hospitals 1, 3 and 4 the budget for
paramedical service is uniquely defined for care of the elderly. This is not
possible in Iqospital 2 where the old people are but one category of users

o1" paramedical services in the hospital. The allocation of the budget for
paramedical services in the geriatric part of that hospital is based on
estimates made b)’ the consultant geriatricians who have overall
responsibility for the hospital’s services to the elderly.

As mentioned in the previous chapter the eslimates of service use do
not deal with the issue of group sessions. However, the), are the best
estimates of paramedical resource use b)’ elderly persons that are availal)le.
Consequently paramedical budgets are assigned among categories of
dependency in accordance with the observed hours of paramedical care
received by patients.

For the i)urposes of the cost analysis resource use and pay budgets for
i)h)’siothcrap)’, occupational therap),, chiropod), an’d sl)eech therapy are
aggregated and defined as paramedical care. With ihe exception of
Hospital 3, which eml)lo),s wholetime ph),siotheral)ists and occupational
therapists, none of the other hospitals hacl full-time i)aramedical personnel
at the time this stud)’ was completed.

The weekl), i)aranae¢lical budget in the assessnlent/relaabilltation unit
of Hosl)ital 9 is £3,631; in the Iong-sta), unit of that hospital the weekly
budget is .£339. The corresponding weekly paramedical budgets in
Hospital I, Hospital 3 and Hospital 4 are £580, £87 and £20 respeciivel),.
Not surprisingl),, therefore, assessment/rehabilitation i)atienLs in Hospital
2, irrespective of their level of del)endenc)’, incur the highest I)aramedical
exl)ellcliture among the hospitals under observation. (Table 7.5)

There is no cleat" relationship between the cost of i)arameclical care
and category ofdependenc)’. In Hospital 1 and Hospital 4, i)aticnts in
Category A incur the highest exl)cnditure. Patients in Category C have the
highest expenditure in the Iong-sta), section of Hospital ’2 and in t-lospital

3. Patients in categor), D have the highest cost of care in the assessment/
rehabilitation unit of Hospital 9. Patients in assessment/rehabilitation in
Hosl)itaI 9 have much higher paramedical costs than patients in long-stay

care. This is in line with a p~ori expectations, Iollowing on the discussion of
allocation anti need in Chapter 6.
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Reli~ou.~ Visiting, Voluntar7 Agencies and Family and Friends

Both Hospital 3 and Hospital 4 make annual contributions to religious
for services rendered during the year. There is, however, no information
on whether religious who visit elderly persons in Hospital 1 or Hospital 2
are paid for" services provided.

The defaao pa),ments made to religious in Hospitals 3 and 4 are taken
,as representing the minimum monetary valuation of the opportunity costs.
This approach ),ields rates of payment for religiotrs in Hospital 3 and 4 of
£0.35 and £0.40 per person per week, respectively. A notional bttdget for
religious services is calculated for Hospitals I and 2 based on the ayerage
payments made ira the other two hospitals, with an adjustment for" hospital
size. Costs are allocated among dependency classes in each hospital b)’
assigning actual (or notional) budgets pro rata with the share of each class
in total hoclrs.

Market prices are not available for the’services of vohmtary agencies
and hence prices must be imputed. It is ~tssumed that hospital visiting by
voluntary agencies is a leisure-time activity. Time most common approach in
transport studies has been to assign a" monetary valuation to leisure equal to
25 per cent of the average market wage in the community. This approach is
used in this study. The hourly wage rate used for Ireland is time average of
the male and female manufacttn-ing industrial earnings (adult rates) during
1988 (£4.64 pet" hour). One hour of voltmtary visiting is therefore assigned
a monetary valuation of 25 per cent of this rate (£ I. 16 per hour).

Table 7.5: Weekly Cost of Paramedical Cm~* by Cxaegoly of DepmulenO, and by Hospital

C~.ego~y of
Dependent3

Hospital

I 2 3 4

Assess- Long-
me*it Slay

£
A 2.98 28.93 6.6 0.34 0.14

B i.34 31.16 4.39 0.22 0.08

C 0.44 37.28 6.94 0.74 0.08
D:: 0.97 46.74 1.20 0.43 0.08

E’ 2.51 23.02 0.84 0.48 0.08

All** 2.04 33.72 2.40 0.46 0.10

* hlcludes physiotheJ~lpy, occupational therap),, chiropod), and speech therapy.
** IIichldes ilOll-Scal,d.
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Visits made by family and fi’iends are also taken as a leisure time activity
with an opportunity cost similar to thai of voluntary agencies and tile time
spent is valued accordingly.

Visitors to the hospital also use up scarce time resources in travelling to
and fi’ont hospila]. Time spent travelling, as well as time actuall), spent with
the patient, is valued as forgone leisure time. Most visits to see patients are
made bv car with tile costs incurred comprising fuel consumed and wear
and tear of the vehicle. The mileage rate used is 0.25 pence per mile. This
is about half the lowest public sector rate but is sufficient to cover the
above ilmelmtioned costs.

There is little variation across tile hospitals in tile per capita costs of
religious visiting (Tables 7.6 to 7.10). In the case of voluntary agencics, the
costs per capita are low in all cases except for low-dependent long-stay
patients in Hospital 2. The cost estimates tor visits by family and fl’iends
comprise: (a) the opportunity costs of time, and (b) the costs of travel.
There is a certain variation in per capita costs across hospitals, but there is
no clear pattern b), dcpcndenc), level.

Drugs
Information on tile consumption of drugs was collected for all

categories of dependency in each of the hospitals. The use of drugs was
monitored on the basis of type and frequency of constmlption. There are
150 different t),pes of drugs used by elderly persons in the stud),. Most
drugs are consumed on a daily basis. Information on the cost per unit of
each of these drttgs, as well as average daily dosage, was obtained fi’om time
Monthl), Index of Medical Supplies (M I MS). Costs b), dependency category
in each hospital are assigned b)’ combining tile information on type of
drug consumed and fi’equency of use (generated by the survey) with the
data on cost and average dail), dosage (given b)’ M IMS).

A limit of three tlrugs was, however, put on time recorded dail),
consumption of elderly persons. IZurthermore ch’ug consumption which is
not dail), (i.e., which is weekl),, monthly, or irregular) has been ignored in
the cost estimation. Not surprisingly, therefore, tl?e estimation of hospital
drug budgets based on recorded type and average daily dosage multiplied
by :average unit cost does not always accord with the budget figures tbr
drugs included in the’accounts of each hospital. A priori, one would expect
that the allocation mechanism used in the stutly would not exhaust tile
available budget for drugs. This is tile case in all hospitals. The percentage
of the drugs budget "unaccounted" for in each hospital is as follows: 29 per
cent in Hospital I, I I per cent in Iqospital 2 (long-stay), 48 per cent in
Hospital 2 (assessment), 15 per cent in l-lospital ’3, and 24 per cent in



Table 7.6: I Veekly Cost [mr Occupied Bed IO, Type of Care and Ca/egoO’ of Depende~lO, in Hospital I

o.

7~

Nursing

Categoly and Medical Para- C~ap- Voluntary Family/ Other Personal Other* Othtn’**
©

of Depen- Attendant/
Offic~

medical lain Agencie.~
Fl~mzds

Ihugs Dl~tgs Consump- Capital I’ay Non- Total 7_

dency AUied + Travel tion Pay

A 30.1 0.3 3.0 0.1 0.0 7.8 4.3 3.0 20.0 28.9 18.6 22.5

B 69.8 0.6 1.3 0.1 0.0 17.7 5.9 3.0 20.0 28.9 18.6 22.5

C 58.8 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 5.6 3.0 3.0 20.0 28.9 18.6 22.5

D 76.7 0.7 1.0 0.1 0.1 13.9 3.6 3.0 20.0 28.9 18.6 22.5

E 160.2 0.6 2.5 0.8 0.1 25.4 4.4 3.0 20.0 28.9 18.6 22.5

c3
©

137.2

186.9     c

160.0    ~"

187.8

285.6

All 97.8 0.5 2.0 0.3 0.1 17.0 4.2 3.0 20.0 28.9 18.6 22.5 213.6

..q

* Ii~chldeS ~dlninistl’ative, maillten~mc¢. PRSI and other.

** Exchldes drugs/medicines arid ll~ailltel~tltice.

©



Table 7.7: Weekly Cost per Occttpied Bed by Ty/m ~( O~re and O*tegoO, of Dedmulency in I lospital 2 (Assessment)

Nursing
Catego9’ and Medical Para. Chap- Votuntaly Family/ Other’ Pet,~onal Other* Other** Othm’***

ofl)epov Attendant/ Officer medical lain Agendes I:fie,Jd~ Oru~ I)n~gs Comump- Capital I~y Non- ,gr~vice.~

dent9’ AUie:l tion Pay

Total

A 31.7 23.6 28.9 0.2 0.O 17.6 3.3 10.2 20.0 28.9 75.6 I 1 I.I 70.5

B 187.4 27.6 31.2 0.1 0.0 13.5 5.3 10.2 20.0 28.9 75.6 I I 1.1 70.5

C 225.2 39.9 37.3 0.7 0.2 17.6 5.5 10.2 20.0 28.9 75.6 I 11.1 70.5

D 260.4 33.5 ,t6.7 0.4 0.2 24.1 5.2 10.2 20.0 28.9 75.6 I I l.I 70.5

E 261.0 22.3 23.0 0.2 0.0 37.3 24.8 10.2 20.0 28.9 75.6 Ilia 70.5

O

¢A
©

421.7

681.4

6,t2.7 -q
>

686.9

685.0    ;~

t~] 99"..a.l 30.3 33.7    0.,t 0.1 24.9 11.2 10.2    20.0    28.9 75.6 Ilia 70.5 632.1

* hlcludes administn~ttion, catering/hotnsekceping, PRSI and other.
** Inchldes medical/surgical, heat/power/light, clcaning/washiuag and other.
*** luachldes central palhology labon’atony, diagnostic imaging, cmering and laundny.



Table 7.8: I Veekly Cost per Occupied Bed by 7")~t~e of Care and Ctaegory of Dependen9, in Ho~ital 2 (Long-stay)

Codtgo0 and Medical Para- Chap- Voluntary Family/ Other Personal Other* Other** Other***

ofl)epen- Attendant/ Officer medical lain Agenties
Friz’nds

l)rug~ I)ntgs Consulnp- Capital Pay Non-
,~ruicm

denc~ AUied tion
Pay

©

Total
0
Z

£

A 88.5 4.3 6.5 0.1 I.I 97.6 1.6 0.4 20.0 28.9 21.6 71.2 40.4 382.1

B 66.0 2.3 4.3 0.3 O.0 5.2 I.I 0.4 20.0 28.9 21.6 71.2 40.4 261.7

C 89.1 2.0 6.9 0.5 0.9 14.2 2.9 0.4 .90.0 28.9 21.6 71.2 49.4 295.5

D 178.4 2.0 1.2 0.2 0.1 6.4 3.9 0.4 20.0 28.9 21.6 71.2 40.4 374.7

E 296.3 3.6 0.8 0.4 0.0 13.3 3.4 0.4 20.0 28.9 21.6 71.2 40.4 500.3

©

c

"-d

All 212.4 2.9 2.4 0.4 0,1 14.1 3.1 0.4 20.0 28.9 21.6 71.2 40.4 417.9 Z

r~

* Includes administration, catering/housekeeping, PRSI and other.

** Includes medical/surgical, heat/power/lighl, cle~uling/w~tshing and other.
*** Includes central pathology laboratoo’, diagnostic imaging, catering and laundry.

7~
.d

b,.-n

0



Table 7.9: Weekly Oast per Occupied I~tt IO, 7),pc of C, are and Category of l)ependency in Hospital 3

Ctztcgo~y and Medical PaI~ Chap- Voluntary Famffy/ Other I’e~onal

of l)qml- Attendant/ Officer medical lain Agen~e~ Fnem~s I~gs I)rug~ Co~m,mp- Capittd

denny Allied + Travel tion

Otlzer* Other**

I’ay Non- Tota/

A 37.0 0.9 0.3 0.2 0.0 13.0 3.9 0.6 20.0 31.1 5.5

B 45.7 0.9 0.2 0.4 0.O 1.3 3.2 0.6 20.0 31.1 5.5

C 90.6 1.0 0.7 0.2 0.0 8.0 1.5 0.6 20.0 31.1 5.5

D 78.4 1.2 0.4 0.5 0.4 10.6 3.8 0.6 20.0 31.1 5.5

E 193.3 0.9 0.5 0.5 0.4 13.4 3.0 0.6 20.0 31.1 5.5

o~

0w.,

20.2 132.9
0

20.2 128.9
Z

20.2 179.3

20.2 172.4 "q

20.2 288.9

All 116.1 1.0 0.5 0.3 (~.2 11.9 3.3 0.6 20.0 31.1 5.5 20.2 210.4

* Includes adzninisw:ltivc, maintenance, PRSI :rod other.

** Fxcludes dnlgs/medicines (and maintellancc).



Table 7.10: Weekly Cost per Occupied Bed by Type of Care and Category of Dependen~ in Hospital 4

Nu,~ing

Catego~, and MMical Para- Chap- Voluntmy Family/ Other Personal

of Depen- Attt~ldant/ Oj~cer medical lain Agt~lcie~
Fliends

Dntgs Dl~tgs Consump-

dency Allied + Travel tion

Capital

Other* Other**

Pay Non-

Pay
Total ©

Z

Z

£

A 43.5 1.6 0.1 0.5 0.0 6.1 3.8 1.2 20.0 30.7 I 1.7 27.6 146.7

B 69.0 1.1 0.1 0.3 0.0 ’1.5 3.8 1.2 20.0 30.7 11.7 27.6 170.0

C 79.9 0.7 0.1 0.4 0.0 4.’I 2.4 1.2 20.0 30.7 I 1.7 27.6 179.0

D 117.0 I.I 0.1 0.5 0.0 15.4 5.9 1.2 20.0 30.7 11.7 27.6 231.0

E 165.7 1.0 0.1 0.4 0.0 12.1 3.4 1.2 20.0 30.7 I 1.7 27.6 273.9

¢’3
©
.q
w

c
7~

AII97.4 1.2 0.1 0.4 0.0 8.4 3.7 1.2 20.0 30.7 I 1.7 27.6 202.4
7_

7_

* ]ncJtldes adlllilaist131tive, m;lintenallct~, PRS[ alld other.

** Exdtldes drugs/medicines (and maintenance).

.,-.,

©
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Hospital 4. Such "residual" expenditure must, however, be included in our
analysis anti is consecluently assigned (labellecl as "O01er l)rugs" in Tables
7.6 to 7.10), as appropriate, uniformly across categories of dependency in
each hospital.

Expenditure on drugs is highest in the assessment/rehabilitation unit
of Hospital 2. I-Iospital 1 has the next highest cost of drugs - one-third the
cost of the latter. There is relativel), little difference in drug expenditure
between Ille long-stay unil of Hospital 2 and Hospitals 3 and 4. In the
assessment/rehabilitation unit of Hospital 2, expenditure on drugs
increases with the level of dependent),, especially at the highest
del)endency class.

Other Pay and Non-I~ay Expenditure
Budgets for long-stay geriatric hospitals, I, 3 and 4 are divided into pay

and non-pay components. Some of the pay items, e.g., nursing, medical
and paramedical will vary by calegory of dependency. Other pay items such
as administration, and mainle]l~H1ce al’e, however, assttmed to be constant
across categories of dependency. The weekly occupied bed estimates Ior
such costs in l-losl3it.~ds 1, 3, and 4 are £19, £12 and £3, respectively. Social
insurance contributions are included under "other pay" in Hospitals I and
4 but are given in staff pay in I-lospital 3. Due to different treatment of
superannuation among hospitals this item is left out of the analysis in all of
I.hem.

Non-pay expcnclittH’e is not expcclcd to vat), by class of clepenclenc);
The exceptions are drugs, pathology services and medical appliances. It
was not possible to disaggregate eilher pathologT ov medical appliances 17),
category of dependency. Hence, in line with other non-pay items such as
heating, lighting, laundry, etc., these ave assumed to be constant across
categories of dependency. The occupied bed cost of all fixed non-pay
expenditure is derived 173, dividing the aggregate bttdgct 173, the nttmber of

elderly persons in the hospital. This procedure yields the following weekly
cost estimates: £23 in lqospital I, £20 in I-Iospital 3 and £30 in t-lospilal 4.

The budget for care of the elderly in Hospital 2 provides a breakdown

of non-attril3utablc ilems inlO pay, non-pay alacl OlhCr services. Cost
estimates Ior "other non-pay" in the assessment and long-slay unit of this
hospital arc much higher (£111 and £71 rcspectivcl),) than in the other
hospitals, rellecting the more complex production function in these units.
Items included under the "other services" heading are central pathology,
laboratory, diagnostic imaging, catering and laundry. The "other pay" and
"other non-pay" headings include a similar range of items, as above, for IIle
other hospilals.
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P~sonal Consumption
Old people within each institution contribute towards the cost of care

by way of their pensions. Most patients, however, receive some pocket
money allowance for personal consumption purposes. The average
payment across health boards is in the region of £11 per week
(Department of Health). Not all patients, especially those who are highly
dependent, receive such a payment but generally only the very sick do not
receive any allowance. Patients also receive visits fl’om family and fi’iends
(on average 12 visits per month). Thus, visitors may make expenditure on
behalf of the patients by bringing gifts such as food, drink, cigarettes, etc.,
when they visit.. Expenditure on such gifts must, therefore, be added to the
private personal expenditure of patients. The assumption made in this
study is that each visit generates an additional £3 expenditure. On the basis
of an average of B visits per week, this entails an additional weekly
expenditure of £9. This raises the weekly consumption estimate fi’om £1 I
to £20 per elderly person.

Capital Cost.~"
With respect to Hospital 3 and Hospital 4, the opportunity cost of

capital is estimated using a replacement valuation based on what it would
cost to build a similar size geriatric hospital. The cost of such a hospital is
estimated at £5.6m. This is based on the recent cost of building a similar
size (204 bed) geriatric hospital in the North Eastern Heahh Board. In
order to estimate a replacement cost capital valuation for Hospital 1 and
Hospital 2, the above capital estimate is simply adjusted pro rata to take
account of increased bed capacity. The resulting capital estimates are
£7.8m. and £7.1m. respectively. These capital costs are expressed as an
annual flow, based Oll a 5 per cent real rate of interest and an expected
capital life of 50 years.

The calculation of capital costs in this manner means that maintenance
costs in each hospital should be exchtded fi’om the analysis. To include
maintenance would be to "double count" the cost of capital. Hence, it is
not shown in the aggregated "other non-pay" items of each hospital.

Cost Per Occupied Bed
Nursing and attendant/allied costs comprise the largest single

component of total costs. Expressing nursing and attendant costs as a
proportion of total costs, the highest proportion is in Hospital 3 at 55 per
cent, with the lowest proportion in the assessment unit of Hospital 2 at 36
per cent.
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When costs are aggregated over all coml)onents and expressed on a
per occul)ied bed basis, there is little variation ill tim COSt O1: care across
Hospitals I, 3 and 4 (Tal)le 7.11). B), contrast, tim Iong-sta), section of
Hospital 2 has an average cost of care over double that of each of the other
hospitals. The assessment/rehal)ililation trait of Hospital 2 has an average
cost per occupied bed three times greater than that of the other hospitals.

In general, the higher cosl of care in Hospital 2 reflects the more

generous provision of nursing, medical and paramedical resources in that
hospital. In addition, the costs of care in Hospital 2 reflect tile extent and
nature of other services such as non-medical support (i)ortlering, medical
records), catlering/administration/maintlenance and medical support
(pathology, X-ra),, laboratory, biochemistry, etc.). An active assessment mad
rehabilitation programme also means thai old people receive more
intensive trleatment irrespective of category of dlependenc),. In particular,
ever), effort is made to ensure that old people are relurned to tile
community. For example, the high level of parameclical care for
assessnlent/rlehabilitation patients is testimony to tile inlensive treatment
of old people in this unit, relative to long-stay patients. The presence of a
day hospital on the site of Hospital 2 also allows flexibility in the treaunent

of elderly persons, thlerel)y facilitating a less institutionalised form of care.

Table 7.11: Average Weekly Cost per Occ,,pied Bed l9, Category of Dependem), and IO, Hospital

Category of
I)ependenc),

Hospital

I 2 3 4

As*~s- Long-
merit stay

£

A 137 422 382 133 147

B 187 581 262 129 170

C 160 643 296 179 179

D 188 687 375 172 231

E 286 685 500 289 274

All 214 642 418 210 202
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~Aqlile cost differences beuveen Hospital 2 and the other hospitals can
largely I)e reconciled I)y the complex nature of the production fttnction in
the former, problenas also arise when trying to interpret similarities in
average cost per occupied bed among the other hospitals. The closeness of
the cost estimates for Hospitals 1, 3 and 4 is difficult to reconcile with the
observed distribution of patient disability across the hospitals. In particular,
Hospital 3 contains more severely dependent old people than the other
two, yet does not receive significantly more resources per occupied bed.
One possible explanation for this may be the nature of budgetary
allocation for long-stay care. In general, there is little auempt by the
Department of Health or the Health Boards to allocate budgets according

to need, mainly because so little is known about the relationship between
the disability of old people or the nature and process of care within
institutions. As a result, geriatric institutions which contain more
dependent elderly persons do not necessarily receive budgets
commensurate with their disability levels. Hospital budgets relate more to
historical accident, and until recently, basic incrementalisnt, than to any
rational mechanism firmly based on the assessment of patient need.
Therefore we should not, perhaps, be greatly surprised to find
unexplained similarities or differences in the cost of care across hospitals.

The cos! of care within dependency levels is very similar across
Hospitals I, 3 and 4 (with the exception of Category B in Hospital 3). This
does not mean that the care provided by category of dependency across
these institutions is entirely laomogenous. There is significant variation in
the following activities: nursing and attendant care, paramedical care and
hu~ily/t’riend visiting.7 Greater (or less) resource use in any one of these

areas is, however, offset to some extent, by less (or greater) resource use in
another, leading to a relative smoothening of the overall cost of care by
category of dependency. While some substitutiola among providers (and
possibly between the latter and family and friends) is undoubtedly
occurring within long-stay institutions, it is unlikely to be as a result of a
considered appraisal of the benefits of such an approach. Rather, what we
may be observing is the response of providers to arbitrary supply side
differences (i.e., unrelated to need) within each of the hospilals.

7. There are. however, some striking similarities in the cost of nursing and attendant

care between some institutions. For instance, the COSl per Category B occupied bed is the

same betweell Hospitals I and 3: similarly for Categox’y D beds, there is no difference

between these two hospitals: Iinally, there is little or no difference bet~’een Hospiuds 1 and
,I with respect to the uverage weekly cost of Categol), E beds.
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The inleresting question is whether tile observed pattern of resource
itsc i’e[]ecls ;In (.~X all.le evaluation of needs by providers and I)ureaucrats.
There is, as we have mentioned, no evidence that this is taking place in the
allocation of resources among institutions. It is, however, more likely to
ocCtll" within inslilutions as providers seek to allocate scarce i’eSOtll’ces oll
the basis of the disability characteristics of residenus. The evidence fi’om
this study offers some support for this view in that there is a generally
positive relationship between disability and resource use in all the
hosl)itals. Moreover, the similarities in the cost of care within dependency
calcgories in Hospitals I, 3 and 4 suggests thai the decisions or providers
and hospital administrators are, broadly at ztny Fate, resuhing in similar
overall patterns of resource use, ahhough the restricted and case study
nature of Ihe data does not allow us to go much beyond tentative
statements in this regard.

Finally and positively, what the cost. resulls do not do is to undermine
the methodolog3, used to quanlify resource use in the long-stay institutions.
Costs are related to category of dependency and are not significantly
dissimilar across Hospitals I, 3 and 4 while tim differences between these
institutions and Hospital 2 can be explained, to some extent at least, by the
nature of care in the latler.

Cost Per Patient
One way to take account or the greater turnover of patients in Hospital

2, mainly in the assessment/rehabilitation unit, is to estimate costs on a per
patient rather than a per bed basis. This is done by dividing the cost per
bed by the number oF patients using the bed over a fixed period of time.
The results of this exercise is shown in Table 7.12. The weekly cost per
patient treated is £27 in the assessment/rehabilitation unit of Hospital 2.
This rellects the high rate of turnover in that sector as shown in Table 5.6.
The allowance I~)r rate of turnover also reduces Ihe cost of care in the
long-stay sector of Hospital 2 and in Hospital 1. I?,y contrast, Ihe cost of
care increases in Hospitals 3 and 4, both of which have relatively low rates
of turnover. The variations between Hospitals 2 (long-stay), 3 and 4 are
reduced when costs arc expressed on a per patient basis. Costs per patient
among the long-stay units are lowest in Hospital I, although the presence
of a small number or assessment beds in this hospital distorts to some
extent the comparisons being made.

One of the difl’iculties in assessing the economic and medical
significance of the relative per capita cost of care across institutions is the
absence of otttcome measures for any of the four hospitals. While through-
pitt is relatively high in Hospital 9, and particularly so for assessment/
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rehat, ditation patients, this is but an intermediate measure of outcome. A
nlore conlp]etc nleaStll’e of" OlltCOnl~ would incorporate information oz3
the quantit)’ and quality of life associated with care within and outside tile
institutions (Challis, 1981). Such a task is a separate research question but
without it one cannot say for definite whether, or the extent to which,
more expenditure on care means better health for elderly persons.8

Tahle 7.12: Weekly Cost per Patient Treated IO, Category of Depende~w3 and IO, Hospital

Category of
Dq~endenO,

Hospital

I 2 3 4

Assess- Long-
ment sttty

£

A 87 18 275 1,tl 165
B 119 25 188 137 191
C 102 27 213 190 201
D 120 29 270 183 260
E 182 29 360 307 308

All 136 27 301 223 227

Changes in Hospital Care and Staff Morale
Issues of ps),chic costs are tzsually recognised to exist within the context

of community care but they also arise - albeit in a different form - within
institutional settings. Greater use of assessment may change the workload
and the work satisfaction of hospital staff, particularly that of nurses. For
this reason, the policies adopted by Hospitals 1 and 2 to counteract the
negative effects of change are discussed here.

S)’stcmatic assessment of elderly patients on or prior to admission
promotes a division between those with low disabilit),, who receive
rehabilitation care aimed at enabling them to return to life in the
conlmunity, and those with higher disability, who are unsuited to
rehabilitation and require long-stay institutional care. In such a situation

8. 11 shotlld be acknowledged, however, that currently only 4 per cent of old people
discharged froln Hospital 2 are re-admitted within one month.
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thele is a danger thai rehabilitation care will enjoy higher slatns and
comnland the lion’s share of resottrces alld skills while Io]lg-sta), care

becomes a backwater of physically heaW and ]11otlolonons work which
commands low profcssional respect. This situation would he more likely to
develop where the organisation of care separates the two sets of activities
into distinct departments.

In Hospital I, short-stay assessment beds are scattered around three o["
the hospital’s six traits. This is partly because geriatric assessment there was
gradually expanded within a traditional type of care system throngh
pragmatic and ad h.oc accumnlation of resources over time. lqowcver, while

admitting that it t’esnhs in some adminislrative difficulty, the hospital’s
consuhant sees this mixing of short-stay and long-stay in a positive light and
says that, in O~e (unlikely) event of his being offered the resources to set
up a separate assessment unit, he would wish to stick with present
arr-’mgemeilt.S. [t would, he thinks, be difficnlt to maintain staff mot’ale and
high quality of care within units composed solely of high disability patients
without prospect of discharge.

Division into short-stay and long-stay units is an organisational [’eatttre
of Hospital 2’s Geriatric Medicine Depa[’mlent. The consultants here see
this as a desirable situation in which it is possible to concentrate different
combinalions of resource inputs effectively on different needs for care.
This division is accompanied by a policy of rotating staff between the two

sectors. Rotation takes place every six montlas and the policy is meant to
apply to all types of staff except ward sisters and consultanLs. The rotation
policy acqnaints staff with the full ¢ontintlnm of care within the
department and is said to be pol)ulat, pai’ticularly with younger staff. Some
long-serving members of staff in the long-stay units seem to he informally
exempted from it because of difficulty coping with a different pace of
activity in the short-slay units.

Conclusion
The increase in the cost of care per occupied bed as disability increases

is not the same over all dependency levels: in pat’ticulaL there is a relatively
small increase in average cost as dependency moves from Calegory B
(covering the scale points: cannot walk outdoors without help; canllOl walk
indoo,s without help) to Category C (covering, in addition, the scale
points: cannot dress without help; cannot get out of bed without help;
cannot sit or stand withoul hell); cannot use Ihe toilel withotH help). The
overall pattern reflects to a considerable degree the fact that, as the
depmldency level increases, the total hours of nursillg and attendant care
increase througllotlt the range of dependency.
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There is a significant difference between tile average cost of care in
l-[ospita] 2 and tile other thz’ee hospitals; and between the cost of care in

Ihe assessment and long-stay unit of Hospital 2. The mt~ior part of the
variation in cost between Hospital 2 and Ille others reflects differences in
the nature Of care in the latter that in furl] al’e underpinned by a more
generous awfilability of facililies. This applies both with regard to
nursing/attendant care and other services such as physiotherapy,
occupational therapy, pathology and diagnostic eqtfipment. Tile availability
of services and the needs of patients interact to determine the level of care
by dependency level. Of these two elements the former is likely to be the
major inlluence on service provision.

Notwithstanding (liffevences between the type of care provided in
Hospital 2 relative to the other hospilals, there is no eviclcnce to suggest
that resoucces are allocated to long-stay institutions on the basis of need.
Resource use within the institutions examined in this study is, however, not

inconsistent with an allocation i)vocess based on an evaluation of relative
need and the potential of old people to benefit fi’om intervention. The
cost of care increases as disal)i[ity gels worse in all hospitals. In acldition,
i)atients in the assessment/rehabilitation unit of Hospital 2 receive more

care than those in long-stay beds.
If tile resource allocation procedure among hospitals is to be made

mol-e rational, a case could be made for extending tile methodolog),
employed in this study to examine relative need. It has performed the task
of tracking resource use by category of del)endency on a reasonable basis.
"Fhel’e are, of col.ll’Se, othel" llleasl.ll’eS ol (el)ell( ency t 1at Olle COl.lld use

(e.g., Crichton Royal, Clifton, etc.) but the robust nature of the results of
this study are encouraging for the use of tmidimensiona] scales, especially
when costs by category of dependency are under investigation.

The impact of different rates of turnover among the hospitals is
assessed by estimating costs on a per patiem basis rather than a per bed
basis, t~s would be expected, this has a marked effect on tile cost estimates
for the assessment/vehabililation unit of Hospital 2, given tile high
turnover of patients through that unit. In the cost per bed for that unit,
the estimate is relatively high compal"ecl to the other units, rellecting tile
intensive level of service in assessment and rehabilitation, tile labour-
intensive nature of these services and tile high usage of paramedical
sevvices. Costs pet" patient treated in this unit are, however, only a fraction
of tile costs per bed. In the case of the others, trail costs decline in two Of

the long-stay hospitals and tile), increase in the remaining two, where there
are relatively low rates of turnover of patients.



Chapter 8

PROVISION (91: CAI~F~ IN THE COMMUNITY

In this chapter the rcsuhs of the survcy of carets and of elderly persons
living in tile community are described. The chapter focuses on the cost
dimensions of caring, rather than, for example, on a detailed description
of caring activities. A discussion of the dependency profile of the elderly
sample has ah’eady been i)rovicled in Chapter 5. This chaptcr I)egins with a
description of the main demographic features of the sample. Comparison
with the national representative sample of O’Connor, et al. (1988) is also
provided. The provision of care in terms of profizssional and voluntary
services is then discussed. The thai)tot then moves on to describe the
findings regarding elements previously identified as being relevant Io
estimation of costs Of ill[’orln~.t[ care, nalnely hours of care, opportunity
costs, and cater strain (Chapter 4).

Elderly Person.s Receiving Care
Tal)le 8. I shows Ihat 44.2 per cent of tile elderly i)ersons receiving care

are male, while 55.8 per cent arc female. This is in agreement with the
findings of other l-cscarch with a ilatJonal scope: O’Connor and Ruddle

T:d)lc 8. I : Age and ,~x of l:Tderly Pe~ons Receiving Care

Male Female 7blal

Age Croup: N % N % N %

65- 70 19 20.9 15 13.0 3’t 16.4

71 - 75 21 23.1 16 13.9 37 17.9

76 - 80 22 2’t.2 26 22.6 ’t8 23.7

81 - 85 ¯ 12 13.2 28 2,t.3 ’10 19.3

86 - 90 13 1,1.3 21 18.3 34 16.4

91 - 95 ,t 4.,I 9 7.8 13 6.3

Toml (N) 91 I 15 206
(44.2%) (55.8%)

137
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(1988) found that 41 per cent were males and 59 per cent female. Tim age
range is 65 to 95, with 40 per cent between 7l and 80, and 36 per cent
hetween 81 and 90. This is again qtiite comparable with the sample of
O’Connor and Ruddle. The sample in this study is clustered in the 76-80
bracket. At the time of the study, 78 per cent of females were not living
with a spouse, compared with 45 per cent of males (Tahle 8.2).

The relationship between the elderly person and his or her carer is
shown in Table 8.3. In the majority of cases, the elderly person is the parent

(29 per cent) or parent-in- law (29 per cent) of the carer, a figure

comparable with that found hy O’Connor and Ruddte, where 45 per cent of

citrers were caring ior parents and 19 per cent were caring for parents-in-law.

Table 8.2: Mmqlal Status of Eldedy Pelxons Receiuing Olre

Male FemMe Total
Marital Status: N % N % N %

Married, spouse residenl 50 54.9 26 22.6 76 36.9

Widowed 22 24.2 74 64.3 96 46.6

Single 17 18.7 13 11.3 30 14.6

Separated 2 2.2 2 2.2 ,t 1.9

Total (N) 91 115 206

Pearson Chi-squared = 29.05; D. of F. = 3; p < .O01.

Table 8.3: I¢,tlationsllip betweml C.arer and EMerly person Receiving (~tre

Rda l i onsh i p                              Number                           Pe~" cent

I. Spouse 6,1 31.1

2. Parent 60 29.1

3. Parent-in-law 60 29.1
4. Brother 2 1.0

5. Brother-in-law 2 1.0

6. Sister 2 1.0
7. Sister-in-hlw 2 1.0

8. Other relative 12 5.8

9. Non-i’elative 2 1.0

Total(N) 206
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Use of Professional and Vohtntary Services
In this section, data regarding the use of professional and voluntary

services by elderly persons in the sample are presented. Specifically, data

regarding hospitalisation, a major cost factor in community care, are first
provided. This is followed by data regarding the nmnber of visits made to
and from GPs, PHNs, chiropodists, social workers, home helps, meals-on-
wheels, and priests. Visits by elderly persons to GPs chiropodists, out-patient
clinics, day care ccnu’es, and pharmacists are then described. Although data
on the time spent on each visit, and the distance travelled for each visit were
obtained, these quantities were so small that they are not presented here.

Table 8.4 shows the number of hospitalisations and the average length
of stays by category of dependency. Overall, 29.1 per cent of the salnple
had been hospitalised at least once in the previous year. Twenty-four per

Table 8.4: Numlua" of Ho.~italisations and AveTage Length of Stay by Categoly of Depeudenco,

Depe~uten~ Categrny

Hos~ilalisalion Non- "lbtal
A B C D E scale

Niinlbl2r alld %

hospitalised                22 11 10 7 6 4 60
al least once (24.3) (28.2) (38.5) (38.1) (54.5) (29.4) (29.1)

Nlllnbl21" ;llld ~o

hospitalised 17 8 9 6 6 3 ,19
once only (18.9) (20.5) (34.6) (33.3) (54.5) (21.4) (23.8)

Average length

of stai, (days) 25 43 32 53 7 7 29
Number and %

hospiutliscd 2 3 0 1 O O 6
twice (2.2) (7.7) (O.O) (5.6) (0.O) (O.O) (2.9)

Average length

of stay (days) 14 45 O (missing) O O 33
Number and %

hospitaliscd 3 0 I 0 0 1 5
3 frees (3.3) (0.O) (3.8) (0.0) (O.O) (7.1) (2.’t)

Average lengd~

of sta), (clays) ,t9 0 42 O O 21 42

Total aven~ge nmnber of

days spent in hospital

in previous )’car 7 12 13 18 4 3 9
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cent had been hospitalised once, 3 per cent twice, and 2.5 pet" cent three
times. The percentage who have been hospitalised once is between 24 and
29 per cent for categories A (24.3 per cent) and B (28.2 per cent),
increases to 38 pet" cent for categories C and D, and rises to 55 per cent for
category E. The avel,’age length of stay for the first (or only) hospitalisation
is 29 days over all categories of dependency.

Information is not available about the reasons for hospitalisation. The
length of stay in most cases is considerable, the majority being over 21
clays. The final row in "Fable 8.4 shows tile average number of days spent in
hospital averaged for each category for cost purposes, and thus includes
those who did not spend any time in hospital. It is noteworthy that tile
variation by category in the average number of days overall spent in
hospital is not statistically significant. Thus hospitalisation is a high cost
factor across all levels of dependency.

Table 8.5 shows the nunaber of visits made to the elderly persons by
professionals and from voluntary services in the previous year Weekly data
are presented to provide comparability with institutional data, and for
costing ptn’poses, ahhongh monthly figures would probably provide a
more informative picture. Persons in category A receive few visits fi’om
GPs, while those in categories B to E receive similar nnml)ers of visits. Visits
are received fi’om PHNs with approximately the same overall fi’equency as
in the case of GPs, but are concentrated on those in categories D and E.
Home helps again average the same nnmber of visits per month as GPs,
but the distribution is less systematic, f

Table 8.5: Avm’age Numlxa" o[Visits per Week Made to Elderly Person.s" I~’ 15ofe.ssional and Voluutmy
Agencies. by Category of De~2endmlc),

Nit tuber of Visits Per I Veek

Dependent9, Social Home MeaL,-on-

Category GP PHN Chiropodist IVolha- Help Wheels Ihiest

A 0.12 0.10 0.002 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10

B 0.23 0.04 0.002 0.00 0.1’t 0.17 0.15

C 0.24 0.11 0.013 0.01 0.53 0.00 0.22

D 0.28 0.27 0.002 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.38

E 0.23 0.76 0.000 0.00 0.64 0.42 0.59

Non-scale 0.13 0.50 0.000 0.00 0.49 0.00 0.24

All 0.17 0.17 0.003 0.00 0.10 0.05 0.19
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While visils naacle to the elderly b), i)rofessionals anti voluntary services
tencl to increase with level of dependency, qable 8.6 shows that visits 1.3, Ihe
elderly to professionals have a complementary trend. Those in the lower
categories of dependency make a higher numl)cr of visits to professionals
(doctors, chiropodists, pharnaacists) than those in the higher categories of
dependenc),.

Overall, use of services invok,es mainly hospitalisations, and visits fi’om
GPs and PHNs. These findings are similar to those of research reviewed in
Chapter 2, showing that medical services are tile main ones used b)’ the
elderly in the community.

Tal)lc 8.6: Average Nu mber of Visit,~ per Week Mmle I9’ the F.Merly Pel,’son to Statutoly and Volu ntmy
,~vires IO, Categoly of Dependency

Numl~,m" of Izisits Per Week

Dependency Out-patient Ho,~lUtal

C?ttegoty GP (’hilv~ptMi,~l Pharmacist    Clinic.~ Day CTtre
Cenlre

A 0. I I 0.0,t 0.06 0.03 0.0 I

B 0. I I 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.00
C 0. I I 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.00

I) 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.05 0.00

1"2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08

Non-so:de 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.13

All 0.09 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.02

Age, ,Sex, Ma~Ttal Status of the P~Tncipal Caregiw.r
The age clistril)ution of tile carets (Table 8.7) is comparal)le with the

O’Connor and Ruddle study, with 47 per cent aged between 40 and 60,
and 37 per cent aged over 60. The majority of the women (78 per cent) are
married with spouse resident. 17,), contrasl, 35 per cent of tile male carets
are married with spouse resident.

Hou,~ of Care
Together with an indication of Ibrgone opportunities, the central piece

of information needed for COSl plll’poses iS time spent on care. Caters

spend an avel~tge of 47 hours a week engaging in caring activities (Table
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8.8), with a standard deviation of 30, showing that there is considerable
variation in the average number of hours spent per week on caring. This
figure can be compared with the finding of O’Connor and Ruddle, that 50
per cent of carets spent 4-7 hours a day (i.e., 28 to 49 hours a week) on
caring, with 35 per cent spending more time than this. As expected the
number of hours of care increases as dependency increases, rising to a
figure of 85 hours per week, or 12 hours per da); for category E.

Table 8.7: Age aTut Sex of Carets

Male             Female              7btal
Age Group:                   N        %        N        %        N        %

18 - 29 4 7.3 2 1.3 6 2.9
30 -39 8 14.5 16 10.5 24 I 1.6
40 - 49 12 21.8 40 26.3 52 25.1
50 - 59 10 18.2 35 23.0 45 21.7
60 - 69 10 18.2 42 27.6 52 25.1
70 - 79 8 14.5 16 10.5 24 11.6
80 - 84 3 5.5 1 0.7 4 1.9

Total (N) 35 152 207
(26.6%) (73.4%)

Table 8.8: Average Number of Hours of C.are, per Week in 7btal, Provided by Pn’ncipal Caregiver by
Categoly of Dependency

Average number of hmtrs
Dependency

Categwy Stamlard
Mean              de~tiation

A 38.27 29.70
B 44.58 29.53
C. 46.29 28,02
D 57.66 27.55
E 85.61 22.33

Non-scale 60.87 21.50

All Caters 46.56 30.5 I

Analysis of Variance: F = 7.5;
Degl:ees of Freedom 4 p < .001.
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Table 8.9 provides a breakdown of the time spent by the principal
caregiver and by others on the different ,aspects of caring, specifically on
tile physical activities of daily living, on instrumental activities of daily
living, and on supervision (principal c,-,regiver only). Averaged across all
categories, caters spend an average of 26 hours a week on supervision, 16
hours a week helping with instrttmental activities of daily living, and 7
hours a week helping with the physical activities of daily living.

Table 8.9: Average Numlmr of I.Iolt~w of Care per Week Prtmided IO, hqndpal Cmeghmr and by
Otlurrs, Categot~sed into Phy.fcal Care, Instn*menlal Care, and Genm~d Sulmvaision, b),

Categoly of Dependency

h’lea~ nu tuber of hours per week (and Slmulald Deviations)

Non-
A B C D E

sca&

All

15qncipal Careg’ive17

All physical 1.38 6.44 11.01 16.56 29.08 7.15 6.98

(2.78) (8.66) (8.86) (12.93) (12.33) (7.40) (10.28)
All instrumenud 17.12 I 1.18 t2.89 17.66 26.18 18.44 16.01

(16.29) (6.74) (7. tt) (11.03) (22.58) (13.11) (13.95)
Supel’vision 23.00 27.92 23.84 25.11 229.27 37.10 25.75

(27.72) (28.13) (22.59) (22.97) (24.14) (23.33) (26.26)

Total 41.50 45.54 47.74 58.33 84.53 63.79 58.74

Help Received:

Physical 0. I 1 0.85 1.39 1.41 1.86 0.46 0.67

(0.38) (I.82) (2.91) (3.03) (3.36) (0.76) (I.80)
Insu*umental 0.93 2.70 3.67 1.05 1.60 1.35 1.72

(2.41) (6.73) (8.06) (2.13) (2.10) (2.89) (4.68)

"l’oud 1.04 3.55 fi.06 2.46 3.46 1.81 2.39

These findings highliglat the number of activities invoh,ed in providing
care in the home. The), suggest that there is a floor or bottom line level of
care that must be provided even for those who are relatively physically
independent, and not incontinent, confused, restless or showing other
psychological symptonas. This care involves help with the daily activities of
shopping, preparing meals, housekeeping, and washing and ironing
clothes, activities which require quite a considerable amount of time.
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Dependency in the area of confusion, restlessness, lack of co-operation and
of communication, on the other hand, which, as Chapter 5 shows, is lound
even in those who are in the low physical dependency category, requires
more intangible caring activities such as encouragement, persuasion,
explanation, keeping company, and close SUl)ervision, which in this study
would all fall under the category of "supervision".

The total number of hours spent providing care by the principal
caregiver increases as dependency increases. This increase is primarily
related to an increase in hell) with the physical activities of daily living
which in the high dependency category E took around 4 hours per day.
The hours spent helping with instrumental activities remain constant
across categories except for an increase (statistically significant) from
category D to E, which is consistent with the profile of dependency
described earlier. Hours of supervision also remain constant across
dependency categories.

The number of hours of help received fi’om others is negligible (Table
8.9) with the overall average being 2.4 hours of help per week. Almost no
help is received with the physical activities of daily living, although this
help does increase with dependency level. Help with instrumental activities
is given ahnost completely with housekeeping, prel)aring meals, and
washing and ironing clothes. These findings show that one particular
individual provides almost all of the care to the dependent elderly person
living in the home. This is in obvious contrast to the hosl)ital care regimes,
where different care activities are distributed across a number of different
individuals.

Education and Employment
We now consider the educational background and employment

position of caters. These are relevant to the estimation of opportunity
costs. The likely forgone employment opportunities can be assessed in a
n u m bet o f di ffc rent ways:

- by considering the nature of current employment,
- by examining former employment, if any, and work opl)ortunities

forgone,
- through answers to questions al)out intentions if people no longer

had caring responsibilities.
Following an outline of educational background, each of these approaches
to assessment is followed. A p~o~4, it can be expected in general that carets
have not had high-skilled or high-paid employment. O’Connor and
Ruddle (1988) show that carets have had relatively little employment;
when they have been employed, it has tended to be in low-paid jobs.
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The majority (58 per cent) of caters have an educational level of
i)rinmry or less (Table 8.10), with a further 26 per cent having secondary
education to Intermediate Certillcate level or less.

Gitrrtmt I£’mployment
Only a small i~roportion of carets are eml)loyed, 22 per cent (Table

8.11) with 54 per cent of men contrasting with II per cent of women in
employment. Sixteen per cent of carers work full-dnae and 7 per cent part-
time (Table 8.12). Only about half of Ihe women in eml)loyment are full-
time. Women classil~, themseh,es mainly as engaged in "home duties". Most

of the employed are in manual occupations (Table 8.12).

Table 8.10: Education LmM of Camrs

Total

F, ducation Slalua: N %

I. Belbrc l’l’imar)’ 7,1 35.7

2. I’rinlalT ,17 22.7

3. Before Inlermcdiate "42 15.5

4. Intermediate 22 10.6

5. Group 11 5.3

6. I..eavi r~g 16 7.7

7. Highcr Education 5 2.’1

Total (N) 207

"Fable 8. I I : Ledmur Force Slatu.~ of Caret~

A’lale Female Total

Lalxm r Force Status              N % N % N %

EInployce 6 I 1.1 I 3 8.6 19 9.3

Serf Eml~loyed or Employer 23 ‘12.6 4 2.6 27 13.2

Uncln ployed 9 16.7 I 0.7 I 0 "1.9

Retired 16 29.6 6 4.0 22 10.7

Home Duties 0 0.0 123 81.5 123 60.0

Assisting Relative 0 0.0 4 2.6 4 2.0

Total (N) 5’I 151 205

Peru’son Chi-squarcd = 1,14.57; D. ofF. = 5; p < 0.001.
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Table 8.12: C1o~ who are Curretttly I¥orking Clt~ified l9, Full-tim~ and Part-time Work, and by
Social Claas

Sodal Ma& F~na~ 7btal Ma~ F~na~ 7~al
Ck~s N N N N N N

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

I. Higher 0 O 0 0 0 0
Professional (0.0) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0) (O.O) (0.0)

2. Lower 3 2 5 0 2 2
Professional (13.0) (20.0) (15.2) (0.0) (22.2) (13.3)

3. Other non- 4 I 5 0 2 2
I"1"1 a I1 lilt ] (17.4) (10.O) (15.2) (0.0) (22.2) (13.3)

4. Skilled 3 0 3 0 0 0
manual (13.0) (0.0) (10.0) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0)

5. Semi Skilled 9 4 13 4 5 9
manual (39. I) (40.0) (39.3) (66.7) (55.6) (60.0)

6. Unskilled 2 3 5 I 0 1
manual (8.7) (30.0) (15.2) (16.7) (O.O) (6.6)

Other 2 0 2 I O I

(8.7) (0.0) (6.1) (16.7) ¯ (0.0) (6.6)

Total (N)                  23 I 0 33 6 9 15

Percentage 11. I 4.8 15.9 2.9 4.3 7.2
of all caters

Employment patterns are further explored with regard to dependency
class of the elderl), person (Table 8.13). The percentage of caters in paid
employment declines as dependency increases. Of those who are

employed, those caring for people in the lowest dependant category have
the highest net weekly take-home pay.

Employme~t Opportunities Fmgone
In all, 10 per cent of caters gave up paid work to care for the elderly

person (’Fable 8.14). A further 5.6 per cent reduced working time in order
to care for the elderly person. In cases where people gave up work, the net
weekly pay forgone averaged £72.7.
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Table 8. I 3: Cun’eut I.Vo~h Status of Ccuet~, by Categr~ty of l)epeuden6),

147

Dependency Categoly
Percentage AU
who: A~otl.

A B C D E .~’ca~

Work fidl-time 19 6 6 0 0 0 15.8

Work parHime 6 3 5 0 0 I 7.2

Net weekly pay 70.55 55.00 5’t.28 0.0 0.0 missing 66.0’1

(50.52) (26.04) (42.42) (0.0) (0.0) (43.45)

Table 8. I ,h Chauges ilt Carer:$ Work Status in tCe/aliou to Cal~tlg, by Category of /)ependencO,

Depenclen~, C~ltegv~t),

All
Nu?tlt;t’l" {ttld N{m-
Percentage l|qto: A B C D E scale

Gave up paid 9 0 3 3 3 2 20
work Io care (10.6) (0.0) (I 1.5) (16.7) (27.3) (l’l.3) (10.1)

Net weekly 54.2 0 78.3 82.7 76.0 110.0 72.7
I}ay forgone (44.5) (0.0) (64.48} (20.03) (0.0) (14.14) (40.90)

Reduced working 5 2 ,t 0 0 0 I I
time to care (5.6) (5.1) (15.’t) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0) (5.(5)

Avel~tge reduction
in hours 19 12 15 0 0 0 I I

Changes in Labour Force Star,is that Carel:~ Would Make
Just over 50 per cent of caters say that, if they were no longer caring for

the elderly person, t.hey woHld not seek paid work, while just uncicr 30 per
cent would look for work (Table 8.15). Those who would seek paid work
are evenly split between fitll-time and part-time work seekers. There is not
a systematic variation ira these proportions across dependency groups,
except I.l’l~lt ;:11 Ihe highest dependency group, a high proportion - ahnost
half- of the carel’S would seek work. This is related to the [’,act Ihat in this
group there is the highest percentage of carets who gave up paid work
(Table 8.14).
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The proportion who would seek paid work if they were no longer
caring, 29 per cent, is higher than the proportions who gave up paid work
(10 per cent) and who reduced working hours (6 per cent).

Table 8.15: Changes in La&mr Force Status that Carel:~ IVould Make if They IVe~e Not ()t~ingfor

Elderly Pe~on, by Categoly of Dependency

Pel’cen rage No n
I~qw: A B C D E scale

Are not working
illld would i1o1

seek paid work 52.2 56.,I "t 1.3 61.1 54.5 77.4 52.5
Would look Ibr

fidl-time work 19. I 2.6 7.7 22.2 45.5 0.0 I,I.7

Would look tbr

part-time work 12.4 20.5 I 1.5 16.7 0.0 21.4 14.2

~*%1~ ~llld COlltilltle

full-time work 19.1 15.’1 24.1 0.0 (1.0 0.0 14.7

Would coI~tinue

parHimc work 0.0 5. I 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5

Would increase

part-time work I. I 0.0 I 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.’4

It might be expected that the proportion that would seek work wotdd
decline systematically with the age of the caret, but this is not the ease
(Table 8.16).

Table 8.17 shows the average total tluml)er of hours of care currently

given by those who would seek work or change their work status, if they
were not caring for the elderly person. Those who would seek full-time

¯ work spend an average of 51.5 hours a week providing care, at"ld those who
would seek part-time work spend an average of 59.3 hours of care a week.
This suggests that the amount of hours spent caring is an obstacle to
seeking work for the 30 per cent who would like to do so. Those who
wottld plan to continue full-time or part-time work (which corresponds
closely but not exactly to those who are actually working [’tall-time or part-
time) spend considerably less hours per week caring for the elderly, with
an :dvet-;dge Of 28 hours ~.1 week.
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Table 8.16: Changes in IVo~h Slatlts Ihal (;arel~’ Would Make if the~, Were Not Cmingfor the E#lerly
I’e~:~o., I5, Age of Caret

Numlmr and Percentage Age G~vup
of Each Age CmegoO,
Ilqto WouM: I,~’-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-84

Nol seek any 5 13 29 22 25 I I 2

paid work (55.6) (43.3) (51.8) (52.4) (55.’t) (57.9) (’10.0)

Seek lidl-time I 3 9 6 9 1 0

work (11.1) (10.0) (16.0) (I,t.3) (20.0) (5.3)

Seek pro’t-time 0 6 9 7 5 2 0
work (20.0) (16.1) (16.7) (ll.l) (10.5)

Co*ltinuc fidl-time 3 6 5 ’I 5 5 3

work (33.3) (20.0) (8.9) (9.5) (11.1) (26.3) (60.0)

Contine part-time 0 0 2 1 0 0 0

work (3.6) (2.,I)

Increase parl.lime 0 1 I 1 I 0 0

work (3.3) (1.8) (2.4) (2.2)

Table 8.17: Average Total Number of Hours of Care CulTently lhvvMed by Those Who Would Seeh
IVo~h or Cha~lge Thdr IVo~h Status if TluO, I.Ve~e Not Crtrq~gfor the EMerly Pen;~on

Average Number of Hours of

Care PmvidM per Week
Standard

Those who zootdd: l~’lelln dtnlialion

Seek Ikdl-lime work

Seek part-time work

Continue filll-time work

Conti.me [)re’l-time work

Increase part-time work

Woldd ~ot seek 13:1i¢1 work

51.5 32.6

59.3 30.9

29.5 20.5

27.0 ’t.8

61.8 31.2

48.1 31.4
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Horns Given Up
Tables 8.18 and 8. [9 provide data regarding the nunlbcr of hours of

paid work, unpaid work in the home, and leisure time which are forgone
by the carer in order to care for the elderly person. Carets say they would
spend an average of 38 hours a week on these activities, which amounts to
a considerable proportion of total caring time. (This is averaged across all
respondents: see note to Table 8.18.) As might be expected, the number of
hours which would be spent on these activities increases with level of
dependency. Carers say they wottld spend about the same number of hours
on paid work (g hours), unpaid work in the home (14 hours), and leisure
activities (12 hours). Examining only those who do wish to spend more
time on activities, they would spend more time in paid work (overall
average of 24 hours a week) and unpaid work in the home (average of 22
hours a week) (Table 8.19).

Table 8.18: Number of Hourr per Week of T/me .S~Jen! CezringfiJr Ihe EMerly Which WouM Oth~7~tise
be usM for Pald Work, Unpaid IVork in Home, Vohtntaly Work, and 1~4sure Aclivities, ~,

C~tleg~3, of Dependency

Activity

Mean Number of Hott~x Used Othtn~aise (and Standmzl Dtatiations)

A B C D E NS

Paid work 8.<.) 6.3 11. I 12.8 15.2 t5.5 9.2

(14.1) 00:8) (13.3) 05.4) (19.4) Ol.I) 03.7)

Unpaid work 10.0 14.1 17.4 21.9 26.6 12.9 14.0

in home (15.2) (20.3) (19.7) (21.7) (25.5) (IB.6) (18.6)

VoluntaJT 1.6 2. I 2.3 3.7 I 1.8 3.0 2.6
work (,I. I ) (3.9) (6.1) (5.8) (30.8) (3.9) (8.3)

Leisure 12.0 10.5 10.9 15.1 I 1.2 10.8 12.0

(16.9) (13.2) (17.1) (15.9) (14.’4) (I"L9) (15.7)

Toud 33.0 33. I 4 1.7 53.5 64.8 33.2 37.7

Note: The nttmbers in this table include those who mW they woHId not Sl)end any additional

hours (i.e., 0 hours) in these actixitics if they were not caring. Those who would not

spend any illOl’e time on an activity include Ihos*~ who have i+1Ol given up any time on
that activity as well as those who might not wish to spend more time on the activity.

"File numbers are averaged across ()ill)’ those who would spend an hour or more on

these aClivities if Ihey ,,�ere not caring.
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Table 8.19: Num&rr tf Hout~" per Week of 77me Spent Cmqng Hq~ich Would Othe~Tilise be Used for
Paid Work, Unpaid Work in the Home, Volunlasy Wolh, and [arisltle Activities, Averaged

Aoz~ss Those Who Wo.M S~end Time on These Aaivities, IO, Cotegoly tf Dependenc9,

Mean Number of l-hml~ Used Othe~vise (and Standald Dtruiations)
Depende~wy C~ltegory

Activity All
1\~o11-

A B C D E scale

Paid work 2,1.7 20.6 21.4 25.7 30.,t 22.8 23.8

(12.7) (9.2) (10.8) (12.2) (16.5) (6.1) (11.7)

(u=32) (n=12) 01=13) (n=9) (n=5) (n=4) (n=75)

Unpaid work              18.2 22.0 21.8 28.2 33.3 25.7 22.1

in the home (16.5) (21.7) (19.8) (20.6) (24.2) (12.0) (19.2)

(n=49) (n=25) (n=20) (n=14) (n=8) 0’i=7) (n-123)

VohzntmT Work 7.4 5.2 7. I 7.3 23.6 7.0 8. I

(6.0) (4.7) (9.’t) (6.4) (,12.3) (2.4) (13.0)

(n=19) (n=16) (t,=8) (n=9) (n=5) (n--6) (n=63)

t..eisure 18.0 14.7 15.2 18.2 11.2 16.8 16.5

(17.7) (1"~.5) (18.6) (15.8) (14.3) (14.2) (16.3)
(n--62) (n=28) (11--18) (tl=15) (ix=10) (11--9) (n=142)

Housing

Another opportunity cost which can be considered relates Io housing.

When asked to indicate how the space in the house would be used if the

elderly person were moved into a hosl:)ital or home (Table 8.20), 54 per

cent said that the space wotdd be left vacant, while 37 per cent said that the

space would be used by another honsehold men’tber.

A different type of COSt relates to adaplations necessary to dwellings.

Table 8.21 shows that a small percentage (15 per cent) have made

adaptations to the dwelling because of the elderly person’s inabilit), to d°

things for themselves. The value of the adaptations to the dwelling is

negligible when ave~’aged across the dependency category, including those

who made no changes. Overall, costs in relation to housing in lifts sample

contribute little to the cost of caring for the elderl),.
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Table 8.20: Use to Which Space in Hou,~e WouM be Put if Elderly I’eT~ons were Moved into a Hospital
o1" Home, IO, CcttegoD, of Dcpendency

I)~e, utenc), CategoD,Percentage

Who Say All

Sp¢lcg Notl-

Would be: A B C D E scale

[.eft ~’acant 54.4 56,4 46.2 41,2 54.5 71.4 53.8

Used by other

househokl

members             36.7 41.0 30.8 58.8 45.5 7. I 37.1

Rented out 8.9 2.6 23.2 0.0 0.0 21.4 9. I

Table 8.21 : Adaptation,5 to Lhaelling Mmle Becau.~e of EIdelCy Person’s loss of Ability to do Things for
Them,~etves, by Category of Dependency

Dq)endency Categob,

A        B        C        D        E
[

All

iVo~,t-

scale

Numbe’r and

Percentage
Who Made:

Adaptations 5 9 6 6 I 2 29

(5.6) (23.7) (23.1) (33.3) (9.1) (14.3) (14.7)

Value of

adaptations 2.00 2.00 3.76 2.87 84.0 missing 5.65

made (£) (2.02) (2.45) (3.34) (2.78) (0.0) 06.52)

Summar),
This chapter presented findings fi’om a survey of elderly persons and

their carets in the home. It first described the use of professional and
voluntary services. The principal usage occurs through periods of
hospitalisation and tlarough GP, PHN or home help visits. In the case of
the informal care, principal caregivers, of whom 75 per cent were female,
had an average age of 52, and spent an average of 47 hours a week
providing care for the elderly person, a figure which increases considerably
as dependency increases. The bulk of caring activities in lower dependency
categories involves providing help with instrumental activities of daily
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living, namely housekeeping, shopping, preparing meals, washing and
ironing clothes, and in providilag supervision. In higher dependency
categories, carets spend from 2 to 4 hours per clay providing help with

physical activities such as washing, dressing using the toilet, and feeding.
A fifth of carets are in paid eml)loyment, and a further 15 per cent

either gave uI) paid employment or reduced working hours to care for the
elde~ly person. Twenty-one per cent say that they would seek paid work
full-time or part-tinle if they were not caring for the elderly person. Carets
also exl)erience restrictions on the amount of unpaid work in the home
and on the amount of voluntary work that riley do, and the), would
increase the amount of time spent on these activities if they were not
caring for the elderly person.



Chapter 9

COSTS OF CAP&2 IN 7"1"i.1"2 C01~/b’vlUNITY

Introduction
As outlined in Chapter 3, the key concept of costs, fi’om the point of

view of the allocalion of resources, is opportunity cost. This concept is
emphasised in this chapter when estimating the costs of care, including
inlbrmal care in the home. At the same time, as otttlined in Chapter 3, there

is an alternative way of putting a value on a caring hour: using the price per
hour of a public service, say home help, which could substitute at the
margin for at least some of the informal care hours. This is at heart a public
expenditure rather than an opportunity cost approach. However, it could be
said to have some affinity with a (long-run) opportunity cost approach -
where the view is not from the standpoint of the household but of the public
authorities who might ask what are the alternative wa),s of providing the
otttput of care which is currently being supplied within the home. Hence, an
ah.ernative set of calculations uses a public expenditure approacla.

In this chapter, at first the trait costs that are used are outlined, together
with the sources fi’om which they are derived. Particular focus is put on the
method of estimating the costs of informal care, in view of the difficulties
that arise in estimating the costs of this activity.

Aggregate costs per item.are estimated by multiplying the cost (price)
per unit for each item by the level of service under that item. The results
for the estimation of aggregate costs are presented.

Costs Pt;r Unit
Table 9.1 gives the main costs (prices) per unit which are applied

either to the number of caring hours or to the usage of services in order to
obtain the total costs of conlmunity care. There are eleven diffcrent
services that are focused on, in building up the estinlate of costs.

In most cases other than infol’nlal care, tile prices COllle fi’onl the

actual prices or costs that are observed. This is the case for acute hospital
care (cost. per week or per day), GP visits (costs per visit), public health
nursing and home helps (cost per hour). In the case of personal
consumption (the principles of which are oudined in Chapter 3) and the
opportunity costs of housing, unit prices are less readily available and
estimates are made as outlined in notes to Table 9. I.

154
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Table 9. I : Unit Costs Applied to Community C(,e, IO, Main Type of C~lm or of .~vice Used

1, h~ll’orlll[l] C;ll*(.’ "l%*vO ~u’ianLs ~ised:

£1.21 per hour.

£2.40 per hour

2. Acute hosl~ital cnre £130 per day

3. Visits by/to GP £5.98 per visit

,t. Publi/: Health Nurse £9.59 per hour

5. I-Ionle help £2.,10 p(~r hotlr

6. Meals ~:~ll wheels £1.69 per meal

7. Chiropodisl £7.5,t per hour

8. Priest £0.97 per hour

9. Day C[il’(2 Celltrt: £17 per clielll pel" week

10. Personal consumptiola £65 per week

I I. Oi)pOl’tUlail)’cosl of housing £15.80 pCl’wcek

Notes: I.

2. Acute hospital care: Commission oH IIle;lltll Funding (1089). Table 12.3 gives
estimated aver:lge weekly cosl per occupied bed rot" wu-ioils C:llegories of

hosl:)ilals. Wcighling by the mlmbcr of beds in each category (Table 12.1), the

weigh led ,lvci~, gc cbsl is £91 I per week or £130 per day.

3. Visits bT/lo GI’: GP costs aru £5.98 per visit (somce: conlmunicatiotl from

Gencr:d Medical Service(Pa)’menL~) Board); no Sel):U~lte :allow:race is mncle ff)r

time Sl)Cnl Iravelling b)’ GPs.

I)ublic He:dth NIn’se £9.59 per hour: ;mlaU:d s;d;H~,’ divided b v 46 weeks divided I))’

a 37.5 hour week.

5. Holne hell): Houri)’ rale of Eastcrll Hc:dLh I~oard.

6. Meals on wheels: I-le~dth Board data, averaged out IO get ;i i)rice per lueal.

7. Chiropodisl: based on lnediai~ s:llalT, Lising 46 weeks a yc;w and :135-hour weck.

8. Priest: I~,ascd on :lctllal paymelal.~ wilhill H~)sl)itals 3 and ,t.

9. D:iy C:lrc Centre: Source: ConvcIT (1987), upd;Ited.

10. I)¢:rson;ll consumptioll: l louschold I},udgct Sulwcy 1987. Table 9. The v:ihte is

butwcuzl IIic £63 pel" c;q~ita consumption lbr households where the head is aged

65 or over. without child alld/or spouse, ;rod the £6(~ per head where the head is

aged 65 or over with child(ten) :tlld/or wil~,

II. Opp,,)rtttnity cost of housing: AssumptioII of replacement cost of dwelling of
£30,000 per unit. a real imerest o15 per cem ov¢:r 511 years is used 1o derive the

cqui~Tdent cost. This sum is further muhiplied by 0.5 on the basis (Table 8.20)

that it1 over 50 per c(:nt of Ihc CiLSCS, Ihe sp:ice ill the hOtlSe wolll~l be lerl vat;mr

if the eldel’l,v persons were moved into a hospital or home.

In addition, rowel by public ht~ahh imrses :rod b}’ hoine helps is cosied 111 ,t9.5

pellet: per mile (public st:clor i’:tte). "rl’:~vel tilne ila visita to GPs. and travel by

priesl,~, is c;llctll:lled :it :ltl :wbill’:U’}’ r;ite of 20 pence per mile. The negligible
travel time I)7 those ~n m(::tls i)11 wheels service is ignored.
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Cost of h~formal Care Hours
By contrast with the majority of the above services, in tile case o1’

informal care, prices per hour of care have to be imputed, hi estimating
the o])portttnity COSl of carets’ Lime, lout ahernative USeS of time can be
disl.inguisfied: paid work, leisure, housework and vohtntar), work. The
price of each of these uses of time is now discussed in tt]rn.

In tile survey of O’Connor and Ruddle (1988), restrictions on
emplo),nlenl were reported I)), 28 per cent. 1~4o1"c specificall); 28 per cent
said the), would like to be in paid emplo),ment. Among women, 72 per cent
had given up paid work because of marriage and child-rearing, but a
further 17 per cenl gave up paid work in order to care (with I1 per cent
still in paid emplo),lnent). Among men, about 20 per cent had given up
paid work in order to care. In the Stephens and Christianson (1985) study
in the US, 35 per cent gave up enlployment in order to care, and 33 per
cent restricted working hours. Particular financial strain is obviousl),
experienced by those on social welfare, where tile financial
interdependencies of the caregiver and the recipient become quite
complex, creating considerable anxiety Ibr tile caregiver (Glendinning,
1990).

Chapter 8 h~Ls shown that carets, as a group, are mttch less evident in
paid employment tll.~ln tile general pol)ulation. Of all carets, 22.5 per Cellt
are at work, while of all female carets, 11 per cent are at work. By contrast,
for tile population of women as a whole in 1988, 27 per cent were at work
(Central Statistics Office, 1989). When carets do work, a relatively high
proportion, almost a third, work part-time. By contrast, for the pol)ulation
~ts a whole, 6.6 per cent of those at work in 1988 had part-time jobs (special
tabulalion by Central Slatistics Office fiom Labour Force Survey). Over a
half of carets who worked full-time were in semi-skilled or unskilled
manual johs. The occupational status retlecLs the educational background
of tile carets, with almost 60 per cent having an educational level of
primary level or less.

This would lead one to believe thai tile employment opportunities for
man7 carets would, at best, be for low-paid work. Indeed, the majority of
fenlale employees in Ireland (at 1987) are under the low pay threshold of
£130 per week (Blackwell and Nolan, 1990).

Of the sample of carets, 10 per cent gave up paid work in order to care
(Table 8.14) with net weekly pay forgone of £73 on average; and 5.6 per
cent reduced working time to care with an average reduction of 11 hours.
When asked about tile change in work status that they woulcl make if they

were not caring, 15 per cent of tile carets said that Ihey would look for
full-Lime work and 14 per cent said that they would look for part-time work
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(Table 8.15). Of those who would seek fidl-lime work, 40 per cent were

aged 50 or over; and of those who would seek part-time work, 38 per cent
were aged 50 or over (Table 8.16).

On balance, bearing in mind the occupational and educational
background of the caters and their age, tile opportunities which most of
them h~lve for paid work is at best in low-paid employment. It is assumed

that on average tile ol)portunit), lbr market work would be in eml)loyment
at tile Iow-i)ay Ihreshold level of £130 l)er week. A 40 hour work week is
assumed, which gives an hourly rate in ahernative paid work at £3.25 per
hot 11".

The next step is to weighl Ihe various componenl, parts of Ihe
ahernatives to time spem in caring. The weights are derived from Table
8.18 and arc as follows:

Postulated use to which
olle hour less ofca~i’ng
would be put (hou~:~)

Paid work 0.24
Unpaid work in the home 0.37
Voluntary work 0.07
Leisure 0.32

These weighls are applied to the following prices which appl), to each
use of the li’eecl-up time:

£

Paid work
Unpai(l work in the home (valuecl at tile margin

al tile expected market wage, that is Ihe

probability of engaging in paid work)
Voluntary work (valuecl in the same way as

unpaid work in the honle)
l.eisure (costed at 25 per cent of a market wage

of£1.12 an hour)

.25

0.78

0.78

0.28

Tile market wage of £1.12 an hour is a weighted wage derived as follows
Ironl the above prices and weights, respectively: £3.25 multiplied b), a
weight of 0.24, plus £0.78 nauhiplied by a weight of 0.37, plus 0.78
muh.ipliecl by a weight of 0.07. Tiffs sums Io £1.12.
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Applying the four prices to the four respective weights, tile overall
price of an hour of care is £1.21 per hour.

It might be argued that the wage of £3.25 an hour is too high, given
that tile net weekly pay of the carets who worked was found to be only £66
(Table 8.13). However, an a(ljustment would have to be made for tile fact
that carets were working part-time, which would push up tile hourly wage
by comparison with a case where all tile corers worked full-time. Sensitivity
of the outcomes to the market wage can be assessed by using a wage of
£100 a week for a 40 hour week, which gives £2.50 an hour. When a similar
weighting procedure is used, applying the four prices to tile four respective
weights, the overall price of all hour of care is £0.93 an hour. When this
price is employed, the olgportunity costs per hottr of care are as Iollows.

Category of dependency

Opportunity cost,
per capita £ pl;r week

A 35.6

B 41.5

C 43.0

D 53,6

E 79.6

All 43.3

For all tl-tc san/l)le, tile weekly costs under this assumption are £43.3,
compared with £56.,I when a price per horn" of£1.21 is used. Thus, there is
not much rcdnclion in tile tolal per capita cost: it declines from £16,1.3 per
week (Table 9.3) to £151.2 with tile lower price applied Io caring hours.

In view of Ille difficuhies, referred to above, which arise when
atlempdng ~o ptll a value on the emotional and psychic costs of caring, no
separate allowance is made for those elclnelllS of COSLS. hlstcad, tile nattlle

anfJ extent of these costs are outlined below.

In aclclitiola, when cslimaling IJle opporltmily cosI of all hi)Ill" of

inlbrmal eat’el n(~ distinction is nladc between the I’~:)llowing categories:

(a) the different care h~.)urs: physical tasks, illslrtllll,..’nlal lasks, geHeral
supervision.

(b) the dil’l~.:renl ca,cgorics of dependency.
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II1 other words, an l]our of caring time is prier:el sit a uniforn] Ol)l)ortunil;v
cost, irrespective of tilt: type ofcaring on which it is spt:nt.

While the "l)aselint:" calculation of costs uses opl)ortunity costs as
outlinccl al)oge to value caret time, an alternative set of calculations is

based oil COSling each carer hour al. the going rate tbr home ht:lt) of £2.40
per hour.

Tht:re is a "seconel order" aspect in thal carets in their Iiirn receive

some help from others. However, the anaount of help received is small
(Table 8.9) and no attempt is macle to cost it.

Cost of Service Usage
Yht:re art: a ilklnlber o1" C;,ist:s %there the lt:vel of service use is so

negligible that it is ignort:d for cost. purpost:s. This is the case with visits
fionl social workers (Table 8.5), visits to out-patient clinics (Table 8.6), and
visils to pharmacists (Table 8.6).

No disl.inclion is mactt: I)clween visils I)), OPs ;rod visils to GPs. Tht: unit
price oI’GP services absorbs tht: transport cost in the former inslance.

The elderly persons make use of Government schemes, such as fi’ec
t:lt:cl.rlcit), and frt:e transl)Ol-t. However, this represents a It’smslcr ])a),ment
from the rest of the conamunity to t:ldt:rty i)t:ol)le and is not a rt:al use of
resotlrces. The ilSe Of resources such as transport will I)e pickccl up tinder
I)t:rsonzl[ constlnll)tion. Ust: of these Governlllelll schell/eS is nol COttlllt:(.[.

In t:stimating tht: opportunity cost of tile hottsing which would have an
~dlel’nalive ust: if tht: elderly i)el’sorl was not being Cal’t:d for, allowanct: is
made lot the fact thai in only some cases would Ihe ~lcconll11od~ll.ion which

would be Freed el:) be tlsecl. Over 80 per cenl of the dwt:llings are
ownt:r-occllpit:d; in oilier cslses il is ~lSStllllefl Ih;it Ihe rent I)e:.ll’S ~1

relalionshil~ Io the capital value of the clwt:lling which is picked Hp I)y Ihe
discounl rate which is used. "vVhile some adaptations were macle to
dwellings, on avt:rage they were negligible Tablt: 8.21) ancl are ignorccl.

The Oppr,’twnily Costs of Care
Tablt: 9.2 givt: the sollrces for Ihe aclivily levels to which Ille unit prices

of Table 9.1 art: apl)lit:d in order to derive tilt: cosls of each activily. Tht:
OlllC()llle Of Ihc calculatJons Ibr the "l)aselint:" case is given in Table 9.3.

There is need for caution :lb(JLII lilt: estJlllSllt:S t’or lhe highesl
dcl)enclt:ncy level E where the nund)t:r of cases in tlat: sample was rt:lalivcly
small. Hence, a good dt:~lJ o1" imprecision ~lllaches IO lilt: cost eslilll[ites I()l

ilais grotq) of elclerly people.
"l’aking the "baseline" calculzlfions, four tit:merits makt: up Hit: I)NIk ~H"

pt:r C;q)il~l COSLS: illl~)rlll;ll C~ll’e, 1110 rise O[ hOsl)il:ds, pcrsoH;ll C(HlStiHq/liOal
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and housing. These fotH" elements, together, nlake up 97 per cent of the
average cost per week of £164 which applies to all the elderly people. A.s
expected, the cost per patient rises as the dependency level increases.
l-lowever, the increase ill average cost, as clependency level increases, is less
than might have been expected. The range of costs is only fi’om £147 per
week to £200 per week as dependency increases fi’om A to D; and the
range between dependency level B and level D is only from £168 to £200
per week. This is ascribable to three features of the calculations:

(a) Even for those with relatively low depenclency in the community, a
considerable numl)er of caring hours is given.

(b) There is quite an amount of usage of hospital services, across all
dependency levels.

(c) In estimaling Lhe costs of personal consunlj)tion and of housing,
no differentiation is made by dependency level.

There is a degree of uncertainty abottt the true opportunity cost. of
housing. One way to handle this is to ask how sensitive are the calculations
to the housing COml)onentl If hottsing is excluded, the range of cosk~ is
from £ I 31 pet" week (dependency level A) to £ 184 per week (D) and £19.5
per week (E) wilh an overall average of,£148 ~er week.

Table 9.2: Source~* for Aclivily larveL* in I~timate~ of Comml~nily Care Cosls

Nature of ActiTJit), 7hb/e mira/re"

1. Informal care 8.8

2. Acute hospitnl care 8.4

3. Visits by/to GP 8.5 and 8.6

4. Public health nurse 8.5

5. I-Iome help 8.B

6. Meals oll ~’hecls 8.5

7. Chiropodist 8.5 and 8.6

8. Priest 8.fi

9. Day care centre 8.6

10. Pcrsoll;tl COltSunll)tiotl

I I. Opportunity cost o1" housing



"r;d31c 9.3: Average Weehly per Capita Cost of Com,n,nity Cn,’e: I0’ 73’pe ,,f Cme and C.ategoD’ of Dependent, with Opporm,ity Cost Vah, ation of
Informal Cttre

InfotTnal MeaL~

C.ategoly care     Use of Home on Chiropo-

of (oppomtn- hospital 6P
I’HN

help wheels dist

I)~Oenden9, ily cosO

I)ay Travel Pel:~onal
ISqest eat~ lime consltmp- Hoitsing

centre (a) tion
"lbml

©

©

A

B

C

1)

E

7~

,16.3 17.5 1.4 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 65 15.8 146.9

5,1.0 "40.0 2.0 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.1 O.0 0.2 65 15.8 167.9 .-:-

56.0 32.5 2.1 0.8 1.9 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.7 65 15.8 1 ,’3..
©

69.8 45.0 1.9 1.0 0.0 0.0 O.8 1).1 0.0 1.4 65 15.8 199.5 -~

103.6 10.0 1.4 9.6 3.1 0.7 0.0 0.2 I.,I 2.5 65 15.8 210.8 c

z:
All 56.4 22.5 1.6 1.3 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 " 0.3 0.5 65 15.8 164.3 "<

Note: (a) Travel to GPs, by PHNs, by Home Helps. by Priest.~.
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l’ublic Expenditure Costs of Care
If the public expenditure valuation of informal care is used, the cost of

infornlal care is dottblcd (Table 9.4a). The average weekly cost of infornlal
care on this basis is £112 over :ill cases compared with £56 in Table 9.3. Tire

total per capita cost ranges from £193 (calegory A) to £268 (D) and £313
(E) with an overall average of£220 conlpared with £164 in Table 9.3.

,,ks mentioned above, these calculations use tbe home help bourly rate

of £2.40. This is likely to be very much a lower bound for the public
expenditure costs. The reasons are that: (a) the home help rate varies from
one community care area to another; (b) the wage needed to elicil a
supply of people engaged in tbe extra tasks involved, that is shopping,
cooking, helping to bathe, dress, feed, helping with medication, would be
likely to exceed the home help rate. This justifies a sensitivity test with a
higher rate of£3.50 an houl, with resuhs shown in Table 9.4b.

Table 9.,1:1: Avel~lge IVeekly per Capita Cost ¢f Community (~tre: IO, (21tegr~ly of De~Jendency taith

Public Expenditlo~ Valuation of hlforalal Cam

Categrny of
hlfol~nal Total

DependentO’
C’ale

Cost

£

A 91.9 192.5

I~, 107.(I 22(I.9

C 1 I I. I 229.4

D 138.5 268.2

E 205.’1 312.6

All I I 1.8 219.7
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Table 9.4b: Average Weekly per Capita Cost of Community Care: IO" Cate, qoty of lgependencO, with
Publi5 I’xpenditute Vabtathm tf lt~nal Care at Higher Rate

Qttego*y of Infmwtal Total

Dependmlcy C.ftre C~st

A 133.9 234.5

B 156.0 269.9

C 16’.).0 280.3

I) 201.8 331.5

E 299.6 ,106.8

All 163.0 270.9

The Stress Costs of C?tt~g
The principal caregiver I)ears most of the burdens and costs of

caregiving, cspecially where there is no support fronl others. The
non-economic costs of care, fi’om the cal’er’s viewpoinl, can be catcgorised

into two categories, namely personal stresses or strains and conflict within
marital or family relationships.

There is much evidence in the literature that caring for dependent
elderly people can be st:ressftd, sIJ’et3UOllS, ~llad isolating. Strains reported
by O’Connor :and Rttddle (1988) were as follows. First, there were
restrictions on leisure and social activities, experienced by 59 per cent of
carers. Second, there were adverse effects on relationships with children
(23 pet" cent), spouses (16 per cent), and family in general (24 per cent).
Finall,v, a third of caters in that study felt that their health had suffered.

These findings indicate eidaer less strain or less willingness to report
strain, compared with other studies. For example, Slephens and
Christianson (1985), in their large-scale study, found t.ha£ 37 per cent of
their sample experienced "a great deal" of emotional strain, with only 28
per cent below the mid-point on their 5-point scale, and 26 per cent
reported "a great deal" of physical strain, with 46 per cent below the
mid-poin t.

Qualitative research provides further support for the finding that
caring is generally found to be a slrain. It also laighlights that the
expectations abotlt won/ell, and implicit presstlres ptll OI1 I]lenl, ;ire
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different than in tile case of men. Thus,wives, for example, in informal
interviews, are much more likely to feel that health services take their
services for granted, that their husbands will not allow them to leave the
home or engage in independent activity, and will make little or no effort to
care for themselves. Women are under greater pressure than men to
undertake caring or to depend on the elderly person (Adams, 1971; Finch
and Groves, 1980, 1983; Rimmer, 1983; Walker, 1982). Danghters at’e
under greater pressure to give up paid employment, or to put their paid
work second to the task of earing (Oliver, 1983; Wright, 1983).

Qualitative research also highlights the strains on the marital
relationship and on the family which resuh from prolonged caring.
Partners experience breakdown in communication, and a higher degree of
conflict. Those with children find they have less time to spend with them,
and that the presence of a del)endent elderly person can have a restrictive
effect on family activities. Case studies have documented instances where
the stress of caring has been associated with physical violence against the
elderly person (Briggs and Olivel, 1985).

These findings show that "community care" imposes substantial strains
on the principal caregiver. For some earegivers this burden may prove to
be intolerable. Particularly vulnerable to negative aspects of care in the
community are those caring for highly dependent elderly (especially
elderly carers), and those who lack the social and economic resources to

obtain support and relief (Finch and Groves, 1980; Glendinning, 1990;
O’Connor, et al., 1988b; Stephens and Christianson, 1986, Wengel, 1990;
Wicks, 1982).

The psychic costs of caring have not heen picked up by either the
public expenditure or the opportunity cost approach to costing care of the
elderly. Even if the stressfnl aspects have yet to be accommodated within
the procedures used in eCOl’lOl’llic costings, such stress represents a real and
significant cost of care. Moreover, psychic costs of this type appear to have

clear economic cost implications: high levels of stress are likely Io mean
that over time the health status of carers deteriorates and their utilisation
of the health services increases.

Such psychic costs, their knock-on effects and the social cofitexts within
which they arise are the snl~iect matter of the remainder of this chapter.
Data are used from the community snrvey in the present study on the
levels of psychological distress carers experience and these are linked with
findings fi’om another study (Whelan and Hannan, Creighton, 1991) on
the relationship in the general poptdation between psychological distress
levels and heahh service usage. Carets’ response to various options for
relieving their psychic and physical burdens are then explored.
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Car(~" Sl’res:;

There are a munber of research insLrunmnts through which manifes-
tations of the stressfulness of caring in the home may be assessed. One of
I.hese is the General Health Questionnaire (GHQ) developed by Goldberg
and others (Goldberg, 1972 and 1978; Goldberg and Williams, 1988). As
shown in Table 9.5 this instrument, as adapted for interviewer adminis-
tration, consists of twelve items, six of which are positive and six of which are

negative. The ordering of the items avoids both a grouping of the "positive"
or "negative" items and the need for repeated changes of response format.9

With tiffs instrument, a cut-off score above which individuals are likely
to suffer from psychiatric illness has been established (Goldberg and
Williams, 1988).1° Table 9.6 shows that in all, 29.5 per cent of carets score

above the cut-off point in the GI-IQ, and are therefore at risk for
psychiatric illness. This figure is well above that found by Whelan and
Hannah, Creighton (1991) for a national representative sample, where
16.2 per cent scored above tile cut-off point. II The overall mean score on
tile GHQ is also higher, at 1.84, than that of Whelan et aL, which is 1.06
with a standard deviation of 1.93.12 Neither the percentage of carets at risk

nor the average GHQ score vary systematically by dependency category
(according to chi-square and analysis of variance tests).

These results indicate a very high level of psychological distress among
carets. Response options which were endorsed by 20 pet" cent or more of

the sample in a manner indicative of psychological distress were feeling
more than usual that they were

(i) unhaplJy and depressed,
(ii) could not overcome dilllcuhies,
(iii) losing sleep over worr}; and
(iv) feeling conslantly under strain.

9. The2 rt:spOnSe formal:

-- Mort: So thall Osllal; Same :is Usual; Less than Usllal; Much Less than Usual is used

with items 3, ,I, 6, 9, 11 and 12.
- With items I. 2.5, 7, 8 and 10 the response [brmat is.

Not At All. No More Ihan Osllal, Rather More than usual. Much More than Usual.

10. Addilionally, those with scores above the CUl-Ol]" poim have been found Io use GP

and other heahh sm’vices more often, and to use more prescriplion drugs.

II. In that study, the percentage above the cut-off point increased slightly with age to

around 18 per cent for Ihose aged over 50. Thus, the percelllage of caters who are al risk for

psychianic impalrnlenl is considerably higher I|lall Ibr the general pol)ulafion aged over 50.

12. This mean vahle did not show an increase with age in the Whclan el aL, study.
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Tal)le 9.5: Gemn’al Health Que.~’tionnab~ Ilem,~"

I. Been fi:eling unhappy and depres.~:d?

2. Felt capable ofumking decisions al~oul things?

3. Felt that you couldn’t overconle your difficulties?

4. Been feeling reasonably happyall things considered?

5. Been able to t~ce up to your problems?

6. Been thinking of yourself as a worthless person?

7. Felt able to enjoy your day to clay activities?

8. Lost much sleep over worxy?

9. Felt that you arc playing a usefifl p:u’l in things?

IO. Felt constantly under Strain?

1 I. Been able to concentrate on whnl you arc doing?

12. Been losing conlidcnce in yourscll?

Tnble 9.6: Percentage of Care~ who Score A&nm the ",’it 16.gh " Scor~ on the General Health

(hte~s’tionnai~w (GHQ) and OveraU Mean .Score on the GHQ by Categol). of Dependency

Gmleral Health

Que, stiml naire t\toll-

A B C D E scale

All

Percentage above cut-off 28.9 25.6 42.3 33.3 27.3 14.3 29.5

Mean score and 1.71 1.89 2.53 1.83 1.72 1.35 1.8,1

S.D on GHQ (2.1,t) (2.82) (2.91) (2.09) (2.’11) (2.73) (2.44)

These items illustrate some of the effccts on carets of the stresses of

informal caring.

An instrument which focuses more specifically on the generation of

stress among carets is the Caregiver Strain Index validated by Robinson

(1983). The items fi’om this index as used in the community survey are set
out in qSdgle 9.7.
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Table 9.7: General hldex of Stre.~s Among Carets

]67

- My sleep is disrupted (e.g., because the elderly person is in and out of bed or ~s,’anders
at night)

- It is inconvenienl for me (e.g., because helping takes so much time or it’s a long
journey over to help)

- It is a physical st~,’ain on me

- h is confining (e.g., helping restricts free time or abilily for me to go visiting)

- There have been Ihmily adjustmenLs (e.g., because helping has disrupted’a routine or
because pri~cy has been lost)

- There have been cha~lges in personal plans (e.g., a job had m be turned down or a
holiday cancelled)

- There have been other demands on my time (e.g., from other I’amily members)

- There have been emotional ;idjllslnlel’ik~; (e.g., because of severe argumciii.s)

- Some behaviour is upsetting (e.g., incontinence or elderly person has trouble
remembering things or elderly person accuses people of taking Ihings)

- h is upsetting to find thai the elderly person has changed so much from his/her
former sell" (e.g., he/she is a difl~l’t:nt pel-SOll Ihail he/she used to be)

- There have been work ac!iustmem~ (e.g., because of having to take time off)

Jl iS ~l financial strain

You can t~:el colnp]elely overwhelmed (e.g., because of wonT ~lbotll the elderly person
or concern about how you will inzlll~lge)

The relationship between dependency and experience of strait] by
carets is shown in Table 9.8. Here the index items are listed fi’om the most
frequently reported down to the least frequently reported. Large
percentages of carets indicated that they experience strain on a variety of
dimensions. The largest proportion experience caring as confining (65 per
cent). Forty six per cent found earing to be a physical strain and, as could
bc expected, this proportionincreased as dependency level increased,ts

The ii.em most fi’cquently assented to is that caring is confining and,
perhaps not surprising in view of the findings on carets’ labour force status

15. Chi-squ:u’ed = 1 7.,I, degrees of freedom = ’t, significanl at I per cent level.
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Table 9.8: I’ercentage rf Caret:~ in Fach Categoly of Dependency, and Percentage of All Ca,eta, Who
l’5x/mqence Strain as Carets

IkqmndenO’ Categoly
Strain All

z\tott-

A B C O E scale

P~" ClYltl

Conlining                     55.6 69.2 73.1 61.1 72.7 92.9 64.6

Physical suztin 34.4 46.2 50.0 72.2 81.8 57.1 46.5

Upsetting because of

changes in elderly person 41.1 41.0 ,16.2 50.0 45.5 50.0 43.4

Completely overwhehning 36.7 33.3 42.3 38.9 54.5 35.7 37.9

Financial strain 31.1 38.5 38.fi 72.2 27.3 28.6 36.9

Ac!jusunent fOl family 30.0 43.6 ,t2.3 33.3 45.5 50.0 36.9

Change in personal plans 31.1 28.2 42.3 50.0 45.5 28.6 34.3

Up~tting because of elderly

pef~n’s behaviour           27.8 30.8 50.0 55.6 18.2 42.9 34.3

I)isruption of sleep 20.0 41.0 50.0 55.6 54.5 35.7 34.3

Demanding becnuse of
other demands on time 31.0 23.1 26.9 33.3 54.5 64.3 32.8

Emotional adjustments 27.8 35.9 26.9 27.8 0.0 35.7 28.3

Inconvenient 12.2 28.2 30.8 23.5 27.3 21.4 20.3

AdjttstxnenLs in work 14.4 25.6 26.9 5.6 36.4 14.3 18.7

reported in Chapter 8, the least frequently assented to concerns work
adjustment (such as having to take time off). Statistically significant
relationships were found between increasing dependency level and the
following index items: physical strain, disrul~tion of sleep, financial strain
and upsetting because of elderly person’s behaviour.l’t q’hese variations are
consistent with the physical and emotional demands of caring for the
highly dependent elderly.

14. For disruption of’sleep: chi-sqttare = 16.3, DF = 4, significant at I per ccitt level; for

financial strain: ehi-sqtzare = I 1.8, l)F = 4, signilicant at 5 per cent level.
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Of particular relevance to a studv focused on economic costing is tile
relationship I)etween psychological distress and usage of heahh services.
This was not examined in relation to carets bv tile present studv but has
I)een explored for a national population sample by Wltelan and Hannah,
Creighton (1991). Here GI-IQ scores measured psychological distress, and
ntllnber of GP visits within the previous vear mad nunal)cr of prescriptions
filled within tile previous year were measures of heahh service usage: data

on hospital service usage were not inchlcled in the analysis. The findings of
this analysis were stlnlnlarised as toIIows:

Our resuhs conl]rm that ahnost 30 per cent of visits to GPs are made bv
people who are located above the ps),claiatric morbidity threshold even
though tile), amount to only 17 per cent of tile population. The same
group is associaled wiih 30 per cent of the prescriptions filled I)v the
pol)ulation covered I)v our studv. Even when we control for physical

health, health eligibility category, Voluntary Heahh Insurance and
socio-demogral)hic l)ackgrouncl, respondents with scores above the
GHQthreshold accotmt for I in 10 visits to GPs and 1 in 14 prescriptions
filled (Whelan, Hannah and Creighton, 1991, 11. 5).15

Given Ihese findings, and the caret GI-IQ scores reported earlier, tile
likelihood is that carets are relatively hearv users of health services.

A final indicator of carcr stress is i)rovided bv asking carers if thev
thought that tile), would in future no longer be able to care for the elderly
person as they are presently doing, and if thev fell thev would no longer be
able to care, whv this was likely to be so. "lable 9.9 shows that 37 per cent of

caters think that thev will in fiiture no longer be able to care for tile elderly
person. This proportion reaches a maximuna, at a half, in depenclencv
classes C and I). Tbose who think that thev mav no longer be able to care
for the elderly person are most likely to give tile elderly person’s future
need Ior professional care as tile reason. However, over a third cite their
own ageing and/or failing health as the reason whv Ihev think tile)’ will not

be able to go on giving care.

15. Furlhernlore. Whelan el aL, found, tbi exanlple, thai those above Ihe cut-off score

on the C, HQwcr¢ ahn~st twice ~ls likcl),to visit a GP, and filled oul Iwicc :is n~an)’
pi-esci-il)tiolls ~ls tho~ below lilt: CIII-oVI’scort:.
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Table 9.9: Reaso~s IIqO, CareTs Think They Might No Longer be able to Care for Elderly PeT~m~, by
Categmy of Dependency

lkependen9, Gaegoly

l~OIll

Nu tuber and Percentage }lqto A B C D E scale

All

1. Think tile)’ will no            25 15 13 9 3 8 73
longer be able to care (27.8) (38.5) (50.0) (50.0) (27.3) (57.1) (36.9)

2. Think person will need 14 9 7 4 2 3 39
profe~ional care (60.8) (64.2) (53.8) (50.0) (100.0) (42.8) (57.3)

3. Think they (the carer) 8 4 4 4 0 4 24
will be too old/ill (36.7) (28.5) (30.7) (50.0) (57.1) - (35.2)

4. Think familX circumstances I 1 2 0 0 0 5
might change (4.3) (7.1) (15.0) (7.3)

Su?n’lncL?y

This chapter has applied the method of cost estimation, as outlined in
Chapter 3, to the estimation of the costs of community care. Unit prices
(costs) for each type of activity are applied to the level of service delivery
(given in Chapter 8) under each of these activities in order to arrive at per
capita costs for each activity, by level of dependency. These per capita costs,
aggregated over all activities, give the total costs per capita by level of
dependency. A key cost item is the amotmt of hours of informal care given
within the home. Two methods are used in order to estimate this: an

opportunity cost approach that focuses on forgone opportunities of
market work, and an approach that uses a public expenditure estimate for
the provision of equivalent services.

While average costs increases as the level of dependency increases, the
increase is less than might have been expected. The average per capita cost
.increases fi’om £147 per week to £200 per week as the dependency level
increases fi’om A to D. The range fl’om dependency level B to level D is
only fi’om £ 168 to £200 per week.

Caring for highly dependent elderly people is often physically arduous
and psychologically distressing. These at’e - in the everyday understanding
of the term - costs to carers even though they currendy fall outside the
limits of estimation procedures based either on the opportunity cost
approach or the public expenditure approach.
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Given the modest use of formal services, and the limited part played by
informal social networks, much of the burden of comnnmity care falls on
the principal caregiver. There are two kinds of non-economic burdens:
personal stresses or strains and conflict within marilal or family
relationships. The distribution of these burdens is quite unequal, being felt
in particular by the following groups who are not mutually exclusive: (a)
those caring for the highly dependent elderly, (b) those who are on low
incomes, and (c) women who are often under pressure m give up paid
employment or else to put their paid Work second to the task of caring.

The resuhs of the community survey show a very high level of

psychological clistress among the carets. Other research indicates that
carets are likely to be relatively heaW users of health services.

The issue of psychic costs arises in relation to hospital care as well as in
the informal home care situation (Chapter 7). There is, however,
considerably greater scope for making compensatory ac!jusmaents in the
former than in the latter. In the former case, ward organisation, or job
rotation arrangements provide means of addressing the problems of
physical and psychological strain which arise in institutions. Where these
means fail to provide alleviation, staff members have the option of leaving.
~y COll[l’aS[., slress on the home caret represents a more intractable
problem. Here there is an intimate one-to-one context where life is not
dMded into work and non-work spheres. The stressful experience is not
limitecl to a certain number of working hours. Moreover, in the context of
close family relalionships where labour of love is performed and/or
kinship obligation is experienced, there is nol a meaningful option or
"exit", even in the face of very high levels of strain.



Chapter 10

SERVICI£ USAGE AArI9 COSTS hV A DAY t-IOSPITAL

Introd~tction
As outlined in Chapter 2, a day hospital provides an ah.ernative to

in-patient services. It engages in investigating, treating and rehabilitating
people withottt the necessity for an overnight stay in hospital.

This study concentrates on the use of resonrces by dependency group
in a day hospital. No at.tempt is made to estinlate health outcomes. This
enables a comparison to I)e made with both traditional in-patient services
and with commttnity care, for elderly people who are classed as being in
the corresponding categories of dependency. It also enables cost estimates
to be derived. Day hospital costs comprise costs put on the following broad
categories ofservice or resource use:

Ca) daily services within the day hospital;
(b) transport provision;
(c) use of capital equipment;
(d) forreal community care serwces;
(e) informal care within the home;
(f) in-patient acute hospital services:
The day hosl)ital in question is on the same site as Hospital 2 and is

very much part of service provision given t.o old people in that hospital.
For the purpose of this study, however, every effort has I)een made to
estimate the use of resources in the day hospital as a "stand-alone" activity.

Oistrilnttion of DepeT~dency

The distribution of clepencleni:y of elderly people attending the clay
hospital is shown in Table 10.1. Categories of dependenc)’ are defined by
means of a C, nttman scale in the same way as For in-patient and comnlunity
care elderly. Sampling and data collection procedures followed in the day
hospital have been clescribed earlier in Chal)ter 4.

Initially, 19 per cent of old people were classified as non-scale. However,
all but one of these persons could be reassigned to an approl)riate scale
point using the procedure of error nlinimisation (as in Chapter 5). Those
elderly i)ersons in category of del)enclency A are the highest users of day
hospital services (44 pet" cent). Old people in the highest category of

172
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dependency (E) only constitute 6 per cent of da); hosp!tal users.
In general, those who attend tile day hospital are in the lower categories

of clepel?dency. This is in contrast to the distribution of dependency
observed Ibr in-patient care of the elderly users in Hospital 2, where the
highest proportion (41 per cent) of elderly are those in category of
dependency E.

I=reque~cy of Attendance and Other Aspects of Day Hospital Use

During any one week, approximately II0 elderly persons visit the day
hospital. Ovbr the two-week period of the survey, information was collected

on 104 persons. These patients made, on average, four visits per month to
the hospital. There is little variation in attendance rales across categories
of dep?ndency, especially among categories B, C, D and E (Table 10.2).

Table I 0.1 : Disttqbution of EMerly Persons by Ctltegoty of Del.wndencO, in the Day Hospital

Categr.y of Dependency Ptn’cenlage

A ’t’1

B 23

C 17

D 9

E 6

Non-scale 1

All 100

Table I 0.2: NI~ m/ua- of Attendance~ ~er Month tO" Category of Dependenc),

Ca tegoty of Depen den c9’ iX ttt m be," of A t tenda nces

A 3.6

B 4.2

C 4.3

D 4.4

E 4.3

Non-scale 4.0

All 4.0
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For old people who attend the clay hospital the mosl usual source of
referral is ward disGharge (Table 10.3). Just under half of all users come
from this source. Ill addition, 27 per cent of users come [’ron~ Out-patients
while 16 pet" cent are referred by their general practitioner. Only 7 per
cent of users come fi’om other hospitals. Given the medical origin of most
referrals it is not surprising that in 40 pet" cent of cases the general
practitioner is involved in referral, while in 59 per cent of cases a
constdtant geriatrician is the prime decision-maker (Table 10.4).

The principal medical diagnosis of day hospital users is also of interest.
Unfortunately, however, the information contained in Table 10.5 is far
from satisfactory since 49 per cent of old people show up in the

Table 10.3: Source of Referral for Day Hospital Users

DomicilimT 1.0

Ottt-paticnLs 27.2

General pl’actitioner 16.5

Ward discharges 48.5

Other Hospitals 6.8

Total 100.0

Table I 0.’1: Whose Idea it wa.~ that Elderly Pe~ons shouM Attend Day Hospitals

Whose Idea Percentage

Elderly person 0.0

Genei,~l plzlctitioner 39.8

Public health nm’se 0.0

Social worker 0.0

Collsull:illt geriatrician 59.2

Other 1.0

Total 100.0
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Table 10.5: Ptin@al Diag~losis tf l’Slderly I’erslm.~
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DiaKnosis Percen t¢lge

Stroke 16.7

Other neurological 1.0

Can’diovascular l 1.8

Rheumatic disorders 7.8

Orthopaedic disorders 6.9

Respiratou’y 7.8

Other 48.1

Total I00.0

unidentified "other" category. Nevertheless the table does indicate that 17
per cent o[" ttsers are stroke victims, 12 per cent have cardiovascular
problems, 8 per cent have rheumatic disorders, 8 per cem have respiratory
illness, anti 7 per cent suffer fi-om orthopaedic-related discomfort.

Usage of Day Hospital Services
Most resource use in the day hospital is provided by nurses and

attendants (Table 10.6). The average pen- capita nursing/attendant
minutes of care received by old people per visit to the day hospital is 68
minutes. Patients in category A receive least care per visit, while those in
category D receive most care. The small number of elderly in tim more
dependent categories makes one wary of reading too much into the caring
estimates for these categories, especially category E. Generally, when the
caring function is clisaggregatecl by activity, nurses anti attendant spend
most of their time providing help with bathing, mobility assistance anacl
toileting.

The use of physician resources by category of dependency is shown in
Table 10.6. There is little diffen’ence in minutes per visit across categories
ofdepenclency A, B, C anti D.

Esl.imales of resol.ll-Ce rise with respect to pal-anledical services are more

ambiguous. Basically the problem is, as explained in earlier chapters, that
playsiotheL’al~ists anti occupational theu’algists may pn’ovicle services in group
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rather than individual sessions. As a consequence, the estimates for these
services illay be nlore indicative of relative usage than an accurate
assessment of individual consumption.

Those elderly in the lowest and highest category of dependency receive
least physiotherap), care (Table 10.6). This also holds with respect to
occupational therapy. All categories of dependency receive care fi’om the
chiropodist with those in categories D and E receiving most care. Only
patients in category of dependency A receive the services of a speech
therapist (ST). The services of the dietician and the social worker,
ahhough used b), more categories, are also sparsely provided.

Usage of Community Ca’m Services
Most oF the old people who attend the day hospital also receive

community care services, whether of a formal type or informally given
within the home. As outlined earlier, there is a variability in the extent of
i)rovision of services such as home helps, paramedical and PHN services,
both across and within Heahh Board areas. This means that the formal

provision of community care is not necessarily optimal. Variations in its
provision do not necessarily correspond with variations in people’s needs.

Thus a warning is in order: the service usage outlined in this chapter is not
necessarily adequate or optimal.

Table 10.6: Usag~ of Hospital ~Ke~Jice.~ IO, C~ttegmy of DependentO,

Category Nulsing Physidan Physio- OT S’l" Chil~odist I)ietidan Soczal

of and thtrapL~t Worker

I)e~Jenden~y Attendant

Minute.~ per VL~’it

A 35.0 9.4 5.1 9.6 1.3 2.2 0.7 0.5

B 90.0 10.0 25.3 22.8 0.0 3.8 0.4 1.9

C 73.0 8.,I 23.1 31.5 0.0 2.2 0.6 1.5

D 136.0 9.4 30.0 3,1.4 0.0 7.2 0.0 0.0

E 114.0 14.3 13.3 6.7 0.0 5.8 0.0 0.0

All 68.0 9.6 15.5 18.4 0.6 3.2 0.5 0.9
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Genmal Practitioner

Elderly persons attending day hospitals make visits to and receive visits
from their general practitioner. Those in category B make most visits per
week, nearly twice as many as old people in categories D and C (]’able
10.7). Doctors also visit patients at home. Howevel. not all categories of
dependency receive such visits. For example, old people in categories C
and E report no visits fiom the physician.

Elderl), persons attending clay hospital also receive less visits fi’om their
GP than old people in the conamunity survey (Chapter 8). The reason for
this may be that clay hospital users receive most of their medical services
upon attendahce at the day hospital and conseqt~entl), need to make less

use of their general practitioner.

"l’:d)le I 0.7: ~l~ehh, Ustq,~r ~f (;eneral I ractitioner, I ublic Health 1~ lu~’e, and Home 14elp .~r~wices tO,
CategoO, of Dq~endencO’

Category of G~nen’ff General Public Health Home Help
DepeT~dency Practitioner Practitionm" Nul~e

Visits to: Visits fi’om: Visits Holl~:~ Visits Hours

A 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.2 1=1 1.3

B 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.3 1.6 2.0

C 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.1 I.I 2.8

D 0.2 0.,I 0.9 0.2 1.0 1.4

E 0.2 0.0 1.5 1.9 3.2 10.5

"All 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.3 1.4 2.3

Public Health Nut~’ing
The use of 13ublic heahh nursing is very much concentrated on those

elderly in the highest calcgory o1: dependency. Patients in category E
receive three times more visil.s than those in categories A or B. Nurses also
spend much longer, on average, with patients in category E. Patients in
calegory D also have a relatively high visiting rate.

The relatively high rate of nurse visit.s to more dependent patients may
reflect the response of public heahh nurses to a scarcity of resources. More
effort is perhaps now directed towards visiting those palients with more
immediate nursing needs.
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The h),pothesis (above) that there is an uneven distribution of public
health nurse resources is partl), confirnled I)), the difference in visiting
rates and hours of care between the (lay hospital and commtmity samples.

The former receive three times more visits anti over twice ,"is man), hours of
care than reported for community elderly (Chapter 8). Although it is
impossible to test the hyl)othesis that such differences are related to
availability of resoHrces rather than need, it is reasonable to ascrihe part of
the variation to time SUl)l)l), side. lqoweve~; deman(I side influences may also

he at work, given time fact that so man), old people in the da)’ hospital
sample have recently been discharged fi’om acute care. Without adequate
communit), care services it would not be possible for these people to
return to their own homes.

I-lome Help S~’vices
Table 10.7 also shows the usage of home helI) services. Rates of visiting

and hours of attendance per week are much higher (on average nine
times) for old people attending the day hospital than for time randomly
selected community elderly (Chapter 8). These differences in time use of

home helps between the two gro~q)s hold across all calegories of
clependenc),. Such variation ma),, once again, he related more to availabilit),
of resources than to need. This is because old people in the vicinity of
Hospital 2 have access to more home help services than those in the
general COl]lnlttnily survey. For both da), hosl)ital patients anti those in the
commtDmit), survey, time rate of visiting and time hours of care increase as time
level of dependency gets worse except fo~? some minor tliscontinuities in
the former.

Oth~" Community Ca~e Sovices

Da)’ hospital users in the surve), also receive other services. In the case
of meals-on-wheels, time per capita usage is higher than in the case of time
community survey (Table 10.8). This difference is likel), to reftcct the
difference in availal)ility of agenci6s that provide these meals, between

these two groups.
Although there are no national figures for attendance at day care

eentres, the likelihood is that access to centres is variable throughout the
cotmtr),. This is horne out somewhat I)), time more favourahle visiting rates
of day hospital users (0.4 visits per week, Table 10.8), compared to per
capita visiting rates of 0.02 for elderly in time community survey (Chapter
8). One can be reasonabl), certain that time availability of a centre within
reach of an elderly person, together with suitable transport arrangements,
makes a crucial difference to rates of attendance.
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In the case of the other services, the level of provision is minimal by
anv standards (Table 10.8). This is in line with the restllts of the
community survev.

Table 10.8: | VeeM), Usage of Other Corn munil), C,,’ne So’tsices I,,3, C, ategmy of Delumdm~cy

Oit,’g~’ of MeaL* on Chiropodist Rdi#ous Volunta,y Health Care/
Depemlmlc~, I i’Turet~ Agende,~ Day Cal~

No. of Visits      Hotm Visits     Holo~ Visits    Hours C~lt~ Visits

A 0.6 0.02 0.01 0.2 0. I 0.00 0.00 0.5

B 0.9 0.02 0.01 0.3 0.1 0.00 0.00 0.4

C 0.1 0.03 0.01 0.3 0.1 0.06 0.03 0.5
D 1.0 0.03 0.01 0.6 0.2 0.00 0.00 0. I

E 0.0 0.0,t 0.02 0.3 0.2 O. 17 O. 17 0.3

All 0.6 0.02 0.01 0.3 0.1 0.02 0.02 0.4

hi-patient A atte-Ca’re Services
Elderly persons living in the community mav also make use of

in-patient acute care services (Tal)le 10.9). Dav hospital users sl)ent an
average of 30 days in hospital dttring the niost recent year (1988).
Category D patients spent most davs (58) in hosl)ital, Stu’l)risinglv, perhaps,
those elderly il+ the higher category of dependencv (E) spent less days in
acute care. Elderly in category A spent the least number of days in hospital
(18 days). The use of acute care bv the dav hospital sample is higher than
that of the general community saml)le (Table 10.4). This is perhaps not all
that surprising given the t~lct that over 50 per cent of the dav hospital
sample consist of people recently discharged fi’om acute in-patient care.
Ideally, acute care resource use bv people attending dav hospital care
should also be compared to the use of in-patient services bv people in
Iong-stav institutions. However. inl’ormation on the latter was not collected
due to the diflqcuhv of picking up all the costs of such episodes in the
accounts of the four hospitals under observations.

Informal Care
The approach to the estimation of the use of informal care is similar to

that of Chapter 8. The usage of informal care by those who attend the dav
hospital is now outlined. Table 10.10 shows the informal care provision of
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clay hospital users, disaggregated by caring activity. The largest component
of informal care is related to direct supervision of old people. Supervision
is relatively low for category A elderly (4.5 hottrs per week) but increases
steadily up to category D (65.3 hours), before falling to 40 hours a week
for those in category E.

Table 10.9: Day.~ Spent in Acute Care Hospital Dutqng the Past Year tO’ Calegoly of I)ependencO’

Average humid" ~f days

Calegr~3’ of Spmlt in Acute Care Hospital

Dependency dl¢lqng the Past Year

A 18.’t

B ’12.6

C 29.9

D 57.8

E 27.2

All 30.2

Meal preparation and housekeeping duties constitute the other m~ior
activities of informal carets. In the case of meal preparation, there is little
variation in the hours of care provided across categories. There is some
lendency for housekeeping care hours to rise with dependency level.

Informal care hours, aggregated across all activities, increase steadily
with level of disability up to category D. Old people in category D receive
mostcare (I I 1.5 horn-s). Hours of informal care fall by 25 hours, however,

as one moves from category D to category E. On average, elderly day
hospital users receive 50.5 hours of informal care per week. This is similar
to estimmes of informal care provided by O’Shea and Corcoran (1989) in

their small-scale survey of community elderly on the margin between
community and hospital care. Their estimate of weekly informal care,
aggregated by caring activity, for marginal elderly is 56 hours. Moreover,
the estimate of informal care for day hospital users is not very different
from the average number of informal care hours given to the elderly in the
community survey (47 hours per week).
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Table 10.10: Per Capita Weekly Mean It#J~wml C~’o’e Hou~z l9’ Specified ActiTtity By Category of

Dependency

Cxaegoly ofOepe, de, cy

A B C D E

Direcl supervision ’t.5 25.5 50.0 65.3 40.2 2’t.2

Washing hands & tilce 0. I 0. I 0.9 1.6 5.0 0.5

l?~athillg all over 0.4 0.6 2. I 1.5 0.6 0.9

Toileti,g 0. I 0.2 1.0 2.6 7.2 0.8

Dressing 0.4 0.3 1.3 1.7 4.8 0.9

Walking Indoors 0.0 1.2 2.0 5.5 2.2 1.2

Walking oHtdool-s 0.2 0.3 1.3 0.0 0.4 0.’1

Shopping 3.’4 ’1.3 3.3 6.1 3.4 3.8

Meal pxcpar:uion ,I.8 7.5 7.6 7.3 7.6 6.2

Feeding 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 I .,I 0.2

l~llllldl3’ 2.1 3. I 3.7 6.6 3.’1 3. I

Housckccl~ing 6.0 7.8 6.5 I 1.3 6.8 6.9

C,~ I I ¢~1]11 lid illini$l II~liOll

(handlillg of 11101112}’) 0.’1 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.2 0.6

Admi,fistration of

medicine 0.3 0.7 1.8 1.0 0.9 0.8

All 22.6 52.2 82.3 I 11.5 85.1 50.5

Day Hospital Cost.~"
l)ay hospital costs arc difl]cuh, to estimate for a number of reasons.

Firsl, Ihe day hospilal is sitt~aled within a geriatric unit thai also provides
two other types of geriatric care - assessment/rehabilitation and long-stay

services. Second, the geriatric unit is ilsell" part of a large acute-care

teaching hospital. The resuh is that there az’e certain items of expenditure
that are not easily attril)utable either to the geriatric trail or to day hospital
users within that unit.

The total budget for nursing and attendant care in the day hospital is
£82,000 per annum. It is possible to allocate this budget among categories
of dependency on the basis of the p:’Ol)ortion of tolal nursing/attendant
hours used by each category. Per capita costs are calculated by dividing the
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shared budget by the number of elderly persons in each category. Category
A has relatively low nursing/attendant costs of care (pet" capita) while
categories D and E have relatively high costs of care (Table 10.11). The
costs of care, of course, reflects tile resource use of each category as shown
in Table 10.7. The per capita cost of physician and paramedical services
are assigned on the same basis.

Among the other costs associated with day hospital care. are
administration costs pertaining to those attending the day hospital. This
item is included under the heading of other pay in Table 10.11.
Disaggregation by dependency category is not attempted. It is unlikely,
however, that much variation exists across dependency categories. Neither
is disaggregation appropriate for non-pay items such as heating, lighting,
medicines, cleaning, etc. Hence, these costs are apportioned on the basis
of average per capita usage. Similarly, the use of services such as pathology
and diagnostics are assumed not to vary by category of dependency. Tile
latter assumption is more difficult to sustain. A ].wio~vT one might expect the
use of these services to vary by level of disability. Unfortunately, however,
we were unable to discover if this was the case.

Transport is an important resource use in day hospital care. It has also
been identified by the consultant geriatrician as tile most important
constraint on the further development of day hospital provision in the
hospital under observation. Not enough ambulance places are currently
awfilable to bring all old people, who would benefit from attendance, to
the clay hospital. Given the importancetof transport, it is regrettable that
no information is available on the cost of ambulance journeys to and fi’om
the day hospital. Ambulance costs are, however, notoriously difficult to
identify especially if their use is not conlined to partictdar forms of care or
types of patient. The situation is I’urther complicated in this case by the [,act
that the ambulance services are not under the financial control of the
hospital but of the health board. In the absence of any information, use
nltlSt be nlade of estilnales made elsewhere as a guide to transport COSts.

Using esumates for clay hospital provision provided by Wright and used by
Gerard (1988), but adjusted for h’eland to take into account exchange rate
differences, the per capita transport costs for the day hospital have been
estimated at £11.46. A warning is necessary that in the absence of more
reliable information, this estimate is only a rough guide to the true cost of
transport in the day hospital.

Tile average weekly per capita cost. of day hospital care is £76 (Table
10.1l). Although the resource use has been observed on the basis of
services consttmed per visit, this was adjusted by the average number of
visits per week (0.92) to provide the weekly estimate. Variation across



Table 10. ] I : A retake Weddy Per Capita Co.st of Day/-Iospila/Care by CategnaO, qf Dependencd,

(11

Categ,’oty Nut:ring~ Pro’a- .%cial Olhet~a) Olhe~0~) 7¢
<of Allendanl Physidan medical Wcnker Dietician "l)’anspolI    Oipilal Pay Abn-Pay ,%t~sices(c) All

Dependency Wolker m
CO~

A 6.3 (5.3

B 20.6 7.9

C 15.7 6.8

D 28.6 7.,I

E 26.1 12.1

£

1.3 0.06 0.07 11.5 8.2 10.9 1’-).9. 7.7 65.1 z

4.3 0.27 0.05 I 1.5 8.2 10.9 1_..9 9 7.7 8,1.,I
©

4.6 0.22 0.07 I 1.5 8.2 10.9 12.9 7.7 78.5

5.8 0.00 0.00 I 1.5 8.2 10.9 12.9 7.7 93.0

9’ 2---.3 0.00 0.00 I 1.5 8.2 10.9 12.!) 7.7 91.6

All 14.34 - 9 3 ’) (                             "/ .... 0 0.12 0.06 1 1.5 8.2 10.9 1 ..9 7.7 75.8 .T.
©

Nole~: (a) Includes administration and other.

(b) h~chM~sit~mssud1asmedicines~medi~a~/s~lrgica~hca~/p~v.’er/~ight~deaning/v.~:~shing~ c1~.
(c) Indudcs pathoh)gy, laboratoO,, diagnostic imaging, etc. "
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categories of dependency is primarily caused by differences in nursing,
physician and paramedical resource use. Patients who are least dependent
have the lowest nursing, paramedical and physician costs. Patients in
category o[" dependency 1) have the highest nursing/attendant and
paramedical costs, while patients in category of dependency E have the
highest cost of medical care and close to the highest cost of
nursing/auendant costs. There is relatively little difference in the cost of

day laospital care between categories of dependency A (£65 per week) and
patienus in category ofdependetlcy D (£93 pet" week).

The Costs of Formal Community Care
The approach to estimating the costs of formal comnmnity care m the

case of day hospital users is similar to that used in Chapter 9. The per
capita estilnates of the use of i’eSOtll’Ces are combined with rates of
payment in order to yield estimates of costs.

Table 10.12 gives the estimates of the weekly per capita costs of
community care services in the case of the clay hospital users. The per

capita cost of general practitioner services is the sum o[" costs for visits
fl-om, visits to and travel associated with visits to the GP. Not surprisingly, in
view of the patterns of resource use, old people in dependency D have the
highest pet" capita general practitioner cost (£2.6).

In the case of public heahh nl_ll-ses, services are concentrated on
elderly people in category of dependency E. Hence, the cost pet" capita
(which inchtdes travel costs) is much greater in the care of this group than
in the care of any other group - about five times that of the next highest
(dependency B). For the same reason, the per capita cost of home help
services are by fat- the highest For dependency E. The only other categories
of service where there ’are discernible costs are meals-on-wheels and day
care attendance.

A mgte Hospital Services
Table 10.9 has shown that tile patients in category of dependency D

spent the longest time in hospital during the past year. Hence the patients
in this categoz’y have tile highest cosl of care (Table 10.13).

The Cost of h~ormal Care
By contrast with the community sample, in the case of day hospital

users, we do not have information on the perceived opportunity costs of
carets of the elderly people. All we have are data on hours of care,
disaggregated I)y caring activity. To estimate the cost of intbrmal caring, we
have io make use of the information on benefits forgone that comes from



Table 10.12: Avtnage Weekly perC.,~pita Cost of G)mm,nity C.am Setvices fi,’Day Hospital Users by Categv)O" ~f Oependenry

Categot), of General Public I lome MeaL~ Chit~)pculL~t ICelig4ous Vol, ntmy Day (,are

I)e/mndency Practitioner Health N,l~e Ilelp on llqteeL~ A&m,~y Attendance /Ill

r~9

rn

t’3

£
7_

A 1.0 2.1 .3.0 1.0 0. l I 0.18 0.01 8.5 15.8                                                                       .~

B 1.7 3.7 5.0 1.5 0.14 0.26 0.00 6.5 18.5 ©

C 0.9 I .’t 6.9 0.2 0.16 O.32 0.03 8.5 18.3

I) 2.6 2.7 :’,.5 1.7 0.13 0.55 0.00 1.9 13.0 Z

E 1.3 20.5 26.6 0.0 0.18 0.26 0.21 5.6 5"1.6

All 1.2 3.3 5.6 0.9 0.1 0.20 0.02 7.3 18.7
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Lhe conlmunily survey. "rile monetary ’~’alllal.iOll o[" each of these forgone
activities is based, in tile first instance, on an estimate of tile value of
work-time lorgone. Non-market household work and leisure time given up

I)y caters are also valued. Combining these rates yielcls the estimate of the
opporttmity hourly cost. of informal care derived in Chapter 9 (£1.21 per
hour).

"rable I 0.13: Weekly Cost of A crete C.~lre U..~age by Elderly I’e~ons Attending Day Hospited I9, Calegoty
ofDel.~mden,~,

Caleg~ny of Cost of Care
De~Oenelency per Patient

£

A 53.6

B 122.6

C 89.5

D 168.5

E 78.,I

All 88.0

The costs of informal care b), category of dependency (tile hottrl), rate
muhilMied I)y tile number of hours of care) are given in Table 10.14. Tile
highest per capita weekly cost is associated with those in category D, with
the lowest cost associated with those in category A. "File estimated average
cost over all patients (£61 per week) is not far below the average cost per
week estimate for tile day hospital services.

As outlined in earlier chapters, there are other wa),s to estimate tile
monetary cost of informal care provision, hi particular, the time spent can
be vahted at tile price per hottr of someone who is hired to cart), Otll the
required tasks. Applying this method to tile valuation of informal care for
day hospital users yields a per capita weekly cost of £121 (Table 10.14).
Hence, with Ihis approach, the cost of informal care is doubled, by
comparison with the estimation of opportttnily COSLS.
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Table 10.14: ?7re Cost tf Infmwml C.a~ Received b), Day Hospital Users IO, Calegm7 of Dependency

Categmy of Hom~ of Opporlu nity Buying in cmqng
Dependency hi formal Clam Cost(a) Sendces(b)

£ £

’A 22.63 28.38 5"t.31

B 52.17 68.13 125.21

C 82.27 99.55 197.45

D 111.5,t 134.96 267.70

E 85.11 102.98 204.26

All 50.,18 61.09 121.15

Notes: (a) Opportt.lily cost x~dlmlion is equal to ,£1.21 per hour.
(b) The cost of bllying ill carillg scl~’ic~s is a~uzllcd to lye equal IO lhe honle hell)

z~itc of£2.,I0 per hour.

Personal Conxumplion
As in the case o[’the community survey, personal consumption is

estima|ed at £65 per week for the elderly.

Housing Costs
The opl)ortunity cosl of housing is taken fi’om the community st "vcy,

at £ 15.80 per person per week.

7htal Costs
The total cost of care for day hospital users is shown in Table 10.15.

Resource use is made up of services received in the hospital, community
care services provided in the home, inlbrmal care by family and friends
(valued in terms of opportunity cost), personal consumption and housing.
The average weekly costs increase as the level of clependency increases.
There is, howcveh little difl~:rence in the cost of care between patients in
dependency czuegories D and E, unless acute hospital services are included.
Category E have mucla higher COSLS of formal community care due to the
receipt of more services fi’om botla public health nurses and home helps.
Patients in category D, however, receive most hours of inlbrmal care, hence
have laighcr costs for this resource use." Patients in category A have the
lowest cost of care. They have lowest clay hospit~.l and informal care cosls as
well as incurring below-average community care costs.



Table 1O. 15: "/’he Oppo~unity Cost of CaT~ for Oay Hospital Usm~ by Category of Oelmndency

Category of Day Community InfolTnal Housing personal Total less Amtte Total including

Dependency Hospital Care Cat~ Coltslt.q~tion Acute Hospital Hospital Atntte Hospital

Care Care
Cetre

©
7_

©

£

A 65.1 15.8 27.4 15.8 65.0 189.1        53.6 242.7

C
B 84.4 18.5 68.2 15.8 65.0 251.7 122.6 374.3

C 78.5 18.3 99.6 15.8 65.0 277.2 " 89.5 366.7 ~"

D 93.0 13.0 135.0 15.8 65.0 321.8 168.5 490.3

E 91.6 54.6 103.0 15,8 65.0 330.0 78.4 408.4

All 75.8 18.7 61.1 15.8 65.0 236.4 88.0 324.4
7-
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Concl’lL~ions
The costs ol: care for time users of Ihe clay hospital are built up from

four components: Ca) the estimated costs of the clay hospital itself, (b) the
estimated costs of formal community care received by those who attend the

. day hospital, (c) the estimated costs of informal care (in the home) that
they receive, (d) estimated costs of episodes of acute hospital care that they
receive. This is on time assumption that tile day hospital services arc:
complenmntary both with conlnlunity care services (formal and informal)
and with acute hospital services. As in the cases of the earlier analysis of
long-stay and of community care, the estimated costs rellecl the different
patterns(of usage of services across dependency groups.

Tile majority of the day hospital patients are in the relatively low
dependency groups - compared with the pattern for in-patient care. This is
to be expected. If the distribution by dependency is compared with that of

the community samples, that for tl~e day hospital grouI) is not very
dissimilar fi’om tile community grotip. One sligl~t difference is that timre
are relatively more in the second Iowesl and third lowest dependency
groups (categories B and C respectively) in the clay hospital group.

In terms of time spent in care, the largest single componenl in the day
hospital comprises tl]at given by nurses and attendanis. Olher significant
contributions of time come from pl~ysicians, physlotlaerapy, and
occupational therapy services. In the case of nursing and attendant
services, the broad patterns is that the higher ti~e level of dependency, the
greater tile anaount of time given.

Examining formal community care, there is a notable difference
between the day hospital group and the commtmity sample in the amount
of both public health nursing and home help services received. The day
hosl)ital group receive IlltlCh more hours of care than the conanaunity

group. This is likely to be related, at least in part, to differences in
availability of services between the two groups though need factors are also
likely to exert some influence on resource use given the recent in-patient
experience of many in tile clay hospital sample. The general pattern, with
some exceptions, is that the level of service of both public health nurses
and home helps increases as thelevel of dependency increases.

A significant amount of informal care is given to the day hospital users
- a little over 50 hours a week on average. Direct supervision is the largest
single component of this. The general tendency is for the hours of care to
increase with time level of dependency.

The largest single item in tile estimates of day hospital costs is that of
nursing and attendant care. The general pattern is that per capita costs rise
with dependency level, but there is not much difference in.costs between
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the two highest dependency levels. In the case of formal community care,
the two largest components are public health nursing and home helI)
services. Tile costs associated with the highest dependency group are much
higher than ill the case of others, but there is no clear relationship with
dependency level, below Hie highest level. The costs of informal care
(using opportunity costs) rise steadily with dependency fi’om level A up to
level D.

Examining the components of total costs, the attributed cosls of the
day hospital are the largest single component. However, the estimated
opportunity costs of informal care in the home are nOl far behind,
estimated at some four-fifths of the estimated costs of day hospital services.
With tile exception of community care resource use by elderly in category
E, most of the variation in cost across depenclency gl-OUl)S reflects
differences in the amount of informal care received from family and
friends. If informal care is valued, not in lerms of opl)ortunity cost, but

instead, at what it would cost to replace tile amount of care currently being
provided by family and fi’iends, the cost of informal care would double, for
each category of dependenc)~

Patients in category D sl)ent most days in hospital during tile past },ear
and consequently have the highest cost of acute care. The inclusion of
acute care substantially increases the overall cost of care. This is
particularly tile case for die elderly in dependency category D.



Chapter 11

CONCLUSION5

Introduction
This concluding chapter is in four parts. First, tile findings that derive

from the basic research questions are sunamarised. Second, the policy
issues that arise from lhe placement of individuals in, and the allocation of
resources to, different Iorms of care for the elderly are briefly reviewed.
Third, the implications for policy development that arise fi’om the research
findings are pointed up. Fourth, I’tH’ther issues for investigation which have
emerged fi’om tiffs research are outlined.

I Research Questions and Findings

Kg,3, Choices in the Research
The basic research questions posed al the outset of this study at-e: what

are the respective costs of caring for elderly people in the community and
in institutions; how do these costs vary according as the level of
dependency of the elderly people varies; are there certain key components
of these COSLS; do the full costs of community care (having imputed costs to
those carets where hours of service are provided within the household)
vary with the level of back-up services provided by the Ibrmal programmes
which are operated through the Health Boards.

As outlined in Chapters 3 and 4, a nunaber o1" methodological choices
have to be made. O~’~e set of choices concerns tile apl3ropriate measure o1"

costs. The choice is between opporttmity costs, taking account of
opportunities that are sacrificed when resources are deployed, and public
expenditure. The choice is of parlicular importance when costing
community care, since imputation can be applied to the hours which are
given, without monetary reward, within the household. In this instance,
the estimation of costs by opportunity costs or opl)ortunities forgone is feh
to be the best approach. Opportunity costs give the appropriate guide
when decisions are made about the deployment of real resources in one
area than in another. In addition, they show the true costs, including
imputed costs, that fall on all par’lies to a transaction. At the same time, the

ahernative method of estimating public expenditure costs only is used -
while recognising the limitations of this approach.

191
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Another set of choices concern the measurement of dependency. Witll
regaM to physical measures, it is fclt that the Guttman scale provides an
appropriate nlethod of measuring dependency. This measnre rests Oil tile
assumption that disability progresses in a cunlulative loss of function, and
that disability can be represented in a hierarchy of severity. Tile Gnttman
scale is especially useful in economic comparisons of costs where costs of

caring for people, with sinlilar degrees of in.capacity, are being conlpared
across different settings. Other things being equal, if two people are on the
same point on a scale, they should have tile same need for care.

The question then arises how to incorporate the non-physical aspects
of dependency. It can be difficult to combine ordinal scales such as
Guttman with scales designed to pick up non-physical aspects such as
mental status. Indeed, the non-physical aspects wotild break down into a
number of different elements, leading to further problems of how to
combine thenl.

The approach used is to take account of non-physical elements by
making use of some of tile Crichton Royal scale components, ha addition,
tile relationship between tile gnttman scale and certain indicalors of non-
physical dependency is examined, hi othei? words, given that any scale is to
a degree an abstraction, the extent to which tile Guttman scale gives a
rel)resentation of both the physical and tile non-physical aspects of
dependency is an indicator of its ttsefulness as a general measure of
dependency.

The next choice concerns the institntions. Given the scope of this
study, it was feasible to choose only some four institutions. Hence, it is
evident that the institutions cannot be a raI]dolll sample, representative of
all the long-stay geriatric institutions in tile country. Instead, tlley provide

something close to case studies. At the same time, they were selected with a
view to showing a variation across some key elements.

It was felt to be particularly important to captttre differences across
hospitals in tile degree to which tile), use assessment prior to adnlission, in
order to enstu’e that only the higller-dependency people are admitted, and
in tile extent to which tile hospitals use rehabilitation of elderly persons ,as a
prelude to their return to living in the community. One of the hospitals
emphasises assessment, rehabilitation and the speedy return of patients to
the community, another reflects an intermediate position between a
traditional approach and innovation emphasising assessment and
rehabilitation, while the remaining two take a more traditional approach,
subject to recent innovation, hi addition, tile selected hospitals are spread
across tile country and each is in a different heahh board region. One is in a
large urban area and the others are sited in significantly smaller urban areas.
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A further choice relates to the source of information on dependency.
The choice here is between relying on tile nurses/auendants or else .
relying on the elderly people themselves. A pilol study was used in one of

the hospitals, and this assessed tile degree to which there w~ agreement in
tile assessment of disal)ility between Ihe providers of care and the
recipients. There proved to I)e a high degree of agreement between tile
two sets of ratings. Moreover, the use of information from providers rather
than recil)ients has the advantage that the data collected are more
coml)rehensive in coverage, given the likely incapacity of a significant
section of the elderly patients to provide all the information requested.

When estimating tile amount of care given, there is in principle a
number of al)proaches: rel),ing on estimates of hours given by nursing and
other staff in hospitals; and collecting information on tile use of time by
the keel)ing of time diaries or time I)tldgeLs. Given the numl)er of cases in
this stud),, tile limited resources for the stud), anti the need to minimise the
burden on hospital staff, il was felt best to. rely on the estimates of nurses
and other staff.

Scope of the Study
A key i)oint al)out the scope of this study is that the benefits of care are

not estimated. In turn, this means that the net I)enefits, tile diffei’ence
between benefits and COSTS, al’e 11Ol estimated. The stud), has not been
designed to measure health outcomes, h. has taken as given tile quality of
care across tile four hospitals and in tile communiW.

AI the same time, tile design of tile inquiry for Ihe elderly in the
institutions aimed at ensuring that a high proportion of the elderly
selected in the institutions would be likely to be on the margin of care
between the institutions and the community, with criteria including
admission to tile hospital within the two months prior to data collection. In
this wa)’, at least, the likelihood was that there was some degree of affinity
between the "objective" needs of this group in the hospitals and the grotq)
in tile community.

Dist’fibution of Peop& IO, Deptmden.cO, Level
The distril)tttion of elderly people by del)endency level, in institutions

and in the community, is needed in order to build up the cost estimates. It
is also of interesl in its own right. First, it is imporlanl to ktlow if Ihere are
low-dependency people in institutions who could be expected to be
amenable to care in tile community. Second, as tile level of disability
increases, there may be a tendency for tile elderly to be observed in
institutions rather than in the community.
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Table I I.l compares the dependencv profile of tile elclerly group in
the hospitals with the profile of the community sample. Of the elderly
group in the institutions, 55 per cent of then~ are in the top two categories
of clepenclencv (which are categories D anti E in tile compressed scale
shown in Table 1 I. I ). To a degree, this confirms a priori expectations that a
significant proportion of high-depenclencv elclerlv are in tile hospitals.

l-loweve~’, at tile .other encl of the dependenev scale, 22 per cent of the
elderly people in the hospitals are either classed as being free from
disability, or have only one ’disability. This is a higher proportion than
might have been expectecl, a pt~o~i.

,,Ls expectecl, tile distribution bv depenclencv of elderly people in the
conlmunitv sample is quite cliffcrent fi’om that in the hospitals, with a
much higher proportion in the Iow-depencleney levels: 45 per cent being
classecl as either free fi’om disability or having only one disabilitv.

Among the possible reasons which could explain the presence of Iow-
dependencv elderly in the hospitals, tile following seem to be tile most
relevant. Fil’sl, if forinal assessment and rigorotis procedures for admission

are not used, Iow-depcndencv people are likely to encl up in long-stay care.
A nunlber of years ago, regular and thorough assessment of elderly

peol31e pi’ior to potential admission to long-term care in hospital was the
exception rathel" t]lan the i’ule. 111 i’ecent veal’s, there has been SOllle inove

towards more formal methods of assessment prior to admission.
Differences in the extent to which assessment is used can be reflected in
the distribution of patients bv dependenev level.

Table I I. 1: Co,npa,qson of/he Distrilmtion of l’ldm~y Persons tO, Categoly of Dependency in tlo,q~im&

and in the Community

Category of

DependentO,

Percentage of Elderly

I’lo,~itala Corn mu ni ey

A 21.8 45.5

B 7.0 19.7

C 13.1 13.0

D 16.1 9.1

E 39.3 5.6

Non-scale 2.7 7.1
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In the debate about ihe al~propriate balance of care for the frail
elderly, one of lhe il.ems of concern has been about tile degree to which
elderly people of low dependency who could I)6 cared for in the

community (given the requisite back-up services), have been placed in
institutions. The diflerent patterns oF assessment can go some way towards
explaining why, in three of the four hospitals, a fifth or more of tile elderly
patienls are of low dependency. In tile case of the exccpiion, Hospital 2,
the small proportion of low-dependency patients is evidently related to the
rigorous Drocedtlres for adnlission l_hal, al’e iJsed. These pl’ocedtires are

complemented by the use of assessment and rehabilitation beds (see

below) before final decisions are made about the admission into long-stay
care, together with an active policy towards tile discharge of patients.

In some oF the hospi.tals there has been a gradual move over time
towards a greater use of assessment prior to admission. In these cases it
could be expected ihat, other things being equal, ihere would be lower
dependency levels among the patients who were admitted a relatively long
time ago. This expectation was tested by examining whether, in cases
where admission procedures were tightenecl up over time, Ihe low
clepenclency was concentrated among those who WCl-e adlnitled a long Lime
ago. This is not the case. l-lowever, the true influence of the data of
admission on dependency level is clil’ficuh to establish. This is because
elderly people, as tile), age further, can become increasingly adapted to the
inslilulion and increasingly dependent on others.

Second, the relative absence of rehabilitation programmes and of an
active policy on discharge could also lead to low-dependency people in the
hospitals. Third, tile quantity and quality of con/mttnity care that is
available is an inlluence. The willingness and ability of hospitals to
discharge people into Ihe community will clepend on this. In tile absence
oF adequate conlmunity care, ihere is a higher risk of low-dependency
elderly staying in hospital.

A final point about the clistribution of dependency concerns the non-
physical or additional measures of dependency. Chapter 5 shows that the
disu’ibution of additional ill-hcahh across hospitals is not dissimilar fi’om
that observed using Ihe C, ul.l.man scale. This suggests Ihat the Guttman
scale is a reasonable measure of depenclency in elderly persons.

Relationship Between the Costs of Care and Diffi;rent Level~ of,Service Usage
Tile COSLS of diffcrenl forms of care will reflect (a) the levels of service

under different headings, (b) the prices atlached to each of these diflizrent
services. Hence for each of the forms of care, levels ol’service delivered arc
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first estimated, followed b), the application of "price tags" to each type of
service.

One broad point can be made at the outset. In each of the forms of
care, certain key services dominate Ihe cost estimates. In the case of
institutional care, and in the case of the da), hospital services, the most
important single element which influences costs is the provision of nursing

and attendant hours. In the case of home care, the two largest elements in
costs are the opportunity costs of the hours given by informal carers in the
home, and the personal consuml)tion of the elderly people.

There is a relativel), low level of ttsage of community care services that
are offered through Health Boards. Hence, these services do not make up
a significant part of costs for the community sample. The use of acute
hospital care for episodes turns out to be more important ,as a cost item
than these formal community care services. Similarl),, in the case of the day
hospital, the costs associated with the use of formal communit)’ care
services are much less than those associated with episodes of acute hospital
care. The latter turn out to be unexpectedl), large, being of the same order
of magnitude as those allocated to the da), hospital itself.

Relatiortship 13etwt;en the’Costs of CttTe a’~d the I~sel of Dependency
In Chapter 3, the likely relationship between the cost of care and the

level of dependency has been discussed. It is expected that the marginal
cost of caring for elderly people - that is, the extra cost of care i)er unit of
dependent),- increases as the level of dependency increases. The question
then arises: what is the difference between the marginal cost of caring for
elderly people in the home and in institutions, at different levels of
dependent),.

Do Costs lncTease with Dependency level?
In this stud)’, average costs per capita rather than marginal costs can

onl), I)e estimated. The extent to which average costs will be a guide to
marginal costs will depend on the degree of otilisation of capacity. For
instance, in institutions, if capacit), is underutilised, more patients could be
expected to be treated at relatively low extra cost, and hence in the short
run, marginal cost would be expected to be less than average cost.
However, in general in the institutions, there was effectivel), a rationing of
existing places and close to full utilisation of capacity was ohserved. In this
stud)’, capital costs, labour costs and other input costs are estimated. Thus,
lhe costs relate essentially to the longer-run period. In that case, longer-
run average cost could be expected to be close to longer-run marginal
COSt.
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In the institutions, it is found lhat indeed the per capita COSlS of care
do increase as the level ofdcl)endency increases (Table I 1.2). The increase
in cost i)er capita its dependency level increases is not the same over all
dependency levels; in i)articular, there is a relatively small increase in
average cost its clel)endency moves from level 17, (covering the scale points:
cannot walk outdoors without help; cannot walk indoors without hell)) to
level C (covering, in addition, tile scale points: cannot dress without hell);
cannot get out of bed without hell); callllO[ sit or stand withoul help;
cannot use Ihe toilet without help). The overall i)attern reflecls to a
considerable degree the fact that, as tile dependency level increases, the
Iotal hours of nursing and attendant care increase throughout the range of

del)cnclency.
One reason which could explain the finding that, between some

dependency levels, costs clo not increase as much as might have been
expected, is the way ill which resources are pttl illlO assessmellt, at least in
some hospitals. A degree o1’ assessment is devoted to lower-dependency
patients, together with efforts at rehabilitation. The latter efforts, for tile
more ambulant palients, aim Io ensure their discharge and to avoid their
being instilutionalisecl on a long-term basis. Inherently, Ihe assessment and
rehabilitalion services are labour-intensive in nature and invoh,e highly-
skilled staff in the hospital and hence can add consideral)ly to unit~ costs.

In Ihe case of community care, Iotal COSLS (estimaled on tile basis of
opportunity costs) increase steadily as the level oF dependency increases.
However, tile increase in average cost is less Ihan might have been
expected, with a range only of from £147 per week to £199.5 per week
bctwee0 dependency levels A and D. There are a number of factors that
can explain this. First, even in the case of those with relatively low
dependency levels, a considerable number of cltring hours is given by the
caret’s ill the home. There seems to be a minimum critical mass of hours
which is given in care in the home.

Second, in the case of both high and low dependency levels, there is a
considerable usage of hosl)ital services. Averaged across all tile elderly in
the sltmple, the use o[" hospilal services contributes 14 per cenl of Ihe total

estimated cosls. Third, the sanle cost per persoll is assttmed in the case of
personal eonsuml)tion and housing, no malter what the level of
dependency is. Together, thesc two items of cost make up just under half of
the cosl per capita Otrcomnaunity care.

In the case of the users of day hospital services, there are a numl)er of
components to the cost estimates: (a) the costs of day hospital services
themselves, (b) the costs of communlty care and hours of home care for
day hospilal users, (c) cosls associaled with housing, personal consumption
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Tal)lc I 1.2 Weekly O~st per Patient Treated by Cate,¢o~y ¢!f Dqsendenc9,

Hospital

Cmegr, y of

Dependency I Assess- Long- 3 4

merit stay

£

A 137 ’t22 382 133 147

B 187 581 262 129 170

C 160 643 296 179 179

D 188 687 375 172 231

E 286 685 500 289 274

All 214 642 418 210 202

Community Care

Categoly of In finwlal cto~

D~den~ in the I-Iott~ (a) 7~tal

£

A 46 1’t7.0

B 54 168.0

C 56 173.0

D 70 199.5

E 104 211.0

All 56 164.0

Usel~ ~f Day Hospital Care (opportunity cost vahmtion)

Categr)O’ of

Dependency

A

B

C
I)

E

All

Community C,~*re Total Total Indltding

Day .~qvicea Plus Le*s Acltte Acute Hospital

Hospital In fox,hal Care Hospital Otre Care

(.) (b)
£

65 44 189 243

84 87 252 37’1

79 118 277 367

93 148 322 ’190

92 158 330 ,108

76 80 236 32’1

Sources:Tables 7.1 I. 9.3, 10.12. 1O. 13 and 10.1,I.

Notes: (a) Informal care arc estimntes using opportunity costs.
(b) The cost of personal co,lsumption and housing are included along with day

hospilal CiHiilntlnily c:u’c sol’vices and inform:d c:n’e.
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and episodes spenl in acute hospitals. These various items are included on
the assumption that there is a degree of complementarity between day
hospital care itself, formal community care services and care in the home.
Focusing on the first element, the cost of da), hospital services themselves

tends to increase with dependency level between levels A and D, with the
exception of the interval between levels B and C. The combined costs of
conamuoity care and informal care rise quite steeply as the dependency
level increases. This increase is greater than that which occurs for the
community sample as a whole, even thougla the distribution of day hospital
users by level of dependency is not dissimilar fi’om that for the sample of
the elderly in the communit),.

One reason for the dil:ferent pattern of change in costs or comn]unit),
care across dependenc), levels could be the fact that in the neighbourlaood

of the day hospital, there is a greater level of availability of formal
community care services than is Ihe case across the country as a whole. The
importance of the availability of services as an explanation for different
patterns of usage is discussed furtfier below. In the partictdar case of day
hospital users, they receive much more public health nursing and home
help services than Ihe cdmmunity group.

The total costs of care per head for tile day hospital users increases
with the level of dependency between levels A and D. This increase is a
steady one, again with the exception of the interval between level B and
level C where costs remain about the salne.

Cost.~" of Home Cme Relative to hTstitutional Care.for Low Depcnden.cO, I~vel.~"
Any comparison between the costs for the communit), sample and the

instilutional costs has to allow for the way in which costs per capita differ
across the 4 hospitals. In the case of Hospital 2, onl), the separate long-stay
unit is considered initially in these comparisons, althougla it: should be
renlenlbered that its activities al’e COlllplenlel]tary with the assessFlletlt and

rehabilitation unit. Taking the lowest dependency level, A, in 3 of the 4
hospitals the costs per capita are of the same broad order or magnitude as
in Ihe case of the communit), sample, using the opportunit}, cost valuation
Ibr the conimunit), sample. In the fourth case tile costs per capita for the
hospital are higher than in the case of the comnaunit), sample. In the case
of Ihe second lowest dependency level, B, in two of the hospitals the costs
per capita are of the same broad order of magnitude as in the case of the
communit), sample, in one of the hospitals the costs per capita are lower
than in tile case of the commutlity sample, and in anolher hospital the
costs per capita are higher than Ibr the communit), saml)le.
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A nunlber of different elenlents can go some way towards explaining
these findings and in particular the key finding that there are relatively
high resource costs of caring in the community at low dependency levels.
First, as already nleotioned above, even in tile case of those with low

dependency levels, a considerable number of informal hours of care are
given in the home. This can outweigh tile fact that many of those who give
informal care in tile home have relatively low opporttmit)’ costs of their

time. Second, there is considerable usage of hospital services by this low-
dependency group. Indeed, days spent in hospital is one of the more
significant cost items for the conlmunity group. Third, tile costs of
personal COOSunlption are assunaed constant acl’oss dependency levels arid
are greater than in the case of tile group in tile hospitals. Fourth, tile costs

of housing for the eomnlun!ty group are assumed not to vary with the level
of dependency. Allowance can now be made for the fact that in l-lospital 2,
a good deal of resources are devoted to assessment and rehabilitation of
tile lower-dependency and more anlbulant patients. These resources are
labour-intensive. Allowing for assessment and rehahilitation, costs per
capita in this hospital are higher than in tile case of tile Iow<lependency
elderly at home.

Costs of Home Care Relative to Institutional Ca~e for High Dependency Levels
There is need t’or a caution about comparisons for tile highest

dependency level E, because of small numbers in tile conlmunity sample
(only I I cases or 5.6 per cent of the total). In the case of level E, the costs
per capita of care are higher in the hospitals than in the community. The
picture is mixed in the case of the second highest dependency level D. At
this level, costs are lower in the hosl)itals in two cases - although not much
lower in one of these cases - and are higher in the hosl)itals in two cases.

Costs Per Capita A cross In.~titutions
The nature of care that is given differs across the 4 hospitals. In turn,

this influences the cost comparisons between the hospitals. One important
instance is that’there are differences across the institutions in tile hours of
nursing attd attendant care that are given. An extreme case of this is tile
extent to which there is rotmd-the-clock or 24 hour care in some of the
institutions. This can have a marked impact on costs, given that nursing
and attendant costs comprise the largest single component of total costs,
ranging from 36 per cent to 55 per cent of total costs across tile hosl)itals.

Some of the diflerences in costs per capita across the hospitals t’effect
differences in the levels of usage of hospital services that in tttrn are
underpinned by a more generous availability of these facilities in some
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hospitals than in others. This applies both with regard to nursing and
attendant hours and other services, such as ph),siotherapy, occupational
therapy, speech therapy. The availability of services and the needs of
patients interact to determine the level of service b)’ dependency level. Of

these two el.ements, the availability of staff rather than the need for services
is evidently the. major influence - in particular in the case of paramedical
services..Across the hospitals, there are wide differences in the levels of
provision of these services. It is unlikely, to sa,v the least, that the differing
levels of availability of these services would faithfull), reflect differences in
"objective" need between the different groups of elderly patients.

Fundamentally, some of the differences in costs per capila across the
hospitals reflect the differences that exist in the philosophy and style of
care. This seems to affect the reporting of round-the-clock care - that is,
differences in interpretation put on round-the-clock care can influence the
reporting of care hours.

Not all of the differences in costs per capita across the hospitals can be
explained by the differences in levels of dependency. The costs per capita
for Hospital I, 3 and 4 are relatively similar. Yet there are considerable
differences in dependency levels across these hospitals. This reflects in part
the fact that budgets to the hospitals are not allocated on the basis of need,
and that little is known about the degree of disability of elderly people in
the institutions or about the nature of caregiven within the hospitals. The

allocation of budgets occurs on the basis of historical allocations, altered at
the margins on a year-by-year basis.

Cost.~ of ln.~titutional Care on a Througlq)ut Ba.~is
If assessment is used intensively, the resuh can be a relatively high

turnover of patients in the hospital. In order to allow for turnover, costs
can be expressed on the basis of the lattml)er of patients treated in a
particular period. This estimation of costs, on a per patient rather than a
per bed basis, allows for the degree Io which there is a ttlrllover Of patients
through the hospital. Implicitly, thig poses a different question from the\

one that was raised al. the Otltset O[" this report about comparative costs in
different forms of care. The initial question concerned, in effect, a
comparison of the resource costs that were involved in a hospital bed for
the elderly in long-term care with the equivalent costs that arise in care in
the home, having costed all the relevant elcnlellts. If the focus is put on
those in instittltions W]lO are 011 the margin of community care, a
comparison I)etween institutional costs per capita and equivalent costs for
those who are being cal’ed for at home cao be defended, on the basis that
(a) [’Or at least a significant grouI) of those who leave home care for
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hospital care, the likelihood is of a long spell in the institution, (b) a
significant group of those in hospital care are tbere on a long-term basis.

If the focus is put on cost-effectiveness, it can be legitimate to raise the
question of the turnover of patients through the hospital. If a significant
number of patients are discharged, to be replaced by others, this can lead
to more cost-ef[’ective outcomes than in cases where the turnover is low.

There is a particular logic in expressing costs for assessment/rehabilitation
in Hospital 2 on a per patient basis rather than on a per bed basis, given
that the very function of the separate assessment and rehabilitation unit,
apart from complernenting the activities of long-stay unit with regard to
admissions, is to u’y and avoid the necessity for people to receive long-term
instittttional Eat’e.

Nevertheless, the limitations of tbe measttre of costs on a per patient
basis should be noted. Ideally, patients would need to be followed up over
a period of time. In addition, tbere would be need to allow for the
possibility of re-admission at some subsequent date. Moreover, as is
emphasised I)elow, cost-effectiveness analysis wotdd reqnire outcomes IO be

assessed, and this bas not been possil)le in tiffs study.
,’ks expected, the estimation of eosds on a per patient basis has a marked

elTect on the cost estimates for the assessment/rebal)ilitation unit of
Hospital 2, given the high turnover of patients through that unit. In the

cost per bed for that unit, the estimate is relatively high compared to the
other units, reflecting the intensive level of service in assessment and
rehahilitation, tbe labour-intensive nature of these services and the high
usage of paramedical services. Costs pet- patient u’eated are a fraction of
costs per bed (Table 11.3). In the case o1" the other, long-stay, units, unit
costs decline in two of the cases (compared with the costs per I)ed) and
they increase (slightly) in the remaining two cases, where there are
relatively low rates of turnover of patients.

Costs of the Drty Hospital
The implicit assumption has I)een made that the aclivities of tile day

hospital are coml)len~entary with those of community care services, both
formal and informal, and with acute hospital services. It is cleat" fi’om the
clay hospital stu’vey that there is a good deal of complementarity with both
community care and with acute hospital care. It is also clear fi’om tbe
picture buih up of tbe aciivities of Hospital 2 thai the services of the day
hospital are complementary also with geriatric services of that hospital. It
is likely that people attending the day hosl)ital can avert the need to enter
the assessment and rehal)ilitation unit of tbat hospital (which in turn can

be I)rior to admission to long-term care). As in the case of both the long-
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slay hospital traits and the community care sample, Ilae usage ofservices in
the day hospital reflects availability, in this case of a good deal of
paramedical services. Leaving aside the costs of episcJdes spent in acute
Ilospitals, the largest single component of the cost per capita attiibuted to
day hospital users is the cosl of the day hospital itself- £76 out of £236
(Table 11.2). Howeveh the cost per capita of acute hospital care amounts
to somewhat more than the cost of the day Ilospital itself.

Table I 1.3: Weekly Cost peq- I’atient 7Seated by Category of Dependency and by 14ospital

Hospital
Cmegr.y of
DqJendency I 2 ’ 3 4

Long-slay

£

A 87 18 275 141 165

B 119 25 188 137 191

C 102 27 213 190 201

D 120 29 270 183 260

E 182 29 360 "307 308

All 136 27 301 99-.3 99       __7

.... 9,~ottrl;e: I ilbl~ /.1.

II The Policy Context of Care, Provision

The Continuum of Ca~e

The care of elderly people currently takes place along a continuum
ranging from living al home to placement in a long-term insiilution..
Within these two extremes old people may live in shehered hottsing or in
"boarding out" accommodation. Day hospital and day care facilities may
also be available for some old people. This is in addition Io the Ibrmal
statutory services which must be provided an)’way, and the informal care
SUl)plied by family and fi’iends. Continuing Care Retirement Communities
(CCRCs) also exist in some countries whereby old people relocate to
residential campuses consisting of independent living accomn~odation
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(apartments or cottages) and a variety of privately provided social and
health services (including nursing homes) all in one setting. In exchange
for a large entry fee and ongoing monthly payments CCRCs contract to
provide care to residents for the rest of their lives (Rivlin, et aL, 1988). This
raises an important question of whether elderly people should be kept on
time move along that continuum until eventually they end up in long-stay
care, or whether more services should be available to them in the place
where they are living within time framework of an integrated approach to
care.

The danger with the continuuna as a model, with its emphasis on
nlovelmlent between clifferent forms of care, is that too much attelltion may

be focused on care as a production .process rather than on the person-
orientated service that it should be. Sometimes there may be valid medical

and economic reasons for moving old people around in order for them to
receive the best form of care. Economies of scale may, for instance,
determine time degree to whicli a service is mobile or immobile. What
should be avoided, however, is that frail old people have to keep moving in
order to get time care they need. Instead, what is required is a minimum of
moves and a maxinmm of mobile helpers such as conlnlllnity nurses and
home helps. The emphasis should be on norlna/ housing with access to
community services. Solutions which ernphasise discrete changes in the
living arrangements of old people could have adverse consequences in
terms of the sul~jective well-being of elderly people. In general, health care
for old people should be concerned with maintaining the independence of
the vast majority of old people who are not seriously disabled. This point is
t-elated to the key objective of intervention: promoting health, or at least,
slowing down time onset of disability, thereby facilitating time wishes of old
people to remain in their own homes.

The Role. of Day Hospital Care
One policy issue in regard to the continuum of care is the role of the day

hospital in care of the elderly, in assessment, treatment and rehabilitation.
There are unambiguous benefits associated with day hospital provision,
particuhwly if il is attached to a geriau’ic institution. The potential lot- an
integrated approach to care, in which the focus is on assessment and
rehabilitation rather than admission, is obvious fiom the example in this

study. In tiffs way, elderly people can remain in the commu0ity rather than
end up in long-stay care.

To some extent, day hospital provision acts ,as an ahernative to a certain
amount of in-patient care. In addition, the day hospital serves a
complementary function to that of care in the community, where the latter
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is seen as coral)rising both informal care in tile home and tile provision of
forrila] COIllllltality cal’e services.

In general, however, day hospital i)rovision carries I)oth sul)stitution
and eqml)lem~:ntarity potential. Tile former is related to tile day hospital ,as
an alternative to in-l)atient care; tile latter is more concerned witb tile clay
hospital as a community resource. While it is difficult to separate these
functions in practice, a greater eml)hasis on one or tile other has
important implications for planning and resource use. For instance, tbere
is sometimes confusion as to where clay care ends and day hospital begins.

The Costa of Care
For too long there has been an iml)licit view that community care is

mucb less costly tban institutional care. However, as we have seen in tbis
study, this is not ahvays n-ue. V~qlen all aspects of community care are
quantified and valued, partictdarly informal care and acute care resource
use, lhe cost may be higher than in institutions at various levels of
dependency. Coml)arative ~3nalyses which take account only of public
expenditure as a reflection of FeSOllrce rise, are, therefore, t]awed.

Moreoveh as this study points out, what is ttsually measured is actual,
not Ol)timal, consunlption. This means that calctdated costs may sometimes
be artificially depressed because resources are inadequate. This is
particularly true of paramedical services, both in tile community and in
some institutions. It is likely that this feature restdts in a depression of tile
estimated costs ol" care in tile community more than a depression of tile
estimated costs in institutions.

"File fact that the real cost of community care is higller than is generally
thought, and in some cases higher tban its alternatives, does not mean that
more older people should be looked after in institutions. In general, older
people prefer living in their own Ilomes and their preferences should be
respected and facilitated whenever possible. What the resuhs bere
highlight is tile weakness of any argument which seeks to promote

comn]unity care simply on tile basis that it costs less. If this argument were
accepted, it would mean a transfer of tile burden of care from the
Excbequer to [imfilies. Tbis would be unacceptal)le, given the paucity of
community care services throughout tile country and tile lack of
recognition which informal carers have traditionally received from the
statutory sector. Community care shotdd be preferred because it is better
for old people, and it can only be so if adequate resources are available to
supporl tile "staying put" option. This means an increase In formal

community care services and an acknowledgement of the crucial role of

carets within tile J]’amework of a more integrated approach to care.
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Resource Allocation and Need
We have seen in this study that bospitals with very different

distributions of dependency often end up with more or less the same per
capita cost of care. It is obvious that the degree of availability of services is
the most important factor in determining the consumption of services.
This means that need is playing a secondai+y role in decisions about the
allocation of resources. This is hardly surprising, given what is known
about resource allocation in the acute health care sector. There, allocation
is an ad hoc process, based more on historical accident and subsequent
incrementalism than on any scientific approach to determinirtg need
(Tussing, 1985).

Recent research by’ Wiley and Fetter (1990) has highlighted the
usefulness of diagnostic-related groups (DRGs) as a mechanism for
allocating resources to the acute sector. Tbe implicit argument cdntained
in their analysis is that, in the future, hospitals could be financed
prospectively by DRG classification. This would be vet’), different from the
current approach of retrospective allocation based loosely on what
hospitals were doing last year, plus or minus a little, depending on the
economic climate. Vehile a discussion on the technical merits or otherwise
of DRGs as a mechanism for resource allocation would exceed the bounds
of this study, they do carry implications for the funding of long-term care.
In particular, prospective payment is a much better way to finance long-
term care than the current retrospective and generally ad hoc process of
resource allocation.

Any proposal to impl~ove the system of resource allocation in long-term
care alohg Ilae principles of DRG [inancing has to begin with a definition
of need. Normally, old people in long-stay cltre are nol ill so DRGs are of
no assistance in such cases. Instead, the focus shifts to the measnren’tet’tt of
disability. Choosing a scale that manages to capture all aspects of
dependency is not a simple task, as is evident fi’om this study. However,
sot’he tentative suggestions in this regard cat’t be made. For the purpose of

allocating resources and costing care, a more aggregate measure of
disabiliW is most ttseful - o~le that is robust enottgb to incorporate general
characteristics and flexible enough to cover the multifaceled nature of

dependency in old people. The Guttman unidimensional scale pro~,,ided a
useful classification of disability for d’te purposes of this study - certainly
broad enough to allow us to discuss the relative cost of care among
institutions. Other scales can be used in conjunction with Guttman or its an
alternative. For all their limitations, cardinal point scales, such as the
modified Crichtort Royal Behavioural Rating Scale (CRBRS) are prohahly
most useful in this regard. The limited availahle evidence suggests that
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programme-based measures (such as CRBRS) are more useful than general
health classification systems when measuring changes in tile health status
of older people.

Resource allocation in care of tile elderl)’ can never be an exact science
based solely on tile physical and/or mental dependency of older people.
EmoLional and social factors also matter. For instance, an old person may

be in an hlstimtion not because he/she is very disabled in an), conventional
sense, but because of social deprivation which includes such factors as
inadequate housing, spatial isolation, living alone mad fear of attack. For
tllat reason, most scales should ideally be supplenaented by information on
a broad range of social issues.

Under the Health (ALursi~Tg Homes) Act, 1990 it is proposed to award
means-tested subventions Io residents in private nursing homes. Currendy,
tile only proposal is that there is to be pa),ment for three categories of

dependency - light, moderate and hear), - where tile latter is defined to
include persons wil.h dementia. This proposal could be broadened out to
include old people in public long-stay care. This would have tile merit of
linking all i~ublie funding of Iong-ierm care to need, as defined by tile
al)propriate dependency measure.

Our resuhs are compatil~le with tile disaggregation of dependency into
three cal.egories for II~e purpose of resource allocation. In particular, the
data on nursing care by dependency falls into three broad categories, low,
mcdiuln and high (Table 6.1). Some combination of tile Guttman and the
CRBRS scale may, therefore, be a useful starting point for i:lolie),-makers
wishing to develop a general measure of clependency. More fine tuning
could be done as more and better information on reliability and
scaleability becomes available.

Asse~sment and Rehabilitatio~l
Our analysis has highliglated the important role that assessment and

rehabilitation plays in determining tile OVel’;<dl distribution of clependcncy
in long-term care. Therefore current moves to i.ncrease the supply of
consultant geriatricians could be accelerated in line with the
recommendations of tile Working Part), on Services for the Elderly (1988)¯
In general, subsidies either in public or private long-stay care should not
be awarded to older persons unless the), have first of all been ~tssessed as in
need of such care.

,~sessmellt is only useful, howevel’, in so Far as adequate resotlrces are
available Io allow meaningful choices to be made in tile light of Ihe
judgement of providers. ;’ks we have seen, social factors ma), prevent an
elderly person remaining in their own home even though assessment ma),
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have deemed this tile most appropriate placemem. Similarly, inadequate
community care facilities may leave providers with no choice but

. hospitalisation, irresl)ective of tile outcome of assessment. This point is
highlighted with reference to placement in and ~tround Hospital I.
A/though a consultant geriatrician is involved in the decision-making
process governing admission to that hospital, the proportion of low
dependent old people might be considered relatively high. l-loweveh when
all factors are considered, especially spatial isolation and the absence of

community-based alternatives, tile role of the consnhant geriatrician is put
into some perspective. For some old people in this hospital there is onl),
one choice - in-patient care. To live at Ilome may be to return to a sparsely
populated area without a social network or an adequate community care
service (O’Mahon),, 1986), If that is the case, an old person in these
circumstances cannot be left to their own devices, isolated physically and
emotionally fi’om any social contact. There az:e marked differences across
the country in tile levels of.community care provision, with services being

at a low level jn sparsely populated rural areas.
Ideally, only very highly dependent old people should end up in long-

stay care. For this to happen, adequate resources must be made available to
community care so its to delay or postpone the need for ekierly people to
enter a long-stay institution. Whatever subsidy is paid towards the care of
old people in long-slay institutions should also be available to finance a

package of community care services for those people. It is only when
evaluation and assessment had l’l.lled OUt continned care ill tile conln’ionity
that the subsidy would be transferred to the institution.

Within this framework, assessment would take place on a continuotzs
basis. It. would not be restricted to a decision to admit or not to admit an
old person into institutional care’. Nor would it be cotlfinecl to constdtant
geriatricians. Man), different types of providers are involved in the care of

old people, especially in. tile community. The), too should have an
influence on placement. Most importantly of all, however, continuons
assessment should focus on the expressed needs of old people and their
family carers. If these are neglected, the likelihood is that more old people
than otherwise will end up in institution~!l care.

Neither should the call for more consuhant geriatricians overshadow
the fact that in most long-slay institutions, fiurses are the main providers of
care. Curret]tly, this latter group cari’y the main burden of care in
institutions. Tile allocation of a small amount of resources towards u~, ining
and professional development for long-term care nurses could make an
important contribution to tile quality of care. There may still be a tendency
to view long-term cai’e as being "forever". Tile resnh may he an al)sence of
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a strong ethos of rehabilitation and discharge in institutions. This can lead
to low morale among staff and uh.imately pal.ients. Moreover, because long-
term care is a low priority in the health care sectoh so also are tile people

who work in it. Therefore, as well as more training, nursing staff should be

encouraged, and given the skills, to become more involved in decision-
making within institutions. In this way, confidence in their own id)ilities
and in the importance of the job that.they do could be deveioped. This
can only improve the quality of care that they provide to old people.

This research has shown that community care is not l)rovided, as
i)reviously thought, by a large informal network of helpers, but that it
involves the provision of a large number of hours of care by the principal "
care~; with relatively little use of medical or social services.

Community care involves three major components. First, the infornlal.
care provided in the home is a key element. Second, professional and
voluntary sectors provide services to Ihe home or else liaise between the
home and institutions. These include GPs, PI-INs, social workers, home
helps and meals-on-wheels. Third, there is institutional provision
(including (lay centres and day hospitals) and residential options (such as

hospitals, nursing homes, 1)oarding out and shehered housing).
From this study caters were found to receive little or no help with

izaring activities. There was.a low level of service usage reported even I)y the

very highly dependent elderly and their carets in the comn?unity. This low
level of usage reflects both a lack of provision of services, a lack of
information about services on the part of households, and a lack of
accessibility of services to those who could use them. Thetle was a high
number of low-dependency elderly found in the hospital sample afad a
widespread incidence of hospitalisation for acute episodes in the
community sample.

Costs of Community Care
The costs of community care includes the costs of formal conamunity

care services. However, the actual usage of statutory services reflects the
availability of those services in particular areas. One particular instance of
this is the diffet:ence between the higher usage and availability of statutory
services b)’ the (llt), hospital users, and I)), tile community sltnal)le as a
whole. This means that the cost estimates reflects the existing allocation of
resources to these statutory services. They do not put a cost on the
"optimal’~ level of provision of these services, whicla would ideally back up
tile informal care i~:~ the. home and meet tlae "objective" needs of the
elderly people in a cost-effective manne]:
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Only a small proportion of the estimated unit costs of communit), care

relate to explicit public expenditure on statutory community care services.
This reflects two features: (a) the relatively low provision of statutory
public services for the communitx,; (b) the dependence of community care
on a large amount of informal and unpaid care hours within the home.
The opportunities for work of the carers - that they could engage in if they
were not involved in caring - are limited, given their age, skill levels and
educational background. This implies that the unit "price" of labour which
is used in order to estimate opportunity costs is relatively low. Nevertheless,
the large amount of hours thai is devoted to caring (47 hours a week or~
average and even 38 hours a week for the lowest level of dependency)
tneans that the opportunity costs of labottr are a significant part of the
total opportunity costs.

The market opportunities of the carers and their provision of informal
care services within the home are linked in a complex manner. First, the
preparedness of people to provide these services, which may arise fi’om a
variety of motives such as affection, duty, commitment to service, guilt, will
in turn worsen aiay employment opportunities tlaat these people may have
had. This is because of a mixture of elements such as a lack of opporttHaily

for training and promotion, the inability to obtain work experience which
can often influence job prospects and the operation of age limits at the
recruitment level which can make it difficult if not impossible for people to
enter or re-enter the labour force after a long period spent away fl’om
market work. Second, those with a low opporlunily cost of labour, due to
educational or work background, may find caring more attractive than the
alter~iatives. These two elements can explain why the opportunity cost
price put on an hour of care within the home is relatively low.

The notion of caring within the home being relatively more "attractive"
is, however, hard to reconcile with the evidence which has been presented
on the stress costs of caring, l>utting a valuation on stress costs lies beyond
the hounds of the opportunity cost approach. However, the stress
indicators used in Chapter 9 show relatively high levels of stress among
carers. There is also evidence to suggest that - over a period of time if not
at a partictdar point in time - caver stress is likely to increase health service
utilisation and thus to impact.on puhlie expenditure.

A major focus of this study has been on filling the gap in the cost
estimalion procedures left by the neglect of the opportunity costs
associated with informal care provision. In the generation of
comprehensive estimates another element which has not generally been to
the fore when comparisons of community and institutional care at-e lnade
has turned out to play a key role in the cost structures. The use of hospital
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services, inchtding acute services, on an episodic basis, has turned out to
he ,-111 inlpol’lanl, part Of the costs of the COnllnunit)’ sanlplc, and also of the

costs ascribed to the users of the fl;ay hospital. When nlaking comparisons
with the institutio’nalised elderly, it is thus inlportant to ensure that similar

episodes of acute care are picked up in the cost estimates. There is likely to
be some underesi]mation of costs as a result of the difficulties of picking
up all the costs "of such episodes for those who are in long-stay geriau’ic
care, in the cost and financial data ohtaincd.

As with formal community care se,’vices, these costs of acute services
reflect actual allocation of resources rather than optimal provision of
services. Indeed the Working Party on Services for the Elderly (1988) took
the view (i)1). 115-117) that treatment of the elderly in acute hospitals was
distinctly sul)-optimal, with both inappropriate admissions of elderly
people and at the same time "difficulties in gaining admission to hospital
when their medical condition justifies it".

IIl Implications of the Research Findings for Policy Development

Policy Implications - Introduction
This section draws out the main policy conclusions fi’om this study, h.

begins by considering some policy issues about integrated care - the
drawing togethe," of community and institutional resources. Linked to this,
SOIIle poila[S are then made about the contitauum o1" c;:ll’e - frOlll cal’e at

home at one end to services in institutions at the other. The immediate
implications of the cost findings, and the extent to which the allocation of
resources is it1 i’esponse to need, :ire Ihen discussed. Assessment and
rehabilitation, which is discussed next, can play a role in the allocation of
resources.

The discussion of community care is organised, successively, al’Otllld iLs

three main coral)orients. First, there is the care provided in the home.
Second, there are thc services providcd by the professional and voluntary
sectors. Third, there are institutional services for particular episodes, or
institutional services such as day hospitals which can coml)lement care in

the home. The likely relative supply of carets in the future is assessed.

Integrated Care
There is a temptation to think about older people in terms of

extremes. For instance, they can bc perceived as either dependent or not.
While older people do live either at home or in some Ibrm of institution,
the view may be that certain groul)s of them should either be in
institutions or shoulfI not. This sltlcly has confh’nled the fallacy of looking
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at older people and their needs in this manner. There is a striking
heterogeneity among older people, for instance in terms of their social
contacts and their capacities. This means that one cannot view them as a

single unitary social category.
Most old people are independelat. Among the remainder, some are

more or less dependent than others; some should be in institutions, others
should not, but should have access to institution-based services. Even those
with similar physical incapacity may differ in terms of household
composition, income, housing and access to supporting networks.
Similarl),, the caters of old people are a heterogeneous group in terms of
their characteristics and their perceived needs. ,,ks the report has shown,
some of them are single carers, others share that burden; some wotdd
prefer cash payment in return for the job that they do, while for others,
occasional respite care is sufficient.

The heterogeneity of old .people and their carets has important
implications for policy. It means that the latter should have man), strands if
it is to address the diversity which exists in this area. One way in which that
diversity could be addressed’would he through the developn’tent of

individually tailored packages of care for vtdnerable old people and their
carets living at home. For this to happen, people would need to be put in
place in the community with specific responsibilit), for the care of
vtdnerable old people. This would allow information about actual and
potential need to be generated so that services might be planned in an
orderly manlier. [t would also help overconle one of the weaknesses of

current provision, where- divisions of responsibility between those in
charge of institutional care and those in charge of community care services
are likely to lead to lack of coherence between services.

Features of this approach could involve a professional worker
tmdertaking an assessment of the persol]’S ileecls and wishes, drawing on
other professionals’ assessments. Subseqttently a plan for a package of care,
involving i.,arious types of service, would be drawn up and outcomes would
be monitored.16

This approach would be likely to help to maintain elderly people in the
community for as long as possible, given their dependency. This approach
could also help to ensure that key gaps in the current provision of statutory
services are filled. In some eases these gaps could be bridged by reducing
the burdens of care which currently fall on informal earers in the home.

16. There have been experiments wilh integrated care in tile United Kitlgdom: see [br

ins;ante l)anl and Gearing (1990) ?rod Challis and Davies (1986).
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One apl)roach WOtlld be to COllCenl.l’al.c i’eSOl_ll’CeS Ol1 [.hose old people

who would othet’wlse be in itlstittttiot3~ll care. If schemes al’e ge~3et’~ll]},

applied to all elderly persons in the community, it is likely, as Kemper, et aL
(1987) warn, that small reductions in costs of institutional care for some
people are more than offset by the increased costs of providing additional
conlnlt_lllity services I_O ol_hel’S who wotlld remain at home even without
expanded services. The appropriate provision of care, therefore, should

take account of t.he provision of informal care which is currently regarded
as a "fl’ee" service. It does not rule out, however, paying for such care if
that is what carets desire.

Community Care
An important principle which should underlie community care is that

of m~ximising choice. Elderly peol31e and their carets should be provided
with a range of choices; an elderly person should 11Ol. be institutionalised
because of tile absence of supl)orl in the community; and conversely, a
caret should nol be obliged to unclcrtake I]le caring role.

The findings indicate that a more integrated community care service
could give support to the informal care in tile home. This would help
more elderly people to remain li~ing in the community. The improved
services could inchtde outreach programmes providing information about

the supports that are available. There could also be a greater emphasis on
liaison between Ihe different providers of care, in particular between
medical and institutional provision, and between informal care and
commHnil:y care services given through Health Boards.

The specific policy issues on comnltmity care are now taken up in three
stages: informal care in the home, statHtory provision of community care,
and institutional provision.

&q)port for Carel3"
Less than a quarter of principal carets expressed a preference for the

option of having the services they provide for the elderly person supplied
by an outside caret paid for by the Health Board. The key role played by
principal carets, tile amount of work that tile), perform, and the strain that
they experience should be acknowledged, and could be diminished by
providing carets with apl3ropriate supl3orts. Tile sttpport most frequently
sought by carets is direct payment for services (Table I 1.4). This would
obviously provide recognition and support to carets for I.heir role, and
compensate them for direct out-of-pocket expenses which they incur. It
would also address the ]3roblem of economic dependency among carets.
And it wolfld also provide carets wil.h discretionary income to use as they
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wish to boy in services and supports, and to relieve tlaem of some of the
burdens of caring.

The Caters’ Allowance was introduced in 1990 for those who take care of
certain recipients of long-term social welfare payments, increasing fi’om £29
per week to £53 per week (July 1992 rate) the payment made in respect of
certain relatives who care on a ftdl-time basis at home for permanently ill
and elderly persons. The scheme now also covers caters of recipients of the
Disabled Persons’ Maintenance Allowance. Despite these improvements, the
scheme is not specifically legislatively designated to provide either
compensation for caring or to encourage caring in the home. Its primary
aim is to ensure that the incomes of caters who qualify for assistance do not
fall below certain limits. While the scheme is designed to respond to carets
in greatest financial difficulties there remain marked restrictions on the
receipt of the Allowance’, including a severe means test. 17

Table 11.4 : Percentage of CareT:s’ IO, CategoD, of Dependency of Elderly IJm~ons Cared for |’lqw Agwee

that Various 7)pes of C’aler Support Wouhl Help 77teir Situalion

Percentage 14qlo Dependency Categoly
Agree that the

FoUowing Non-
WmtM I lelp: A B C D E scale

All

Per cen l

I. Direct payment 78.9 76.9 69.2 88.9 81.8 64.3 77.3

2. Advice on healdl
¯ (seza’icc or social weltilrc ,t4.0 51.3 65.4 38.9 36.4 28.6 ,t6.5

3. Day cenlres ,t4.0 35.9 3’t.6 33.3 9.1 14.3 36.4

4. Short-term relief care

away from home 34.8 35.9 38.5 38.9 9.1 57. ] 36.0

’) 9 335. More PHN support 3,._ 31.6 42.3 , , .3 18.2 0.0 30.5

6. Support group
I{ll" c~lrers 25.6 33.3 38.5 4,t.4 30.0 28.6 31.0

7. More support from

Chiropodisl,

Physiotherapist, elc. 23.3 35.9 34.6 27.8 36.4 38.6 28.8

8./qterations to home 30.0 41 .O 7.7 22.2 27.3 21.4 27.8

9. More GP support 16.9 25.6 20.0 33.3 18.2 14.3 20.4

17. Although il should be noted that for cal-ers with savings the means test is inore

lenient than it is for peol)le claiming imemploynlei~t assistance
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There arc grounds for a relaxation of these conditions. Direct payment
For caring would relieve financial strain and also confer status on carers as
a valuable resource in the care of" the elderly. There are grounds on an
equity basis for a payment. That is, those families who make personal
sacrifices to care for elderly people are financially worse off than those who
choose not to care for elderly relatives.

One restriction that should be removed is that which confined the
payment to carers of recipients of social welfare pensions. Other cases
where social wellare pensions are riot being received could equally be on
low incomes.

The second support most frequently sought by carers is that of
information and advice on health and social services, and on welfare.
Related to this finding, other studies suggest that carers wish to krlow more
about the medical condition of the elderly person, th’e long-term

prognosis, and treatment and other service options, to be involved in
planning a long-term care regime, and to have access to training in some
aspects of caring such as handling confusion and restlessness (Challis and

¯ Davies, 1980; Graham, 1983). It is important that this information be
accessible. Among the ways in which inlbrmation could he provided arc
through information lines and local education initiatives (Bulme~, 1987;
Hicks, 1988). However it is provided, the provision of informatioo is a
relatively low-cost method of providing support, and it would diminish the
borden of care for carers.

The third support most fi’equently sought by carers is relief care of
various kinds. This relates to the most frequently cited stress of c,)ring,
namely the fact that the carer must constantly remain in the home, and is
therefore confined on a daily basis. Carers could benefit from provision of
arange of respite options, including day centres, short-term relief care (for
instance, through residential services), night-sitting (fi’eeing the carers for
a nunlber of hours) and domiciliary relief care. Other options would be:
the availability of holiday beds (to enable carers to take a holiday);
"floating heds" (accommodation with or without medical treatment for the
dependent elderly I’or, say, 2 nights out of 14); "care helpers" or "care
attendants" who would be paid for the provision of’servlces that would

substitute for informal care, therehy providing relief to carers.
At a more specific level, carers express a wish for help with certain daily

activities invoh,ed in cal’ing, namely with shopping, preparing meals,
housekeeping and laundry. This could be supplied by an extension of the
home help and meals-on-wheels service. Provision of direct payment has
frequently been seen as the best way to ensure maxirnum choice for the
elderly and their carers (Glendinning, 1990; Walker, 1983).
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One caution is necessary al)out what might be seen as a relatively
undenlanding set of responses bv the carers. It is not clear that they were
well informed about the potential range of statutory services and about the
difference which some of these services could make to their lives. Support
services are now considered in greater detail.

Support Services
There are a number of elements in the second component of

community care, namely medical and social and health services. The low
level of usage of support services (Table 8.5) has alreadv been referred to.
The high level of strain reported bvcarers is likely to reflect in part this low
level of nse of support services. Tbis confirms, to some extent, tbe view of
NESC (1987) that the State more usually intervenes to substitute for the
family when family care is absent or breaks down than it does to offer
practical support to ensure the continuation of family care, in a
complementary sense. Certainly services like home helps are especially
vulnerable in times o17 financial retrencbment because Health Boards are

not legally obliged to provide them. Acknowledging the critical
importance of home helps in keeping old people ont of institutions the
Report of the Working Party on Services for the Elderly (1988) called for
immediate nlajor improvements in resources for the service)8 A similar
request for more resonrces was made in respect of community paramedical
services.

In this study, the statntorv services actually used were almost exclusively
GPs and PHNs (Tabtcs 8.5 and 8.6). It would appear fi’om this studv that
medical care is not widelv used in the commnnitv context,- carers report a

/
small nttmber of visits to and fl’om GPs, and only a minority express a wish
for more GP support (Table 11.4). Through the many functions that they
perform, PHNs plav a crucial role in conamunitv care, and a third of the
sample indicate that more PHN support would help their situation.

There is at present an absence of social workers in the care of the
elderly in the community (Table 8.5). Yct social workers can have an
important role in tbe care of tbe elderly given the need for information
and advice, and for liaison between services. An increase in service
provision by social workers is one of the most effective ways in which
conlmunity care provision for the elderly could be strengthened. Thev.
could hetp families in a nunlber of ways: partly in providing information

18. It shotdd be acknowledged that the Department of Social Welfare provides some
assistance to people who want to become honle helps by disregarding income eal-ned from

emplo),meHt of a casual nature ~us a home hell) in iLs means testing.
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which currently may not be given through general practilioners and
hospital services; pardy in helping lamilies to gain access to services.

Both PHNs and social workers can play a number of dilt"erent roles in

tile community care context, and are tile most likely candidates for the
role of liaising between the elderly and the carcr on the one hand, and
medical a~ld professional services oil tile other hand. This liaising would
involve, as outlined above, planning a long-term care regime for a

dependent elderly person in partnership with tile carer. This would
require assessment of the elderly persons and of their social supports. This
would also inchlde an assessment of the capacily of their social supports,
and in particular of the principal careb to bear a possibly long-term caring
role. Assessment would also facilitate more effective targeting of support
services at need. In tile present study, there was little variation in the
provision of services by professional and vohmtary agencies according to
levels of dependency (Table 8.5) which suggests that an apl)ropriate
focusing of services is not always achieved.

Institutional Optio~Ta a’nd Community Ca’re
Tile third component of commtmity care, namely instittttional and

residential care, have already been discussed in terms of their role in
providing respite care for elderly in the home. A desire for day centres and
short-term relief care away from home were expressed 19), around a third of
the sample. Other respite options not asked about include respite care for
carets, which is increasingly recognised as a necessary component of
community care, especially for eldeHy carers (Wcnger, 1990).

A further option is tile development of more allraclive options for
residential care as a means of providing more options for care in tile
community, and for exploring more innovative caring regimes which
combine the positive features of care in tile home (intimacy, privacy,
atttonomy, and care by close relatives or friends) with residential care
(professional assistance, alleviation" of tile burdens of care). Shehered
housing is an obvious example of this. Anothel, which Rossiter and Wicks
(1982) suggest, is the possibility of involving the carer as part of the caring
regime in a nursing home or hospital, thus bridging the gap between care
in the home and in the community. Further exploration of these options,
and of other caret supports, is needed.

Relative Supply of Carets in the Futitre
One source of pressure on the future pool of informal carers in the

home is likely to come from tile projected increase in the poptdation aged
75 and over - both it] absolute terms and as a proportion of the population
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as a whole - into the early decades of the next century. To what extent is
tile future supply of informal carers likely to meet tile likely demands? The
decline in average family size that has occurred since tile early 1970s, and
the rising rates of labour force participation among women over tile same
period, would both point to some diminution in tile future supply of
carets. This study has shown that carers as a group have often had little
experience of paid work, and where they have, it has often been in low-
paid and low-level occupations. Howeveh future generations of potential
earers are likely to face more conflicts between the opportunities for
market work and (so far) unpaid work in caring. Moreovm, while carets in
tile sample were relatively undemanding about the state services which
they would like to see as a complement to their efforts, the expectations of
many of them were formed a long time ago. The next generation of earers
may not be so undemanding.

There are some offsetting points that can be cited against any
prediction of a reduced supply of informal carets - such as tile increased
financial resources (fi’om I)articipation in paid work) which could enable
help to be purchased; and the improvements that have occurred over time
in housing conditions and in facilities within tile home, that make care in
tile home easier. However, on balance, there is likely to be some
diminution in tile future supply of informal care hours, on the assumption

of no change in payments for informal services. This is especially the ease
if caring tasks continue to be seen ,as falling primarily on women.

O~LiCO~rleS

Tile focus in this study is on the cost of care. However, comparative
analysis based on roughly similar categories of dependency is only one part
of the equation. Outcome measurement is difficuh but is the next logical
step in tile process of evaluation. Until such time ~ks benefits are measured,
policy-makers should not use the results of this study as a general indicator
of relative efficiency, either among institutions or between community and
institutional care. moreovel; as nmntioned above, what we have estimated
both in institutions and in tile commlHaity, are actual practice, not costs
based on optimal practice.

In considering tile role ol clay hospitals, issues of outcome also arise,
which were heyond the capacity of this study to evaluate. For instance,
there needs to be a division of funedon between clay hospital anti other
services for elderly people. In princil)le, patients should not attend a day
hospital beyond that point at which further rehal)ilitation by intensive
therapy can he achieved. Beyond that point, a social role is being fldfilled,
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which could be provided by Iowe~’-cost means than a da)’ hospital. Those
who need social care are more likely to obtain it in a cosl-effective mannel"

in a day centre or a social centre.
Finall),, there is a need for a word of caution against using patient

turnover or throughput as a measure of efficienc), in long-term care.
Throughl~nt is simpl), a measure of activity. In principle, it would be
possible for the discharge rate to increase (and the length of stay to
decrease) without outcomes being materiall), affected - depending on

what hapl)ened to those clischarged in Ihe commnnity, including the
subsequent admission rates. Some who are discharged ma), go to private
nursing homes with little or no diminution in resource use for the
community as a whole. The success or otherwise of an active discharge
polic), will depend in particular on the availabilit), of support services
during the crucial early period when tile elderly person returns home. A
successful policy of active discharge may well require a concentration of

supl)ort services in this early period at home. Finall),, comparative analysis
based on rates of throughput should compare like with like. In other
words, assessment units should not be compared with long-stay units - they
are very difl’cren tlorms of care.

IV Issues for Further Investigation

Finally, tile issues for future investigation and research, arising fi’om
this study, are outlined.

One area of inquir), which is clearly indicated as a priorit), is the level of
benefit which is observed in various forms of care and Ihe relationship
between benelit levels and (a) the way in which inslitutions organise their
services, (b) the nature of care given in the home. There are difficuh
problems to be resolved here. First it can be difficuh to estimate the
differences in quality of care across institutions. For instance, the quality of
care can depend in part on the style adopted b)’ particular institutions,
which is not som{:thing that can be easily estimated in practice. Second,
the outcome of care has a number of differenl dimensions, such as the
strengthening ol:morale, the compens.atlon for disability, Ihe better
integration of the elderl), people into society. These elements are dil’fictdt

to measure. Even if they were readily measurable, there would i’emain the
question of whether they could be grouped into an overall index of

otttcomes. Third, there are inherent difficuhies in trying to estimate the
(subjective) levels of satisfaction of the elderly people themselves.

If the benefits fi’om thc delivery of services could be estimated together
with tile costs, il would be possible to move towards cost effectiveness
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analysis. Here, there would be comparisons of tile costs of providing
services in different forms, ill order to arrive ,at a certain level of benefit. In
tile specific case of day hospitals, outcomes would need to be compared
with those under tile neal-est ahernatives, such as day Celltl’eS, intensive

provision of domiciliary care together with visits to out-patient
department.

Another group of questions concerns the relationship between tile
quantity and quality of care and tile availability of facilities. Both ill the
case of the institutions and ill the case of the comn~ttnity sample, there
were a numl)er of indications from this study that tile differential
availability of facilities was a key determinant of differences ill levels of
service across different forms of care. This w~ tile case, for il’;staoce, with

paramedical services in institutions, and also with tile community care
services that are provided throt~gh the Health Boards.

This study has estimated dependency levels at a point in time and
cotdd not estimate the way ill which dependency can change o~;er a period

of time. One particular point at which this issue comes up is in relation to
the impact of admission policy on tile del)endency profile of the patients.

. Some hospitals have changed their policy over time: In earlier years, little
or no assessment was used and one would expect that many of those
admitted then would have I)een hospitalised for social reasons. In recent
years these hospitals bave put more emphasis on assessment. Yet those
patien~ who were admitted for social reasons ill earlier years could have
become progressively more institutionalised, and more dependent, over
time. This type of issue call only be examined by following a group of

patients over time, that is by a longitudinal study.
A similar issne arises in relation to the iml)lications of an aciive

discharge policy, raised above when considering patient turnover. More
information is required on tile long- term health implications of a quick
return for elderly people to tile community.

Finally, the question has been raised above al)out tile possible
difficulties of picking up all the aclate episodes that arise for those patien~
in long-stay institutions. There is a gap in knowledge here about how acute

uni~ interact with geriattlic care units, and about tile cost implications.
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